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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 731-TA-522 (Final)
MINIVANS FROM JAPAN
Determination
On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigation, the

Co1111ission2 determines, pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the Act), that an industry in the United States is not
materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the establishment
of an industry in the United States is not materially retarded, by reason of
imports from Japan of minivans,

prov~ded

for in heading 8703 or 8704 of the

Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, that have been found by the
Department of Comaerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV).
lack1rounci
The Co1111ission instituted this investigation effective January 2, 1992,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of minivans from Japan were being sold at LTFV within the meaning of·
section 733(b) of the Ace (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)).

Notice of the institution

of the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be held in
connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Co1111ission, Vashington, DC, and by
publishing the notice in the fecieral Be1ister of January 23, 1992 (57 F.R.
2785).

The hearing was held in Vashington, DC, on Kay 21, 1992, and all

persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by
counsel.

1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Co1111ission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR. § 207.2(f)).
2 Chairman Newquist and Comaissioner NuzUll dissenting.

VIEWS OF VICE CllADJIAR VATSOR AllJ> COlOIISSIOREllS BllURSDALE ARD CUVPOl.D
Based on the record in this final investigation, we determine that an
industry in the United States is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of imports of minivans from Japan that have been
found to have been sold at less than fair value (LTFV).

I.

1

LIKE PllODUCT
In determining whether an industry is materially injured or threatened

with material injury by reason of the subject imports, the Commission must
first define the •like product• and the •industry.•

The Tariff Act of 1930

(•the Act•) defines the relevant industry as •the domestic producers as a
whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output of the
like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production
of that product . . . . •

2

In turn, the Act defines •like product• as •a

product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an
investigation

• s

Material retardation of the establishment of an industry is not an
issue in this investigation and will not be discussed further.
1

2

Section 771(4)(A) of the Act, 19 U.S.C. I 1677(4)(A).

3
19 U.S.C. I 1677(10). The Comaission has relied typically on the
following factors in defining the like product: (1) physical characteristics
and end uses, (2) interchangeability of the products, (3) channels of
distribution, (4) producer and custo•r perceptions, (5) common manufacturing
facilities and employees and, (6) where appropriate, price. !!!,, ~·,
Calabrian Corp. v. United States, Slip Op. 92-69 (Ct. lnt'l Trade, May 13,
1992).

3

The Department of Commerce has defined the imported product subject to
investigation as follows:
new minivans from Japan • • • defined as an on-highway motor
vehicle which generally has the following characteristics:
(1) a cargo capacity behind the front row of seats
that is loo cubic feet or greater and less than 200
cubic feet;
(2) a body structure, width, and seat configuration
capable of providing full walk-through mobility from
the front seat row to the third seat row, or at least
partial walk-through mobility from. either, (a) the
front seat row to the second seat row, or (b) the
second seat row to the third seat row;
(3) a hood that is sloping and a short distance from
the cowl to the front bumper relative to the overall
length of the vehicle;
(4) a gross vehicle weight that is less than 6,000
pounds;
(5) a height that is between 62 and 75 inches;
(6) a single, box-like structure that envelopes [sic]
both the space for the driver and front-seat passenger
and the rear space (which has flat or nearly flat
floors and is usable for carrying passengers and
cargo): and
(7) a rear side passenger accesa door (or doors) and a
rear door (or doors) that provide wide and level
access to the rear area. 4

57 Fed. Reg. 21937 (May 26, 1992) (emphasis in original).
also determined: ·
4

C011111trce

A vehicle does not necessarily have to meet all seven criteria to
be considered a minivan • • • • While we consider all seven of the
above criteria important in determining whether a vehicle is a
minivan, we consider the criteria which reflect a •asurament of
interior space. (cargo capacity, walk-through capability, and cowl
length) to be of primary importance • • • •

4

Comnerce also determined that the vehicles produced in Japan and exported to
the United States by Mitsubishi, the Expo and Expo LRV, are not •minivans,•
and excluded those vehicles from the scope of its determination.
In the preliminary investigation

6

5

we defined the like product to be

minivans only and did not include other types of

vehicles,~ ••

wagons, full-size vans, and sport-utility vehicles.

station

None of the parties has

urged us to change the definition in this final investigation, and no new
information has come to our attention to cause us to do so.

Accordingly, we

define the like product in this final investigation to be minivans only.
We note that the dividing lines between minivans and other types of
vehicles are not completely clear, in part due to the fact that the minivan
was designed as a •hybrid• vehicle.

7

There is some overlap between the

different types of vehicles and therefore a degree of substitutability on the
demand side between certain minivans and certain station wagons, full-size
vans, and sport-utility vehicles.

1

The record as a whole, however, indicates

that minivans as a product category fill a market niche that is only partially
served by these other vehicles.

9

Moreover, minivans are produced at

dedicated facilities in the United States, which cannot be easily used to

5

&a

57 Fed. Reg. 21937, 21938 (May 26, 1992).

Minivans from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-522 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2402 (July 1991) (•Miniyans•) at 11-17. Only Commissioners Newquist and
Brunsdale of the current Comnission participated in that determination.
6

7

&a

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief, Appendix 1 at 1.

For example, some specific minivan models have 4-wheel drive like
sport-utility vehicles, and some full-size vans have a gross vehicle weight of
less than 6,000 pounds, like minivans. &a Report at A-7--A-8.
1

' .&&,

A..t.i·•

Report at A-13; Memorandum EC-P-034 at 25 (•only mildly

substitutable•).
5

produce other vehicles.

10

Further, there is no clearer dividing line if the

like product were defined to include minivans plus any other category of
vehicles.

If we broadened the like product to include, for example, station

wagons, it is not clear that a rational basis would exist for excluding
passenger automobiles from the like product.
II.

DOlllSTIC INDUSTRY
A.

Consideration of caaacliaa production, or U.S. •doaestic
operations• beyond ainivan production.

In the preliminary determination

11

the Comnission rejected petitioners'

argument that the minivan production of Chrysler Canada Ltd., a Canadian
subsidiary of Chrysler, in Windsor, Ontario, should be included in the
domestic industry.

'The COJllllission noted, inter alia, that the Omnibus Trade

and Competitiveness Act of 1988
·section 771(7)(B)(i),

13

12

amended the Act to provide specifically, at

that the impact of the dumped or subsidized imports

must be considered •but only in the context of

productio~

operations within

the United States.• 'The Conmission also found that •there is no dispute in
this investigation that minivan assembly is 'production' and that automotive
parts are not part of the like product and parts suppliers are not part of
this industry. •

14

Petitioners conceded in this final investigation that the Act precludes
consideration of production operations outside the United States to be part of

1o ,Sta, A.a.&·· Report at A-25, n. 78.
11

,Sn Kiniyans, USITC Pub. 2402 at 19-25.

12

11a P.i. Ho. 100-418, 102 Stat. 1107 (1988) (•the 1988 Act•).

13

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i).

14

Kiniyans, USITC Pub. 2402 at 21.
6

the U.S. industry,

.i&.§..,

that Chrysler's Canadian minivan assembly operations

are not properly considered part of the U.S. industry for material injury
purposes.

15

Nonetheless, petitioners contend that in examining the effect of

dumped imports on U.S. production operations, the Comnission
may not ignore the injury caused to Chrysler's U.S.-based
operations that flows, in part, from the negative effect of
dumping on Chrysler's ability .to sell its Canadian-assembled
minivans in the United States. 16
Petitioners claim that because many U.S.-manufactured parts and components
that are used in Chrysler's U.S. minivan assembly operations are also used in
Chrysler's Canadian assembly operations, •the loss of sales of Canadian
vehicles to dumped imports from Japan has • • • a direct adverse impact on the
per unit material costs associated with Chrysler's U.S. assembly operations.•

17

Petitioners also contend that we must consider the impact of: (1) lost
minivan sales, which are relatively fuel-efficient vehicles, on the ability of
U.S. producers to sell less fuel-efficient vehicles, such as light trucks,
under the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards of the 1975 Energy ,
Policy and Conservation Act•

11 ,

and (2) future lost sales of minivans and

other types of domestic vehicles due to the importance of •brand loyalty•
resulting from a buyer's first vehicle purchase.

19

15

~

16

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 19 (emphasis in original).

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 18.

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 20. Chrysler's Canadian operations
produce only regular-length, rather than extended-length, minivans. ~.
Aa,&., Prehearing Elasticities Memorandum at 2, n.2. Petitioners also argue
that any loss of sales of Canadian minivans to dumped imports also increases
the per unit research and development and SG&A costs of the vehicles assembled
in the United States. Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 20.
17

11

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 8.

19

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 9.
7

In making these arguments, petitioners claim that: (1) the Act
authorizes the consideration of •other economic factors• relevant to its
determination,-

20

(2) the Act instructs the Commission to examine all relevant

factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry, and (3) the
Comiiii.ssion is not limited to assessing the impact of the imports on production
of lik8 products, but must instead examine the impact of the imports on
domestic producers •in general relation to their domestic operations.•

21

While the Conmission is given discretion to consider all economic
factors relevant to its determination,

22

and is directed by the Act to

•evaluate all relevant economic factors that have a bearing on the state of
the industry,•

23

such authority must be read in light of the more specific

instructions of the statute, for example, to disregard foreign production
operations of the domestic industry.

Thus, the more general provisions

24

cited' by petitioners giving the Conmission authority to consider •relevant•·
factors do not permit the Conmission to consider as a •relevant factor• the
Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Answers to Questions from
COJllllissioner Watson at 4.
20

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Answers to Questions from
Conmissioner Watson at 4.
21

22

,S,mt 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(ii).

23

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).

See 1enerally, 2A Sutherland Stat. Const. (1992) § 46.05 at 105
c·When there is inescapable conflict between general and specific terms or
provisions of a statute, the specific will prevail.•). Compare Usx Cot'J). y.
United States, 682 F. Supp. 60, 64-68 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) (a Commissioner
could not consider a factor not specified in the statute if doing so would
•change the focus of the injury investigation in a manner not permitted by
Congress.•): Bin1bam & Taylor Division y. United States, 627 F.Supp. 793, 798
(Ct. Int-'l Trade 1986) (•To the extent that the other statutory provisions
cited by defendant are in pari materia with the cumulation provision, they
must be harmonized with the clear congressional purpose in broadly mandating
cumulation.•), aff'd, 815 F.2d 1482 (Fad. Cir. 1987).
24

8

very off-shore production operations• of the U.S. industry that Congress
specifically directed the Comnission not to consider •in measuring the impact
of imports on the-domestic industry.•

25

Similarly, the general statutory provisions regarding •other relevant
economic factors• do not allow the Commission to disregard more specific
statutory·directives pertaining to the definition of the industry and the
exclusive focus on production of the like product.

Thus, we are not permitted

to consider the relevant •industry• to be the automotive industry generally,
which would include upstream (parts or components), or operations largely
unrelated to the minivan industry such as truck production, unless parts or
components or autom0biles generally are included in the like product.

26

Yet

it is this interpretation of the statute that appears to underlie petitioners'
arguments that we must consider'that lost minivan sales (1) make it more
difficult for automotive producers to meet the CAFE standards of the 1975
Energy Policy· and Conservation Act, limiting, for example, production of
larser trucks with lower fuel efficiency,

27

and (2) cause losses of future '

sales of other types of domestic vehicles due to customer brand loyalty.

28

25 S. Rep. Ho. 71, lOOth Cong., 1st Sesa. 115, 117 (1987).
See also,
H.R. Rep. Ho. 100, Part 1, lOOth Cong., lat Seas. 128-29 (1987). While the
example given by these cited Conmittee reports instruct the Conmission not to
consider profits derived by the domestic industry from im'Port operations as a
basis for a negative determination, the statutory prohibition on considering
offshore operations is broader than that one example.

Alternatively, one could read the petitioners' argument to be that
while the •industry• does not include parts and component producers (or truck
or automobile producers), nevertheless the direction that the Comnission
consider the impact on •the industry• should be read to require inclusion of
such producers.
26

27

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 8.

21

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 9.
9

We also reject petitioners' claim

29

that any loss of sales of Canadian

minivans by reason of the LTFV imports is to be considered relevant because,
for example, it injures the U.S. minivan industry through increased per unit
costs for parts and components.

The Act does not define an •industry• to be

producers of related products, or upstream products such as parts and
components.

Nor is the industry defined as all operations of a legal entity

identified as producing a like product.

It is defined specifically to be

domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or
those producers, whose collective output of the like
product constitutes a major proportion of the total
domestic production of that product. 30
Section 771(4) of the Act also requires that .·ctlhe effect of subsidized
or dumpecl imports shall be assessed in relation to the United States
production of a like product • • • • •

31

(emphasis added).

Only if •domestic

production of the like product has no separate identity• may the Commission
This is not the type of investigation where •mere assembly• may
involve a •screwdriver• operation, and where the COJllDission may need to ,
examine the question of what constitutes •production.• As the Commission
noted in the preliminary determination, assembly is a substantial operation
involving plants costing hundreds of millions of dollars and substantial
numbers of workers and wages. JI& Miniyans, USITC Pub. 2402 at 21 & n. 63.
29

30

19 u.s.c. § 1677(4)(A) (emphasis added).

31 Compare Alberta Porlt Prodµcers' MlrJtatina Board v. United States, 669
F. Supp. 445, 464 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1987) c•since the Commission found live
swine and pork to be different products, the Court finds the use of elasticity
estimates which may be derived from changes in supply of pork and live swine
is inappropriate for determining whether the injury to the live swine industry
is by reason of the subsidized imports of live swine.•); USX Com. y. Vnited
States, 682 F. Supp. 60, 70 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) (rejecting an elasticity
estimate for the carbon steel industry instead of the relevant industry--cold-rolled plates and sheets; •nothing in the record indicates whY- such a
broader analysi• may be used•). While these cases did not construe the
language of § 771(4) as such, implicit in their holdings is the overall
requirement of the statute that the data considered by the Commission must
pertain to the specific industry producing the like product, not to related
industries.

10

assess the effect of the imports on •the examination of the narrowest group or
range of products, which includes a like product,· for which the necessary
information can be provided.•

32

Because the product lines provision is an exception to the general
statutory principle that the relevant operations are limited to those
producing the like product,

33

we decline to create additional exceptions to

the requirements of the statute.

34

Further, the statute indicates that even

where data for the industry producing the specific like product is unavailable
(and has been sought) the Commission is restricted to the •narrowest group or
range of products• for which data is available.

This indicates the Comnission

can not necessarily examine the •general operations" of the automotive
industry even if the product lines provision were applicable, unless those
were the narrowest operations for which data were available.
Further, because the Act defines •industry• entirely in relation to the
like product,

32

35

the Comnission has· not considered parts and components or

19 u.s.c. § 1677(4)(D) (the •product lines provision.•).

~Hannibal Inciustries. Inc. y. United States, 710 F. Supp. 332, 334
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1989) (•The product line provision is an exception to the
general rule that the COlllDi.ssion is to examine the impact of dumped imports
with respect to relevant economic factors relating to a like product.•).
33

34 Allied Iube & Conciuit Cor.p. y. Vnited States, 898 F.2d 780, 784 (Fed.
Cir. 1990) (•Where Congress explicitly enumerates certain exceptions to a
general [requirement], additional exceptions are not to be implied, in the
absence of evidence of a contrary legislative intent.•) c·business•
proprietary information of a government not excepted from APO release
provisions of the 1988 Act).

~. L.i·, Asociacion Col91Dbiana de Bxnortadores de Flores y. United
States, 693 F.Supp. 1165, 1167 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) c•until [the question of
'what is the domestically produced product which is •1ike• the products under
investigation?'] is answered, it is impossible to determine which industry is
to be examined for injury or threat of injury.•).
35

11

•upstream• production operations as part of an industry
produced a like product with one important exception:
industries.

37

unless they

agricultural

The special treatment of agricultural industries by the

Act further undercuts petitioners' arguments.
B.

36

38

a.lated parties.

Under section 771(4)(B) of the Act, producers who "are related to the
exporters or importers, or are themselves importers of the allegedly
subsidized or dumped merchandise," may be excluded from the domestic industry.
H.R. Rep. 1156, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 188 (1984) (Conference Report to
the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984) ("producers of products being incorporated
into a processed or manufactured article (i.Jl., intermediate goods or
component parts) are generally not included in the scope of the domestic
industry • • • • •); H.R. Rep. 1091, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 15-16 (1984) (same
language). Compare, iL..i·• Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-483 (Final), USITC Pub. 2411 (August 1991) at 18-19 (•the
production activity at issue is the assembly of [the like product], not the
production of parts or components produced by vertically integrated producers
of [the like product]) (defining the members of the domestic industry);
Iungsten Ore Concentrates from tbe Pegple's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731TA-497 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2367 (March 1991) (reject application of
section 201 industry principles to title VII).
36

37

~

H.R. Rep. H.R. Rep. 1091, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 15-16 (1984).

31 The 1988 Act added 771(4)(E) of the statute pertaining to the
definition of agricultural industries, •to allow• growers or producers of a
raw agricultural product in appropriate cases to be considered part of the
domestic industry. ~ H.R. Rep. No. 40, Part 1, lOOth Cong., lat Seas. 121
(1987); s. Rep. No. 71, lOOth Cong., 1st Seas. 109 (1987). While the
Conmittee reports accurately report that the COJDDission had previously
considered inclusion of growers in an processed agricultural industry, the
purpose of the enactment was to endorse this principle for agricultural cases.
Indeed, prior to 1988·, the Commission had exercised discretion to define an
industry to include •upstream• producers only pursuant to the perceived
congressional concern regarding agricultural industries as a special case.
~. iL..i•, I,•mb Meat from New Zealanci, Inv. No. 701-TA-80 (Preliminary), USITC
Pub. 1191 (November 1981) at 9. In the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, a more
narrow provision was enacted relating solely to grapes incorporated in wine.
See geoerally, H.R. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 188 (1984). No provision
is made in either the 1984 or 1988 enactments for applying the •upstream•
provisions of this amendment to manufacturing industr~es.

39

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).
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39

Application of the related parties provision is within the Commission's
discretion based upon the facts presented in each investigation.
producers are

rela~ed

40

If

parties under section 771(4)(B), the Commission

determines whether •appropriate circumstances• exist to exclude these
producers from the domestic industry.

41

The related parties provision has been utilized by the Commission to
minimize any distortion in the aggregate data bearing on the condition of the
domestic industry that might result from including related parties whose
operations may be shielded from the adverse effects of the subject imports, or
whose interests lie primarily in importation rather than domestic production.
In this final investigation, no party has argued that any domestic
minivan producer should be excluded as a related party.

In the preliminary

investigation, the Commission identified Ford and Chrysler as related parties

40 Iorrinaton y. United States, Slip Op. 92-49 at 12 (Ct. Int'l Trade
April 3, 1992): Empire Plow Co. y. United States, 675 F.Supp. 1348, 1352 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1987).

41 .S... ~. Empire Plow Co. y. United States, 675 F. Supp. at 1353
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1987).

42
The primary' factors the Commission typically has examined in
deciding whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude a related party
include:
(1) the percentage of domestic production attributable to related
producers:
·

(2) the reason why.importing producers choose to import the
articles under investigation -- to benefit from the unfair trade
practice or to enable them to continue production and compete in
the domestic market; and
(3) the competitive position of the related domestic producer visa-vis other domestic producers.
The Conmission has also considered whether each producer's books are kept
separately from those of related parties. ha. ~. Iorrinaton y. United
States, Slip Op. 92-49 at 10 and 11 (Ct. Int'l Trade April 3, 1992) •
. 13

42

due to (1) Ford's significant equity interest in Mazda, an exporter of the
subject minivans to the U.S.: (2) Ford's joint venture agreement with Nissan,
formerly an exporter of minivans to the United States,

43

to produce a minivan

in the United States, and (3) Chrysler's significant equity interest in
Mitsubishi, exporter of a minivan to the United States during the period of
investigation, as well as Chrysler's prospective importation of what was
described as a •minivan•, the Expo, from Mitsubishi.

44

In this final investigation, we again find that appropriate
circumstances do not exist to exclude Ford and Chrysler

45

as •related

parties• due to their equity interests in two -Japanese minivan producers
during the period of investigation.

46

'lbere is not any direct evidence in

'!be Report, at A-41, indicates that Nissan considered its Axxess to
be a station wagon. However, earlier in the period of investigation Nissan
also imported a minivan, which it ceased importing in mid-1989. a.... Report at
A-41.
43

After our preliminary determination, Mitsubishi's Expo was found QY
the Commerce Department not to be a minivan, as noted above. Mitsubishi
stopped exporting its minivan to the U.S. in 1990. m Report at A-40.
44

While GM has a joint venture with Toyota •to assemble passenger cars•
at a facility in California, Tr. at 101, there is no equity ownership between
one firm and the other and there is 4nd has been no •minivan• production or
sales agreement between the two. Nor is there any indication that one exerts
any degree of control over the other. Accordingly, on the facts of this case,
we do not believe this amounts to a sufficient •relationship• to warrant
consideration of GM as a •related party• under the statute. Generally. any
benefit or •relationship• must pertain to the unfairly traded articles under
investigation. Cogpare Sancivik AB y. United States, 721 F. Supp. 1322, 133132 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989), aff'd, 904 F. 2d 46 {Fed. Cir. 1990) •
45

While Ford has entered into an agreement with Nissan jointly to build
a new minivan in the United States, these vehicles would be produced in the
United States, not imported from Japan, and would be sold beginning this
sunmer. Tr. at 68-69. '!bus, there is no indication that any of the industry
data on minivan' production {which pre-date the sales of the joint venture
vehicle) would be affected. We therefore need not consider whether this
constitutes a •relationship• with a minivan exporter or importer, or whether
appropriate circumstances for excluding Ford from the industry on this ground.
46

14

the record that Ford or Chrysler exert any significant influence over the
marketing or sales of minivans by their related firms, or that their marketing
or sales are significantly influenced by any of the related firms.

41

III. NO KATlllliL INJURY BY RIASON OP LTn IMPORTS

The Commission is required to make a final determination of whether an
industry in'the United States is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of LTFV imports.

41

In making our

determination, the Act provides that the Commission:
Ci)

shall consider-(I)

the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the
subject of the investigation,

(II)

the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the
United States for like products, and

CIJI) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic
producers of like products, but only in the context of
production operations within the United States: and
(ii) may consider such other economic factors as are relevant to the
determination regarding whether there is material injury by reason of
imports. 49 ·

47
~.A.a,&., Tr. at 64, 109, 111; Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Part
II at 2, 7 (Answers to Questions of Commissioner Crawford).

41

19

u.s.c. s 1673d(b).

19 U.S.C. S 1677(7)(B). The statute also indicates that the presence
or absence of any factor pertaining to volume, price effects, or impact •shall
not necessarily give decisive guidance• to the Commission's determination.
~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(E)(ii).
49
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A.

BACKGROUllD so

The Act requires the Comnission to consider all relevant economic
factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry and to consider
these factors within the context of the business cycle and conditions of
competition distinctive to the affected industry.

51

Relevant economic

factors' affecting the domestic industry during the period of investigation
included the economic recession and Gulf war (from mid-1990 through early
1991).

Both had the effect of reducing consumer demand, particularly for big-

ticket purchases such as minivans, as even petitioners concede.

Indeed, '

52

consumption and shipments of minivans declined from 1990 to 1991,

53

and most

indicators of the condition of the industry also declined during that
period.

54

The statute requires the Conmission to evaluate all relevant economic
factors in the context of the business cycle of the affected industry.

The

50
In making our determination, we consider the impact of the imports on
the industry "as a whole." m. L.£., United En1ineerin1 & Forainl y. Unitad
States, 779 F. Supp. 1375 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1991). We reject the argument made
in this proceeding that we are permitted to make a negative determination
solely on the basis that one "major producer" was individually "not injured."
m Tr. at 241. However, we are not prevented from focusing on appropriate
market segments. m Iwatsu Electric Co. y. Unitad Statas, 758 F.Supp. 1506,
1511, n. 7 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1991); Gifford-Hill Cement Co. y. United States,
615 F. Supp. 577, 582-584 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1985). See also CQPJ2e;weld Cor.p.
y. United Statas, 682 F. Supp. 552, 566 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988).

51

,S.a 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C).

L.&·, Tr. at 16; Transcript of June 21. 1991 .Preliminary Conference
("Conf. Tr.") at 28 ("a moderate drop in demand as a result of the recession
could be expected given the softening of general economic conditions during
the period of investigation."). Sea also, Memorandum EC-P-034 at 4.
52

53

m·Report at A-31.

54

m

Report at A-48, A-54, A-58.
16

minivan industry is not yet mature; and is still growing and evolving.

55

Chrysler's introduction of its minivans in 1983 caused a surge in demand for
this new type of vehicle and gave definition to this market segment.

56

Chrysler's early and continuing success appears.to have been based on the
initial packaging of those features and characteristics described in
Commerce's .identification of the characteristics of the subject imports,
particularly the minivan's front wheel drive and car-like handling qualities.
Since that time a number of models have been offered for sale by several
domestic and foreign manufacturers.

GM introduced its Astro/Safari minivans

and Ford introduced the Aerostar in 1985.
platforms and have rear-wheel drive.

These models are built on truck

Nissan and Mitsubishi introduced

57

minivans, since discontinued, in late 1986 and 1987, respectively.

51

The

Mazda MPV and Toyota Previa, the minivans currently imported from Japan at
LTFV, were introduced in the fall of 1988 and January 1990, respectively.

59

The General Motors •triplets•, the All Purpose Vehicle c•APv•), which are sold
under Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and Chevrolet nameplates, were introduced in the ·
1990 model year.

60

In a growing market, a new model of minivan, if

i&,&., Report at A-17; Transcript of May,21, 1992 Hearing (•Tr.•) at
16 (Petitioners); Tr. at 257-59, 261, 263 (•still in its first product
cycle.•); Toyota Prehearing Brief at 15; Toyota Posthearing Brief, Answers to
Questions of Commissioner Nuzum at 12: Mazda Posthearing Brief, Attachment B
at 13.
55

56

~Report

57

,Su, La·, Memorandum EC-P-034 at 11, n. 34.

at A-17.

51
These minivans were withdrawn from the market during the period of
investigation.

59

.s...

Report at A-40, A-42.

60

~

Report at A-16;

Memorand~

EC-P-034 at 6, n. 16.
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successful, can attract new buyers and expand the size of the market without
necessarily displacing sales of existing models.

61

Although the minivan market is still growing, individual models of
minivans generally wil~ follow traditional automotive product cycles.

Initial

peak sales volume typically will be reached approximately three years or more
after introduction.

A peak in sales is generally followed by pricing

incentives, changes in model styling and standard equipment, and the
introduction of new options, in an effort to prevent and then moderate a
decline in sales volume.

62

The statute also requires the Connission to evaluate all relevant
economic factors in the context of the conditions of competition of the
affected industry.

We note that a substantial segment of the domestic market

is held.by non-subject imports.

A substantial percentage of Chrysler's sales,

including its regular wheel-base minivans, are imported from Canada.

We

63

also note that the domestic industry signed a new labor contract in. 1990 that
limited its ability to reduce costs during a period of reduced demand.

64

Also, a downgrading in the debt ratings of certain industry participants
increased the cost of obtaining funds.

65

,S,u, L.i·, Report at A-17; Tr. at 74 (a mature market is a
replacement market rather than a growth market; buyers in a growth market •are
entering into this new segment because a segment didn't exist before•) (Dr.
Eads); Tr. at 78-79 (•bullish on minivans•) (Mr. Perkins); Transcript of June
24, 199Z Commission Meeting c·vote Tr.•) at 4-5 (Mr. Benedick, quoting Mr.
Lutz of Chrysler).
61

Ju, L.i·, Memorandum EC-P-034 at 10-11; Vote Tr. at 4. In AJ.G,
Tr. at 119-120, 121-22.

62

L.i·•

63

,S,u,

A+&•, Memorandum EC-P-034 at 2-3, n. 2.

64

Ju,

L,&., Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 40-41.

65

Ju Report at A-58.
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An additional condition of competition distinctive to the minivan market

is that prices are not easily observed. so that not all customers pay the same
price for the same vehicle.

Given the level of negotiation between the

customers and dealers. and all the various packages and financing incentives.
consumers have difficulty-comparing the prices of different vehicles.
fact. a

con~umer

In

may find the same vehicle offered at a different price in

each dealership he or she visits.

Thus. consumers are likely to be much less

aware of and/or responsive to price changes than they are in markets where
prices are easily observed and compared.
Several additional economic factors relating to product design and
marketing decisions affected the domestic industry's sales during the period
of investigation, which petitioners have also recognized.

66

GM's APV

•triplets.· introduced in 1989/1990, have not been as successful as was
anticipated in part due to their unique design and •futuristic• styling.

67

Because demand has not approached the approximately 250.000 vehicle annual
production capacity of its dedicated APV assembly facility, GM has experienced
significant losses on its APV production.

61

Chrysler's minivans received the

well-publicized •do not buy• reconmendation from a popular consumer magazine
because of problems with its Ultradrive transmission.

69

Although Chrysler

replaced this transmission' in 1991 models, it likely was hindered in returning

66

.S.. Tr. at 125.

67 .s.n • .I.a.&•• Memorandum EC-P-034 at 6. n.16 and at 11, n. 34; Tr. at
122; Mazda Prehearing Brief. Ex. 25 (New York Times article quoting an
anonymous GM official: The APV •1ooks like a Dustbuster.•).
61

,m, &a.I·• Tr. at 35-36. In fact, GM has announced that it intends

to close its APV production facility.

" .S..

Report at A-17, n. 46.
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to prior sales levels.

°

7

Finally, a substantial percentage of domestic

induatiy shipments during the period of investigation were sold to rental
fleets.

71 ·

Used fleet minivans, which are typically only a few months old

with relatively low mileage, are reclaimed and resold by the domestic industry
at deeply discounted prices that undercut new minivan sales.

72

In view of these relevant economic factors, it is not surprising that
the condition of the industry was mixed in 1989 to 1990 and generally declined
from 1990 to 1991.

U.S. production, net sales and shipments of minivans

displayed a trend s:iniilar to that for consumption, rising from 1989 to 1990,
but falling in 1991.

73

U.S. capacity increased significantly in 1990 to over

900,000 vehicles, and remained steady at that level in 1991.

Capacity

utilization declined steadily over the period of investigation, from 87.5
percent in 1989 before capacity was increased in 1990, to just over 70 percent
in 1991.

74

While operating income declined steadily from 1989 to 1991 from

$1.2 billion to $481 million, the 4omestic industry remained profitable during
~e

period of investigation.

.

Operating income as a percentage of net sales

displayed a similar trend, declining from 12.9 percent in 1989 to 5.0 percent
in 1991.
10

71

Jla, a.&·, Report at A-17, n. 46.

71 Report at A-45. Petitioners concede this is a segment of the market
where there is little competition between the U.S. and Japanese minivans.
Petitioners' February 3, 1992 Letter to Brian Walters and Gerald Benedick at
2; Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 68.
12

at.A-43.

.&n. l.J.•, Report at A-98--A-100; Memorand\DD EC-P-034 at 3-4; Report
.

73

In Report at A-30, A-31, A-48, A-58.

74

.&n Report at A-48.

71

Ila Report at A-58--A-59.
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The number of production workers fell throughout the period of
investigation.

Hours worked, wages paid, total compensation paid and

productivity all increased between 1989 and 1990, and then declined in 1991.
Unit labor costs.increased over the period of investigation.

76

Petitioners have pointed to a marked upturn in a ntDDber of industry
indicators in 1992.

77

While we are careful not to draw any conclusions about

the full year based on the interim data, we do note that retail sales of the
domestic industry have increased in the first five months of this year
relative to 1991.

71

It is clear that the negative industry trends in the performance of the
minivan industry are related to the general economic factors, the business
cycle and specific industry events discussed above.

The Act, however,

requires that the material injury be by reason of the LTFV imports.

In the

following sections we will focus more specifically on the effect of the LTFV
imports on the domestic industry.
B.

VOLUKI

In determining whether there is material injury by reason of LTFV
imports, the statute directs the Conmission to consider •whether the volume of
imports of the merchandise, or any increase in that voltDDe, either in absolute
terms or relative to production or consumption in the United States, is

76

,S,iin Report at A-54---A-55.

77

1..&., Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 1-2.

71 la Memorandum INV-P-104 (June 24, 1992) at 2-3.
We note this
information with caution, because it reports sales of Chrysler's Canadian
production together with U.S. production. ii& text accompanying notes 136 to
145, infra.
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significant.•

In 1989, Japanese minivans held a very small share of the

79

domestic market, with almost all sales accounted for by imports of the Mazda
MPV.

80

With the·introduction of the Toyota Previa in January 1990, sales of

subject Japanese minivans and their market share increased substantially and
remained relatively stable in 1991.
indicates that sales of the newly

11

Indeed, information of record

int~oduced

Previa in fact accounted for the

majority of the increase in the number of minivans imported from Japan from
1989 to 1990.

While the exact market share is confidential, at no time

12

during the period of investigation did imports from Japan account for even 15
percent of the market in terms of either quantity or value.

13

Domestic minivans accounted for the vast majority of shipments during
the period of investigation.

Their market share increased slightly from 1989

to 1990, despite the increase in shipments of Japanese minivans, but then
declined somewhat in 1991.

14

Fairly traded imports from Canada accounted for a minimum of
approximately 20 percent of the market for each year during the period of'
investigation.

In 1990, as the market share of domestic and subject Japanese

minivans increased, the Canadian market share declined.

It subsequently

increased in 1991, as the market share of dcmestic vehicles fell.

u.s.c.

79

19

IO

in Report at A-39, A-90.

11

in Report at A-80.

12

Sn, La• , Report at A-39.

13

.S.. Report at A-90--A-91.

14

~

I 1677(7)(C)(i).

Report at A-88--A-91.
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While it is clear that the smaller the volume of imports, the smaller
the effect that they will have on the domestic industry, the discussion.of
whether the volume of imports or their increase is significant cannot be made
in a vacuum.

IS

This determination must consider other factors, such as the

nature -of the minivan market, the level of substitutability between domestic.
and

Japa~ese

minivans, and the availability of substitute products, as

discussed below.
For these reasons, and in view of the nonprice factors discussed below,
we do not find that the volume or increase in volume of LTFV imports to be
significant.

16

IS .s.. B.R. Rep. No. 319; 96th Cong., lat Sess. 46 (1979) c·ror one
industry, an apparently small volume of imports may have a significant impact
on the market; for another the . . . volume ·may not be significant.•); s. Rep.
Bo. 249, 96th Cong., lat Seas. 88 (1979) ; H.R. Doc. No. 153, Part II, 96th
Cong., lat Seas. 434 (1979).

16 To the.extent that the limited data available for part of 1992
indicate a noticeable decline in the subject imports relative to the s.,.
period of 1991, see Memorandum INV-P-104 (June 24, 1992), it is consistent
with our findiq that import volume is not significant. We are, of course, to
determine whether the domatic industry is suffering present material injury
by reason of imports. Ila Cbapaxral Steely. United States, 901 F.2d 1097,
1104 (Ped. Cir. 1990).
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C.

PRICB IPRCTS

In evaluating the effect of LTFV imports on prices, the Commission
considers whether there has been significant price underselling of imports and
whether the imports depress prices to a significant degree or prevent price
increases that otherwise would have occurred, to a significant degree.

11

Prices have generally risen over the period of investigation, indicating a
lack of price depression. ••
A number of factors are relevant to the determination as to price

suppression, including the degree of substitutability between the domestic and
subject import minivans, the

availabil~ty

of fairly traded imports, resale

minivans and non-minivan substitute vehicles, the size of the actual

dump~

margin, and the size of the market share held by subject imports.

The more

substitutable products are, the more likely that potential

purchasers will make their purchasing decisions based upon price differences
between the products.

Conversely, where there is a high degree of product

differentiation, products are less sUbstitutable, and price is less likely to
be a determining factor in purchasing decisions.

In addition to styling, size

and other physical differences, differences in quality and reliability, brand
loyalty, and price affect the substitutability of competing products.
Minivans are a highly differentiated products and numerous factors limit
substitutability among minivans.

Considerations of interior space, seating

configuration and capacity, the degree of car-like ride, engine size, frontor rear-wheel drive, 2- or 4-wheel drive, available options, safety features,

11

19 U.S.C. S 1677 (7) (C) (ii).

88

In Report at A-103.
24

and styling are all factors that differentiate one minivan from another.

19

Ford's Aerostar and GM's Astro and Safari have been criticized for their more·
•truck-like• handling, and are in fact built on truck frames.

90

One consumer

magazine even refused to consider the Aerostar and Astro/Safari as •true
minivans• due to this characteristic.
only

4-~ylinder

engine size.

92

Many Japanese minivans are sold with

91

engines, while all U.S. minivans sold in 1991 had the larger
The smaller engine size has been cited as a drawback to some

of the Japanese vehicles.

93

Most Japanese minivans were shipped with rear-

wheel drive while most U.S.-minivans had front-wheel drive or all-wheel/4wheel drive.
U.S~

All shipments of Japanese minivans were of standard length while

minivans were more evenly split between standard length and extended

length wheel bases.

94

Cargo capacity or length of wheel-base in particular

has been cited as another purchasing factor considered by consumers.

Mazda,

for example, indicated that it tends to compete with Chrysler's short-wheel
base minivan produced in Canada, not the long-wheel base minivan produced in
the U.S.

95

Mazda cited its lack of an airbag as hindering its ability to

19

.S.., fla.i., Memorandum EC-P-034 at 5-6.

90

.sn Memorandum EC-P-034

91

.S... 12 AAA World Ho. 3 (April 1992) at 10.

92

.S.. Report at B-57.

93

.S. Memorandum EC-P-034 at 21, & n. 56.

94

Ill Report at A-98: B-57.

at 11, n• 34.

" .ha Tr. at 189;..191. .ha
59, and at 23.

.&la,Q,

Memorandm EC-P-034 at 21,

25

&

ns. 58,

compete in the marketplace, indicating that differing safety features also
limit substitutability.

96

Perceptions of quality and reliability also are important non-price
considerations.

Japanese minivans are generally viewed as higher quality than -

domestic minivans.

As we have noted, Chrysler received a well-publicized •do

not buy• recomnendation from a popular consumer magazine because of problems
with its transmission.

97

Warranty data we have obtained confirm that

domestic minivans experience substantially more warranty claims per vehicle
than do Japanese minivans.

98

Brand loyalty is also important in purchasing decisions.

GM, for

example, markets essentially the same basic minivan, the APV, under three
different n&Mplates to different sets of customers.

99

For this product and

industry, brand loyalty is an important non-price factor that affects
customers' preferences and thus limits substitution of one minivan for
another, or of a minivan for a ditferent type of vehicle.

100

Indeed,

petitioners themselves have stressed that the first purchase of any'type of
vehicle tends to •1ock in• a customer to buying the same company's vehicles in

"

~

97

See s1n1rally, Jl.a.&•• Report at A-17, n. 46.

98

~

Tr. at 230.

Report at A-19--A-21; Memorandum EC-P-034 at 21-22.

" ~ •• Tr. at 128-29 c•the trick in the business ••• is to find a way
of reaching different sets of customers with products that are perceived to be
different•) (Dr. Eads), 130 c•the demographics of the ••• buyer group
between the ChevY vehicle and the Oldsmobile vehicle are radically different •
• • far more different than the numbers shown here. It's because Oldsmobile
baa managed a package, a very different product and convinced customers that
it meets their needs.•) and at 131 c·we do not include sales that Oldsmobile
might cannibalize fram ••• [Chevy] Lumina.•).
100

~ ••

Memorandum EC-P-034 (June 19, 1992) at 7-8.
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the future, although they argue this does not •appear to be a critical factor•
in a first minivan purchase.
choice# data

102

101

The various #cross-shopping• or •second-

obtained in this investigation indicate that, at best, only a

minority of minivan buyers •shop" both a U.S.

103

and a Japanese minivan.

104

Another factor limiting substitutability is the significant price
differential that exists generally between the domestic and imported
minivans.

105

Petitioners concede that the Japanese minivans are sold

predominantly in the higher price ranges.

106

Pricing data in this

investigation substantiates that Japanese minivans were generally sold at
higher prices than the U.S.

produc~

and to a greater extent in the higher

price ranges than the domestic vehicles.

107

This factor limits

substitutability to the extent that purchasers are constrained by income
considerations.
101

Indeed, cross-shopping data indicates that price is a less

L,&., Petitioners' Prehearing_ Brief at 8;

102 There has been a variety of cross-shopping and •second-choice•
vehicle survey data submitted in this investigation. We have considered all
of this information, but have chosen to give greater weight to the CDS data
submitted by Toyota, because its CDS data on •domestic• vehicles does not
confuse U.S.-produced minivans with minivans from Canada. As noted above, we
do not include Canadian imports in the U.S. industry. Moreover, Toyota was
the only responding firm to provide complete survey data, as opposed to
selections of the data or summaries. We typically would give greater weight
to complete data. In any event, petitioners have indicated that generally
they have no objection to our giving greater weight to Toyota's data. ~
June 5, 1992 Letter from Petitioners' counsel to Kenneth R. Mason at 5.

We note the importance of segregating Canadian from U.S. minivans in
this context. The Canadian minivan is a shorter version of the Chrysler
minivan manufactured in the United States.
103

104

Memorand\DD EC-P-034 at 8-9.

105

.S.., §....&.,Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 67-68.

106

L,&., Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 29.

107

.S.. Report at A-97; Report at A-100--A-108.
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important consideration for buyers of the subject imports than for the buyers
of the domestic vehicle.

101

Not surprisingly, a significantly larger

percentage of domestic minivan purchases than imported minivan purchases
during the period of investigation were financed by dealers.

1ot

Price suppression is also limited by the presence of other vehicles in
the market that substitute for domestic minivans and subject imports.

Fairly

traded Chrysler minivans, imported from Canada,' held a substantial share of
the U.S. market.

Domestic fleet minivans resold by domestic producers and

fleet owners are only a few months old and compete directly with new minivans.
Sales of these vehicles were substantial in 1991.

Station wagons, full size

vans and sport utility vehicles can substitute for certain models of minivans:

As discussed above, the dividing lines between these products are not always
clear.
Prices for the LTFV imports generally increased by a greater range than
did prices for the U.S. product, by 15 percent over the period of
investigation compared to 4 percent.

110

While price suppression can occur

where a higher-priced but better •valued• good is sold in competition with a
lower-priced but lower-valued good,
occurred in this 'Case.

111

there is no evidence that this has

112

1oa

.sn.

109

.&a, L.&· • Memorandum EC-P-034 at 22-23.

· 110 ·

.sn.

L.&~.

Memorandum EC-P-034 at 6, 22.

L.&· • Vote

Tr. at 10.

Compare Kain• Potato Council y. United States, 613 F. Supp. 1237,
1245 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1985).
111

112 Jn, L.&. Memorandum EC-P-034 at 3, 5, 24-25, 27; Report at A-98A-99: Report at A-93.
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Since any injury to the domestic industry must be by reason of the
dumped imports, we have considered the effect of dumped imports compared with
the effect those_imports would have had had they been fairly traded, this
being an economic factor which is relevant to the present injury
determination.
p~ice

dumped

113 114

In general, the lesser the difference between the

of imports and their price at fair value, the lesser the impact

that dumping will have on sales of the subject imports and, in turn, on the
domestic industry's volume of sales and domestic prices.
dumping margin in this case was 9.72 percent.

The weighted average

Specifically, Toyota Previas

were found to be sold at 6.41 percent less than their fair value

115

and Mazda

MPVs were found to be sold at 12.70 percent less than their fair value.
If Japanese imports had been fairly traded, demand for domestic minivans
would not have increased significantly.

116

Given the limited

substitutability discussed above, it _is likely that many purchasers of
Japanese minivans would have purchased Japanese minivans even if they had been
sold at fair value.

Those who would not have purchased a higher priced

Japanese minivan would not necessarily have purchased a domestic minivan.
Some customers would have dropped out of the minivan market entirely, and
instead purchased another type of vehicle.

Others would have purchased used

113 ~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(ii); COJ>llerweld Cor.p. y. United States,
682 F. Supp. 552, 560-564 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988).
114 Vice Chairman Watson will make reference to such •other economic
factors• allowed· for under§ 1677(7)(B)(ii) in appropriate circ\DDStances,
i..Jt., when to do so will support the analysis of the statutory criteria and
standards set forth in, respectively, §§ 1677(7)(B) & (C).
115

~

Report at A-29.

Japanese minivans, if sold at fair value, would have been on average
9.72 percent more expensive. 111. 57 Fed. Reg. 21937 (May 26, 1992);
Memorandum INV-P-104 at 1.
116
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minivans, or simply kept their old car for a longer period of time.

117

Still others would have purchased fairly traded imports from Canada.
Japanese imports had only a limited market share relative to domestic
minivans.

Therefore, any reduction in import market share would have a

proportionately smaller impact on domestic minivan sales.

Thus, we believe

that any increase in demand for the domestic vehicle would have been limited.
Because: demand for the domestic vehicles would not have increased
significantly, domestic price increases would have been limited.

111

Thus, it

is unlikely that LTFV imports resulted in significant price suppression or in
a significant decrease in the volume of domestic sales.

On the basis of the above discussion, we conclude that domestic prices
have not been suppressed, to a significant degree, by the LTFV imports.
In considering the evidence of record on price effects, we do not find
significant underselling for the following reasons.

First, as a result of

certain tlawa in the pricing data gathered in this investigation, we are_
unable to place areat reliance on price comparisons in this investigation.
Scme data pertaining to prices of U.S. minivans were not provided on an actual
sales price basis, but rather represents •constructed• prices.

119

Moreover,

as petitioners have conceded, attempting to select comparable models for price
comparison purposes is •(at beat) a very difficult task• due to the fact that
•minivans offered by different suppliers are never the same.•

°

12

Finally, we

reject the validity of certain proposed price comparisons proposed by
117

Jn Maorandum EC-P-034 at 19-28.

111

Jn, JI.a.&•, Memorandum EC-P-104.

119

ha Vote Tr. at 6; Report at A-102.

120

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 53.
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petitioners, such as comparing prices of •regular-length• Japanese minivans
against prices of •extended-length• U.S. models.

121

In light of these

weaknesses, we are unable to place great reliance on the pricing data obtained
in this investigation.
The limited substitutability of the domestic product and LTFV imports
further indicates that the pricing comparisons have little probative value.
Petitioners concede that price comparisons based on even the models they
themselves proposed for comparison purposes show only •a mixed pattern of
underselling.•

122

Indeed, even if we had considered only the petitioners'

proposed price comparisons in our analysis, we would have found no significant
underselling.

Finally, an examination of all the price comparisons made in

this investigation

123

confirms our conclusion that the pricing data obtained

in this investigation do.not indicate significant underselling.

D.

IMPACT OR TRI APFICTID DOMISTIC IRDUSTllY

In assessing the impact of LTFV imports on the domestic industry we
consider, among other relevant factors, U.S. consumption, production,
shipments, capacity utilization, employment, wages, financial performance,
capital investment, and research and development expenses.

124

In this case;

due to the lack of significant volume or price effects of the Japanese
imports, we do not find a sufficient impact by the LTFV imports on the
industry to warrant an affirmative determination.

111

~. L.i·,

As discussed above, we have

Report at A-100, n. 195.

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 53.
the validity of these comparisons.
122

1 23

,Sn

Report at A-107--A-108.

1 24

,Sn

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C) (iii).
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As

previously noted, we reject

carefully considered the criteria listed in the statute pertaining to impact
of the imports, and do not repeat that discussion there.

As noted above, demand for minivans declined from 1990-1991 to a level
below consumption for 1989.

We attribute this decline to the recession

125

and the effects of the Gulf conflict, in light of the fact that this is, as
petitioners concede, a still growing market.

126

Purchasers typically delay

purchases of durable goods during difficult economic times.

Consumers that

can delay a new minivan purchase will, in effect, substitute their current
vehicles for new minivans.

127

Further, as discussed above, introduction of

new minivans can stimulate demand, and not necessarily take sales or market
share

a~ay

from competing products.

121

Also significant are the sales made by the industry to fleet buyers, a
number of whom are affiliated with members of the industry.

129

~

noted

above, re-sales of •used• fleet minivans adversely affect sales of new
minivans.

Indeed, sales of repurchased minivans in 1991 were approximately

equal to sales of LTFV imports.

130

While petitioners argued that their sales

to rental fleets were in effect •distress• sales that were made to replace
retail sales displaced by LTFV imports,

125

Report at A-30.

126

.SU. L.&·, Tr. at 16.

127

,b& Memorandl.1111 EC-P-034 at 24 •

. 121

131

LI·, Vote Tr. at 4-5.

121

LI·, Tr •. at 145--A-149.

13o

Compare Report at A-98

u1

,ba, L.&·, Tr. at 54.

.tQ

A-90.
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we note that fleet sales are

common in related automotive industries.

132

They thus can hardly be claimed

to be a response to dumping of Japanese minivans.

Moreover. petitioners

themselves noted-important reasons (aside from allegedly shielding themselves
from the effects of LTFV imports) for making fleet sales.

133

Given the

affiliations between the minivan producers and various fleet rental companies,
noted above, those commercial considerations appear to be particularly
important.
While petitioners argued that LTFV imports are being sold to an
increasing extent in the •high-end• price ranges. which are more profitable,
and hence more valuable to the domestic industry,

134

the U.S. industry has

actually increased sales in that segment to a greater extent than have the
minivans from Japan.

135

Moreover, we note that the minivan market as a whole

is expanding precisely into those high-end segments that petitioners
the LTFV imports are •targeting.•

allege~

136

Petitioners also contend that:
••• the market share consequences of price rev1s1ons by both
Toyota and Mazda have proven just how important relative price
changes are to shifts in market share: after both companies raised
there 1992 model year minivan prices, retail sales data show that
their combined share of the U.S. minivan market has. predictably,
dropped from 12.4 percent in the third quarter of 1991 to 8.2

132

.sn.

L.i·, Memorandl.DD EC-P-034 at 4, n. 7: Mazda Prehearing Brief

Ex. 12, Ex. 29.
133 .s.&. t...i·• Tr. at 148 (marketing reasons for fleet sales include
wanting vacationing families to rent a particular producer's minivan, not
•trying somebody else's vehicle.•).
134

1.a.& •• Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 29.

135

,Sn

Report at 97.

136

,Sn

senerally, Report at A-97.
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percent in the period January - April 1992 -- a drop of 4.2 points
over a seven-month period. 137
Moreover, petitioners state that during that same time period sales of U.S.
manufactured minivans rose as a direct result of the respondent's price
increases.

131

We note that consideration of petitioners' argument requires the
Commission to place great weight on the interim data on the record.

In

previous investigations, however, the Commission has been reluctant to drawconclusions about a full year based on interim data.

139

Similarly, we are

careful in this investigation not to place great weight on conclusions drawn
from incomplete interim data gathered outside the Commission's period of full
investigation.

We note that the Commission did not obtain any information

regarding the minivan industry other than retail sales data for the first five
months of 1992.

140

Assuming, ari)111lcio 1 we consider the interim data as petitioners suggest,
we do not have sufficient evidence in the record to conclude that any increase
in sales of U.S. manufactured minivans is at all related to the increase in
the price of the. subject imports.
137
131

141

Consequently, we are unable to draw a

Petitioners' Public Prehearing Brief at 33.
Petitioners' Poathearing Brief at 2, and Hearing Transcript at 31-

32, 43.

Jn, L.&·• Minivan•, USITC Pub. 2402 at 32, n. 100; Refined Antjznom
Trioxide from the Pegple's Republic pf CbiM, Inv. No. 731-TA-517 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2497 (April 1992) at 15, n. 53.
139

140

.b.1 Hemorand\D INV-P-104.

Based·on information contained in INV-P-104, we approximate that the
increase in U.S. market share is leas than 3 percent. In any event, this
calculation is unreliable because the record does not contain 1992 interim
sales data for U.S. produced minivans only, nor does it provide 1992 Canadian
import sales figures for the interim period.
141
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conclusion based on incomplete data.

We note that there is no evidence of

record relating to otber factors, besides the LTFV imports, that might explain
the petitioners sales increase in 1992.

These other factors may include, for

example,· ••• the success of Chry&ler's new model, the

~asing

of the

recession, and aggressive incentive offerings, by Chrysler in particular, all
of which brought previously sidelined domestic minivan buyers into the market,
particularly the lower end served by Chrysler's Canadian imports • .,

142

As we have discussed, a number of other factors have adversely affected
the U.S. minivan industry, including (1) the recession and Gulf war; (2)
significant problems with some of the U.S. industry's products;

143

(3) the

aging of some of the U.S. industry's modal•, as the Astro/Safari and Aarostar,

which in any event have been criticized for their "'non-minivan• "'truck-like"'
feel; (4) the increased fleet sales by the domestic industry, which in turn
displace new minivan sales; (5) competition for low-end buyers from fairly
traded imports from Canada: and (6) the industry's labor agreement which
shifted per unit labor costs to producers and (7) downrating of one producer's
debt rating primarily for reasons unrelated to competition from the dumped
imports.

144

While these factors independently may have caused material

injury to the domestic industry, the Act requires that we determine whether

142

Respondent Toyota's Posthearing Brief at 13-14.

143 For example, Chrysler's problems with its transmission and the lack
of anticipated enthusiasm for GM's APV.
144

.s...

JLJ., Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 4, n. 4.
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the domestic industry is materially injured by reason of the dumped
imports.

145

Subject imports from Japan accounted_ for a relatively small percentage
of the minivan market during the period of investigation.

The increase in

those imports from 1989 to 1990 can largely be traced to the introduction of
the Previa, one of the two minivan models that are subject imports.
weighted average dumping margin in this case is 9.72 percent.

The

For the reasons

stated above, particularly because Japanese and domestic minivans are highly
differentiated and thus substitutability is limited, we determine that if the
'

subject imports had been sold at their fairly traded prices, it is likely that
many customers would have still bought the Japanese minivans.

As noted above-~

other customers would have purchased fairly traded minivans, used minivans,
another type of vehicle, or no vehicle at all.

While some additional

customers would have purchased a domestic minivan, evidence in the record does
not indicate the increase in demand would have led to a level of increased
sales for domestic producers or increased prices such that we would conclude
the domestic minivan industry is materially injured by reason of LTPV imports.
Based on our analysis of the non-price factors discussed above, we find
a laclc of causal nexus between the performance of the industry and the LTPV
imports.

We conclude, therefore, that the domestic minivan industry is not

materially injured by reason of the LTPV imports from Japan.

In this connection, we note that petitioners have claimed that in
any event their concern is not for the effects of the LTFV minivans at
present, but for a threat of material injury in the future. .ba Tr. at 46.
While we baaed our finding of a auf f icient impact by the imports primarily on
data through 1991, the claims of the domestic industry that there are
currently no effects of imports on the industry also support our conclusion
that there •is• no material injury.
145
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IV.

RO TllUAT OP HATBltIAL INJURY BY RIASOH OP LISS THAR
FAIR VALUI IMPORTS

We further determine that there is no threat of material injury by
reason of LTFV imports from Japan.

Under the statute, the Commission is

required to consider the following criteria:
(I) if a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented
to it by the administering authority as to the nature of the
subsidy (particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export
subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused
capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the
United States,
(III) any rapid increas·e in United States market penetration
and the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an
injurious level,

(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will
enter the United States at prices that will have a .
depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing
the merchandise in the exporting country,

(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
the probability that importation (or sale for importation)
of the merchandise (whether or not it is actually being
imported at the time) will be the cause of actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers,
which can be used to produce products subject to
investigation(s) under section 1671 or 1673 of this title or
to final orders under section 167le or 1673e of this title,
are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves
imports of both raw agricultural product (within the meaning
of paragraph (4)(E)(iv) and any product processed from such
raw agricultural product, the likelihood there will be
increased imports, by reason of product shifting, if there

37

is an affirmative determination by the Commission under
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) ·with respect to either the
raw agricultural product or the processed agricultural
product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing-development and production efforts of the domestic
industry, including efforts to develop a derivative or more
advanced version of the like product. 146
Our application of the applicable statutory threat criteria supports our

negative determination, particularly as we are prohibited from finding threat
of material injury to exist unless evidence of threat is real and actual
injury is inmainent.

We are also forbidden to find threat of material injury

based on •mere conjecture or speculation.•

147

Our analysis of threat is simplified because this antidumping

investigation does not involve subsidies or agricultural products, any
potential for product shifting due to other findings or orders under the
antidumping or countervailing duty laws, or dumping findings or remedies in
third countries.

141

Thus, those factors are not pertinent to this

investigation.
Import market penetration did not •rapidly increase• between 1990 and
1991.

149

While arguably the increase over the entire period of investigation.

was a •rapid increase,• the focus of the threat analysis mandated by the
statute is whether recent occurrences and factors indicate that actual injury
In addition, we must consider whether dumping findings or
antidumping remedies in markets of foreign countries against the same class or
kind of merchandise suggest a threat of material injury to the domestic
146

u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F).
u.s.c·. s 1677 C7>CF>Cii).

industry. ,a.. 19
14 1

.sn 19

141

,Sn, &&&·, Report at A-75, n. 150.

149

,Sn Report at A-90.
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is imminent.

More recent data indicate flat or, if we were to examine 1992

data as petitioners have urged, declining import levels and either a
relatively stable or declining Japanese market share.

150

Even if import

penetration could be viewed as •rapidly increasing,• we would discount its
significance in light of the factors of competition affecting this product and
industry that we discuss above.
We also do not find any excess or underutilized capacity in Japan that
would likely result in a significant increase in exports to the United States.
While production capacity has generally increased, capacity utilization, while
fluctuating, remained at relatively high levels in 1991, particularly if one
considers capacity utilization of the facilities that arguably could be used
to produce minivans of the type exported to the United States.

151

The

Japanese market is absorbing increasing quantities of minivans, as are export
markets other than the United States.

152

Moreover, we find no probability that imports of Japanese minivans will ,
enter the United States at prices that will have a suppressing or depressing
effect on U.S. prices, for the reasons stated above in our discussion of why
we find no significant price effects by the current imports from Japan.
Inventories of the imported product in the U.S. have actually declined in
1991, the most recent period for which we have full data.

153

We also find that any existing or potential effects on existing
development or production efforts of the domestic industry are not sufficient
150

ha Report at A-79, A-90, Memorandum INV-P-104 at 4.

151

,Sn Report at A-75---A-77.

15z

,Sn Report at A-76--A-77.

153

,Sn Report at A-73.
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to warrant a threat finding.
the hearing

154

While certain statements made, for example, at

or in questionnaire responses

155

indicate that petitioners

believe that the LTFV imports have affected their plans for the future, we
note that existing funding for capital expenditures and research and
development, while fluctuating, remain significant.

156

We decline to base a threat determination on petitioners' statements
about effects on development or production efforts, in light of all the
evidence contained in this investigation on the lack of a sufficient impact on
the domestic industry by the imports to warrant an affirmative finding of
present material injury by reason of imports.

We also decline to read the

threat provisions of the statute to allow petitioners to mandate an
affirmative determination by asserting that imports have hindered their plana
for development and production efforts.
We find no other demonstrable trends on evidence in the record that
would support a finding of threat of material injury.

154 in. L,&., Tr. at 38-39 (chances of a major APV redesign aoina
forward •will be substantially reduced• if the Conaission •permits• dumpifta to
continua).

1ss
156

.s.n Report, Appendix K.
.s.n Report at A-68 and A-69.
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ADDITIO~

VIEWS

or

VICI CBAIIMAH PETER

s.

WATSON

For the reasons set forth above, I have concurred with my colleagues in
finding

t~t

the U.S. minivan industry is not currently materially injured,

nor is it threatened with material injury, by reason of the subject imports.
Underlying the decision of the majority, as set forth fully above, is a
complex set of facts and industry conditions which are very much sui aeneris
to this inmediate factual situation.
Prior to reaching my decision, I examined carefully all the facts
related to the increase in price of the subject imports which occurred in the
last quarter of 1991.

For the reasons set forth fully above, the record

precludes this Conmissioner from reaching a different determination.

Had this

investigation covered a later time period which had presented a fuller record
of the facts relating to the price increase, perhaps including the

subseque~t

return to earlier pricing levels of the subject imports, it could likely have
presented a different factual and legal environment.

41
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER DAVID B. ROHR

Minivans from Japan
Inv. No 731-TA-S22 (Final)

I det~rmine that the domestic minivan industry is not materially injured or threatened
with material injury by reason of imports of minivans from Japan found by the Department
of Commerce (Commerce) to be sold at less-than-fair-value (L TFV).

1

LIKE PRODUCT

In any title VII investiaation, the Commission fint defines the •uke product• and the
•domestic industry: 2 The Commission's analysis of the appropriate like product in a particular
investigation begins with the imported •articles subject to investigation• as defined by
Commerce. Commerce has defined the imported product subject to investigation to include
new minivans from Japan that aenerally have seven particular characteristics, including
specific cargo capacity, walk through mobility, specific cowl length, specific gross weight, .

1

Material retardation of the establishment of an industry is not an issue in this
investigation and will not be discussed further.
2 Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the •Act•) defines the relevant industry as
•the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective
output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of
that product •.. : In turn, the statute defines 11like product• as •a product which is like, or
in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an
investigation ... : 19 U.S.C. t 1677(10). The Commission typically relics on the following
factors in defining the like product: (1) physical characteristics and end uses, (2)
interchangeability of the products, (3) channels of distribution, (4) producer and customer
perceptions, (S) common manufacturing facilities and employees and, (6) where appropriate,
price. 5". "-• Calabrian Corp. v. United St1tes. Slip Op. 92-69 (CIT May 13, 1992).

~/
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specific hcight,-spccific body structure, and a side panel door.3
In the preliminary investigation, the Commission limited the like product to minivans
coextensive with Commerce's definition and did not include other types of vehicles, such as
statio~ wagons, full-size vans, and sport-utility vchiclcs. 4 None of the parties argued that we

should change the definition of the like product. In this final investigation, I have examined
the record, the Commission's preliminary decision, and the arguments of the parties. I find
no reason to reach a diffcrcnt decision on this issue than that reached by my colleagues in the
preliminary investigation. I define the like product to be only minivans.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

The domestic industry is defined as the domestic producers of the like product, in this
instance, minivans. The domestic industry is therefore composed in this investigation of the
•eig Three• U.S. automakers, GM. Ford, and Chrysler, all of whom produce minivans in the
United States. In this investigation, two additional issues have been raised concerning the
Commission's definition of the domestic industry, specifically whether Chrysler's Canadian
minivan operations arc within the scope of the domestic industry, and whether any domestic
producer should be excluded as a •related party.• I determine that Chrysler's Canadian
operations arc not within the scope of the domestic industry and that no party should be
excluded as a related party.

3

S7 Fed. Reg. 21937 (May 26, 1992). Commerce also determined:
A vehicle does not necessarily have to meet all seven criteria to be considered
a minivan .•. While we consider all seven of the above criteria important in
determining whether a vehicle is a minivan, we consider the criteria which
reflect a. measurement or interior space (cargo capacity, walk-through
capability, and cowl length) to be or primary importance ....

Commerce also determined that certain vehicles produced in Japan and exported to the
United States by Mitsubishi, the Expo and Expo LRV, were not •minivans,• and excluded those
vehicles from the scope of its determination and from any antidumping order issued in this
investigation. SK S7 Fed. Reg. 21937, 21938 (May 26, 1992).
4 Minivans from Japan, Inv. No. 731·TA·S22 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2402 (July 1991)
at 11-17.
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In the preliminary determination, 5 the Commission rejected petitioners' argument that
the minivan production of Chrysler Canada Ltd. in Windsor, Ontario, should be included in
the domestic industry. The Commission noted that the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness
Act of 198$

6

amended title VII to specifically provide that the impact of imports of the

dumped or subsidized merchandise must be considered •only in the context of production
operations within the Unjted States.• 7
In this final investigation, petitioner$ did not explicitly renew this claim.. Instead, they argued that the Commission should consider the effects of lost Canadian sales on the domestic
operations of· the U.S. producer in question. This araument is a matter for my causation
analysis and will be addressed at that time. With respect to the specific issue of whether
Chrysler's Canadian production is included within the operations of the domestic industry, I
adopt the conclusion and reasonin1 of the preliminary determination on this point.
Under section 771(4)(B) of the Tariff Act of 1930, producers who •arc related to the
c~porters

or importers, or are themselves importers of the alleaedly subsidized or dumped

merchandise," may be excluded from the domestic industry.1 In this final investigation, the
record shows that Ford and Chrysler have relationships with the Japanese automakers who also
produce the minivans subject to investigation. I must therefore address the issue of whether
either or both of these companies should be excluded from the domestic industry.

5

~ USITC Pub. 2402 at 19-2S.

6

Sn P.L. No. 100-418, 102 Stat. 1107 (1988) ("the 1988 Act").

7

19 U.S.C. t 1677(7)(B)(i) (Emphasis added).

1 19 U.S.C. t 1677(4)(8). Application of the related parties provision is within the
Commission's discretion based upon the facts presented in each investigation. Torrin1top y.
United States. Slip Op. 92-49 at 12 (CIT, April 3, 1992); Empjre Plow Co. v. United States, 61S
F.Supp. 1348, 1352 (CIT 1987). If producers are related parties under section 771(4)(8), the
Commission determines whether •appropriate circumstances• exist .to exclude these producers
from the domestic industry. ~ G.&. Empire Plow Co. v. Unjted Stares. 675 F. Supp. at 13S3
(CIT, 1987).
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I note that no party has argued that any domestic minivan producer should be excluded
from the domestic industry as a related party.9 The partial equity holding of the foreign firms
by Chrysler and Ford does not appear to have any effect on the marketing or production of
mini'!'ans. 10 There is nothing in the relationships between the companies that would shield
either Ford or Chrysler from the effects of competition with the Japanese minivan producers.
The books of Ford and Chrysler are kept separately from the books of Mazda and Mitsubishi.
It also appears evident that both Ford and Chrysler remained primarily domestic producers

rather than importers. 11 Accordingly, I do not find it appropriate to exclude Chrysler or Ford
from the domestic industry, which thus consists of all three U.S. producers of minivans.

CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
Traditionally, the Commission analyzes the condition of the domestic industry by
interpreting various indicators of the performance or the domestic industry. These include
what are referred to as production-related or •trade• indicators. such as production, capacity,
capacity utilization, shipments and inventories; employment indicators, such the number of
production and related workers. hours worked, compensation, and productivity; and financial
indicators, includina net sales, cost of aoods sold (COGS), operatina income marains, returns
to assets ratios. and investments in capital and RctD.
By examinina these indicators over several years and in the context of the business
cycle and factors and conditions of trade specific to the particular industry, the Commission
has traditionally made a judaement as to whether the industry is currently experiencing
material injury. Congress has considered and acquiesced in this mode of analysis on numerous

9 Petitioners argued, in response to a question of Commissioner Crawford, that, as in the
preliminary determination the Commission ought to determine that appropriate circumstance
do not exist for excluding any of the related U.S. producers of minivans.

&a. ""9 Tr. at 64, 109, 111; Petitioners' Posthearina Brief, Part II at 2, 7 (Answers to
Questions of Commissioner Crawford).
10

11 Chrysler's interests appear somewhat more ambivalent, given the substantial importations
of minivans from its Canadian subsidiary. However, Chrysler's interests in importina
minivans from Canada does not appear to relate in any way to its interests in the Japanese
producer.
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occasions and the Commission's reviewing courts have approved its use. I have employed this
analysis in the present investigation.

To summarize my findings, in _this investigation, the incUcators are mixed. They reflect
a time during which the domestic market was in recession and the United States involved in
a war. However, having considered them as a whole, I conclude that they do reflect an
industry that is currently experiencing material injury.
U.S. consumption of minivans fluctuated over the period of investigation. Increasing
from 1989 to 1990, consumption declined in 1991 to a level below consumption for 1989. 12 U.S.
production and shipments of minivans showed similar trends. 13

There were, however,

significant differences in -the magnitude of the fluctuations in production and shipments
compared to consumption. 14 Specifically. while the exact numbers are confidential, Crom 1989
to 1990 production rose slightly more than consumption while shipments rose substantially
more. From 1990 to 1991, production dropped slightly more than consumption while shipments
declined by a much larger percentage. 15
U.S. capacity utilization declined sharply from 1989 to 1990, due to an increase in
capacity in 1990 that was larger than the increase in production. A further decline in capacity
utilization in 1991 relative to 1990 was due to a decline in production. 16 Inventories declined
over the period but were always at insignificant levels.
The number of production workers producing minivans fell throughout the period of
investigation. Hours worked, wages paid, total compensation paid. and productivity all

12

Report at A-30.

13

Report at A-31.

There were also differences in production and domestic shipments reflecting the
increasingly important export market for the domestic industry.
14

15 Several factors account for the pattern of the indicators and the relatively larger
magnitudes in the fluctuations in production and shipments than in consumption. Export
shipments, as noted above, were a factor. The most important factor were the fluctuations in
the domestic industry's fleet sales, which increased in volume sharply in 1990, significantly
more than the increases in the absolute volume imports, and then dropped sharply in 1991.
Absent the fleet sales, the domestic shipments of the domestic minivan producers declined
steadily over the period of the investigation.

16

Report at A-48.
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increased betwc:en 1989 and 1990, and then declined in 199i. Unit labor costs increased over
the period of investigation. 17
The domestic industry maintained a positive operating income margin throughout the
period of investigation. However, profitability declined steadily and significantly throughout
the period from a substantial 12.9 percent of net sales to 8.S percent to S.O percent. 1' There
were also substantial variations in the financial performance of the· three producers. but all
exhibited declines over the period.
The Commission's financial analysis of the operations or individual producers shows
that profits are very sensitive to changes in price and volume. 19 The Commission's variance
analysis, which I also use cautiously because it does not segreaate the industry's sianificant/ ·
export sales. indicates the principal reasons for the decline in profitability over the period
were the absolute decl.ine in volume of net sales and the fact that. althouah prices generally
rose throuahout the period, the cost of manufacturina increased at a faster rate.
I therefore conclude that the industry is currently experiencina material industry.

CAUSATION

Havina found that the domestic industry is experiencin1 material injury, I must
determine whether that injury is •by reason

or

the LTFV imports.

In makina this

determination, I am mindful that the Commission need not determine that LTFV imports are
the principal or a substantial cause of the material injury that it has found to exist. 20 Rather,
the appropriate standard for the Comm.ission is to determine whether LTFV imports are

17

a

~Table 14, Report at A·S4·55.

11 ~Table

J.7, Report at A-59.

19

I note that I am makina a determination as to the industry as a whole and therefore
approach an analysis of individual producen operations cautiously. Nevertheless, the results
of such operations can at times, as in this investiaation, shed liaht on the overall operations
of the industry and market.
20 ~ S. Rep. No. 249, at 74-75 (•Any· such requirement has the undesirable result or
making relief more difficult to obtain for industries facina difficulties from a variety of
sources, industries that are often the most vulnerable to less-than-fair-value imports.•)
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cause of that mater~al injury, 21 that is, contribute to it.

I note that we may consider

alternative causes of injury, but not weigh such causcs~ 22 In considering such causes I have
also kept in mind the admonition of our reviewing court that f.actors other than the LTFV
imports may have made the industry more susceptible to the effects of the LTFV imports. 23
Finally, I have based my determination on the evidence contained in the Commission's record,
which relates specifically to minivans, not on speculation or hypothetical possibilities or
matters relating to other segments of the automobile industry.
Although I have found the domestic industry to be experiencing material injury, I do
not conclude that the LTFV imports from Japan arc a cause of this injury. I have reached this
conclusion principally because I find, in this minivan market, that the volume effccts of the
LTFV imports arc minimal and that the record does not support the existence of price
depressive or suppressive effect. I find that there are other factors, including the industry's
own decisions that have adversely affected it over the period of this investigation, but in the
absence of evidence of sufficient volume or price effects of the imports, I do not rely on such
factors in making my determination.

Volume Effects
Turning Cirst to the volume of imports, I note that imports increased substantially
between 1989 and 1990 and by a small amount Crom 1990 to 1991. Import market share
similarly increased in both comparisons. Several factors, however, lead me to conclude that

21

E.&. Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. Unjted States. 716 F.Supp. 17, 2S (CIT 1989).

22 E.a.. Citrosuco Paulista. 704 F. Supp. at 1101. Alternative causes may include the
following:
the volume and prices of imports sold at fair value, contraction in demand or
changes in patterns. of consumption, trade, restrictive practices of and
competitiOn ~etween the foreign and domestic producers, developments in
technology, and the export performance and productivity of the domestic
industry.
S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 74 (1979). Similar language is contained in the House
Report. H.R. Rep. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 47 (1979).
23 Unjted Engjneering & Forgjng v. United States. 779 F. Supp. 137S, 1392 (CIT 1991);
Iwatsu Electrjc Co. Ltd. v. Unjted States. 7S8 F. Supp. IS06, ISl2 (CIT 1991) (•the woes of the
domestic industry were exacerbated by LTFV imports:) (emphasis deleted).

.•
/

so
this increase has had little impact on the volume of domestic minivans sold by the domestic
industry. In li&ht of this minimal impact, I conclude that the volume effects of the minivan
imports are not sianificant and therefore are not sufficient to support a findina that imports
are a cause of injury to the domestic industry.
. First, the laraest increase in imported minivans were of four-cylinder, short wheelbase
models. There is no current domestic production of four cylinder minivans.24 The imports
compete principally and directly with minivans imported from Canada, not with domestically
produced minivans. 25 Second, in 1990, much of the increase appears to be associated with the
introduction by the Japanese minivan producers of new model minivans.26 The record
indicates that such introductions have historically created, at least in part, their own

ne~

·

demand rather than detractina from sales of other producers.
Further, the record, which relates solely to the minivan market and not the automobile
market aenerally, also indicates that relatively small percentaaes of the buyers of either
domestic or imported minivans seriously considered the purchase of the other.27 Between the
influence of these factors, it does not appear to me that the volume of sales lo.st to the
domestic industry by reason of the volume of imports was sianificant.
I also considered petitioners' araument that the volume of imports is more sianificant
because it is concentrated at the •hiah end• or the market. It is true that an increasina

24 There were, in fact very small numbers of four cylinder minivans produced domestically
in 1989 and 1990. However, the record clearly demonstrates the overwhelmina concentration
or domestic production in six cylinder models. Report at Appendix G;
25

Petitioners claim that this loss or sales of the ·canadian operation injures the domestic
industry (explicitly Chrysler) by increasina the costs or its parts operations and because such
sales influence the mix of products to be considered for calculatina Corporate Averaae Fuel ·
Economy (CAFE) compliance and thus reduce the number of more expensive, profitable and
•cAFE·neaative• vehicles the automaker can sell. Parts operations are not part of the industry
subject to this investiaation. There is no evidence on the record linkina a decline in sales of
four cylinder minivans to increases in parts for six cylinder domestic minivans. Finally, a
decline in overall automotive industry profits caused by an inability to seU products not
subject to this investiaation is not a leaally relevant consideration in this investiaation.
26 The Maida minivan was introduced in 1988 and the Toyota Previa minivan was
introduced in late 1989.
27

I note that this conclusion is borne out in the •second. choice• data of both petitioners
and respondentL
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percentage of the imports over the period of investigation were priced above $16,000 and
$19,000. It also appears true that, for the domestic industry, minivans in the upper price
ranges arc relatively more profitable. The loss of a sale of an expensive minivan to the
domestic industry thus would appear to have more impact on the profitability of the domestic
industry than a sale of a less expensive minivan.
However, for the argument to carry any weight, it would also have to be true that a
high priced imported minivan displaces the sale of a high priced domestic minivan. As noted
above, as a general matter, the evidence suggests that sales

ot

imported minivans do not

displace a significant portion of sales of domestic minivans. Further, the record does not
support the argument that, to the extent displacement might occur, a high priced imported
minivan would necessarily displace a high priced domestic minivan. The record does not
indicate that competition in the minivan market is as much a matter of price as it is· of
features. Therefore a higher priced 4 cylinder ·short wheelbase import, even in the higher
priced category, to the extent it displaces a sale is more likely to displace a sale of a 4 cylinder
short wheelbase "domestic• model which would not be in a lower, and less profitable, price
ranae. Thus I cannot conclude that the shift of imports to the higher price ranges in the
minivan market adds a significant amount of support to an affirmative finding.

Price E((ects

I now consider whether the imports arc suppressing or depressing domestic prices. The
data, as indicated above, demonstrates that domestic producers' profits are sensitive to price.
Therefore, if it could be shown that the LTFV imports have suppressed or depressed domestic
prices, I might find that imports are at least a cause of injury to the domestic industry. I
cannot find, however, that the record supports the conclusion that imports have had a
depressive or suppressive effect.
Generally, domestic prices have risen over the period of investigation. In such a
situation, import prices cannot be found to have depressed domestic prices. However, it
remains possible that domestic prices have been suppressed, that is, have not risen as much as
they should have. I have carefully combed the record to find any evidence that the LTFV
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imports have had this effect.
First, I do conclude that there is some evidence that prices may have been suppressed.
This is evidenced by the fact that costs have risen faster than prices thereby creating a
\

•cost/pr:ice squeeze,• resultin1 in a significant loss of profitability. The existence of such a
squeeze is only half of the analysis, however. I must also find some evidence in the record
that connects the imports to the squeeze.
The first information that I examined was the direct comparison between the domestic
and import prices to find evidence of undersellina. Probative evidence of a pattern of
undersellina would support the existence of a link between the imports and the squeeze. The
Co~mission

spent considerable effort to develop price comparisons. The data show a mixed /

pattern of under and oversellin1, with 1enerally more oversellina. 21
However, only one of the three domestic minivan producers was able to provide actual
data on specific sales of minivans with associated price and volume data. The others provided
only the price of a theoretical domestic model with no associated actual volume of sales. The
information with actual prices and volumes is by far the most probative to my

analy,~is,

and

these comparisons showed a consistent pattern of overselling. I cannot conclude that a link
between the imports and price suppression exists in the price comparison data.
I next considered
suppressive effect.

whet~er

there was any other evidence of a price depressive or

In my analysis, the LTFV imports may have a price depressive or

suppressive effect even in the absence of a probative pattern of underselling. However, there
must be some other positive evidence of such an effect in the record. If consumers were
willina to pay some price premium, for example, 10 percent (but not more) more for imports
because of some consistent perception of special value, the domestic price could be restrained
to be at least JO percent below the import price. Any attempt to raise domestic prices would
narrow the price difference to within the 10 percent premium and consumers would switch
to the imports. There is DO evidence OD the record that indicates existence of such an situation

21 I note that some of the comparisons suagested by the domestic industry in which
undersellina is shown appear to be questionable, such as comparina 4 cylinder imports with
6 cylinder domestic models, or S passenaer imp_orts with manual transmissions with 7 passenaer
domestic models with automatic transmission. See. e.g, Report at A-104.
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in the minivan market.
I also considered whether increases in the levels of sales incentives offered by the
various producers can connect the imports to any price suppression. The evidence indicates
that the introduction or increases in such sales incentives over the period of investigation have
not been related to either the relatively smaller incentives offered on the imports or with the
volume of the imports. Rather, domestic incentives principally reflect competition between
the domestic minivan models, and, particularly, the introduction of new competing domestic
models rather than the imports.29
Finally, I also considered petitioners' argument that the Commission can rely on the
operations of the minivan industry in 1992 as evidence of the impact of Japanese LTFV
minivan sales on the domestic market. The information that is available to the Commission
with respect to operations o_f the domestic industry and the effects of imports in 1992 is
insufficient for me to rely on to support an affirmative determination. Import prices rose in
1992, but they also rose throuahout the period. Domestic incentives appear to have risen but

this seems to be in an effort to affect the introduction of a new domestically produced model
minivan due to be introduced this year. None of the data is comparable to the data the
Commission collected for the period of the investiaation so that it would be possible to see
chanaes in the data. Finally, none of the data presented for 1992 isolates the effects of either
export shipments by the domestic producers or imports by the domestic producers from
Canada, both of which had major cffects on the data throughout the period of the
investiaation.
In short, the record does not contain any probative evidence of a price suppressive
effect or sufficient volume effect. I am compelled in such an instance to make a negative
determination. I have also, however, considered the arauments of the parties that other causes
account for the injury bein1 experienced by the domestic industry.

In the absence of

probative evidence supportin1 imports as a cause of material injury, it is not specifically

29 Thus, I sec no chanac in incentive proarams associated with the introduction of the
Mazda APV or the Toyota Prcvia, but do sec such incentives being increased by GM's domestic
competitors in connection with the introduction of the GM triplets.
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necessary for me to discuss these factors.

However. having found that the industry is

experiencing injury, but that imports are not a cause, it is clear that some other factors must
be causing the injury. I will briefly summarize the factors that I found most important.
The overall decline in consumption and shipments in 1991 must clearly be associated
with macroeconomic events in particular the recession and the Gulf war. This does not
explain why domestic sales declined while imports did not. For this, one must look to the
nature of the competition in the minivan market.
First, it is clear that not all of the domestic producers were equally affected by the
recession and the war. At least one, Chrysler. performed in a manner similar to the imports.
Even here, exogenous factors, such as a restyling of their models and a bad consumer ratin1·
report. caused temporary fluctuation in its performances that show up in our data. For GM.
the principal factors affecting its performance were the age and truck-like nature of the Astro
and Safari vans and the consumer nonacceptance of its radically designed triplets. The
nonacceptance of the triplets had nothing to do with the presence or absence of alternative
domestic or imported models. Finally, Ford's performance is related to the age of

i~s

Aerostar

minivan model. Approaching the end of its product life, and due to be replaced by a new
model in the near future, it was experiencing the sales decline that is common and expected
for such a design at such a stage in its life cycle.
Many factors have affected the operation of the minivan industry over the period of
investigation. Some reflect merely short term adjustments to a maturing market. Others
reflect the macroeconomic situation. Still others reflect decisions by the producers themselves.
which, whether right or wrong in the long term. have had the short term consequence of
causing material injury. Overall, they reflect the overwhelming importance of domestic
competition between the Big Three in the minivan market rather than the more limited
presence of LTFV Japanese imports in this particular market.
The Commission's investigation of these factors is by definition limited. Its principal
focus. and my focus in this opinion. is simply on one question. were imports a cause of the
injury being experienced by the industry. My answer is they were not.

SS
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Under the statute, the Commission is required to consider the following criteria in
making threat determinations:
(I) if a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented to it by the
administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in
the exporting country likely to result in a significant increase in imports
of the merchandise to the United States,
(Ill) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the
likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the
United States at prices that will have a depressina or suppressing effect
on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the
United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the probability
that importation (or sale for importation) of the merchandise (whether
or not it is actually beina imported at the time) will be the cause of
· actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product shiftina if production facilities owned
or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investiaation(s) under section 1671 or 1673 of this
title or to 'final orders under section 1671e or 1673e of this title, are also
·
used to produce the merchandise under investigation,·
(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves imports of both
raw agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv) and
any product processed from such raw agricultural product, the likelihood
there will be increased imports, by reason of product shifting, if there
is an affirmative determination by the Commission under section
70S(b)(I) or.73S(b)(I) with respect to either the raw agricultural product
or the processed agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existina development
and production efforts of the domestic industry, including effortJotO
develop a derivative or more advanced version of the like product.
I cannot make a findina of threat of material injury to exist unless evidence of threat

30 In addition, we must consider whether dumping findings or antidumping remedies in
markets of foreign countries aaainst the same class or kind of merchandise suggest a threat
of material injury to the domestic industry. S.K 19 U.S.C. f l677(7)(F).
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is real and actual injury is imminent. I must also not base a finding with respect to threat of
material injury on "mere conjecture or spcculation."31
- This antidumping investigation does not involve subsidies or agricultural products.
Furth~r.

because a single product is under investigation any potential for product shifting due

to other findings or orders under the antidumping or countervailing duty laws is not relevant.
There arc no dumping findings or remedies in third countrics.32
With respect to factors II and VI, I do not find any significant capacity increases or
excess or underutilized capacity in Japan that would likely result in a significant increase in
exports to the United States. While production capacity has generally increased, capacity
utilization, while fluctuating, remained at relatively high levels in 1991.33 The Japanese-- ·
market is absorbing increasing quantities of minivans, as arc export markets other than the
United Statcs.34
With respect to factor Ill, import market penetration did increase significantly between
1989 and 1990, but increased much more slowly between 1990 and 1991.35 The 1992 data

indicate declining import levels and either a relatively stable or declining Japanese market
share.36 I also reiterate my conclusions with regard to the significance of the current
neslisible volume effects or Japanese imports.
With

respcc~

to factor IV, I find that the record docs not support a finding that there

is a probability that imports of Japanese minivans will enter the United States at prices that
will have a suppressing or depressing effect on U.S. prices. I base this conclusion on the
reasons stated above iii my discussion or current price effects and the fact that I can find no
evidence in the record to suggest that the imports which arc not currently having a price

31

SGa 19 U.S.C.

I

1677(7)(F)(ii).

32 kQ. '-&.,Report at A-75, n. ISO.
33

SK Report at A-75--A-77.

34

SK Report at A-176-A-77.

35 SK Report at A-90.
36

SK Report at A-79, A-90, Memorandum INV-P-104 at 4.
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depressive or suppressive effect will have such an effect in the reasonably imminent future.
With respect to factor V, inventories of the imported product in the U.S. have actually
declined in 1991, the most recent period for which we have full data.37
With respect to factor VII, I find no other demonstrable trends that would support a
finding of threat of material injury.
With respect to item X, I cannot conclude that any existing or potential cffccts on
existing development or production efforts of the domestic industry arc being affected in
such a manner as to warrant a threat finding. 38 I note that existing funding for capital
expenditures and research a.nd development, while fluctuating, remain significant.39

CONCLUSION
Although I find that the

dom~stic

minivan industry has experienced material injury

over the period of investigation, and is currently experiencing material injury, I find that the
record contains insufficient evidence for me to conclude that the LTFV imports of minivans
from Japan arc

a cause

of that injury or that such imports pose a real threat of imminent

material injury. I have therefore made a negative determination.

37

~Report at A-73.

38 g
u.. Tr. at 38-39 (chances of a major APV redesign aoing forward •wilJ be
substantially reduced• if the Commission •permits• dumping to continue).

39

·~Report at A-68 and A-69.
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DISSERTIRG VIEVS

or

CHAIIHAB NEWQUIST AND COHKISSIORD. NUZUM

Based on the record in this final investigation, we determine that the
industry P.roducing minivans in the United States is materially injured by
reason of less-than-fair-value ("LTFV") imports of minivans from Japan.

Our

discussion will focus first on the definitions of like product and domestic
industry, and then turn to an analysis of the condition of the domestic
industry and the impact which the dumped imports of minivans are having on
that domestic industry.
I.

LID PRODUCT

In determining whether an industry is materially injured or threatened
with material injury by reason of the subject imports, the Commission must
first define the "like product• and the "industry.•

The statute defines the

relevant industry as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product,
those producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a
major proportion of the total domestic production of that product • • .

~r

.,

In turn, the statute defines "like product• as •a product which is like, or in
the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the
article subject to an investigation .

• 2

1 Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the "Act•), 19 U.S.C. §
1677(4)(A).

2 19 U.S.C. I 1677(10). The Collllf.ssion has relied typically on the
following factors in defining the like product: (1) physical characteristics
and end uses, (2) interchangeability of the products, (3) channels of
distribution, (4) producer and customer perceptions, (5) common manufacturing
facilities and employees and, (6) where appropriate, price. !!! • .!.:..&··
Calabrian Corp. v. United States, Slip Op. 92-69 (Ct. lnt'l Trade, May 13,
1992).
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Th• Department of Commerce ("Commerce") has defined the imported product
subject to investigation as follows:
new minivans from Japan . . . defined as an on-highway motor
vehicle which generally has the following characteristics:
(1) a cargo capacity behind the front row of seats
that is 100 cubic feet or greater and less than 200
cubic feet;
(2) a body structure, width, and seat configuration
capable of providing full walk-through mobility from
the front seat row to the third seat row, or at least
partial walk-through mobility from either, (a) the
front seat row to the second seat row, or (b) the
second seat row to the third seat row;
(3) a hood that is sloping and a short distance from
the cowl to the front bumper relative to the overall
length of the vehicle;

(4) a gross vehicle weight that is less than 6,000
pound$;
(5) a height that is between 62 and 75 inches;
(6) a single, box-like structure that envelopes [sic]
both the space for the driver and front-seat passenger
and the rear space (which has flat or nearly flat
floors and is usable for carrying passengers and
cargo); and
(7) a rear side passenger access door (or doors.) and a
rear door (or doors) that provide wide and level
access to the rear area.3

3 57 Fed. lleg. 21937 (May 26, 1992) (emphasis. in original).
also determined:

Commerce

A vehicle does not necessarily have to meet all seven criteria to
be considered a minivan . . . While we consider all seven of the
above criteria important in determining whether a vehicle is a
minivan, we consider the criteria which reflect a measurement of
interior space (cargo capacity, walk-through capability, and cowl
length) to be of primary importance .· . . .
~.
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In the preliminary investigation, the Commission

4

defined the like

product to be limited to minivans and did not include other types of vehicles,
such as station wagons, full-size vans, and sport-utility vehicles.

Ye come

to the same conclusion here based on the evidence gathered in this final
investigation.

Ve note in particular that minivans are produced at dedicated

facilities in the United States, which cannot be easily used to produce other·
vehicles. 5. Ve believe there is a clear dividing line between minivans and any
other category of products.

Ve further note that none of the parties has

urged us to change the definition of the like product in this final
investigation.

Based on this record, therefore, we define the like product to

be minivans only.

II.

DOMESTIC IIDUSTl.Y
A.

Consideration of Canadian production, or U.S. "domestic
operations" beyond minivan production.

In the preliminary determination 6 the Commission rejected petitioners'
argument that the minivan

p~oduction

of Chrysler Canada Ltd., a Canadian

corporation and a subsidiary of Chrysler, in Vindsor, Ontario, should be
included in the

dom~stic

industry.

The Commission noted, inter alia, that the

Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 7 amended the statute
specifically to provide that the impact of imports of the dumped or subsidized
merchandise must be considered •but only in the context of production
4 Minivans from JapfD, lnv.'No. 731-TA-522 ·(Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2402 (July 1991) at 11-17 ("Minivans Preliminary•). Co11111issioner Nuzum did
not participate in that determination as she was not a member of the
Co11111ission at that'tille.
~·,

5

!!!.

6

!!! Minivans Prelillinary, USITC Pub. 2402 at 19-25.

7

See Pub. L. No. 100-418, 102 Stat. 1107 (1988) ("the 1988 Act").

Report of the Commission ("Report•) at A-25, n. 78.
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operations within the United States.•

1

The Comaission also found in its

preliminary determination that •there is no dispute in this investigation that
minivan assembly is 'production' and that automotive parts are not part of the
like product and parts suppliers are not part of this industry.• 9
Petitioners conceded in this final investigation that the statute
precludes consideration of production operations that do not occur in the
United States to be part of the U.S. industry, i.e., that Chrysler's Canadian
minivan assembly operations are not properly considered part of the U.S.
industry for purposes of injury analysis under the antidwaping law. 10
Nonetheless, petitioners contend that in examining the effect of dumped --;
imports on U.S. production operations, the co. .ission
may not ignore the injury caused to Chrysler's U.S.based operations that flows, in part, from the
negative effect of dumping on Chrysler's ability to
sell its Canadian-assembled minivans in the United
States. 11
Petitioners claim that because many U.S.-manufactured parts and components
which are used in Chrysler's U.S. minivan assembly operations are also used in
Chrysler's Canadian assembly operations, •the loss of sales of Canadian
vehicles to dumped imports from Japan has • . . a direct adverse impact on the
per unit material costs associated with Chrysler's U.S. assembly operations.•

1

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i).

9

Minivans Preliminary, USITC Pub. 2402 at 21.

10

§.!.! Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 18.

11

l!l· at ·19 (emphasis in original).

12 "Id. at 20.
Petitioners also argue that any loss of sales of Canadian
minivans to dumped imports also increases the per unit research and
development and selling, general and administrative costs of the vehicles
assembled in the United States. l!l·

12
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While the Commission has considerable discretion to "evaluate all
relevant economic factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry," 13
gran~

such a

of general discretion must be read in light of the more specific

instructions of the statute to disregard foreign production operations of the
domestic indU:Stry. 14

Thus, it is our view that using the general authority of

the Commission to consider "all relevant" factors as the basis for taking
Chrysler's Canadian operation into account would be inconsistent with the
statute's specific instruction to consider the impact of imports only on
"production operations within the United States." 15
Furthermore, we reject petitioners' argument that the "industry•
includes producers of related products, or upstream products such as parts and
components.

Nor is the industry defined as all operations of a legal entity

identified as producing a like product.

It is defined specifically to be

domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or
those producers, whose collective output of the like
product constitutes a major proportion of the total
domestic production of that product.16
Section 771(4) also requires that •[t]he effect of subsidized or dumped
imports shall be assessed in relation to the United States production of a
like product . .

" 17

Only if "domestic production of the like product has

no separate identity• may the Commission assess the effect of the imports on

13

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii) (emphasis added).

14

See generally, 2A Sutherland Stat. Const. (1992) § 46.05 at 105
("When there is inescapable conflict between general and specific terms or
provisions of~ statute, the specific will prevail.").
15

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i)(lll).

16

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A) (emphasis added).

17

ls!· (emphasis added).
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"the examination of the narrowest group or range of products, which includes a
like product, for which the necessary information can be provided." 18
Because the product line provision is an exception to the general statutory

-

.

principle that the relevant.operations are limited to those producing the like
prodU:Ct, 19 we decline to create additional exceptions to the requirements of
the statute. 20 We thus reject petitioners' claim that the loss of sales of
Canadian minivans is relevant because it injures the U.S. minivan industry
since many U.S.-manufactured parts and components are used in Chrysler's
Canadian assembly operations.21
Consistent with this position, we also do not include Chrysler's
Canadian minivans as part of the domestic industry in assessing domestic
shipments or domestic producers' share of U.S. consumption.
need to exercise care when focusing on the

18

~omestic

We emphasize the

market to ensure that the

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(D).

19

To the extent that data on certain factors, such as ability to raise
capital or return on investments, "has no separate data in terms of such
criteria, then the effect of the dumped or subsidized imports shall be
assessed by the examination of the production of the narrowest group or range
of products, which includes the like product, for which the necessary
information can be provided." 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(D). However, this
statutory directive is a limited e~ception to the general requirement that
only production of the like product be considered. !!.!, Hannibal Industries.
Inc. v. United States, 710 F. Supp. 332, 334 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989).
20 Allied Tube & Conduit Corp. v. United States, 898 F.2d 780, 784 (Fed.
Cir. 1990) ("Where Congress explicitly enumerates certain exceptions to a
general [requirement], additional exceptions are not to be implied, in the
absence of evidence of a contrary legislative intent.")
21
This is not the type of investigation where •mere assembly• may
involve a •screwdriver• operation, and where the Co1111ission may need to
examine the question of what constitutes •production.• As the Commission
noted in the preliminary determination, assembly is a substantial operation
involving plants costing hundreds of millions of dollars and substantial
numbers of workers and wages. !!.!_Minivans Preliminary, USITC Pub. 2402 at 21
and n.63.
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relevant market shares and shipment information do not inaccurately or
inadvertently

inclu~e

Canadian minivans.

Finally, we note that under the statute, "industry" is defined entirely
in relation to the like product. 22

The Commission has not considered parts

and components or "upstream" production operations as part of the industry

23

unless they produced a like product, with one important exception:
agricultural industries.24 The special treatment and circumstances of
agricultural industries are clearly not involved in this investigation.
B.

Related parties.

Under section 771(4)(B) of the Tariff Act of 1930, producers who "are
related to the exporters or importers, or are themselves importers of the
allegedly subsidized or dumped merchandise" (hereinafter referred to as
"related parties"), may be excluded from the domestic industry.25

Application

of this provision is within the Commission's discretion based upon the facts
presented in each investigation.26

If producers are related parties under

22 ~ • .!..:..&·· Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores v. United
States, 693 F.Supp. 1165, 1167 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1988) ("Until [the question.of
'what is the domestically produced product which is "like" the products under
investigation?'] is answered, it is impossible to determine which industry is
to be examined for injury or threat of injury.").
23 H.R. Rep. No. 98-1156, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 188 (1984) (Conference
Report to the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984) ("producers of products being
incorporated into a processed or manufactured article (i.e., intermediate
goods or component parts) are generally not included in the scope of the
domestic industry . . . . ");accord H.R. Rep. No. 98-1091, 98th Cong., 2d
Sess. 15-16 (1984).

24

~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(E).

25

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).

26 Tor~ington v. United States, Slip Op. 92-49 at 12 (Ct. lnt'l Trade,
April 3, 1992); Empire Plow Co. v. United States, 675 F.Supp. 1348, 1352 (Ct.
lnt'l Trade 1987).
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section 771(4)(B), the Commission determines whether "appropriate
circumstances" exist to exclude these producers from the domestic industry
which serves as the basis for the Commission's determination. 27 The general
purpose of the related parties provision is to minimize any distortion in the
aggregate data bearing on the condition of the domestic industry that might
result from including parties whose operations may be shielded from the
adverse effects of the subject imports, or whose interests lie primarily in
importation rather than domestic production.28
In the preliminary investigation, the

~ommission

identified Ford as a

related party due to Ford's partial equity ownership of Mazda, an exporter of
the subject minivans to the United States, and Ford's joint venture agreement
to

produ~e

a minivan in the United States with Nissan, formerly an exporter of

minivans to the United States.29 The Commission also identified Chrysler as a

27

See,, !.:..&:.· Empire Plow Co., 675 F. Supp. at 1353.

28 The primary factors the Co1111ission has examined in deciding whether
appropriate circumstances exist to exclude a related party include:
(1) the percentage of domestic production attributable to related
producers;
(2) the reason why importing producers choose to import the
articles under investigation -- to benefit from the unfair trade
practice or to enable them to continue production and compete in
the domestic market; and
(3) the competitive position of the related domestic producer visa-vis other domestic producers.
The Commission also considers whether each producer's books are kept
separately from those of related parties. !ts. !.:..&:.· Torrington v. United
States, Slip 0p·. 92-49 at 10 and 11.
29 The record indicates that Nissan considered its Axxess to be a
station wagon. However, earlier in the period of investigation Nissan also
exported a minivan, which it ceased exporting in mid-1989. !!.!, Report at
A-17 • A-18 and A·41.
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related party due to Chrysler's partial equity ownership of Mitsubishi -- an
exporter of a minivan to the United States during the period of investigation
-- as well as Chrysler's prospective importation of Mitsubishi's Expo from
Japan. 30
In this final investigation, we find that appropriate circumstances do
not exist to exclude Ford and Chrysler as "related parties" despite their
equity interests in two Japanese minivan producers during the period of
investigation. 31

While any discussion of our analysis must be limited due to

concerns about confidentiality, we note that Ford and Chrysler individually
account for a significant percentage of domestic production of minivans, and
excluding them would substantially reduce the proportion of the domestic
industry on which we would be basing our determination.

Further, we do not

see any evidence that either Ford or Chrysler controls or exerts significant
influence over the marketing or sales of minivans of its related firms; or is
so influenced by its related firm;32 or is being shielded by its relationship ·
from any effects of dumped imports.

We further note that the books of Ford

30 After the Commission's preliminary determination, Mitsubishi's Expo
was found not to be a minivan by the Colllllerce Department. However, until 1990
Mitsubishi did export another vehicle which was a minivan. .§!.! Report at A40.

31 While Ford has entered into an agreement with Nissan to jointly build
a new minivan in the United States, these vehicles would be produced in the
United States, not imported from Japan, and would be sold beginning this
&Wiiier. ~Transcript of Public Hearing of May 21, 1992 ("Tr.") at 68-69.
Thus, there is no indication that any of the industry data on minivan
production (which pre-date the sales of the joint venture vehicle) would be
affected. We therefore need not consider whether this constitutes a
"relationship" with a minivan exporter or importer, or whether appropriate
circumstances exist for excluding Ford from the industry on this ground.
32 ~. jL,g., Tr. at 64, 109, 111; Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Part
II at 2, 7 (Answers to Questions of Commissioner Crawford).
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are kept separately from the books of Mazda, and the books· of Chrysler are
kept separately from the books of Mitsubishi.
It is also evident that Chrysler is primarily a domestic producer
rather than an importer, despite the fact that Chrysler imports minivans
produced in Canada by its Canadian subsidiary.

Finally, we note that no party

has argued that any domestic minivan producer should be excluded as a related
party.

Accordingly, we include Ford and Chrysler in the domestic industry,

which consists of all U.S. producers of minivans.

III.

CORDITIOR OF TBB DOJllSTIC IRDUSTl.Y
In assessing whether there is material injury to a domestic industry by .

reason of dullped imports, the Co1111ission considers •all relevant economic
factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry in the United
States.• 33 The statute identifies certain specific factors which we must
consider in making that assessment, including output, sales, inventories,
capacity utilization, market share, employment, wages, productivity, profits,
cash flow, return on investments, ability to raise capital, and research and
development.34
The co. .ission's determination is not to be based on any single factor

.

.

in isolation, but rather should take each of the individual factors into
account in analyzing the overall condition of the domestic industry.

This

approach recognizes the fact that the same or similar circWDStances of
competition may affect different industries in different ways; thus, material
injury to certain industries from dU111ped imports may be more manifest by
certain indicators than by others, depending on the nature and structure of
33. 19

34 l!I·

u.s.c.

I 1677(7)(C)(iii).
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the industry.

In our view,

~ongress

intended for the Colllllission to be

pragmatic in its approach to injury analysis, and to consider the colllllercial
realities of competition in each industry considered. 35
We also are mindful that the statute directs the.Colllllission to evaluate
the condition of "the industry• in the United States.36 The term "industry•
is defined as "the domestic producers as a whole of the like product.•

37

Respondents have urged the Colllllission to assess the condition of the industry
on a company-by-company, "disaggregated" basis, arguing that the aggregated
data do not present an accurate picture of the domestic industry's
condition.31 We disagree.

Although we may examine various aspects of the

condition of the domestic industry, such as financial information, on a
company-specific basis, in the final analysis our evaluation and judgment must
relate to the domestic industry as a whole, not its individual components.

As

our reviewing court has stated, the antidumping law "makes manifestly clear
that Congress intended the ITC determine whether or not the domestic industi:y
(as a whole) has experienced material injury due to imports. • • .

[l]f

Congress had intended that the ITC analyze injury on a disaggregated basis,

35 See, e.g., S. Rep. No. 96-249, 96th Cong., 1st Seas. 88 (1979) ("It is
expected that in its investigation the Co111ission will continue to focus on
the conditions of trade, competition and development regarding the industry
concerned."); H.R. Rep. No. 100-40, pt. 1, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. 128 (1987)
("[T}he condition of an industry should be considered in the context of the
dynamics of that particular industry sector, not in relation to other

industries or aanufacturers as a whole."),
36 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii) (emphasis added).
37

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A) (emphasis added).

31 !!Jl·Mazda'• Prehearing Brief at 27-30.
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Congress would have made this intention explicit, as it did for example in
regard to regional industries.•

39

The various indicia of industry performance, moreover, are to be
evaluated "within the context of the bU.iness cycle and conditions of
competition that are distinctive to the affected industry.•

40

This statutory

requirement is, again, a reflection of Congressional concern that the
Commission's analysis not be a mechanistic one, but rather one which takes
into account the particular characteristics of the real world in which this
dollestic industry coapetes. 41
One of the conditions of competition distinctive to the minivan
industry, and of particular relevance to our detei:mination, is the fact that
the minivan market is not yet a mature market.

Both petitioners and

respondents acknowledge this fact. 42 The size and structure of this market on
both the demand and supply sides are growing and evolving.

The rate of growth

thus far in the minivan industry has been considerably greater than in other,
older se1119nts of the autoaotive industry.43 This reflects the fact that a
greater proportion of minivan purchasers are buying their first minivan rather

39 Copperweld Corporation v. United States, 682 F. Supp. 552, 569 (Ct.
lnt'l trade 1988); see also United Engineering & Forging v. United States, 779
F. Supp. 1375 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1991) (•The focus of the ITC • . . is on
whether or not the doaestic industry as a whole is experiencing material
injury.•).
40

19 U.S.C. I 1677(7)(C)(iii).

41

!!!. H.a.'. Rep. No. 100-40, pt. 1 at 128.

42 !!!. Tr. at 16, 74, 79, 81, 257-58.
43 Tr. at 71; Petitioners' Exhibit presented at Hearing, United States
Minivan Segment and Total Industry Growth 1982 - Pro1ected 1993.
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than a replacement. 44

Domestic producers and foreign producers alike forecast

continued growth in-this segment.45
The domestic industry has played the primary role in the development of
the minivan.market.

Chrysler's first minivan in late 1983 established and

drove the expansion of the market.46 U.S. producers risked and continue to
risk large amounts of capital and resources in the product development and
capacity decisions which are made years in advance of the introduction of a
product.

To respond to consumers and to promote brand loyalty, U.S. producers

continue their large investment by offering improved and enhanced models.
In light of the fact that this is not yet a mature market, a traditional
business cycle analysis that the Commission would apply to a mature industry
is not relevant here.47 Nonetheless, we do not discount the impact which the
recession has had on this industry. ·Indeed, the minivan industry was greatly
affected by the downturn in the U.S. economy during the period of
investigation. 48

"Big ticket" durable goods such as minivans frequently do

not fare well in such economic circumstances.49 Many consumers postpone the
purchase of a new minivan, while others are unwilling or unable to purchase
44

Tr. at 74-75.

45

Tr. at 78, 81, 258.

46

Report at A-16 - A-17.

47 Tr. at 16. Cf. Coated Groundwood Paper from Belgium. Finland.
France, Germany. and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-487 - 490 and 494
(Final), USITC Pub. 2467 (Dec. 1991) at 5-7 (domestic coated groundwood paper
industry was characterized by a well-defined price/investment business cycle).
48 We note, however, that the impact of the recession was not shared
equally by domestic minivan producers and Japanese minivan producers. ~
discussion infra at p. 83.

49 Memorandum EC-P-034 at 24; Statement of Dr. John E. Kwoka, Jr. at 913.
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the "high-end• products.

In those circumstances, the industry must rely even

more heavily-on consumers in higher-income brackets who are not as affected by
the recession and who are more likely to purchase the more expensive models.
Furthermore, consumer anxiety was exacerbated by the Persian Gulf War,
which took place in the middle of the period of investigation.SO

The

uncertainties resulting from the build-up to the war and the war itself
compounded the adverse effects of the recession. 51

These circumstances

generated greater pressure on the domestic industry and contributed to its
vulnerable condition.
Another important condition of competition affecting this domestic
industry concerns its highly capital-intensive nature.

The automotive

industry in general, and the minivan industry in particular, have high fixed
costs.

The investment required to build a minivan production line can run

from several hundred million to billions of dollars.52

Further, producers

cannot enter the market instantly; building the plant and production lines and
designing the product frequently require a substantial commitment of time. 53
Consequently, maintaining high levels of production volume is critical in
order to recover those costs.

The financial break-even analysis for this

industry reveals that relatively small changes in unit volume can result in

50 Quarterly consumption data show apparent consumption declined to its
lowest point for the period of investigation during the first quarter of 1991.
Report at Table M-1.
51 U.S. producers' shipments declined from 145, 606 units in the third
quarter of 1990 to 124,461 units in the fourth quarter of 1990 and declined
even further to an overall low of 100,107 units in the first quarter of 1991.
Report at Table M·l.
52 Memorandum EC·P-034 at 14, n.41, 16, n.47; Tr. at 34-35.
53 Memorandum EC-P-034 at 14, n.41, 16, n.47.
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very large fluctuations in profits.54 Moreover, for the industry to remain
competitive, particularly in a developing market, the producers must be
willing to take risks as they study and respond to consumer needs and
preferences.
These conditions of competition provide the backdrop against which we
examine the various indicators of the domestic industry's performance.

The

impact of the recession and the Persian Gulf Var is reflected in the trends in
consumption.

In terms of quantity, total apparent consumption of minivans

initially increased less than five percent between 1989 and 1990, but then
dropped more than five percent between 1990 and 1991 to levels below the 1989
level. 55

In terms of value, consumption increased more than nine percent

between 1989 and 1990 and declined by more than four percent between 1990 and
1991. 56
Domestic producers' total U.S. shipments in terms of units increased
from 592,487 in 1989 to 624,720 in 1990, an increase of 5.4 percent. 57 Ve
note that this increase in shipments does not necessarily indicate improved
performance by the d9mestic industry and is not inconsistent with a finding of
material injury.

As discussed above, the minivan market is not yet mature,

but is still growing.
market.

Increases in shipments are to be expected in a growing

The more relevant inquiry is

~ether

contributes to the industry's profitability.

54

Report at A-57 and A-62.

"

Report at Table 38.

56

Id.

57

,lg. at Table 12.

that increase in shipments
As discussed later, this
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increase in U.S. shipments in fact masks several other industry indicators
that showed financial deterioration.SS
Moreover, this short-term increase was not only offset the following
year, when shipments dropped to 551,315 units, but shipments actually
deteriorated to a net decline of 6.95 percent over the period of
investigation. 59

In terms of value, domestic producers' shipments increased

approximately 8 percent between 1989 and 1990, rising from $8.353. billion to
$9.029 billion, before dropping 10.83 percent in 1991 to $8.051 billion, for a
net decline of 3.6 percent over the period of investigation.60
Further, if domestic producers' fleet sales

61

are deducted from their

total domestic shipments, then domestic producers' shipments show a sharp and
steady decline throughout the period of investigation.

Deducting fleet sales

from total shipments results in domestic shipments of 488;055 units in 1989,
446,104 units in 1990 and 403,423 units in 1991, an overall decline of 17.34
percent. 62 These adjusted shipment figures are more relevant for purposes of
analyzing the sales of new minivans for retail consumption, and reveal a
consistent dowmrard trend over the period of investigation.
58 !!! discussion infra at pp. 76-79.
59

Report at Table 12.

60

Id.

61 Fleet sales consist of sales of new vehicles to rental car agencies.
These sales are made at prices significantly below those offered in the retail
market. Report at A-43. We address the particular relevance of fleet sales
to the minivan industry during the period of investigation in greater depth
later. !!! disqussion infra at pp. 88-89.
62 Domestic producers' fleet sales increased in quantity from 104,432
units in 1989 (17 percent of total domestic shipments) to 178,616 units in
1990 (28.6 pex-cent of domestic shipments). In 1991, although domestic
producers' fleet sales dropped to 147,892 units, they still accounted for more
than 26 percent of total domestic shipments. Report at Table 9.
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Unit values of U.S. producers' U.S. shipments of minivans increased only
marginally throughout the period, rising from $14,098 per vehicle in 1989 to
$14,452 in_ 1990 and $14,604 in 1991, a total increase of 3.59 percent. 63

This

meager increase in unit value, which did not even keep up with the consumer
price index64 or the producer price index,65 reflects in part the increased
sales to rental fleets.
·Average-of-period capacity increased from 761,109 units in 1989 to
914,109 units in 1990, where it remained for the rest of the period.

This

20 percent increase in capacity reflects General Motors' introduction of its
so-called "triplet" minivans, the Lumina, the Silhouette and the Trans
Sport.66

Production of minivans increased from 666,285 units in 1989 to

696,054 units in 1990, an increase of 4.47 percent.
to 642,411 units, a decrease of 7.7 percent.

Production then dropped

Capacity utilization declined

from 87.5 percent in 1989, to 76.1 percent in 1990, and to 70.3 percent in
1991 -- an overall drop of more than 19 percent. 67
Domestic producers typically do not keep large inventories of finished
vehicles.

Once a vehicle is assembled, it is often shipped within a short

period of time.

Hence, as a share of production, U.S. producers' inventories

of minivans were minimal, never exceeding 1.0 percent. 61
63

Report at Table 12.

The quarterly U.S. consumer price index for consumer durable goods
rose by 4.6 percent during October 1988-December 1991. Report at A-105.
64

65 The quarterly U.S. producer price index rose by 7.1 percent during
October 1988-De~ember 1991. Report at Table 48.
66

.!!!- at Table 11.

67 !!!61

li·

at Table 13.
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our assessment of employment indicators affirms that the industry's
performance is deteriorating.

The number of production and related workers

declined in each year covered by this investigation, from 12,481 workers in
1989 to 10,625 workers in 1991, representing job losses for almost 15 percent
of the workers employed in 1989.

Those workers still holding on to their jobs

worked even fewer hours in 1991 than in 1990, about 1.2 million hours less.
Other data on hourly total compensation shows that workers retaining jobs
received marginal increases in compensation over the period, while at the same
time continuing relatively unchanged

produ~tivity

levels.

Not unexpectedly,

as production trends turned sharply downward, unit labor costs on a pervehicle basis increased about 7 percent during the period. 69
The financial data also indicate deteriorating performance over the
period of investigation.

The financial data are based on net sales made

during each company's fiscal year and include some export sales.70

In terms

of value, net sales increased from $9.348 billion in 1989 to $9.966 billion in
1990, before dropping to $9.539 billion in 1991, thus representing a nominal
overall increase of 2.04 percent.
increase in

This increase was far surpassed by the

total cost of goods sold, which increased from $7.199 billion in

1989 to $8.050 billion in 1990 and dropped slightly to $8.045 billion in 1991,
for a net

inc~ease

of 11.75 percent -- more than five-fold the comparable

increase in net sales value.
The substantial increase in cost of goods sold is reflected in operating
income, which declined steadily from $1.203 billion in 1989 to $848 million in

69

!!!· at Table 14.

70 !!!· at Tables 16-19. The domestic shipments figures discussed supra
at pp. 73-74 do not include export shipments; we note that these domestic
producers' fiscal years coincide with the calendar year.
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1990 and $481 million in 1991, an overall decline of more than 60 percent.
Net income declined even more sharply, from $1.067 billion in 1989 to $731
million in 1990 and $327 million in 1991, a total decrease of more than 69
percent. 71

These declines in operating income and net income indicate to us

that the dc>mestic industry is unable to fully recover its substantial
investment in this market.

Although return on total assets for minivans could

not be calculated, operating income (or loss) as a percent of net sales for
minivans showed a steady decline from 12.87 percent in 1989 to 5.04 percent in
1991. 72
Examining the industry's financial performance on a per-vehicle basis
places the domestic industry's condition in even sharper perspective.

The

total value per vehicle increased from $14,062 in 1989 to $14,319 in 1990 and
$14,865 in 1991, an increase of 5.71 percent.

The total cost of goods sold

per vehicle, however, increased much more sharply, from $10,829 in 1989 to
$11,566 in 1990 and $12,537 in 1991, an increase of 15.77 percent.

Not

surprisingly, the operating income generated by each unit sold decreased from
$1,810 in 1989 to $1,218 in 1990 and $750 in 1991, an overall decrease of more
than 58 percent.

The net income derived from each minivan sold during the

period of investigation also declined from $1,605 in 1989 to $1,050 in 1990
and $510 in 1991, a decrease of more than 68 percent.

In short, the domestic

industry earned less than one-third the profit from each vehicle sold at the
end of the period of investigation than it had earned at the beginning. 73

71

Report at Table 16.

72

ls!· at Table 17.

73

ls!· at Table 18.
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The dramatically disparate trends in cost of goods sold and profits
reflect, in part, the product enhancement additions that producers
incorporated into the~r minivans during the period of investigation. 74
Product enhancements are necessary to prolong the life cycle of the product
and maintain sales volwae.75

They also are a response to competition from

other producers and to demand from consumers, whose needs and preferences are
evolving. 76

Product enhancements include safety items such as air bags,

additional door reinforcement, and anti-lock brakes.

Domestic producers also

added all-wheel drive to some.of their models, a feature that alone can
increase the cost of a vehicle by more than $1,000.

The costs of these added

product features are reflected in direct material costs, which in the
aggregate increased from $5 billion in 1989 to $5.8 billion in 1991. ·On a
per-vehicle basis, direct material cost increased by $1,526 between 1989 and
1991. 77
At the same time that domestic producers were developing product
enhancements, they also were implementing cost-reduction progr8118 by, among
other things, cutting purchased material costs, reducing salaried workforce,
and decreasing general and administrative costs.

Nevertheless, largely as a

resul.t of product enhancement features and lower volumes, domestic producers
experienced an increase in operating costs of $1,016 per vehicle between 1990

74

-Id.

75

Memorandum EC-P-034 at 10.

76

Report at A-61; Memorandum EC-P-034 at 19-20.

77

Report at A-62.

at .A-61.
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information that indicates that injury to the industry is caused by factors
other than the LTf'.V imports, we do not weigh causes.87 Ye are particularly
mindful of Congress' admonition not to weigh imports against other causes
which "may be contributing to overall injury to an industry," such as
contractiop in demand, changes in patterns of consumption, developments in
technology~

or productivity of the domestic industry.

Furthermore, the

Commission need not determine that the dumped imports are "the principal, a
substantial, or a significant cause of material ·injury."

88

Congress clearly

indicated that to do so "has the undesirable result of making relief lllOre
difficult to obtain for those industries facing difficulties from a variety of
sources, precisely those industries that are most vulnerable to less-thanfair-value imports."

89

Rather, a finding that imports are a cause of

material injury is sufficient. 90
Ve also take note of the statutory standard for making our
determination, which provides that "[t]he presence or absence of any factor·
which the Commission is required to evaluate . . . shall not necessarily give
decisive guidance with respect to the determination by the Commission of

87 See. e.g., Citrosuco Paulista S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp.
1075, 1101 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988); see also H.R. Rep. No. 96;.317, 96th Cong.,
1st Sass. at 46-47; S. Rep. No. 96-249 at 57.

II S. Rep. No. 96-249 at 57 and 74 (1979).
89

S. Rep. No. 96-249 at 74, 75; accord H.R. Rep. No. 96-317 at 46-47

(1979).
90 ~ Metallverken Nederland. B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Sup. 730,
741 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989); Citrosuco Paulista S.A. v. United States, 704 F.
Supp. 1075, 1101 {Ct. Int'l Trade 1988).
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material injury.•

91

As

Congress explained in the legislative history to the

Trade Agreements Act of 1979:
The significance of the various factors affecting an industry will
depend upon the facts of each particular case. . . . For one
industry~ an apparently small volume of imports may have a
.
significant impact on the market; for another, the same volume may
not be significant. Similarly, for one type of product, price may
be the key factor in making a decision as to which product to
· purchase and a small price differential resulting from the amount
of . . . the margin of dumping can be decisive; for others, the
size of the differential may be of lesser significance.92
Congress recognized that a determination •with respect to causation is
complex and difficult, and is a matter for the judgment of the ITC.•

93

Vith respect to volU11e, the statute directs the Co1111ission to consider
whether •the vol\1118 of imports of the merchandise,. or any increase in that
vol1.111e, either in absolute terms or relative to production or consumption in
the United States, is significant.• 94

Congress did not provide the

co. .ission with any formula or threshold for determining whether the volume of
illports is significant.

•This language when read in conjunction with the

legislative history indicates that disjunctive language was chosen to signify
congressional intent that the agency be given broad discretion to analyze
illport volume in the context of the industry concerned.• 95

91

-

19 U.S.C. I 1677(7)(E)(ii) (emphasis added).

92 S. Rep. Ro. 96-249 at 88; accord H. Rep. No. 96-317 at 46; see also
Copperweld Corporation v·. United States, 682 F. Supp. 552, 565 (Ct. lnt'l
Trade 1988). (•Congress recognized ••• that the significance of the various
factors affect~ng an industry would depend upon the facts of each case.•).
9J

S. Rep. Ro. 96-249 at 75.

94

19

95

Copperweld, 682 F. Supp. at 570.

u.s.c.

I 1677(7)(C)(i).
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and 1991, while net revenue increased by only $546 in the same period,
resulting in a shortfall of $470 per vehicle.78
Because the domestic industry already had made significant expenditures
for minivans before 1989 due to the time required to tool up before actual
production, :information concerning capital expenditures during the period of
investigation is not particularly noteworthy.
and development ("R.&D") expenditures.

The same is true for research

Thus, overall capital and R.&D

expenditures were relatively small over the period of investigation. 79
However, the domestic industry's ability to raise.capital was significantly
affected during the period.

Specifically, both Standard & Poors and Moody's

down-graded the debt of Chrysler, among others, in 1990.80 A debtdowngrading weakens the financial c9ndition of a company because it raises the
cost of borrowing. 11
Ve emphasize the importance for this industry of maintaining high
levels of production and sales volume.

As noted before, the break-even

analysis of this industry shows that a relatively small change in the volume
of units sold can result in large fluctuations in profits totaling many tens
of millions of dollars.12

Hence, domestic producers undertook a variety of

71

19· at Table 18.

79

19· at Tables 30 and

80

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 42; Petitioners' Posthearing Brief

11

l!!t

31.

at 4.
Report at A-63; App. K.

82 19· at A-62; see also Memorand\111 INV·P-099 (Unit and Variance
Analysis). For example, in the case of one domestic producer, the record
indicates that a ten-percent increase in vol\llle of sales would have earned
that producer an additional $60 million in operating income. Report at A-62.
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measures to maintain or increase their sales volume.

In addition to product

enhancement, U.S. producers also increased their use of pricing incentives and
fleet sales, 13 all of which chipped away at the profitability of their minivan
production.
In sum, the record reveals a domestic industry battered by the effects
of an economic recession and the Persian Gulf War, experiencing significant
declines in volume, responding to evolving consumer preferences and yet unable
to recover fully increases in costs of goods sold.

This is the picture of a

deteriorating domestic industry in a developing market that is clearly
vulnerable to the adverse impact of dumped imports.14
IV.

JIATDTAT. IllJUl.Y "BY UASOR OP" LTn DIPOllTS

In determining whether the 4omestic industry is materially injured "by
reason of" the imports under investigation, the statute directs the Co1111lission
to consider:
(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject
of the investigation;
(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the
United States for like products, and
(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic
producers of like products, but only in the context of production
operations within the United States.as
In making this determination, the Comaission may consider "such other economic
factors as are relevant to the determination."

13

16

Although we may consider

~ discussion infra at pp. 88-89.

14 Chairman Newquist finds that the do. .stic industry is experiencing
material injury.

u.s.c.

as

19

16

Id. I 1677(7)(B)(ii). ·

§

1677(7)(B)(i).
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The record evidence clearly shows that the subject imports greatly
increased their share of domestic consumption in terms of both quantity and
value during the period of investigation.

Imports increased significantly

between 1989 and 1990, indeed at nearly twice the rate of the increase in
domestic shlpments. 96

Imports increased even further in 1991, as domestic

shipments and domestic consumption declined. 97 Dumped imports thus captured a
larger piece of a shrinking market.
We cannot discount the injurious impact which this increase in dumped
imports had on the domestic minivan industry.

Although an increase in import

volU11e of this magnitude may be less significant, or even insignificant, to
some industries, we find that for this industry, this increase is especially
significant in light of the recession, declining consumption, concentration of
the dumped imports in the high end of the retail market, and the fundamental
importance of maintaining high levels of production to the viability of the
industry. 98
With respect to price, the statute directs the Commission •to consider
whether . . . there has been significant price underselling by the imported

96

Report at Table 38.

97

ls!·

98

The relative trends of the import volume and domestic shipments are
put into even sharper contrast when one deducts fleet sales and examines sales
at the retail level. Domestic producers' fleet sales as a share of their
total shipments increased greatly in 1990 and remained substantial in 1991.
Report at Table 9. The respondents' fleet sales, by contrast, accounted for a
small fraction of their total shipments during each year of the period of
investigation. Report at Table 9, n.l. Thus, in terms of sales to the retail
market, which is the critical market for all producers in this industry, the
volume of imports substantially increased concurrent with the substantial
decline in domestic volume.
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merchandise.•

99

We need not find, however, significant underselling as a

precondition to making an affirmative determination.

For, the statute also

directs the Commission to consider whether •the effect of imports . .
otherwise depresses prices to a significant degree or prevents price
increases, which otherwise would have occurred to a significant degree.•

100

The record shows that each of the producers in this market offers a
variety of models with various features and designs.

For a consumer

produc~

that is available on a differentiated basis, actual prices are less important
than relative prices; the nature of the product is such that price
differentials

(~.

overselling by imports) may be explained as a reflection/

of the premium consumers are willing to pay for a particular package of
features.

In such circumstances, comparing the prices of domestic and

imported minivans is unlikely to yield any meaningful results.

Rather than

comparing •apples to apples,• such comparisons are more akin to comparing
•fruit baskets to fruit baskets.•

But, as the Court of International Trade

has stated, •[d]ifficulties with, or even impossibility of, direct price
comparisons do not mandate a negative determination.•

101

We find that direct price comparisons are not especially meaningful in
this investigation.

Other evidence, however, makes plain the adverse impact

on prices from the dumped imports.

First, although the subject imports were

higher priced on average than the domestic minivans, the record also shows a
significant overlap in the ranges of prices for the imports and domestic

99

100

19 U.S.C. § 1677(C)(ii)(I) (emphasis added).
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii)(II) (emphasis added).

101 Iwatsu Electric Co •• Ltd. v. United States, 758 F. Supp. 1506, 1515
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1991).
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vehicles. 102 Thus, this is not a case where imports are sold in a distinctly
different price

r~nge

than the domestic vehicles.

Rather, the subject imports

in fact were competing in much the same price ranges as the domestic minivans.
Second, the record shows that both Mazda and Toyota clearly targeted the
"high end"· of the retail minivan market. 103
acknowledged as much. 104

Indeed, the respondents openly

As previously noted, it is the high end of the

market where the incremental profit earned on each minivan is the greatest.
Third, at the same time that the Japanese minivans were increasing their
share of the U.S. market overall, respondents also were accomplishing their
goal of increasing their share of the high end of the retail market.

The

record shows a steady increase in the average unit value of the subject
imports over the period of investigation and a very sharp increase in the
number of Japanese minivans worth over $19,000 sold in 1991.105
With respect to competition generally, the parties submitted a vast
amount of survey information concerning cross-shopping by consumers.106 After
102

Report at A-97.

103 The average annual net unit value for the dumped imports increased
at a faster rate than did the domestic minivans. Report at A-97. We note
that Japanese exports of passenger minivans to the United States were
restricted under Japanese voluntary export restraints. Report at A-78, A-79.
Given these quantitative restrictions, it was logical for the Japanese
producers to target the. high end in order to maximize value added and
profitability.
104

Tr. at 160; Mazda Prehearing Brief at 11, 123.

105

Report at A-97.

106 Memorandum EC-P-034 at 8-10. We find the cross-shopping data only
marginally informative with respect to providing insight into competition
between Japanese minivans and domestic minivans. Many of the surveys are
model specific. Most surveys group Canadian minivans and U.S. minivans
together as. "domestic." minivans; they also group together all imported
minivans. ~ Petitioners' Post-hearing Brief, Response to Questions from
(continued ..• )
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reviewing this information, we conclude that these surveys confirm a
reasonable overlap of competition between the subject imports and the domestic
vehicles. 107 We note that, in this market, even a small overlap of
competition can be very significant in terms of potential sales.

Given the

size of the U.S. market for minivans, more than ten billion dollars in 1991,
an overlap of as little as ten percent yields a billion dollar submarket.
Indeed, consid9ring that the subject imports were marketed to the high end of
the retail market, the dimensions of the submarket are quite likely even
greater in terms of value and potential revenue.

The. only logical conclusion

we can reach is that the dumped imports and the domestic vehicles compete
directly, and most directly in the most lucrative segment of the market.
llhile respondents do not deny that competition exists, they contend that
the subject imports could not have caused material injury because there was

°'

significant overselling. 1
with lack of causation.

The statute, however, does not equate overselling

Were that so, our task would be.at an end and we

would have joined our colleagues in their negative determination.
Moreover, the argument ignores the undisputed fact that minivans are
highly specialized products.

Thus, the vehicle's price does not necessarily

fully reflect its value to the purchaser.

Indeed, during the hearing,

respondents' own witnesses stated that their customer surveys indicated that

'°'< ...

continued)
Colllllissioner Nuzum at 2-3; Mazda's Posthearing Brief, Response to Question of
Co1111issioner Nuzum at 11-12; Toyota's Posthearing Brief, Response to Questions
of Co1111issioner Nuzum. Our inquiry, however, concerns the impact of dwaped
imports as a whole on the domestic industry as a whole.
107 Memoranclua EC-P-034 at 8-10.
10I ~Mazda's Prehearing Brief at 2-3, 57, 89; Toyota's Prehearing
Brief at 47-56; Mazda's Posthearing Brief at 9-11; Toyota's Posthearing Brief
at 10.
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"value . . . includes many other things than just the price of the vehicle
itself.
vehicle.

It . . . include[s] .
[I)n many cases

quality, durability, reliability of the
those attributes far outweigh the

absolute price paid." 109 Respondents also agreed that the subject imports
"are a better value for the money." 110

In other words, dollar for dollar,

the respondents acknowledged that they gave customers more product value than
did the domestic producers.

'Where the dumped price of the imported vehicle

does not fully reflect its value, as respondents appear to concede is the case
here, the effect of the dumped import is to suppress prices for domestic
vehicles even though, in absolute terms, the imported vehicle's price may be
higher.
The record shows substantial evidence of price suppression in the market
for domestically-produced vehicles.

As previously noted, direct material

costs reflecting product enhancement greatly outpaced the increases in
price. 11 1 Further, domestic producers made increased use of incentives
throughout the period of investigation.112

By targeting and capturing a

substantial portion of the high end of the retail market, the Japanese
producers put substantial

p~essure

on domestic producers, who also were

working to increase their sales to that end of the market.

Faced with

increasing competition from the LTFV imports in the most lucrative segment of
the market at a time of recession, domestic producers responded by increasing
the value -- and, therefore, the cost of production -- of their minivans
109 Tr. at 219, 220 (emphasis added) •
110

Tr. at 222.

111

i!.!. discussion supra at pp. 78-79.

112 Report at Table 49.
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through product enhancement, but without being able to recover their costs.
In these circumstances, the effect of the dumped imports was to prevent price
increases "which Qtherwise would have occurred to a significant degree."

113

There is no doubt in our minds that this price suppression resulted directly
in profit depression in the domestic industry.
The impact of the imports on price is evidenced in other ways as

wel~.

For example, the record shows evidence of increasing price competition
throughout the period of investigation as use of financing and rebates by
domestic producers and importers alike intensified in late 1989 and 1990 and
were significantly greater during 1990-91.114
Another important example of price suppression caused by dumped imports
is the increased reliance on fleet sales by domestic producers throughout the
period of investigation.

As

previously discussed, car manufacturers sell

their products to rental car agencies at substantial discounts from retail
prices. 115 Domestic producers may buy back part of the rental fleets and then
auction them to dealers.

These nearly new vehicles, however, tend to undercut

the car manufacturers' new car sales to dealers and are not as profitable as
retail sales.116 They are, therefore, more of a secondary market for domestic
production.

Given the critical importance of maintaining volume production,

however, fleet sales are a preferable alternative to aaking no sales at all.
113 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii)(II).
114 Report at A-112. Apart from the record evidence for 1989 to 1991,
we also note that import voluaes and price data for the first five months of
1992 provide additional support for petitioners' argument that minivans are,
in fact, price sensitive. !!!. Memorandum INV·P-104.
115 !!!. discussion supra at p. 74, n.61.
116 l!! Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Part II, response (containing
proprietary information) to Question from Comaissioner Watson at p. 20.
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Faced with a shrinking market and vigorous competition from dumped
imports in the high end of the retail market. domestic producers were forced
to resort t·o fleet sales in order to maintain production volume.

The record

shows that domestic fleet sales of minivans increased at the same time that
the dumped imports increased their share of domestic consumption.117 The
impact on the domestic industry was two-fold.

First, the initial sales to

rental agencies at prices substantially below prices offered in the retail
market depressed average unit values and incremental per-unit profits.
Second, buying back the fleet vehicles after as little as four months and
auctioning them to dealers and consumers, the fleet sales had a further
depressing effect on prices as they competed with new models in the retail
market.

As respondents acknowledge, "These [repurchased fleet] sales must

have exerted a powerful suppressive force on the domestic producers' prices." 118
Respondents contend that any injury to the domestic industry was
by factors other than the dumped imports.

ca~ed

Respondents emphasize in particular

the failure of GM's so-called •triplets" to be accepted by the market as well
as Chrysler's temporary production interruption and some unfavorable reviews
of a particular transmission used by Chrysler.11 9 We do not discount the
presence of these problems; we do not believe, however, that focusing on the
117 Report at Tables 5 and 9.
118 Toyota's Prehearing Brief at 62.
119 !!!, Tr. at 163-166, 188; Mazda's Prehearing Brief at 105, 114;
Toyota' Prehearing Brief at 76; .!!!.!. also Report at A-63, A-66. The criticism
of GM's business judgment with respect to the triplets misses the point that
this is still a developing market in which consumer tastes and preferences are
still evolving. Producers must take risks in order to compete. The fact that
certain risks may not pay off is to be expected. Thus, although we agree that
the triplets may have contributed to the domestic industry's injury, we do not
believe it to be so unusual as to account completely or even substantially for
the domestic industry's condition.
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difficulties of one or two models, or one or two producers in the domestic
industry, is consistent with our statutory mandate of determining whether the
domestic industry •as a whole• is materially injured by dumped imports.
Further, as our reviewing court reminds us, •[I]mports take the domestic
industry as they find it.• 120 Whatever the domestic industry's problems may
be, the question posed by the statute, and which we must answer, is whether
•the woes of the domestic industry were exacerbated by LTFV imports.• 121
Respondents argue that apart from the "self-inflicted• injury, the
domestic industry was adversely affected by the recession.122 Ve agree and
indeed have already addressed

th~

impact of the recession on the domestic

industry. 123 Ve conclude, however, that the recession, among other factors,
made the domestic industry more vulnerable to dumped imports.

In that

connection, we note that the dumped imports themselves were not nearly as
adverseiy affected by the recession as the domestic industry.

In fact, the

dumped imports gained substantial market share during the recession. 124
Respondents also contend that the increase in imports is due largely to
the introduction of the Toyota Previa in 1990.
expanded the market for

min~vans

They argue that the new Previa

by creating new demand among customers who

were not considering purchasing a domestic minivan.
support respondents' argument, however.

The record does not

To the contrary, the evidence

concerning brand loyalty and cross shopping indicates that the new product
120

lwatsu, 758 F. Supp. 1518.

121

!!I· at 1512 (emphasis in original).

122 Toyota's Prehearing Brief at 71-74.
123

See discussion supra at pp. 71, 72.

124

~ discussion supra at p. 83.
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both created its own

demand~

displaced sales of other models.125

Because

different makes of minivans have been introduced at different times,
competition

occ~rs

among minivan models that are at different stages in their

sales life. 126 Where a new model is introduced at a dumped price, it can
exacerbate the impact of its introduction on existing models that already are
approaching the end of their product life cycle.

In any event, we do not

believe that introducing a new product gives foreign competitors a license to
dump.
V.

CONCLUSION

Based on a careful weighing of the evidence in the record, and for the
foregoing reasons, we conclude that the industry producing minivans in the
United States is materially injured by reason of LTFV imports of minivans from
Japan.

125 Memorandum EC-P-034 at 5-11; Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 32
(citing an independent survey that showed 53.4 percent of Toyota Previa buyers
shopped a domestic minivan before their purchase).
126

Memorandum EC-P-034 at 10.
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Information Obtained in the Investigation

A-3
IRTllODtJCTIOR
Ina ti tut ion
On January 2, 1992, the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce) published
notice of its preliminary determination that imports of new minivans 1 from
Japan are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at less than
fair value (LTFV) (57 F.R. 43, January 2, 1992). Accordingly, effective
January 2, 1992, the U.S. International Trade Commission (the Commission)
instituted investigation No. 731-TA-522 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry in
the United States is_ materially injured or threatened with material injury, or
the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of the institution of the
Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be held in connection
therewith was posted in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and published in the Fesieral Register on
January 23, 1992 (57 F.R. 2785). 2 The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on
May 21, 1992. 3 The Commission voted on this investigation on June 24, 1992,
and transmitted its determination to Commerce on July 2, 1992.
Background
This investigation results from a petition filed on May 31, 1991, with
the co. .ission and Commerce by counsel on behalf of Chrysler Corp. (Chrysler),
Detroit, HI; Ford Motor Co. (Ford), Dearborn, HI; and General Motors Corp.
(GM), Detroit, HI. The petition alleged that an industry in the United St~tes
is materially injured and is threatened with material injury by reason of
imports fro• Japan of new minivans which are allegedly being sold in the
United States at LTFV. In response to that petition the Commission instituted
investigation No. 731-TA-522 (Preliminary) under section 733 of the Tariff Act
of 1930 (19 U.S.C § 1673b(a)) and, on July 15, 1991, notified Co1m1erce that
there was a reasonable indication of such aaterial injury.•
Chrysler, Ford, and GM, the petitioners, are the only U.S. producers of
minivans. Chrysler also produces minivans in Windsor, Ontario, Canada. With
respect to the issue of •like product,• the petitioners argue that because
minivans are assellbled_on completely dedicated production lines and are
considered a unique vehicle by conswaers, they should be the only vehicle
included in the like product. 5 Furthermore, petitioners cite the statutory
language used to define •like product• as being •a product which is like, or
in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the
· article subject to an investigation • • • • •• Petitioners argue that there is
not an absence of •like• vehicles--that is, there is an abundance of both
New minivans are provided for in headings 8703 and 8704 of the Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS).
2 Copies.of the Comaission's and Co1111erce's Fec!eral 1legister notices are
presented in app. A.
3 A list of witness who appeared at the Co1D11ission•s hearing is presented
in app. B.
• Notice of the Commission's preliminary determination was published in the
fecleral Je1ister on July 31, 1991 (56 F.R. 36166).
5 Conference transcript, p. 86 .
• 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10).
1
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doaestically produced and imported minivans in the U.S. market. 7 Respondents
do not strongly argue for a like product broader than minivans.• In the
preliainar}' investigation, the Commission defined the like product to include
only ainivans, but indicated that it would determine the appropriateness of
expanding the like product in any final investigation.•
In analyzing like product issues the Commission has considered a number
of .factors relating to the characteristics and uses of minivans. These
include (1) physical characteristics and uses, (2) interchangeability with
other vehicles, (3) channels of distribution, (4) customer perceptions, (5)
co11111on production/assembly facilities and production employees, and (6)
prices. To enable the Co11111ission to better evaluate the appropriateness of
expanding the like product, producers' and importers• questionnaires were
designed to collect data not only on minivans, but also on vehicles that, upon
a review of physical characteristics and uses, interchangeability, and
channels of distribution, appeared most similar to minivans. These vehicles
are full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons. They are
described below.
Insofar as the •doaestic industry• is concerned, petitioners state that
because they contend the like product is minivans, the domestic industry
consists of the three petitioners, Chrysler, Ford, and GM, which account for
all U.S. production of minivans. In addition to minivans, the petitioners
produce full-size vans, 10 sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons, 11 as well
as a full range of other types of passenger cars and trucks. No other U.S.
producer manufactures full-size vans. Honda of America Manufacturing, Inc.
and Subaru-Isuzu Automotive, Inc. produce station wagons and other types of
passenger cars in the United States. Subaru-Isuzu also produces sportutility vehicles in the United States. Other U.S. producers of passenger cars
and/or trucks not surveyed by the Co1111ission include Diamond-Star Motors
Corp. , Mazda Motor Manufacturing (USA) Corp. , Nissan Motor Manufacturing Corp.
U.S.A., New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc., and Toyota Motor Manufacturing
U.S.A. , Inc.. Additional :lrnformation regarding these firms is presented in the
section of the report entitled •U.S. Producers.•

Previous Commission Investigations. Concerning
Motor Vehicles
The co. .ission has previously conducted several investigations
concerning finished motor vehicles. All of these investigations took place
prior to the development of the minivan in the United States. In 1980, the
Co11111ission conducted an investigation under section 201 of the Trade Act of
1974 involving certain motor vehicles and certain chassis and bodies therefor
7 Conference transcript, p. 86.
•Ibid., pp. 174-175.
• Mlniyan1 frpg Japan. peterwination of the COJNllission in lnyesticatlon No.
731-TA-522 CPreliainaty> Uncler tbe Tariff 6ct of 1930. Tocetber With the
lnforaation Obtained in the Inyestication, USITC Pub. 2402, July 1991, pp. 16-

17.

'

Chrysler produces full-size vans in Canada; it does not produce any in
the United States.
11 Chrysler stopped producing station wagons in 1988.
It does, however,
illport several station wagon models from Mitsubishi. These vehicles are made
in Jenan.
10
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(investigation No. TA-201-44). In that investigation the Commission
determined that certain motor vehicles and certain chassis and bodies therefor
were not being imported into the United States in such increased quantities as
to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or threat thereof, to the
domestic industry producing articles like or directly competitive with the
_imported articles. 12
Prior to that investigation, the Commission conducted an antidwaping
investigation (inquiry No. AA1921-Inq.-2) involving new on-the-highway, fourwheeled passenger vehicles from Belgium, Canada, France, Italy, Japan, Sweden,
the United Kingdom, and Yest Germany. 13 The Commission instituted the
investigation in response to advice from the Department of the Treasury
(Treasury) that it was initiating antidumping investigations pursuant to
section 20l(c) of the Antidwaping Act of 1921, as amended. Treasury
instituted its investigations after receiving a complaint from Congressman
John H. Dent of Pennsylvania. A similar complaint was received on July 11,
1975, from the International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Yorkers of America (UAW).

On the basis of its inquiry, the Commission determined that Treasury's-investigation into the nature and extent of sales at LTFV should continue with
respect to the subject imports from all eight countries under investigation.
Treasury continued its investigation and in Kay 1976 announced that, of the 28
firms investigated, only 5 firms (Nissan, Toyota, Honda, Porsche, and Rolls
Royce) were found to be selling all of their automobiles in the United States
at fair value during the period January-August 1975. All of the other 23
firms in the 8 countries in question were found to be selling at least soae of
their vehicles at LTFV during January-August 1975. However, Treasury noted
that•if the cost of emission control equipaent comparable to that required' for
cars produced for sale in the United States were added to the cost of vehicles
produced for the home markets of the countries in question, combined with
allowances for certain exchange rate fluctuations, all but JI!. minimis margins
would be eliminated for 14 ~f the 23 firms. These 14 firms, including all of
the remaining Japanese firms, were not required to provide letters of
assurance to Treasury, but were required to submit to price monitoring by
Treasury for at least the next 2 years. Included among the 14 firms were Fiat
and British Leyland, which had withdrawn their lowest priced vehicles from the
U.S. market earlier in 1976.
Canadian-made passenger automobiles, with the possible exception of
those produced by American Motors Corp. (AKC), 14 were found to be selling in
the United States at LTFV during the period January-August 1975. As a result,
GK, Ford, and Chrysler were required to assure Treasury, in writing, that they
would continue their efforts to eliminate the price differential between
vehicles sold in Canada and those sold in the United States. No deadline was
required for the elimination of the price differential.
Beginning in Kay 1976, the Treasury Department sought written price
assurances from the manufacturers of motor vehicles found to be selling at
12 See Repgrt tg the Pre1i4ent on Inyestication 19, TA-201-44 Uncltr Section
201 of tbe Trad! Ast of 1974, USITC Pub. 1110, December 1980.
lJ See New, Qn-tbe-Hipnray, four-Wheeled Passencer Autgm9biles frgg
Belcip, Canada, France, Italy, Japan. Swe4en, the United Kingdom, and West
Geraany, USITC Pub. 739, September 1975.
-1 4 Chrysler purchased AMC in 1987.
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LTFV in the United States. Treasury chose not to withhold appraiseaent of
passenge,r automobiles imported from the eight countries or to send the case to
the Co1111tission because of.possible disruption of sales of the imported
vehicles in question and the effect this would have on the foreign producers
and countries in question. During the period May-August 1976, Treasury sought
and finally obtained written assurances from the five remaining firms
(Volkswagen, Renault, Ford of West Germany, Saab, and Volvo) that their prices
would be adjusted to fair levels. As a result of the receipt of these
assurances, Treasury discontinued its antidumping investigation in August
1976, but announced that it would mo.nitor prices of the 5 firms for at least 2
years to assure that LTFV sales would not resume.
The Comaission also conducted an· investigation under section 332 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (investigation No. 332-76) at the request of the Comaittee
on Finance of the United States Senate. The Senate asked the Comaission to
conduct an in-depth study of the U.S.-Canadian automotive agreement, its
history, terms, and impact, and to answer several specific questions on the
operations of the agreement, which had been in effect since 1965. The
Commissions's report was transmitted to the Senate Finance Comaittee on
January 22, 1976, and was published as a document of the Senate Finance
Comaittee shortly thereafter. 15
THE RODUCTS

Descriptions and Uses
There is no standard definition of a minivan, and the basis for
distinguishing the product from other vehicles such as full-size.vans, aportutility vehicles, and station wagons is somewhat arbitrary. Petitioners
define a minivan as-•an on-highway motor vehicle with (1) a gross vehicle weight 1•
that is generally less than 6,000 pounds, (2) a height that is
generally between 62 and 75 inches, (3) a single, box-like
structure that envelops both the space for the driver and the
front seat passenger and the rear space (which is flat and usable
for carrying.passengers and cargo), (4) a hood that is generally
sloping and a short distance from the cowl to the front bumper
relative to the overall length of the vehicle, (5) a seat
configuration that generally permits passengers ~o walk from the
front area to the rear of the vehicle, and (6) a rear side
passenger access door (or doors) and a rear door (or doors) that
generally provide wide and level access to the rear area.•

11 See Canadian Aut9110bile Acreement. united States International Trade
Commissign Repgrt gn the united States-Canadian Autoagtiye A1r•1W1nt: its
histgry. terws. 'nd impact • , . the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, U.S.
Government Printing Office (62-478-0), January 1976.
11 Gross vehicle weight (~) includes weight of vehicle, passengers,
equi~ment, and car~o.
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In its final determination, Commerce defined minivans in a more
restrictive manner than do petitioners. It described the imported product
subject to investigation as-•a~ on-highway motor vehicle which generaliy has_ the following
characteristics: (1) A cargo capacity behind the front row of
seats that is 100 cubic feet or greater and less than 200 cubic
feetj (2) A body structure, width and seat configuration capable
of providing full walk-through mobility from the front seat row to
the third seat row; or at least partial walk-through mobility from
either (a) the front seat row to the second seat row or (b) the
second seat row to the third seat row; (3) A hood that is sloping
and a short distance from the cowl to the front bumper relative to
the overall length of the vehicle; (4) A gross vehicle weight that
is less than 6,000 pounds; (5) A height that is between 62 and 75
inches; (6) A single box-like structure that envelops both the
space for the driver and front-seat passenger and the rear space
(which has flat or nearly flat floors and is usable for carrying '
passengers and cargo); and (7) A rear side passenger access door
(or doors) and a rear door (or doors) that provide wide and level
access to the rear area. • 17

Commerce added that •a vehicle does not necessarily have to meet all seven
criteria to be considered a minivan,• and that •while [ it considers ] all
seven of the above criteria important in determining whether a vehicle is a
minivan, [ it considers ] the criteria which reflect a measurement of interior
space (cargo capacity, walk-through capability, and cowl length) to be of
primary importance. • 1• Table 1 presents selected specifications of various
types of vehicles.
Gross vehicle weight does little to differentiate minivans from other
types of vehicles, llOSt of which are under 6,000 pounds gross vehicle weight.
Furthermore, some full-size vans have a gross vehicle weight of under 6,000
pounds, and certain models of minivans have a gross vehicle weight over 6,000
pounds. Based on vehicle height and weight, minivans primarily resemble
sport-utility vehicles, even though minivan functional and styling
characteristics most resemble those of full-size vans or station wagons (see
figures l, 2, and 3). The use of other vehicle dimensions, such as length,
width, or wheelbase also fail to differentiate minivans from other vehicles. 11

17

See Co-rce•s final determination (app. A) •.

1a Co11118rce declined to consider the Mitsubishi Expo (also marketed as the

Plymouth Colt Vista and Eagle SWlllit wagon) a minivan. Petitioners alleged
the Expo was a minivan and should be considered within the scope of Commerce's
investigation. In the importers' questionnaires submitted to the Commission,
Mitsubishi and Chrysler reported imports of these vehicles as station wagons.
11 AutQ119tiye Nus 1991 Harlcet Data Book.
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Table 1
Minivans, full·•ize vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: Selected vehicle
specifications, by types of vehicles and by firms, 1991 and 1992 model years
Type of vehicle,
make and model
Minivans:
Chevy As tro
.
. .
Dodge Caravan (standard
wheelbase).
Ford Aerostar XLT (Extended
body) .
.
.
.
.
.
Kazda MPV .
Plymouth Voyager (longwheelbase, 4\lD)
Pontiac Trans Sport .
. .
Toyota Previa . .
Full-size vans:
Chevy Sportvan Beauville G-20
Dodge Ram 150 .
.
Ford Club Wagon . . . .
Volkswagen Vanagon3 •
•
•
Sport-utility
vehicles:
Chevy SlO Blazer (4\lD, 2 dr.)
Ford Explorer (4W, 4 dr.)
Geo Tracker . . . . .
Isuzu Trooper (4 dr.) . . .
Jeep Cherokee Laredo
(4W, 4 dr.) . . . . . .
Mitsubishi Montero (4 dr.)
Nissan Pathfinder . . .
Suzuki Samuri . . . . .
Toyota 4Runner (4 dr.)
Station wagons:
Chevy Cavalier
Ford Escort LX
Ford Taurus . .
Honda Civic . • .
Mitsubishi Expo3
Subaru Legacy . .
Toyota Corolla
Volkswagen Passat
Volvo 740 • . . .

Cln inches. except as noted)
Wheel
base
LeDlth Widtb Hei&ht

Cargo
capacity

tJei&ht 1
Pounds

110.0

177 .0

77.0

74.1

171.8

5,000-6,100

112.0

175.9

72.2

64.6

115.9

4,070-5,090

118.9·
110.4

190.3
175.8

72.0
71.9

73.2
68.1

164.0
106.8

4, 920 -

119.0
109.8
112.8

190.5
194.5
187.0

72.2
74.6
70.9

64.6
65.2
68.7

139.4
112.6
157.8

125.0
109.6
138.0
96.9

202.2
178.9
206.8
179.9

79.5

80.9

260.0

(2)

(2)

(2)

79.9
72.6

81.0
75.9

255.2

100.5
111.9
86.6
104.3

170.3
184.3
142.5
176.0

65.4
70.2
64.2
65.0

62.8
67.3
65.0
71.7

(2)

101.4
106.1
104.3
79.9
103.3

168.8
183.1
171.9
135.0
196.5

70.5
66.1
66.5
60.6
66.5

63.3
72.8
65.7
65.6
66.1

101.2
98.4
106.0
98.4
107.1
101.6
95.7
103.3
109.1

178.0
171.3
191.9
161. 7
177.4
181.1
171.5
179.9
188.4

66.0
66.7
70.8
66.1
66.7
66.5
65.2
67.1
69.3

54.1
53.6
55.4
56.1
62.6
53.7
54.5
56.2
56.5

(2)

81.6
(2)
(2)

71.8
94.9
(2)
(2)

78.3
(2)
(2)

81.1
60.3
91.5
71.0
(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

3,553
5,215
4,900-8,600
5,300-8,570
4,459
5,160
4,700
3,824
2,238
4,740
3,058
(2)

4,670-5,000
2,932
5,350
2,529
3,420
3,276
2,335
2,943
2,850
2,436
3,094
3,082

Gross vehicle weight. Vehicle weight will vary depending on how the vehicle is
equipped. Weight will vary most notably with engine type, body size/wheelbase, and type of
drivetrain.
2 Unavailable.
3 Petitioners contend that this vehicle is a minivan.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1111ission and from Aut01potiye Nevs 1991 Har1cet Data Bqok.
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Figure 1
Minivans:

Selected models of U.S.-produced and imported vehicles

\

\

•

\

I

Ford Aerostar

1r
--...

,_ ...

Mazda MPV
·'

Note.--Vehicles are not equally scaled .
.Source:

Ford Motor Co. and Mazda Motor of America, Inc.
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Figure 2
Full-size vans:

Selected models of U.S.-produced vehicles

Ford Club Wagon

GMC Rally

Note.--Vehicles are not equally scaled:
Source:

Ford Motor Co. and GM.

A·ll
Figure 3
Station wagons:

Selected models of U.S.-produced and imported vehicles

Buick Road.master Estate Wagon

Toyota Corolla Wagon

Note.--Vehicles are not equally scaled.
Source:

GM and Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
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Unlike station wagons and sport-utility vehicles, one is often able to
walk from the front to the rear of a minivan without exiting the vehicle. 20
Minivans currently have one or two rear side passenger doors, which often
operate by sliding open or closed rather than swinging open or closed like
most passenger car doors. 21 Minivans currently also have a door at the rear
of the vehicle which is used to gain access to the cargo area.
Minivans can be equipped with a broad range of engine types. Minivans
marketed in the United States currently have spark-ignition internal
combustion engines rather than diesel engines or electric power.u Engine
size ranges from approximately 2 liters to approximately 4 liters, with 4 or 6
cylinders. Engine placement is usually in the front of the vehicle, although
Toyota's minivan, the Previa, has the engine in the aiddle of the vehicle, and
the Volkswagen Vanagon has the engine in the rear of the vehicle. Minivans
are either front-wheel drive or rear-wheel drive, with aost brands having
drivetrain options for four-wheel or all-wheel drive.
Minivans seat up to seven adults, and can be ordered with varioua
seating options. Rear and/or middle seats can be removed or folded to change
the ratio of passenger-to-cargo carrying capacity, making minivans very
versatile. Cargo versions of minivans generally lack rear seating capacity
and rear passenger windows, allowing the rear portion of the vehicle to be
used entirely for carrying cargo. Several manufacturers offer extendedlength-wheelbase versions of their minivans, which increases interior vol\1118.
The popularity of minivans has increased dramatically from the early
1980s to present. The vehicles are especially popular with buyers between 35
and 50 years of age who have children. As noted, minivans are versatile with
respect to the ratio of passengers-to-cargo carrying capacity. Minivans
typically have much more interior volume than a station wagon, allowing them
to carry more passengers and cargo. Although minivans lack the interior
volume of full-size vans, their relatively compact size and lighter weight
provide advantages over full-s~ze vans. For example, minivans often fit into
garages that could not accommodate a full-size van. Minivans generally have
more car-like ride and handling characteristics than full-size vans, although
both may have comfort and convenience features common to passenger autos. As
a result of their relatively compact size, minivans are less intimidating for
some people to drive, and generally get better gas mileage than a full-size
van. The vehicles are easy to drive in city and suburban areas, but are also
comfortable on long trips.

20 Some Chrysler, Toyota, and Mitsubishi minivans have a front bench seat
or other front seat configuration that does not permit the front seat
passenger(s) or driver to walk to the rear of the vehicle. However, most
minivans have a seat configuration in the portion of the vehicle directly
behind the driver's seating area that permits aft passengers to walk to the
rear of the vehicle. The Nissan Axxess, which Nissan classified as a station
wagon in answering the Commission's importers• questionnaire and which
petitioners consider a minivan, does not have the walk-through feature.
21 The Mazda MPV minivan is one of the exceptions.
The MPV has a rear side
passenger door that swings open or closed like a passenger car door.
22 Chrysler has announced that it will begin producing electric-powered
minivans for sale to fleet buyers ("Digest," Tbe Washin&ton Post, Apr. 16,
1992, sec. B., p. Bl2). Some minivans produced in Japan have diesel engines.
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These characteristics of minivans help to distinguish them from other
vehicles. Minivans fill a market niche that is at best only partially served
by station wagons, full-size vans, and sport-utility vehicles. There are no
particularly good substitutes for minivans. Some of the features of minivans
are present in other types of vehicles, but not to the same extent or in the
same combination as a minivan. This helps explain the substantial sales
success' of the minivan in the United States. Only full-size vans have the
same versatility with respect to varying the passenger-to-cargo ratio.
Station wagons and sport-utility vehicles typically lack the ability to carry
either as much cargo or as many passengers. 23 Yhile a full-size van can
typically carry more passengers and cargo than a minivan, as noted, full-size
vans do not have the relative car-like qualities or the fuel economy of a
minivan.
Alternatively, minivans lack several advantages of full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons. The obvious advantage of a fullsize van is its larger interior space. Full-size vans also tend to have more
powerful engines, giving them greater payload and towing capacity than
minivans.
Yhile minivans have relatively car-like ride and handling
characteristics, the similarities to passenger autos are not close enough for
some buyers, who prefer station wagons instead of minivans. 24 Additionally,
minivans meet less stringent safety standards than cars, and a recent study
showed that this is the primary reason why some people prefer station
wagons. 21
Sport-utility vehicles typically have the advantage of being
specifically designed for some off-road use. For example, sport-utility
vehicles generally have higher ground clearance, larger wheels, tires more
suitable for off-road use, and stiffer suspensions than minivans (figure 4).
The differentiation between minivans and other vehicles is not perfect
given the fact that there is significant and increasing product
differentiation among minivans. Thus, the current difficulty of
differentiating minivans from other vehicles, particularly full-size vans and
station wagons, is likely to increase in the immediate future. 2•
The only Japanese minivans currently produced for the U.S. market are
the Mazda MPV (multi-purpose vehicle) and the Toyota Previa. The MPV is the
only minivan Mazda has ever produced for the U.S. market, while the Toyota
Previa is a replacement for the first minivan that Toyota introduced in the
Furthermore, while some station wagons have a third row of seats in the
back, these seats are· small and of limited use.
24 The station wagon market is expected to experience substantial growth in
the 1990s, after having declined by over 50 percent from 1 million units in
1979 to less than 500,000 units in 1990. Michelle Krebs, •wagons,• Aµtomotiye
Haa. Mar. 19, 1990, p. 1.
21 Ibid.
11 For example, Mitsubishi and possibly Ford are reportedly going to
introduce new products before 1995 that may further blur the distinction
between minivans and full-size vans and station wagons. Furthermore, as the
minivan industry in Europe grows, additional product diversity within the U.S.
minivan market may increas·e, exacerbating the difficulties of defining
minivans.
23
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Figure 4
Sport-utility vehicles:
vehicles

Selected models of U.S.-produced and imported

Jeep Grand Cherokee
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Toyota 4Runner

Note. --v·ehicles are not equally scaled.
Source:

Chrysler-corp. and Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
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U.S. market in 1983. Both vehicles have typical minivan measurements and
features. Neither vehicle is available in extended-wheelbase versions. The
MPV is a front-engine, rear- or four-wheel drive vehicle, equipped with either
a 4- or 6-cylinder engine. There is nothing particularly unique about the MPV
compared to minivans in general, except perhaps its swing-open rear side door.
Having ~een introduced in 1988, it has relatively up-to-date yet conservative
styling, 27 car-like ride and handling characteristics, and is known for its
high level of build quality. 21
The Previa is in several respects unusual comp•red to other minivans.
The Previa's engine is located in the middle of the vehicle for more even
weight distribution, contributing to improved handling and space utilization.
Typically, central engine location has the disadvantage of intruding into the
interior space of the vehicle, hindering access to the engine during
maintenance, and radiating heat into the passenger compartment. Toyota solved
these problems by tilting the engine on its side, 75 degrees off the vertical
axis, and placing it under the front seats. The engine has a number of design
features, such as oil pan placement on the side of the engine block rather
than on the bottom, to facilitate this arrangement. The engine has a small
driveshaft that goes to the front of the vehicle to power the alternator, air
conditioning compressor, radiator fan, and power steering pump. These
components are accessible through the short, sloping hood at the front of the
vehicle. Fluid reservoirs are also located under the sloping hood. This
design makes it easy to reach components that require relatively frequent
maintenance. The engine is equipped with platinum-tipped spark plugs to
increase replacement inte.cvals on these less accessible items. 21 The Previa
is rear- or four-wheel drive, and comes with a 4-cylinder engine. The Previa
is widely viewed as having rather unique styling, resembling an oval shape
(with the long axis positioned horizontally). 30

27 The Mazda MPV had its origins in Mazda Research and Development of North
America, Inc., in Irvine, CA. Most Japanese automakers have U.S. •design
centers• that perform some combination of styling, engineering, testing, and
R&D. These centers are acquiring a reputation within the auto industry of
turning out relatively distinctive, and for the most part, successful
products. Location of these centers in the United States helps Japanese auto
companies keep more attuned to U.S. conswaer tastes and preferences. Besides
the Mazda MPV and the Toyota Previa, other products originating to varying
degrees within Japanese design centers in the United States are the Nissan
240SX, Pathfinder, and Maxima; the Toyota Celica, Previa, Lexus LS400, and
SC400; and the Mazda Miata. Lindsay Chappell, •The Japanese-American Car,•
Aµtomotive News, Wov. 26, 1990, p. l; and Jon Lowell, •If You Can Find Better
Engineers Buy Them,• Yard's Auto World, March 1991, p. 33.
28 Tbe Power Report, July 1990.
A more comprehensive discussion of vehicle
quality is found in the section of the report entitled •Product Quality.•
21 Jack Keebler, "Toyota Puts a Spin on Previa Engine's Central Placement,•
Aµtomotive News, June 11, 1990, p. 18.
30 Much of the Previa's exterior styling was designed at Calty Design
Research, which is Toyota's Newport Beach, CA, design studio. Don Fuller,
•Toyota Previa All-Trac LE," Motor Trend, May 1990, p. 102.
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Development of the Minivan
While Chrysler is generally associated with the origin of the minivan,
Volkswagen and Toyota actually entered the U.S. minivan market first.
·
Volkswagen began selling the rear-engine, rear-wheel drive •Bus• in the mid1950s. 31: In 1968, a new version of the Volkswagen Bus was introduced, and in
1981 the Volkswagen Vanagon replaced the Bus. 32 After Volkswagen, Toyota was
the next entry into the market in September 1983, two months ahead of
Chrysler's first minivan sales. 33 The Toyota minivan was a mid-engine, reardrive vehicle with up to seven-passenger seating capability. Features
included power door locks, tilt steering wheel, power steering, and reclining
seats, giving the minivan a considerably more car-like character than was
normally associated with vans. The Toyota minivan had a somewhat boxy shape
with sharp styling lines. Engine access was provided through a hatch under
the driver's seat.
Chrysler's minivans (which currently are named Dodge Caravan and Mini
Ram Van, Plymouth Voyager, and Chrysler Town & Country) were (and still are)
equipped with front engines and front-wheel drive, and, like the Toyota
minivan, had up to seven passenger seating and featured car-like driving
characteristics along with many comfort and convenience features. The
Chrysler minivan had more conventional and, industry analysts generally
believe, more acceptable styling than the Toyota minivan, with engine access
provided in a more traditional manner through the short hood at the front of
the vehicle.
GM introduced its minivans, the Chevrolet Astro and GKC Safari, in late
1984, and Ford introduced the Aerostar minivan in 1985. 34 Nissan began
offering a minivan in late 1986, 35 and Mitsubishi began offering a minivan in
1987. 36 In the fall of 1988, Mazda entered the minivan market with its MPV. 37
In 1989, Nissan started selling the Axxess station wagon/minivan in the United
States,• and GM began selling its APV/Trans Sport/Silhouette.n Toyota ·
replaced the minivan it introduced in 1983 with the Previa minivan in 1990.~
Minivan sales surged dramatically in the 1980s, prompted largely by the
overwhelming popularity of the Chrysler minivan. In 1982, minivan retail
sales totaled only 12,847 units, and consisted entirely of Volkswagen's
Vanagon. In 1983, after Toyota and Chrysler entered the minivan market,
retail sales totaled 30,948 units. In 1984, after Chrysler and Toyota had
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***

The Vanagon is scheduled to be replaced in mid-1992 with the •Eurovan.•
Jack Keebler, •Coming Soon,• Aµtomotive News, May 27, 1991, p. 1.
33 1984 Ward's Automotive Yearbook, p. 106.
34 1986 Ward's Automotive Yearbook, pp. 229-230.
35 1987 Ward's Automotive Yearbook, p. 251.
Nissan dropped this vehicle in
mid-1989.
36 1987 Ward's Automotive Yearbook, pp. 174 and 246.
Mitsubishi stopped
exporting its •van/Wagon• minivan to the United States in 1990.
37 1989 Ward's Automotive Yearbook, p. 210.
» This model was discontinued for the U.S. market in 1990, after 13 months
of sales. Kristine Stiven Breese and Lindsay Chappell, •Nissan Drops Axxess
from U.S. Market,• Automotive News, Apr. 30, 1990, p. 1.
39 Ward's Automotive Yearbook. 1990, p. 214.
40 Ward's Aµtomotive Reports, •compact Van Popularity Still Rising,•
Oct; 22, 1990, p. 337.
32
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been producing minivans for over a year, total minivan sales reached 257,196
units. 41 Chrysler, with 74 percent (190,516 units) of the minivan market, was
already emerging as the clear leader in minivan sales. The rest of the market
was divided among Toyota (18 percent), Volkswagen (7 percent), and GM (about 1
percent). By 1991, minivan sales had reached 877,345 units, with Chrysler
having 45.0 percent of the market, followed by GM (26.7 percent), Ford (16.8
percent), Toyota (5.9 percent), Mazda (5.5 percent), VW, Nissan, and
Mitsubishi (with less than 0.1 percent each). 42
Chrysler's unique success in the minivan market is a result of a variety
of factors. Chrysler's minivan was the first front-wheel drive van, and
appeared at a time when front-wheel drive technology was desireable for its
weight-savings and fuel efficiency. 43 Chrysler's minivan also had styling
more like a conventional full-size van versus Toyota's more unusual styling. 44
The Chrysler minivan was, and still is, considered more car-like than the
Aerostar and the Astro. Furthermore, while not generally considered to have
particularly outstanding quality, 45 and recently plagued with negative
publicity regarding transmission failures, Chrysler minivans have been ranked
relatively high in overall customer satisfaction. 41
In 1991, minivan sales declined compared to 1990 levels, as overall
automobile sales contracted. In 1991, minivan sales were down by about 6
percent from those in 1990. 47 Despite the recent sales downturn, industry
officials believe that the minivan market will continue to grow, particularly
at the lower end of the price range. 41
There are a number of minivans scheduled for debut in the U.S. market in
the near future, from both domestic and foreign producers. Nissan and Ford,
in a cooperative venture, recently began producing a minivan at Ford's Avon

Ward's Automotive Yearbook, various issues.
Automotive News. 1992 Market Data Book, p. 30.
43 The front-wheel drive technology was available to Chrysler as a result
of the firm's development of the K car, and a modified K-car drivetrain was
used in the minivan. ***·
44 Many industry officials believe that the first minivans from Japan were
too small, narrow, unstable looking, and generally unsuited for the U.S.
market. USITC staff interviews with U.S. industry officials, Detroit, MI,
June 12, 1991; Conference transcript, p. 130.
45 See the Power Report, July issues during 1987-90.
41 Recently, problems with Chrysler's A604 Ultradrive transmissions have
received much negative publicity which has greatly concerned Chrysler. A
study by CNW Marketing/llesearch in Bandon, OR, found that 46.5 percent of
those people who intended to buy a Chrysler minivan were looking at competing
products because of the news reports of transmission problems. Kary Connelly,
"Potential. Buyers Reconsider Chrysler Minivan, Poll Says," Aµtpmotiye News,
Feb. 18, 1991, p. 4; Jack Keebler, "Chrysler Balks at Recalling Balky
Transmission,• Aµtomotiye News, Dec. 10, 1990, p. l; and "Iacocca Battles to
Salvage Minivan•s Reputation," Aµtomptive News, Feb.·4, 1991, p. 1.
47 "Minivans: Chrysler Regains; AWDs Grow," Ward's Aµtpmptiye Repprts,
Apr. 15, 1991, p. 1.
41 Mary Connelly, "Chrysler Expands Market with Low-priced Minivan,"
Aµtomotive News, Mar. 25, 1991, p. 1.
41
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Lake, OH, assembiy plant for introduction as a 1993 model.'' The Ford model
will be named the Mercury Villager, and the Nissan model will be named the
Quest. These minivans are likely to be considered domestic products for CAFE
purposes (by having more than 75 percent U.S. and Canadian content) within a
year of their introduction.so Although engines for the Villager/Quest will
initially be imported from Japan, Nissan will begin making the vehicle's 3liter V-6 engine at Nissan's Smyrna, TN, plant in 1992.s1
In August 1991, Mitsubishi introduced what is being referred to within
the industry as a mini-minivan or a van-wagon hybrid. Named the Expo, and
already being produced in Japan and sold as the Chariot, there is also an
extended length version of the vehicle. s2 Given the relatively small size of
the vehicle, it is not clear to what extent this van-wagon hybrid will compete
with minivans in the U.S. market. The product reflects the increasing
differentiation within the minivan industry, and in this instance increases
the difficulty of distinguishing minivans from station wagons. Commerce
excluded the Expo from the scope of its LTFV determination.
In the 1992 model year, Volkswagen will replace the Vanagon with the
"Eurovan." The vehicle will be built in Germany.
An industry source indicates that in 1994 Ford will add another minivan
model to its existing Aerostar minivan and the new Villager minivan models.s3
The vehicle, code named the WIN88, will be smaller than Ford's full-size van,
the Club Wagon, but larger than the Aerostar. The vehicle is said to be a
"mid-sized minivan,• and it will tap what is apparently viewed as an unserved
market segment. This front-wheel drive vehicle will be built on the Taurus
platform and powered by a 3.8-liter V-6 engine. It will seat 7 passengers and
be built in Oakville, Ontario.s• Like the Mitsubishi Expo that was recently
introduced in the U.S. market, Ford's WIN88 might make it more difficult to
differentiate minivans from other vehicles, in this case from full-size vans.

41 This vehicle was primarily engineered by Nissan in Japan, styled in
Nissan's California-based Nissan Design International (NDI), with final
testing and engineering at Nissan Research and Development in Michigan. The
engine and transmission were derived from the Nissan Maxima. Nissan also
assisted Ford in designing the production process for the vehicle. David E.
Zoia, "U.S. Key Player in Design, Output of Nissan JV Van,• Ward's Aµtgmotive
International, June 1991, p. 8.
so For a discussion of CAFE, see section of the report entitled "Corporate
Average Fuel Economy Standards.•
s1 The Villager will be sold through Lincoln-Mercury dealers. The Villager
and Quest will essentially be the same vehicle with minor cosmetic
differences. The vehicle reportedly is very similar in dimensions to the
Mazda MPV and the Chrysler short-wheelbase minivan, and will have similar carlike ride and handling characteristics. Aµtomptive News, "First Peek at Ford,
Nissan Minivan,• Jan. 28, 1991, p. 4; and Ward's Automotive Reports, "New
Nissan Plant Would Make Engines,• Nov. 5, 1990, p. 355.
52 Jack Keebler, •coming Soon,• Aµtmpotive News, May 27, 1991, p. 1.
53 See "Aerostar Successor for '94," Automotive News, Mar. 25, 1991, p. 6.
54 Ford will reportedly spend $900 million to modify the existing Oakville,
Ontario, plant in order to produce the new minivan ("Ford Unveils Plans to
Spend $3 Billion, Mainly to Boost Minivan Market Share,• Wall Street Journal,
Apr. 14, 1992, sec. 1, p. A3).
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Minivan popularity in Europe is starting to increase, and is expected to
grow rapidly during the 1990s. Some U.S. producers have already begun to
export domestically made minivans to Europe to meet this demand. In addition,
most European automakers have plans to produce minivans in Europe; in the
future, some of these minivans may be exported to the United States. 55
Product Quality
One of the most critical competitive elements of the auto industry is
quality of products and dealership service. Consumers closely monitor quality
ratings of manufacturers and dealers, and automobile companies often
capitalize on favorable quality ratings in their advertising. Two widely used
and influential quality ratings are the J.D. Power and Associates Initial
Quality Survey (IQS) 51 and an index of Customer Satisfaction With Product
Quality and Dealer Service (CSl). 57
J.D. Power and Associates sells detailed information on its surveys and
therefore does not make available to the public most of the information they
contain. However, the firm does release partial results of its surveys.
These results are contained in Tb• Power Report, and some quality information
is available on minivans. The firm does not make available to the public the
quality ratings of any vehicles that are of below average quality in a
particular class of vehicles, and consequently, public information on models
of minivans that are of below average quality is unavailable from J.D. Power
and Associates.
J.D. Power did not release the results of its quality survey on minivans
in 1991. 18 However, in June 1992, J.D. Power published an IQS for light
trucks which includes minivans, and some indication of recent minivan quality
rankings can be derived from that survey. The survey indicates that the
Toyota Previa ranked number three out of all light trucks, with 81 problems
Richard Johnson, "Europe Braces for Minivan Boom,• Autemotiye News,
Apr. 16, 1990, p. 24. Chrysler recently began minivan production in Austria
in cooperation with Steyr-Daimler-Puch. These minivans are modified versions
of its U.S.- and Canadian-built minivans. Volkswagen and Ford have agreed to
jointly develop a minivan for the mid-1990s. The vehicle will be built in
Portugal.
51 The J.D. Power IQS is based on a survey of vehicle owners.
The survey
provides information on problems experienced by owners after the first 60-90
days of ownership, as well as the resolution of problems at the dealership, to
create a measure of overall customer satisfaction. The firm has found that
customer satisfaction within the first 60-90 days of ownership correlates well
with owner satisfaction after 12-15 months and after 4-5 years of ownership.
•Nuts and Bolts: How IQS Works,• Tb• Power Report, July 1990, p. 5.
57 The CSI is an index of customer satisfaction based on vehicle problems
experienced by new vehicle purchasers, and their satisfaction with the
dealership in resolving those problems. Thus, it is possible for customers to
experience a relatively large number of vehicle problems, but be very
satisfied with how the dealer resolves the problems, and thus provide a high
CSI associated with the vehicle. It is also possible for relatively problemfree vehicles to be associated with a low CSI if the dealer fails to satisfy
the buyers when resolving only a few problems.
18 USITC staff telephone interview with representative of J.D. Power, May
1992.
55
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per 100 vehicles. The Previa was outranked by only the Toyota pickup truck
and the Toyota 4Runner. Thus, the Previa emerged as having the fewest
problems of all minivans, and was well below the average number of problems
(147 problems per 100 vehicles) for the entire light truck segment. Only two
other minivans ranked above average in the survey: the Ford Aerostar (119
problems·per 100 vehicles) and the Mazda MPV (121 problems per 100
vehicles) . 51
The 1990 J.D. Power IQS 10 ranked the Mazda MPV as having the fewest
problems per 100 1990 model vehicles (118 problems per 100 vehicles) in the
"compact minivan" segment. The rating was high enough to place the MPV in
second place for the entire "compact truck• IQS, of which the compact minivan
segment is a part, behind the Mazda pickup. No other minivan ranked in the
top 10 of the overall compact truck IQS. The Ford Aerostar was ranked second
in the compact minivan segment, with 185 problems per 100 vehicles.· Average
for the segment was 213 problems per 100 vehicles. No other minivan model
data were released in the report. However, the report does note the
•relatively high number of problems reported by purchasers of the new GK
models (Lumina APV, Trans Sport, and Silhouette) and Chrysler's Town & Country
version of the CaravanfVoyager.• 11
Additionally, among compact minivans, imported minivans were ranked
higher (had fewer problems) than domestic compact minivans. Imports had 131
problems per 100 vehicles, while domestics had 222 problems per 100 vehicles.
The average for the segment was 214 problems per 100 vehicles, indicating that
domestic minivans had more problems than was average for the segment."
In 1989, J.D. Power released CSI ratings for •compact vans." The vans
were ranked in order of highest CSI rating: Toyota Van, Mitsubishi Van, Dodge
Caravan, Plymouth Voyager, and GKC Safari. No other minivans were ranked,
either because they had not been on the market for the 2 months necessary to
be considered, 13 or because they were below the market segment average.
The CSI ratings tend to change considerably from year to year. For
example, in the 1988 CSI ratings in descending order were: Toyota Van,
Plymouth Voyager, Mitsubishi Van, Dodge Caravan, and Dodge Kini Ram Van. 14 In
the 1987 CSI ratings in descending o~der were: Plymouth Voyager, Toyota Van,
Dodge Caravan, Dodge Mini Ram Van, and Volkswagen Vanagon. 15

The Power Report, June 1992, p. 8.
The Power Report, July 1990.
11 •1990 New Compact Truck IQS," Tbe Power Report, July 1990, p. 6.
As
noted earlier, however, overall customer satisfaction with a vehicle is also
related to how well a dealer resolves vehicle problems. CSI ratings for these
vehicles are not publicly available.
62 Tbe Power Report, July 1990, p. 7.
63 A representative of J.D. Power and Associates stated that new models
must have been on the market for 2 months to be considered in the survey.
USITC staff telephone interview, June 21, 1991.
14 The Power Report, July 1988.
15 The Power Report, July 1987.
51

10
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In an effort to gauge consumer satisfaction with a vehicle, J.D. Power
uses a measure called "things gone wrong." Some producers and importers track
similar data. In its questionnaires, the Commission asked U.S. producers and
importers to provide data on the average number of "things gone wrong" per 100
vehicles at 3 months of service. Available information from questionnaire
responses: is presented in table 2.
U.S. producers and importers provide warranties of varying degrees and
durations to purchasers of new vehicles. To the extent that warranties are
designed to repair certain defective parts and components of the vehicle at no
or low cost to the owner, warranty claims may also reflect the quality of a
vehicle. The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide, by
model and model year, the average number of warranty claims per 100 vehicles
during the first 12 months of service. Available information from
questionnaire responses is presented in table 3.
Table 2
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: Average
"number of things gone wrong" per 100 vehicles at 3 months of service, by
types of vehicles and by selected makes and models, 1989-91 model years
CAverace number of "thin&s cone wronc" per 100 vehicles)
Vehicle type,
make and model
1989
1990

*

*

*

*

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 3
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: Average
number of warranty claims per 100 vehicles during the first 12 months of service,
by types of vehicles and by selected makes and models, 1989-91 model years
<Warrantv claims per 100 vehicles)
Vehicle type,
make ansi model

1989

*

*

*

*

*

1991

1990

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standard•
The 1975 Energy Policy and Conservation Act provided for the
development of standards for improving the fuel economy of passenger cars and
trucks through a mechanism known as •corporate average fuel economy• standards
(CAFE standards). Today, these standards require that a manufacturer's 1992
passenger cars average 27.5 miles per gallon," and that its trucks (including
minivans, full-size vans, and sport-utility vehicles) average 20.2 miles per
gallon. This is an average of all the passenger cars and trucks a company
sells during a given year, divided into two •fleets.• That is, CAFE allows
each manufacturer with U.S. production to divide its global output into
domestic and imported fleets and requires that each of these fleets meet the
CAFE standard. A vehicle with 75 percent or more Canadian and/or U.S. content
can be considered part of a manufacturer's "domestic• fleet, while vehicles
with lower U.S./Canadian content comprise the •import• fleet. 67 . . If the
corporate average of a producer's domestic or imported fleet falls below the
standard, the company is fined $5 per vehicle for every tenth of a mile per
gallon it falls short. 19 With no U.S. production, a firm's global output is
averaged together as a foreign fleet.
The •imported-fleet• provision has encouraged U.S. automakers to lower
the domestic content and/or shift assembly sites of their large and generally
less fuel efficient cars so that these cars are considered imports for CAFE
standards and can be averaged with their smaller, more fuel-efficient
imports. 7° Ford, for example, imports the Festiva, a small 45 mile-pergallon subcompact, from Korea. Because the domestic content of Ford's 1992
Canadian-built Crown Victoria and Grand Marquis (average fuel economy of 24
miles per gallon) is 73 percent, they are considered imported vehicles and are
averaged with the Festiva in Ford's imported fleet. 71
Lawmakers are currently considering a number of bills to toughen CAFE
standards. Among them is a controversial bill sponsored by Senator Richard
Bryan to force all automak~rs to boost the fuel economy of their passenger
cars sold in the United States by 40 percent by the year 2001. That would
require U.S. automakers' fleets to average 39 miles per gallon and could
require Japanese companies, for example, to average 45 miles per gallon.

This compares with an average of 14 miles per gallon in 1975.
The petition alleges that the U.S. content of Chrysler's Canadianproduced minivans is *** percent.
68 In the event of a U.S.-Mexico free-trade area agreement, cars assembled
in Mexico would likely also be considered •domestic• for CAFE purposes.
19 Mercedes-Benz, for example, paid over $20.4 million in fines for 1989
(Alex Taylor III, •oo You Know Where Your Car Was Made?,• Fortune, June 17,
1991, p. 53).
7° For a discussion of the impact of CAFE standards on sourcing patterns,
see &ules of Ori&in Issues related to NAFIA and the North American Aµtomotive
Industry. Report to the Cogpittee on Ways and Means. U.S. House of
Representative. on Investi&ation No. 332-314 Under Section 332 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, USITC Pub. 2460, November 1991, p. 47.
71 Ford purposely lowered the domestic content of its redesigned 1992 Crown
Victoria and Grand Marquis to 73 percent from the 94 percent of their 1991
prede~essors by sourcing high-value components outside the United States
(Ibid., p. 52).
11
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Table 4 presents the overall (combined city and highway driving) fuel
economy ratings of selected 1991 models of minivans, full-size vans, sportutility vehicles, and station wagons.
Table 4
Minivans, .full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: Overall
fuel economy of U.S.-produced and imported vehicles, by types of vehicles and
by makes and models, 1991 model year.
Vehicle type,
make and model
Minivans:
Chevrolet Lumina APV1
Dodge Grand Caravan2
Ford Aerostar3
Kazda KPV 3
Toyota Previa4
Full-size vans:
Chevy Sport Van5
Ford Club Wagon•
Dodge R.aa Van7
Sport-utility vehicles:
Chevrolet S-10 Blazer8
Ford Explorer'
Geo Tracker10 • • • •
Isuzu Rodeo 1 • • • •
Jeep Cherokee Laredo 11
Toyota 4Runner 3 • •
Nissan Pathfinder3
Station wagoM:
Honda Civic 10
Ford Escort12
Toyota Camryu
Ford Taurus 3
Chevrolet Caprice•

Overall
fuel econom,y
Miles per 11llon
24.0
19.0
22.6
19.0
20.0
18.0
17.0
14.0
23.0
21.0
27.0
19.0
16.0
16.0
18.0
27.0
32.9
22.0
27.l
22.0

Equipped with a 3.1-liter V-6 engine and automatic transmission.
Equipped with a 3.3·-liter V-6 engine and 4-speed automatic transmission.
3 Equipped with a 3-liter V-6 engine and automatic traMmission.
4 Equipped with a 2.4-liter 4 cylinder engine and automatic transmission.
5 Equipped with a 5.7-liter V-8 engine and 4-speed automatic transmission.
1 Equipped with a 5.0·liter V-8 engine and 4-speed automatic transmission.
7 Equipped with a 5.2-liter V-8 engine and 3-speed automatic transmission.
1 Equipped with a 4.3-liter V-6 engine and 4-speed automatic transmission.
' Equipped with a 4-liter V-6 engine and automatic transmission.
10 Equipped with a 1.6-liter 4 cylinder engine and manual transmission.
11 Equipped with a 4.0-liter I-6 engine and automatic 4 wheel-drive
transmission.
11 Equipped with a 1.9-liter 4 cylinder engine and automatic transmission.
13 Equipped with a 2.5-liter V-6 engine and automatic transmission.
1

2

Note.--KinivaM, full-size vans, and sport-utility vehicles are classified as
trucks for CAFE purposes. Station wagons are classified as passenger cars for
CAFE purposes.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from Cpnsumer Repprts.
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Manufacturing Processes
Minivans are produced in essentially the same way as light trucks and
passenger autos. This does not mean that assembly plants can produce any type
of vehicle. While assembly plants have varying degrees of flexibility with
regard to: what types of vehicles they can produce, they are not designed to
allow changes from one vehicle type to another at random without varying
degrees of retooling and reorganization of the assembly line.
The production process in the assembly plant begins with the welding
together of a nwnber of steel stampings to create a platform or underbody to
which body stampings and other parts are attached. 72 Generally, the stampings
are produced away from the assembly plant at a stamping plant. Some auto
plants have integrated stamping facilities at the assembly plant, a feature
that improves the efficiency of the assembly process. 73
Once the underbody of the vehicle is welded together, body panels are then
welded to the underbody. What is essentially a shell of the vehicle is then
painted with primer and the appropriate color of paint. The paint drys
quickly as the car is moved through a large oven for approximately 15 minutes.
Various parts are then added to the vehicle as it moves down the assembly
line. 7' The assembly line is complicated and does not simply consist of a
line of workers adding parts to the vehicle. The vehicle may follow a
circuitous route through the plant pulled by a chain running under the
vehicle, held on a platform, or suspended by a large clamp attached to an
overhead rail. The vehicle may be lifted high above the assembly line and
transported to other parts of the plant. At various stages in the process
components such as engines and transmissions are fed into the main assembly
line from smaller assembly lines where some major components are assembled to
varying degrees. Often these components must arrive at the assembly line at a
very specific time so that the correct optional component will be allocated to
the proper vehicle. 75 Timing the arrival of parts to the assembly line is
also becoming increasingly important as assembly plants attempt to reduce
parts inventories in the effort to adopt a "lean production" system.
Certain processes on the assembly line are automated, requiring relatively
little, if any, human participation. For example, welding and painting
processes are typically highly automated. Certain automated machinery is
designed to perform a task on a particular part, while other automated
machinery has enough flexibility to be reprogrammed to perform its task even
if the characteristics of the part change. Industry representatives refer to
the less flexible machinery as dedicated machinery or "hard tooling," and the
flexible machinery as robots. The mix between dedicated machinery and robots
affects the overall flexibility of the assembly line. A very high proportion
of hard tooling makes changes in the vehicle difficult to accommodate on the
Some vehicles use a traditional frame to which certain body panels and
other parts are attached.
73 U.S. minivan plants do not have integrated stamping facilities, and
stamping is performed at a different location.
7 ' One industry representative described the assembly process as building
the vehicle from the outside in, meaning that the exterior of the vehicle is
largely assembled and then other parts are attached.
75 Vehicles are built to order, so that all the vehicles have a specific
comb.ination of optional features, requiring that workers have the proper part
available when the vehicle arrives at their station on the assembly line.
72
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assembly line without a certain amount of investment in new machinery. Thus,
new models with changed exterior styling can require costly retooling in the
assembly plant. Robots, however, are designed so that they can be
reprogrammed to accommodate changes in the part resulting from styling or
other types of changes made to the vehicle. 71 Even plants with extensive
robotic machinery may have to perform some minor retooling for model changes,
however,. generally much less retooling is required than in plants not using
robots. n·
The flexibility of the assembly process is a critical competitive aspect
of the automotive industry in general. Customers demand frequent styling
changes, preferring to purchase relatively new-looking models. 78 Japanese
competitive advantages stem partly from the ability of Japanese-owned assembly
plants to accommodate model changes more easily than U.S.-owned assembly
plants. 71

71 Extensive use of automation does not necessarily lead to the greatest
flexibility of an assembly line, nor does extensive use of automation
necessarily increase efficiency. A critical element of both flexibility and
efficiency involves the organization of the entire labor process within an
assembly plant. For example, Toyota is widely regarded as perhaps the most
flexible and efficient automaker in the world. The firm achieves this
position largely as a result of the way it organizes its labor process rather
than through extensive automation. An important element of production
flexibility, however, is flexible machinery.
77 USITC staff interviews with Japanese industry officials, Apr. 2-7, 1992.
78 In traditional mass-production systems, producers seek to avoid changes
in the product to avoid retooling and to be able to reap the benefits of
economies of scale. U.S. minivan assembly plants produce only minivans, and
have much dedicated machiaery that cannot accommodate significant changes in
the vehicle without substantial retooling (USITC staff interviews, Detroit,
MI, and St. Louis, MO, June 12-13, 1991; Conference transcript, pp. 39-40).
Traditional mass production is widely viewed as inappropriate in the
auto industry, which increasingly requires that producers have the ability to
make relatively frequent changes in the products, and to generally maintain a
high degree of flexibility in the entire production system. This issue is
discussed at length in James P. Womack, and others, Tb• Machine tbat Chan&•d
the World (New York: Rawson Associates, 1990).
·
71 Womack, 1990, p. 64.
It is possible that this factor is less critical
in the minivan industry, where customers may be less concerned with frequent
styling changes (Conference transcript, pp. 12 and 117-19; and USITC staff
interviews with Japanese industry officials, Apr. 2-7, 1992). However, there
is some indication that frequent styling changes are, in fact, important, or
becoming more important, in the minivan industry. For example, GM's
unusually-styled APV (and counterparts) is made of composite plastic, at least
partly because plastic body panels require less expensive tooling changes when
restyling a vehicle. GM reportedly will introduce a redesigned APV in 199394, with greater styling differentiation between the APV and its counterparts,
the Silhouette and Trans Sport, in anticipation that the minivan market will
break into niches (Michelle Krebs, "GM Assigns Major Job to Minivan,"
Aµtomotiye News, June 5, 1989, p. l; Conference transcript, pp. 117-119).
Japanese industry officials, however, do not anticipate increasing frequency
of model changes for minivans (USITC staff interviews with Japanese industry
officials, Apr. 2-7, 1992).
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GM's Lumina .APV minivan (and its Oldsmobile and Pontiac counterparts) is
a unique minivan in its use of composite body panels, a "space frame" cage,
and large amounts of glass. 80 Many industry officials consider the APV to be
a technological bellwether that is being closely watched and may lead the way
to greater use of similar technology in the auto industry. 81 The body panels
are bonded to the space frame, resembling a bird cage, with advanced adhesives
that are applied by robots. Many of the composite panels are the largest ever
produced. The plastic body panels allow more frequent model changes because
the tooling for plastic body panels is cheaper than the tooling for steel
panels. The APV represents a major investment for parts suppliers who agreed
to supply the composite panels, adhesives, and glass for the vehicle. 82
U.S. Tariff Treatment
Minivans are not specifically provided for in the HTS, but are
classified in HTS headings 8703 ("motor cars and other motor vehicles
principally designed for the transport of persons (other than those of heading
8702), including station wagons and racing cars") and 8704 ("motor vehicles
for the transport of goods"). 83 Under the above criteria, minivans
classifiable in HTS heading 8703 would fall under HTS subheading 8703.23.00 if
the engine has a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 cubic centimeters (1.5
liters) but not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimeters (3.0 liters), or HTS
subheading 8703.24.00 if the engine has a cylinder capacity exceeding 3.0
liters." Minivans classifiable in HTS heading 8704 generally fall under HTS
subheading 8704.31.00 as vehicles designed for the transport of goods (cargo
minivan) having a spark-ignition internal combustion non-diesel engine and
gross vehicle weight not exceeding 5 metric tons. 85

80 The APV uses a new type of glass to reduce the absorption of ultraviolet
and infrared rays from the sun, while allowing visible light to enter the
vehicle. This glass technology reduces interior heating of the vehicle.
81 At the same time, some consider the APV to be a high-risk venture.
82 See Jon Lowell, "GM's Moon Shot," Yard's Auto World, August 1989, p. 26;
and Michelle Krebs, "GM Assigns Major Job to Minivan," Automotive News,
June 5, 1989, p. 1.
83 If a minivan had seating for at least 10 people (including the driver),
it would be classified in HTS subheading 8702.10.00 or 8702.90.00, depending
on the type of engine.
84 Minivans would be classified in HTS subheading 8703.32.00 or 8703.33.00
if they were equipP-ed with diesel engines, or in HTS subheading 8703.90.00 if
they were powered by electric motors. Minivans with these types of engines
are not sold in the United States.
85 Minivans for the transport of goods with diesel engines would be
classified in HTS subheading 8704.21.00 as a vehicle for the transport of
goods, and having a gross vehicle weight not exceeding 5 metric tons. No
minivans with diesel engines are sold in the U.S. market. Minivans with
electric engines would be classified in HTS subheading 8704.90.00, although
such ~inivans are also not sold in the United States.
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The column-1-general or most-favored-nation (MFN) rate of duty under
both HTS subheadings 8703.23.00 and 8703.24.00 is 2.5 percent ad valorem, and
the column 2 rate for each subheading is 10 percent ad valorem.
The column 1-general rate of rate of duty for HTS subheading 8704.31.00
is 8.5 percent ad valorem, and the column 2 rate is 25 percent. However, the
column l~general rate of duty has been temporarily increased to 25 percent ad
valorem under heading 9903.87.00. 841 Eligible imports for which importers
claim benefits under the Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965 (APTA), 87 the
United States-Canada Free-Trade Agreement (CFTA), the Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act, and the United States-Israel Free-Trade Area enter the United
States free of duty.
Petitioners argued that APTA and the CFTA are particularly relevant
because Chrysler produces minivans in Canada and because the U.S. and Canadian
automotive (including parts) industries are highly integrated. Under APTA,
motor vehicles and certain original equipment therefor of Canadian origin
enter the United States free of duty. APTA implements an agreement between
the United States and Canada to accord duty-free entry to specified motor
vehicles and original motor-vehicle equipment shipped between the two
countries. 88
The U.S. obligation to accord duty-free entry to qualifying imports from
Canada applies to three categories of goods, as updated to reflect adoption of
the HTS and CFTA. 81 First, duty-free entry into the United States applies to
motor vehicles of headings 8702, 8703, and 8704, with the exception of certain
"special purpose" vehicles such as electric trolley buses, three-wheeled '
vehicles, trailers accompanying truck tractors, and motor vehicles specially
constructed and equipped for special services and functions (e.g., fire
engines). Second, duty-free entry applies to fabricated components for use as
original equipment in the manufacture of the specified motor vehicles (but not
to replacement parts or accessories) by a bona fide manufacturer. Trailers,
tires, and tubes are specifically excluded from the agreement. ·Finally, the
agreement provided that the subject products of Canada could not contain more
than a certain percentage of •foreign" content--·that is, content of materials
produced in countries other than the United States or Canada. For any
article, the measure of such foreign content was the percentage of the
appraised customs value of the article upon entry into the United States
accounted for by the aggregate value of such imported materials contained in
the article. The maximum permissible foreign content was 50 percent for both
motor vehicles and chassis and parts. This requirement thus provided that up

841 In 1963, as a result of a Presidential proclamation which withdrew
previously proclaimed tariff concessions, the articles provided for in item
692.02 became subject to duty under item 945.69 in the appendix to the former
Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) and dutiable at an MFN rate of
duty of 25 percent ad valorem.
87 Pub. Law 89-283; 79 Stat. 1016 (1965).
88 "Agreement Concerning Automotive Products Between the Government of the
United States and the Government of Canada," signed Jan. 16, 1965.
81 See general note 3(c)(iii) to the HTS.
The auto.agreement as
implemented by the United States covers all Canadian-origin eligible vehicles;
Canada gives duty-free entry to vehicles made by specific companies. The CFTA
does not have manufacturer limitations.
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to 50 percent of the content could come from third countries and the article
would still be entitled to duty-free entry when imported into the United
States. Consequently, original-equipment parts manufactured in third
countries could be assembled into complete vehicles in Canada and imported
into the United States, and no duty was payable on said components as long as
the maximum permissible foreign content (50 percent) in the finished vehicle
is not exceeded. However, the United States changed its •rules of preference•
on APTA imports from Canada by adopting for APTA the identical basic
qualifying criteria applied under the CFrA, while Canada generally continues
to apply the original APTA rules to many covered imports.'°
The CFrA was signed on January 2, 1988, and became effective January 1,
1989. Thus, while the APTA was originally applicable to certain motor
vehicles and certain original equipment parts, the CFrA is applicable to all
motor vehicles and auto parts, including those parts used for replacement and
repair. The CFrA is very comprehensive, and its central provision of phasing
out all tariffs on all goods originating in one or both countries (that is,
entered under a claim of preference and found to qualify) by 1998. (However,
the staged tariff elimination for certain products can be implemented faster
than scheduled by mutual agreement.) Motor vehicles under HTS headings 8703
and 8704 enter the United States free of duty under the CFrA, as do chassis
for these vehicles (HTS subheadings 8706.00.10 and 8706.00.15). Rules of
preference in the CFrA are based primarily on enumerated changes in tariff
classification for goods containing foreign content; wholly originating goods
automatically qualify if the CFrA preference is claimed. To qualify, thirdcountry goods of headings other than headings 8701 through 8705 must be
processed in the United States or Canada so as to fall under one of these
headings when they cross the common border into the other CFrA party in order
to receive preferential tariff treatment based on North American materials and
direct costs of processing. Under both the APTA and the CFrA, at least 50
percent of the value of the goods must be comprised of originating materials
and allowable direct costs of processing or assembling for any article to be
imported free of duty, even when a change of classification occurs. 11
Further, because there is no de minimis exemption, every third-country input
must change classification as specified by the rules and meet other applicable
criteria.

'° For a discussion of the differences in U.S. and Canadian tariff
treatment under APTA, see gµles of Origin Issues Related to N.AFTA and the
North American Automotive Industry. Report to tbe Committee on \lA,Ys and Means.
U.S. House of Representative. on lnyestigation No. 332-314 Under Section 332
of the Tariff Act of 1930, USITC Pub. 2460, November 1991.
11 Customs is investigating American Honda Motor Co. for possible
violations of the provisions relating to the U.S./Canadian content of vehicles
assembled in Canada and imported into the United States. At issue, among
other things, is whether the Ohio-assembled engines used in the vehicles Honda
assembles in Canada contain sufficient U.S./Canadian content to qualify the
finished vehicle for duty-free entry into the United States. Honda could be
forced to pay an additional $20 million in duties. See·•u.s. Says Honda
Skirted Customs Fees," New York Times, June 17, 1991, sec 4, p. Dl, and •U.S.
Customs Cites Honda Over Duties, In Move Reflecting Harder Line on Trade,•
\lall Street Journal, June 18, 1991, sec. 1, p. A.
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While the-CFTA is broader than the APTA, the APTA remains in effect and
is available at the option of importers. Furthermore, the APTA is still
extensively used by automakers to import autos into the United States from
Canada. The APTA has the advantage of requiring that less extensive
information be provided for the process of importing the vehicles from Canada,
and represents a lower administrative burden. 12 ***. tJ
Also of considerable relevance to the U.S. automotive industry is the
Mexican "in-bond" or maquiladora system, in which most U.S. imports containing
U.S. materials entered from that country under HTS subheadings 9802.00.60 and
9802.00.80 are produced. The maquiladora industry was established in 1965 by
the Mexican Government in an effort to attract foreign manufacturing
operations. Imported materials taken into the maquiladora zone are not
subject to Mexican duties as long as they are used for exports. U.S. auto and
auto parts firms have used the maquiladora program to establish low-cost parts
production sites in Mexico to supply the U.S.; Canadian, and other markets.
The mid-1980s were characterized by a large increase in the number of
maquiladoras operating in Mexico. For example, in 1986 GM decided to shift
almost all of its wiring harness and upholstery cut-and-sew operations, as
well as significant subassembly operations, to Mexico to supply its U.S. and
Canadian assembly plants.

THI HATUU ARD EXTENT OF SALIS AT LTn
On May 26, 1992, Commerce published notice in the Federal R11ister of
its final determination of sales at LTFV. A copy of the notice is presenUed
in appendix A. Commerce determined that imports of new minivan• from Japan
are being sold in the United States at LTFV. It found dumping margins for two
Japanese producers/exporters, Mazda Motor Corp. and Toyota Motor Corp. The
weighted average dumping margins for these companies were 12.7 and 6.75
percent, respectively. The weighted average margin for all others was 9.88
percent. On June 23, 1992; Commerce revised the dumping margin for Toyota due
to "clerical errors." The margin for Toyota was reduced to 6.41 percent. The
weighted average margin was also reduced to 9.72 percent.
Commerce investigated sales during the period October 1, 1990, through
May 31, 1991. Commerce examined U.S. sales of *** minivans imported from
Japan with a total adjusted net U.S. value of $***· Of this, *** percent by
volume and*** percent by value, were found to be sold at LTFV. 14

USITC staff telephone interview• with U.S. automotive indU1try official
and official from the U.S. Department of Co11111erce, June 24 and 25, 1991.
12

tJ
14

·***.

ii.I. letter from Francis J. Sailer, Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Investigations, Import Administration, United States Department of Commerce,
to Lynn Featherstone, Director, Office of Investigations, United States
International Trade Commission, June 16, 1992.
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Apparent U.S. Conauaptlon"
Apparent U.S. consumption of minivans, full-size vans, station wagons
and sport-utility vehicles is presented in table 5 and shown in figure 5. The
data show'that consumption of minivans increased from*** vehicles in 1989 to
*** in 1990, or by over *** percent. In 1991, consuaption of minivans fell to
*** vehicles, or by *** percent from the level attained in 1990.
Consumption of full-size vans fell by 32 percent during 1989-91, from
442,566 vehicles to 299,492 vehicles.
U.S. consumption of sport-utility vehicles increased during 1989-90,
from 952,299 vehicles to 958,963 vehicles, representing an increase of under 1
percent. In 1991, conswaption of sport-utility vehicles fell by 12 percen~
compared with the 1990 level.
Consumption of station wagons fell to 366,725 units in 1991 from
445,406 unit• in 1989, or by 18 percent.
Total conswaption of minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons fell from *** million vehicles in 1989 to *** million
vehicles in 1991, or by *** percent.

" Data on U.S. and Canadian production of all passenger cars (including
station wagons) and all trucks and buses (including minivans, full-size vans,
and sport-utility vehicles), by firms, are presented in app. C. U.S. retail
sales of passenger cars, by firms, are presented in app. D.
" The Commission received questionnaire Yesponses from all U.S. producers
of minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons.
Staff estimates that the Commission received questionnaire responses from U.S.
importers accounting for virtually all U.S. imports of these vehicles.
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Table 5
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S.
consumption, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Quantity (vehicles)
Item
Minivans:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
Appare~t consumption
Full-size vans:
·
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . .
Apparent consumption
Sport-utility vehicles:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
Apparent consumption
Station wagons:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption

1989

1990

1991

592,487

624,720

551,315

***
***

***
***

***
***

0

0

0

***
***

***

***

***

0

0

0

***0
***
***
442,566

***0
***
***
358,335

***
299,492

687,239

684,646

617,443

167,320

173,313

135,218

***

***

***
***

***
***

265.060
952,299

***

***
***
274.317

***

***

***
0

***
***

958,963

***
231.068
848,511

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
445,406

***
***
***
***
367,063

366,725

l,811,602

l,735,139

1,576,206

353,325

358,830

322,242

***
***
48.780
***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

51.652

33.382

***
***

***
***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Figure 5
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Apparent U.S. consumption, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Thousands of vehicles

1989

1990

1991

•••

Minivans

~ Full-size vans

8:EB

SUVs

~ Station wagons

Note.--SUVs denotes sport-utility vehicles.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U.S. Producera 97
There are three U.S.-owned automakers: Chrysler, Ford, and GM. All
three of these companies produce minivans. In addition to minivans, Chrysler,
Ford, and GM produce full-size vans,• sport-utility vehicles, and station
wagons,'' as well as a full range of other types of passenger cars and trucks ..
Honda of:America Manufacturing, Inc. and Subaru-Isuzu Automotive, Inc. produce
station wagons and other types of passenger cars in the United States.
Subaru-Isuzu also produces sport-utility vehicles in the United States. The
names of U.S. producers of minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons, the locations of their plants, and each producer's share
of U.S. production of such vehicles are presented in table 6.
GM, Ford, and Chrysler have extensive linkages to Japanese automakers. 100
In qualitative terms, industry sources state that the cooperation between
Japanese automakers and U.S. automakers is considered to be a •learning
situation• for the U.S. companies. This is not to imply that Japanese firms
have not also learned from U.S. automakers. However, competitiveness of the
U.S. auto industry is largely determined by the adoption and application of
•lean production• systems as developed by Japanese automobile firms (primarily
Toyota). Lean production is designed to eliminate waste in the production
system, and has the advantages of increasing organizational and production
flexibility and improving product quality. All three U.S.-owned automakers
are striving to adopt lean production, and their cooperative relationships
with Japanese firms are facilitating this difficult transition. 101
CHl.YSLEI. COU.

Chrysler is the smallest of the three U.S.-owned automakers. The
company was formed in 1925 by Walter P. Chrysler. In 1928, the firm developed
the Plymouth model and acquired Dodge. In 1987, Chrysler purchased American
Motors Corp. (AMC). Chrysler products are sold through its Chrysler-Plymouth
Division, Dodge Division, and Jeep-Eagle Division.

The following histories of these automakers are derived primarily from
information in Tbe World Guide to Aµtom9bile Manufacturers, Nick Baldwin and
others, Facts of File Publications, New York, 1987.
• Chrysler produces full-size vans in Canada; it does not produce any in
the United States.
'' Chrysler stopped producing station wagons in 1988. It does, however,
import several station wagon models from Mitsubishi. These vehicles are
manufactured in Japan.
100 The major production linkages between the three U.S.-owned automakers
and Japanue companies are described below. There are numerous other linkages
between the automakers as well, involving component purchases, marketing and
distribution arrangements, and technology arrangement•. A fairly
comprehan1ive· overview of these increasingly complicated relationships is
found in How th• World's Aµtomalsers are Related, Ward's Automotive
International, Detroit, 1991.
101 Lean production and its implications for the U.S. auto industry are
discussed in detail in James P. Womack, and others, in Tb• M&chine that
Chansed the World, Rawson Associates, New York, 1990.
17
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Table 6
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
producers, the locations of their plants, and share of U.S. production, by
types of vehicles and by firms, 1989-91
Type of
vehicle
and firm
Minivans:
Chrysler.
Ford.
GM . . .
Full-size vans:
Ford . .
- GM . . .
Sport-utility
vehicles : 3
Chrysler.
Ford.
GK . .

Subaru-Isuzu. .
Station wagons:•
Ford . . . . . .

Fims' total share of U.S.
prpclustion pf type pf vehicle-1990
1989
1991

Location
of plant(s)

--------------Perc1nt------------

Fenton, K0 1
Hazelwood, M0 1
Baltimore , MD • • •
North Tarrytown, NY1

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Lorain, OH 1 1 •
Lordstown, OH 1

***
***

***
***

***

Toledo, OH . .
Detroit, Kl
Louisville, KYI
Wayne, Kl 1
Shreveport, LA
Flint, Kl
Pontiac, Kl
Dayton, OH
Lafayette, IN 1

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

Hapeville , GA
Chicago, IL1
Wayne, Ml 1
GM . . . . . . . . . Lakewood, GA1 • •
Framinghaa, KA1 1
Ypsilanti, Kl 1
Lords town, OH 1
Oklahoma City, OK1
Arlington, TX1
Janesville' Wl 1
Honda . . . .
Marysville, OH 1
Subaru-Isuzu.
Lafayette, IN 1
1

1

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

Located in a foreign trade zone.

I***
J ***·
4

Not applicable.

s ***·

• Plant idled in Aug. 1990.
7 Plant idled in July 1989.
Note.--Because of rounding, percentages may not add to 100.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Co1m1ission.
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Chrysler produces minivans in Fenton, MO. Its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Chrysler Canada, Ltd., produces minivans in Windsor, Ontario. 102 Chrysler is
also in the process of building a minivan plant in Graz, Austria. Chrysler
owns a SO-percent share in the Austrian venture named Eurostar, which is
scheduled to begin production of minivans in 1992. Chrysler also produces
sport-utility vehicles in Brampton, Ontario, Canada; Lago Alberto, Mexico
(1985); Beijing, China· (1985); and Valencia, Venezuela (1962).
In March 1992, Chrysler sold nearly 44 million shares of its holdings in
Mitsubishi Motors Corp., reducing its stake to 5.88 percent from 10.99
percent. 103 Chrysler and Mitsubishi eacp owned a SO-percent share of DiamondStar Motors Corp., an assembly plant in Normal, IL. In October 1991, Chrysler
sold its SO-percent share to Mitsubishi. The autos produced in the plant are
engineered mainly by Mitsubishi Motors Corp. and sold under different names by
both companies. Chrysler sells the Diamond-Star-produced Eagle Talon,
Plymouth Laser, and Eagle SU1111it. Mitsubishi Motors Corp. builds the Dodge
Stealth in Japan, which was designed by Chrysler and engineered by Mitsubishi.
Mitsubishi Motors Corp. supplies Chrysler with the 3.0-liter V-6 engine that
Chrysler uses in its short-wheel-base minivans produced in Canada. Chrysler
produces the V-6 engine used in its U.S.-produced minivans.
FORD KOTOa CO.
Ford is the second-largest U.S. automaker. In 1902, Henry Ford and
Alexander Malcomson formed the Ford and Malcomson Co., which was reorganized
in 1903 to become the Ford Motor Co. Early in the company's history it began
making all its engines, chassis, and bodies for its autos. In 1907, Ford
began producing the Model T, the automobile with which Henry Ford applied
mass-production methods with renowned success. Although smaller than GK, Ford
has a substantial international manufacturing and sales presence.
Ford produces minivans in its plant in Hazelwood, MO.

***·

Ford owns about 2S percent of Mazda Motor Corp. (Hiroshima, Japan). In
its U.S. producers• questionnaire, Ford reported that it ***· Ford and Mazda
produce certain types of vehicles for each other in their U.S. production
facilities. For example, the Ford Probe is built by Mazda in Mazda's Flat
Rock, Ml, assembly plant, 10' where Mazda also assembles the Mazda MX-6 and the
Mazda 626. Ford supplies the engines for the Probe and the MX-6. Ford
supplies Mazda with the Navajo, a sport-utility vehicle based on the Ford
Explorer, which is built in Ford's Louisville, KY, assembly plant. Ford does
not import sport-utility vehicles from any source. Kazda engineered the
Korean-built Ford Festiva subcompact car that is sold in the United States.
Mazda also supplies Ford with certain transmissions, including the manual
transmission used in the Ford Aerostar. 105 In addition to minivans and sportutility vehicles, Ford produces full-size vans and station wagons in the
United States. Ford also produces full-size vans in wholly-owned subsidiaries

101 Chrysler Canada, Ltd. has its own board of directors and operates
independently of Chrysler Corp. in the United States (staff telephone
interview with***• July 2, 1991).
103 yashin1tpn P91t, Mar. 27, 1992, sec. F, p. Fl.
10• According to the W11hin1tpn Ppst, Ford has agreed to buy a SO-percent
stake in MMUC CW11hin1tpn P91t, Apr. 16, 1992, sec. I, p. 112).
101 Ford Aerostars with manual transmissions account for approximately 2
percent of Ford's total sales of Aerostars (Hearing transcript, p. 96).
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in Belgium and England. The vehicles produced at these locations are not
exported to the United States. During the period of investigation, Ford also
produced station wagons in St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada, and Hermosillo,
Mexico. A portion of the production of station wagons at these locations is
exported to the United States.

GENBIAL KOTOllS COllP.
GM is the largest U.S.-owned auto company. The company was founded in
1908 by Villiam Crapo Durant, who subsequently purchased a number of other
auto companies including Buick, Oldsmobile, Oakland (later Pontiac), Cadillac,
and Chevrolet. GM's newest division, Saturn, produces passenger cars in
Spring Hill, TN. GM has an extensive global production and sales presence.
GM produces autos in a joint effort with Toyota Motor Corp. (Japan) in
Fremont, CA, at New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI). NUMMI produces
Toyota Corollas, Geo Prizms, and Toyota pickup trucks. 106 GM owns ***percent
of Isuzu Motors, Ltd. (Japan) and*** percent of Suzuki (Japan). Isuzu
Motors, Ltd. produces passenger cars, minivans, sport-utility vehicles, and
pickup trucks in Japan. It exports all of these vehicles except minivans. GM
imports passenger cars made by Isuzu (the Geo Storm). GM and Suzuki produce
passenger cars (the Sprint, Metro, and Firefly) and sport-utility vehicles
(the Tracker and Sidekick) in Ingersoll, Ontario, Canada in a 50/50 joint
venture assembly plant, CAMI Automotive, Inc.
GM produces minivans in Baltimore, MD, and North Tarrytown, NY. 107 GM
currently produces station wagons in Saint Therese, Canada, and in Germany,
Brazil, and the United States. 109 Although GK imports into the United States
some of the station wagons produced in Canada, it does not import station
wagons from its European or Brazilian operations. GK also produces full-size
vans in its plants in Ontario, Canada, an~ Lordstown, OH.

BONDA OF AHlllICA llAlftJFACTUl.IRG, IRC.
Honda of America Manufacturing, Inc. (HAM) began producing station
wagons at its vehicle assembly plant in Marysville, OH, in November 1990. It
did not produce minivans during the period of investigation nor does it have
any known plans to do so. HAM has been producing other types of passenger
cars (sedans, coupes, and hatchbacks) in Marysville and nearby East Liberty,
OH, since 1982. HAM is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Honda Motor Co. (Honda),
Tokyo, Japan. A related company, American Honda Motor Co., Inc., imports
passenger cars from Canada and Japan. Honda produces passenger cars in Japan
and Ontario, Canada for export to the United States. ***

Geo brand automobiles are sold through Chevrolet dealers. All Geo
products are made by, or in cooperation with, Japanese auto companies, and are
produced in Japan, the United States, or Canada.
107 The North Tarrytown plant is scheduled to close in 1995.
l • During the period of investigation, GM also produced station wagons in
Leeds, Framingham, and Oshawa, Canada. GM has ceased production of station
wagons at these locations.
106
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SUBAllU-ISUZU AUTOMOTIVE, INC.
Subaru-Isuzu Automotive, Inc. (SIA) did not produce minivans or fullsize vans during the period of investigation. Located in Lafayette, IN, 101 SIA
is a joint venture between Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd. (***percent ownership)
and Isuzu Motors Limited(*** percent ownership), both of Tokyo, Japan. SIA
began producing station wagons (and sedans) in 1989 and sport-utility vehicles
(and pickup trucks) in.1990. · The station wagons and sedans are marketed by
Subaru under the Legacy model name and the sport-utility vehicles are marketed
by Isuzu under the Rodeo model name. SIA produces sedans on the same
equipment and machinery it uses to produce station wagons. SIA produces
sport-utility vehicles on the same equipment and machinery it uses in the
production of pickup trucks. Pickup trucks account for approximately 40
percent of total production. ***
U.S. PRODUCERS OF OTHER PASSENGER CABS AND

TRUC~

As mentioned above, there are other firms that produce passenger cars
and trucks other than minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and
station wagons in the United States. These include Diamond-Star Motors Corp.
(Diamond-Star), Mazda Motor Manufacturing (USA) Corp. (MMUC), Nissan Motor
Manufacturing Corp. U.S.A. (NMMC), New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc.
(NUMMI), and Toyota Motor Manufacturing U.S.A., Inc. (TMM). 110 These firms
were not surveyed by the Commission.
·
Diamond-Star is owned by Mitsubishi Motors Corp., Tokyo, Japan. Until
October 1991, Chrysler Corp. owned a SO-percent share in Diamond-Star.
Diamond Star began producing passenger cars in August 1988. KMUC in Flat
Rock, Ml, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mazda Motor Corp., Hiroshima, Japan.
MMUC was launched in 1987. 111 NMMC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Nissan
Motor Co., Ltd., T9kyo, Japan. Its Symrna, TN, plant produces the subcompact
Nissan Sentra and Nissan pickup trucks. NMMC began producing pickup trucks in
1983 and added the Sentra model several years later. As mentioned earlier,
NMMC has an agreement with Ford to supply metal stampings for a new minivan
that is being assembled at a Ford plant in Avon Lake, OH. NMMC will also
build a 3-liter V-6 engine for the minivan. NUMMI is a GM-Toyota Motor Corp.
joint venture in Fremont, CA. NUMMI began production in 198S. TMM opened its
$6SO million plant in Georgetown, KY, in 1988. A wholly-owned subsidiary of
Toyota Motor Corp., Toyota City, Japan, TMK produces the Toyota Camry sedan
and in early 1992 began producing the Camry station wagon.

SIA is located in a sub-zone of Foreign Trade Zone No. 72 in
Indianapolis, IN.
110 Volkswagen of America stopped producing passenger cars in the United
States in 1988.
111 As mentioned above Ford has reportedly agreed to buy a SO-percent stake
in MMUC.
101
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U.S. Importer•
There are 22 importers of minivans, full-size vans, station wagons
and/or sport-utility vehicles. 112 Table 7 presents a list of U.S. importers,
the country origin of their imports and shares of imports, by types of
vehicles. ~brief description of the major importers follows.
CBl.YSLEI. COl.P.
During the period of investigation, Chrysler imported station wagons and
sport-utility vehicles produced by Mitsubishi Motors Corp., in Japan. m
Chrysler also imported, and continues to import, minivans and full-size vans
from plants in Canada and sport-utility vehicles from plants in Canada and
Mexico. Chrysler is the only importer of minivans from Canada.
DAillATSU AJID.ICA,

me.

Daihatsu America, Inc. (Daihatsu) is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd., Osaka Prefecture, Japan. Daihatau began importing
sport-utility vehicles from Japan in November 1989. During the period of
investigation, Daihatsu also imported new passenger cars produced by its
parent company in Japan. 114 In early 1992, Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. armounced
that it would atop exporting all vehicles to the United States.
FOllD llOTOI. CO.
In 1990, Ford discontinued the importation of full-size station wagons
(LTD Crown Victoria and Grand Marquis) that were produced at its St. ThOll&a,
Ontario, Canada, plant. Ford continues to import small station wagons froa
its plant in Hermosillo, Mexico. It also imports other types of passenger
vehicles froa Australia and South Korea.
GDDAL KOTOl.S COl.P.
GM imports full-size vans, station wagons, sport-utility vehicles, and
other types of passenger cars. Its full-size vans and station wagons are
produced in its assembly plants in Canada. GM imported sport-utility vehicles
(Geo Tracker) from Suzuki Motor Co., Ltd., (Japan) fro• September 1988 until
mid-1989. Beginning in 1989, it imported ita Geo Tracker fro• Canada, where
GM of Canada had entered into a joint venture operation with Suzuki of Japan
for the production of sport-utility vehicles. GK is a 50-percent partner in
the joint-venture company, CAMI Automotive, Inc.

112 There are approximately 15 other firms that import passenger vehicles
other than minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station
wagons.
113 As noted above, Chrysler owns approximately 5.88 percent of Mitsubishi
Motors Corp's shares. Chrysler stopped importing sport-utility vehicles from
Mitsubishi in 1989.
11' Daihatau Motor Co., Ltd. does not produce minivans.

'
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Table 7
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
importers and country of origin of imports, by types of vehicles and by firms,

1989-91

Type of
vehicle
1nsi Um
Minivans:
Chrysler
Mazda (MMA)
Mazda (PR.)
Mitsubishi
Nissan (U.S.A.)
Nissan (Hawaii)
Toyota (TMS)
Toyota (PR.)
Toyota (Hawaii)
Full-size vans:
Chrysler
GM
Volkswagen
Sport-utility
vehicles:
Chrysler
Daihatsu
GM
Isuzu
Mitsubishi
Nissan (U.S.A.)
Nissan (Hawaii)
Nissan (PR.)
Range Rover
Suzuki
Toyota (TMS)
Toyota (PR.)
Toyota (Hawaii)
Station wagons:
Chrysler
Ford
GM

American Honda
Mercedes-Benz
Mitaubishi
Nissan (U.S.A.)
NiHan (Hawaii)
Nissan (PR.)
Peugeot
Subaru
Toyota (TMS)
Toyota (PR.)
Toyota (Hawaii)
Volkswagen
Volvo

Country of
origin

Share of

gf 1m;g[tl

l2B2

1m;g[~I

t~tal

quantity of U.S.

gf tXl!I gf
l29Q

v1hi~l1--

1221

-------------Pe[CIDt------------

Canada
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Canada
Canada
Germany

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Japan, 1 Canada, Mexico
Japan . . .
Canada, J apan2
Japan, Taiwan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Great Britain
Canada, Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

Japan
.
Mexico , CanadaJ
Canada .
Japan
Germany
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
France
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
.
Brazil,• Germany
Belgium, Canada, Sweden

.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***
***

l

***·
***·
J ***·
• ***·

I

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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AMEl.ICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC.
During 1989-91, American Honda Motor Co., Inc. (American Honda) imported
station wagons and other types of passenger cars from its parent company in
Japan. It also imported passenger cars from a related company in Alliston,
Ontario, Canada and is responsible for the sales and distribution of Honda's
U.S.-made passenger cars.

ISUZU MOTOllS AMEl.ICA, INC.
Isuzu Motors America, Inc. (Isuzu) is the importer of record of sportutility vehicles produced by its parent company Isuzu Motors, Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan and by Sanfu Motors, Ltd. in Taiwan. Isuzu imports two models of sportutility vehicles, the Trooper (from Japan and Taiwan) and the Amigo (from
Japan). In addition, Isuzu imports other types of new passenger cars and
trucks from Japan. 115

KAZDA MOTOllS OF AKD.ICA, IRC. 111
Mazda Motors of America, Inc. (Mazda/MMA) imports new passenger cars and
trucks from Japan. Mazda introduced its MPV minivan in the fall of 1988. In
addition, as mentioned above, MMUC, a related company, produces passenger cars
in Flat Rock, KI. As noted previously, Mazda began purchasing a sportutility vehicle (the Navajo) from Ford in 1990.

JIEllCEDES-BENZ OF NORTH AMEl.ICA, INC.
Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc. (Mercedes-Benz) is the importer of
record of station wagons and other types of passenger cars built by DaimlerBenz A.G., Stuttgart, Germany. 117 Although Daimler-Benz produces a sportutility vehicle (the Gaelendawagen) in Austria, it does not export the vehicle
to the United States. Mercedes-Benz imports approximately *** station wagons
a year.

MITSUBISHI MOTOR SALES OF AMEl.ICA, INC.
During 1989-91, Mitsubishi Motor Sales of America, Inc. (Mitsubishi)
imported minivans and sport-utility vehicles from its parent company,
Mitsubishi Motors Corp., Tokyo, Japan. Mitsubishi stopped importing minivans
into the United States in 1990, and in August 1991 it began importing station
wagons. 118
115 Although Isuzu Motors, Ltd. produces minivans in Japan, it does not
export them to the United States.
111 MazdaMotors of America, Inc., is the major U.S. importer of vehicles
made by Mazda Motor Corp. in Japan. Another firm, Plaza Motors Corp. (Mazda
(PR)), imports Mazda vehicles into Puerto Rico.
117 Daimler-Benz A.G. does not produce minivans.
11• Although Mitsubishi considers the vehicles station wagons, Autoweek
described them as "tall station wagons, or--for the lack of better
nomenclature--mini minivans" ("Mitsubishi to Introduce Two New 'Mini'
(continued ... )
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NISSAN KOTOI. COllP. IN U.S.A. 111
During the period of investigation, Nissan Motor Corp. in U.S.A.
(Nissan) imported minivans, station wagons, sport~utility vehicles, and other
types of passenger cars and trucks that were produced by its parent company,
Nissan Mocor Co., Ltd., in Japan. Nissan stopped importing minivans in mid1989. For purposes of the Commission's importers' questionnaire, Nissan
classified imports of its vehicle called the Axxess as station wagons. Nissan
stopped importing the Axxess in late 1989. 120 The petitioners maintain that
the Axxess is a minivan. 121 Road & Track magazine describe the Nissan Axxess
as •bigger-than-a-miniwagon-smaller-than-a-minivan.• 122 When Nissan introduced
the Axxess, Motor Trend magazine said that the •Axxess is pioneering a new
vehicle class.• 121 On the other hand, Ward's Automotive Weekly classifies the
Axxess as a minivan. Unlike a minivan or a station wagon, the Axxess had
sliding side doors on both sides of the vehicle. Furthermore, the EPA
classified the Axxess as a passenger vehicle for CAFE purposes, whereas it
classifies minivans as trucks. In addition, the Department of Transportation
required the Axxess to meet the safety standards established for passenger
cars, not those for trucks. For purposes of the staff report, the Axxess has
been classified as an imported station wagon.

PEUGEOT HOTOU or .AMEllICA, me.
Peugeot Motors of America, Inc. (Peugeot) imported station wagons from
its parent company, Automobiles Peugeot, Paris, France. In August 1991,
.
Automobiles Peugeot announced that it would no longer manufacture passenger
cars for the U.S. market. During the period of investigation, Peugeot
imported less than*** station wagons per year. All of its station wagons are
equipped with 4-cylinder engines and have front-wheel or rear-wheel drive
configurations. In 1990, all of its shipments of station wagons were to
dealers. Peugeot also imported other types of new passenger cars from France.
IARCI l.OVD

or

1'01.TB ADI.IC.A

Range Rover of North America CR:ange Rover) imports sport-utility
vehicles from Great Britain. The vehicles retail for approximately $40,000.

( ••• continued)
Minivans,• Autoyeek, May 6, 1991, p. 5). For the specifications of this
vehicle, see Mitsubishi's postconference brief. Commerce did not consider
these vehicles to be minivans.
111 Nissan Motor Corp. in U.S.A. is the major U.S. importer of vehicles made
by Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. in Japan. Two additional firms, Nissan Motor Co. in
Hawaii, Ltd. and Motorambar, Inc., import Nissan vehicles into Hawaii and
Puerto Rico, respectively.
120 Nissan only imported the Axxess in 1989.
During that year, it imported
*** units valued at $*** million.
121 Conference exhibit 1 (petitioners' exhibits).
122 John Lama, •Nissan Axxess, A People-mover With Panache,• Road & Track,
May 1989, p. 146.
111 Jack R. Nerad, •Nissan Axxess, The Class of a New Class,• Mptpr Trend,
April 1989, p. 79.
11•
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SUBAll.U OF AJIEl.ICA, INC.
Subaru of America, Inc. (Subaru) imports station wagons from its parent
company, Fuji Heavy Industries of Japan. Most of Subaru's station wagons are
4-wheel drive vehicles.

AHEllICAR SUZRI MOTOR. COllP.
American Suzuki Motor Corp. (Suzuki) imports sport-utility vehicles and
passenger cars from Japan and sport-utility vehicles from Canada. Suzuki is a
subsidiary of Suzuki Motor Corp., Hamamatsu City, Japan, from which it imports
its Japanese-made vehicles. The sport-utility vehicles which it imports from
Canada are assembled by CAMI Automotive, tnc. As mentioned above, CAMI is a
joint venture between Suzuki Motor Corp. (Japan) and GM.

TOYOTA HOTOI. SALES, U.S.A. , INC. 124
During the period of investigation, Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
(TMS) imported minivans, station wagons, sport-utility vehicles, and other
types of passenger cars and trucks from Japan. These vehicles were produced
by its parent company, Toyota Motor Corp. TKS imported two models of
minivans, the Toyota Van, which was terminated in December 1990, and the
Toyota Previa, which was introduced in January 1990. ***·

VOLXSVAGEN ROI.TB AMEi.IC.A. COllP.
Volkswagen North America Corp. (Volkswagen) is the importer of
Volkswagen and Audi automobiles. Volkswagen and Audi market station wagons
produced in Germany. Volkswagen also imported station wagons from Brazil.
Volkswagen imports a van known as the Vanagon. In its importers•
questionnaire response, Volkswagen reported the Vanagon as a full-size van
although others consider it a minivan. For purposes of the staff report, the
Vanagon has been classified as an imported full-size van.

VOLVO NOi.TB AMEi.IC.A. COl.P.
Volvo North America Corp. (Volvo) imports station wagons from Sweden,
Belgium, and Canada. Volvo is a wholly-owned subsidiary of A.B. Volvo,
Gothenburg, Sweden. In its response to the Commission's importers'
questionnaire, Volvo reported that ***· Volvo's North American plant is in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

m Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. imports the majority of vehicles made
by Toyota Motor Corp. in Japan. Two additional importers, Servco Pacific,
Inc. (Toyota (Hawaii)) and Gomez Hermanos, Inc. (Toyota (PR)), import Toyota
vehicles into Hawaii and Puerto Rico, respectively.
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Channels of Distribution
Over 85 percent of U.S. producers' combined U.S. shipments of minivans,
full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons were made to
dealers in 1991 (table 8).
Sales to rental fleets (fleet sales) account for nearly 10 percent of
all new passenger car sales. This segment is so important to automobile
companies that some have rental car subsidiary companies. For example,
Pentastar Transportation Group, a subsidiary of Chrysler Corp., includes
Thrifty Rent-A-Car System, Inc., Snappy Rental, Inc., and Dollar Rent-A-Car
Systems, Inc. Automobile companies hope that people like their rental cars
and decide to buy one of their own. Based on this rationale, auto companies
offer steep discounts to fleet buyers and allow rental-car companies to
restock as often as every 4 months. This practice, however, adds more than 1
million low-mileage used cars to the market each year. 121 Chrysler, Ford, GK,
Mazda, and Mitsubishi buy back part of the rental fleets and then auction them
to dealers. Such fleet buybacks can be profitable for dealers since margins
on used cars are typically higher than those on new cars. These nearly new
cars, however, tend to undercut the car companies' new car sales to dealers. 121
Many automakers are starting to reduce their fleet sales for this reason.
Many of the rental cars that are not bought back by the manufacturer are sold
through used car sales operations of rental companies.
Table 9 presents data on the quantity of minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons that were sold to fleet customers
by U.S. producers and U.S. importers during 1989-91. The data show that U.S.
producers generally rely more heavily on fleet sales than do importers,
although a greater share of imported minivans went to that market in 1989.
Table 10 presents data on U.S. producers' and importers' resales (usually at
auction) of fleet vehicles and company executive vehicles.

izs James B. Treece, •Detroit Could Use an Air Bag Itself,• Business Week,
Jan. ·14, 1991, p. 67.
121 Ibid.
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Table 8
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
producers' and U.S. importers' U.S. shipments 1 to dealers, 2 government, and
other end users, 3 by types of vehicles, 1991
Type of company
and vehicle

Dealers

Govermpent

Other
end users

Nupber of vehicles
U.S. producers:
Minivans
. . . . .
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . .
U.S. importers:
Minivans
Full-size vans
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . . . . . . .

494,400

***
***

***
554,008

***
***
7,388

56,047

***

***

***

1,394,771
243,546

***
***
686.703
215,070

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

Share of U.S. shipments <percent)
U.S. producers:
Minivans
. . . . .
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average . .
U.S. importers:
Minivans
Full-size vans
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average . . . .

89.7

***

***

***

***
1.2

***
9.1

89.7

88.5

***

***

***

79.1

***
***

***

***

***

93.1

***
86.1

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

U.S. shipments equal domestic shipments plus company transfers.
Some companies make fleet sales from dealer stocks.
3 May include company transfers and vehicles for company use in testing,
evaluation, and pool transportation. ***·
1

2

Note.··Because of rounding, percentages may not add to 100.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Co11111ssion.

~
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Table 9
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
producers' and U.S. importers' fleet sales, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
1990

1989

Itg

1991

Quantity Cyehicles)
U.S. producers' fleet sales:
Minivans
Full-size vans
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total • • .
U.S. illporters' fleet sales:
Minivans 1 •
• • •
Full-size vans
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . . . . . . •

104,432

178' 616

147,892

***
56,328

***
68,000

***
52,205

***
395,748

***
330,124

***
***
9,048

***
***
***
***
7,719

12.973

14.167

7,961
7.132

***

***

***

***

***

Share of U.S. shipMnts2 <percent)
U.S. producers' fleet sales:
Minivans
.... .
Full-size vans
. .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average
.... .
U.S. importers• fleet sales:
Minivans
..
Full-size vans
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average
..

..

.

...
...
.

.

....

17.6

28.6

26.8

***
8.2

***
9.9

***
21.8

***
***

***
8.5
***
20.9

***
***
3.4
5.9
***

***
***
2.8
7.9
***

***
***
3.4
4.9

***

1 Includes illports of both Canadian and Japanese ainivans.
During 198991, Chrysler sold ***• ***• and *** vehicles to fleet customers, respectively.
Mazda sold ***• ***• and*** vehicles to fleet custoaers, during 1989-91,
respectively. During 1989-91, Toyota sold***• ***• and *** vehicles to fleet
custoaers, respectively. Other importers of ainivans fro• Japan reported
small numbers of fleet sales during 1989-91.
2 U.S. shipaents equal doaestic shipaents plus company transfers.

Source: Compiled fro• data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comaission.
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Table 10
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
producers' and U.S. importers• resales of fleet vehicles and company executive
vehicles, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
CNwpber of vehicles)
1989

Item

1990

1991

u.s.

producers' resales of- Fleet vehicles:
Minivans . .
. .
Full-size vans
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . .
.
Company executive vehicles:
Minivans
. .
Full-size vans
. .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total .
.. . .
U.S. importers' resales of-Fleet vehicles:
Minivans . . . . .
Full-size vans
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons . . . .
Total . . .
.. .
Company executive vehicles:
Minivans
... .
Full-size vans . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total
....

.

1

***1
***
***1
***
***
***1
***
***1
***
***
***1
***1
***1
***
***
***1
***1
l, 1191
Z.§21
7,852

***
***
***
***
***

57,410

12,379

13,224

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
§,§21

***

6,145

***

74,536

***

7,498

***
***
***
***
***
lQ.222

24,555

33,236

3,171
2,134
1,924
J,4!!!!
10,673

3,850
1,590
2,500

J. l!!§

11,086

Excludes resales.of fleet vehicles and company executive vehicles by

***·

Source: Compiled froa data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJUR.Y
TO AN INDUSTl.Y IN THE UNITED STATES 127
U.S. Capacity, Production, and Capacity Utilization
As noted above, U.S. producers assemble minivans on totally dedicated
assembly lines. However, some producers' lines that assemble full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons also assemble other vehicles.
Capacity, production, and capacity utilization rates of U.S. producers of
minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons are
presented in table 11.
U.S. producers reported that average-of-period capacity to produce
minivans increased from 761,109 vehicles in 1989 to over 914,000 vehicles in
1990 and 1991, representing an increase of 20 percent. U.S. production of
minivans increased by over 4 percent from 1989 to 1990, but fell by nearly 8
percent in 1991 when compared with the year-earlier period. Because the
increase in capacity to produce minivans outpaced the increase in production
during 1989-90, capacity utilization rates fell; from over 87 percent to 76
percent. Capacity utilization fell again in 1991, to 70 percent.
U.S. producers' capacity to produce full-size vans remained unchanged in
1989-90 and increased by *** percent in 1991. Production of full-size vans
fell by *** percent during 1989-91.
Capacity utilization rates for fullsize van producers in the United States fell from *** percent in 1989 to less
than *** percent in 1991.
U.S. capacity to produce sport-utility vehicles increased by 32 percent
during 1989-91. Production of sport-utility vehicles fell by 10 percent
during 1989-91. Capacity utilization of U.S. sport-utility vehicle producers
fell from 91 percent in 1989 to 62 percent in 1991.
U.S. capacity to produce station wagons fell irregularly from
approximately *** vehicles in 1989 to ***vehicles in 1991, or by *** percent.
Production of station wagons in the United States fell by *** percent from
1989 to 1990. Station wagons were, however, the only vehicles examined by the
Commission that reported an increase in production in 1991 compared with
1990--showing a ***-percent increase. 128 Capacity utilization for station
wagon producers increased from *** percent in 1989 and 1990 to *** percent in
1991.

Selected trade and employment data for U.S. pro4ucers, by company, are
presented in app. E. For summary purposes of like product considerations,
certain salient data involving minivans and different combinations of vehicles
have been prepared. These data are presented in app. F.
128 As noted above, Subaru-Isuzu and Honda began producing station wagons in
the·United States in 1990.
127
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Table 11
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

Avera1e-of-period capacity (vehicles)
Minivans . . . . . . .
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . . . . . .

761,109
841,952

***

2.535.887

914,109

***
***
2.724.052
988. 779

914,109

***

1,110,767

***

2.873.276

Prodµctipp Cyehicles)
Minivans . . . . . . .
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . . . . . .

666,285

696,054

***
***
2.001.677

***
1. 897. ***
722

766,677

642,411

***

754,281

692,177

***

1.788. 917

Capacity utilization (percent)
Minivans . . . . . . .
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average . . . . . .

87.5

76.l

***

***
***
69.6

91.1

***

78.9

'70.3

76.3

***

62.3

***

62.3

Note.--Capacity utilization is calculated using data of firms providing both
capacity and production information.
Source: Compiled froa data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
U.S. Producers' Sh1paenta 1"
U.S. producers' shipments of minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility
vehicles, and station wagons are presented in table 12. U.S. producers' U.S.
shipments 130 of minivans increased from 592,487 vehicles in 1989 to 624,720
vehicles in 1990, representing an increase of over S percent. In 1991, U.S.
shipments fell by 12 percent compared with 1990. Unit values of U.S.
shipments of minivans increased in every year of investigation, increasing by
approximately 4 percent from 1989 to 1991. As a result, during 1989-91 the
total value of U.S. shipments of minivans registered a smaller decline than
did total quantities; falling by less than 4 percent compared with a 7percent decline in terms of quantity. U.S. producers• exports of minivans
increased irregularly by 25 percent during 1989-91. In 1991, exports
accounted for 14 percent of U.S. producers' total minivan shipments. U.S.
Data on U.S. producers' and U.S. importers' shipments of minivans by
selected types of features are presented in app. G.
1 ~ U.S. shipments equal domestic shipments plus company transfers.
18
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Table 12
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Shipments by U.S. producers, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1990

1989

1991

Quantity (vehicles)
Minivans:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . •
Total . • . . .
Full-size vans:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . .
Total . • . . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Company transfers . .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . .
Total . . . . •
Station wagons:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Subtotal

14,129
578.358
592,487
73.614
666,101

14,124
610.596
624,720
73.192
697,912

15,692
535.623
551,315
91.705
643,020

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***

8,557
678.682
687,239
79.981
767,220

28,669
655,977
684,646
68.558
753,204

44,843
572.600
617,443
75.538
692,981

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
----*-*-*--------*-*-*----~---*-*~*
• . . •
***
***
***

Exports . . • • • .
Total . . . . . •
Minivans, full-size vans, •
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Company transfers .
29,329
65,956
94,842
Domas tic shipment• . • • . • .1.....7&j82.,...2.,.7,..3.___ _ _ _1....~u..,2.......111.1181.113.___ _ _ _1,...4~8..1..,...,.3..6.4
Subtotal
• • • . . • 1,811,602
1,735,139
1,576,206
Exports . • . . • • . . • • . _.,l?ll,,;4~....7,,.81.113______1.,11.131.1....2.,.8..6_ _ _ _ _...12...1...4w·.-0...-.;54
Total • • • • • • .
• 2,006,385
1,908,425'
1,790,260
Table continued on next page.
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Table 12--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Shipments by U.S. producers, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1990

1989

1991

Value (million dollars>
Minivans:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . .
Total . . . . .
Full-size vans:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . .
Total . . . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . .
Total • . . . . .
Station wagons:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . , . .
Total . . . . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Company transfers . .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . • . . •
Total . . • • • .
Table continued on next page.

200
1.1~~

8,353
1.Qll
9,364

***
***
***
***

209
l.12Q
9,029
l.Q~2

10,071

243
Z.BQ§
8,051
1.4~4

9,485

***

**'*

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***

136
1Q.Ul
10,446
1.226
11,673

400
lQ.Z2l
11,121

604
2.Z2l
10,325

12,267

11;629

***

***

***
***

***

1.1~6

***

l.~Q~

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
*'**
*'**

418

874
24.430
25,303
2,5zs
27,881

1,269
22.321
23,590
3.326
26,986

24.§24
25,242
2.Z46
27,987
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Table 12--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Shipments by U.S. producers, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1990

1989

1991

Vnit value (per vehicle)
Minivans:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Average .•
Exports •
.
Average . . .
Full-size vans:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Average • . .
Exports . . .
•
Average •
. .
Station wagons:
Company transfers •
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . .
.
Total . . . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Company transfers . .
Domestic shipments
Average .
Exports . • • • • .
Average ,

$14,178
14.096
14,098
13.732
14,058

$14,798
14.444
14,452
14.235
14,430

$15,496
14.578
14,604
15.635
14,751

***
***
***
***
***·

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

15,864
15.192
15,201
15.334
15,215

13,941
16.344
16,243
16.720
16,287

13,463
16.978
16,722
17.261
16,781

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

14,243
13.928
13,933
14.096
13,949

13,244
14.636
14,583
14.876
14,609

13,384
15.068
14,966

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

15.8§4
15,074

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit
values are calculated from the unrounded figures, using data of firms supplying
both quantity and value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
·International Trade Comaission.

producers listed Canad&, Mexico, France, and Germany as primary export markets
for minivans.
U.S. shipments and exports of full-size vans fell *** and *** percent,
respectively, during 1989-91. Unit values of U.S. shipments of full-size vans.
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fluctuated annually by approximately *** percent during 1989-91.
of export shipments increased by *** percent during 1989-91.

Unit values

Sport-utility vehicle U.S. shipments fell frOJI 687,239 vehicles in 1989
to 617,443 vehicles in 1991, or by 10 percent. U.S. producers exported sportutility v•hicles to Canada, Europe, and the Kiddle East. Such export
shipments fell by 14 percent from 1989 to 1990, before increasing by
10 percent in 1991. The unit values of U.S. and export shipments rose
throughout the period of investigation.
Producers' U.S. shipments of station wagons fell from*** vehicles in
1989 to ***vehicles in 1990, or by*** percent. In 1991, U.S. shipments
increased by *** percent compared with 1990 levels to *** vehicles. The value
of U.S. shipments of station wagons fell by *** percent from 1989 to 1990
before increasing by approximately *** percent in 1991 to over $*** billion.

U.S. Producers' Inventories
U.S. producers typically do not keep large inventories of finished
vehicles. Once a vehicle is asseabled, it is often shipped within a short
period of time. As a share of production, U.S. producers' inventories of
minivans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons were less than***
percent (table 13). Inventories of full-size vans fell from a high of***
percent of production in 1989 to *** percent in 1991.
Table 13
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

Quantity (vehicles)
Minivans . . . . . . .
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . . . . . .

5,197

***
***

***

***
***

***

2,730

***
***
***
6.930

Ratio to production <percent)
Minivans . . . . . . ,
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average .

0.8

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

0.4

***
***
***
.5

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both information on
inventory and production.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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U.S. Employment, Vagea, Compensation, and Productivity
The United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of
America (UAW) represents nearly all production and related workers at vehicle
assembly plants in the United States. 131 The exceptions to union
representation are the production and related workers. producing station wagons
at Honda's Marysville, OH, plant, and those producing station wagons and
sport-utility vehicles at SIA.
Under a 3-year collective bargaining agreement between the UAW and
Chrysler, Ford, and GM (which took effect in November 1990), workers whose
jobs are made redundant through productivity improvement continue to be
employed and receive full wages and benefits. These workers are assigned to a
"jobs bank" and may perform a variety of production-related or non-productionrelated tasks within the plant. In addition, all workers on temporary or
indefinite layoff receive 95 percent of their standard after-tax take-home pay
for 36 weeks over the duration of the collective bargaining agreement. Beyond
36 weeks, they collect full wages and benefits. Petitioners have argued that
because of the collective bargaining agreement, a large portion of labor costs
~ssociated with the production of minivans have become more like fixed
costs. 132
Chrysler has an agreement with the UAW at its Fenton, MO, assembly plant
producing minivans which permits a three-crew/three-shift work schedule should
market conditions warrant. Implementation of this alternative work schedule
would allow 1,000 workers who lost their jobs at an adjacent Chrysler
passenger car plant to return to work. In the preliminary investigation,
Chrysler reported that the alternative work schedule was highly unlikely
unless market conditions improved and that the alternative work schedule,
which was to begin in the fall of 1991, had been delayed until January 1992 at
the earliest. Chrysler did implement the alternative work schedule during the
first quarter of 1992.
Table 14 presents data on U.S. employment, wages, compensation,
productivity, and unit labor costs. 133 The nuaber of production and related
workers producing minivans fell from 12,481 in 1989 to 10,625 in 1991, or by
15 percent. Hours worked in the production of minivans fell irregularly by 3
percent from 1989 to 1991. During 1989-91, hourly total compensation paid to
production and related workers of minivans increased by 6 percent.
Productivity declined irregularly from 28.5 vehicles per 1,000 manhours in

Production and related workers at Chrysler's Windsor, Ontario, Canada
minivan and full-size van assembly plants, Chrysler's Brampton, Ontario,
Canada sport-utility vehicle assembly plant, and GM's Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada full-size van assembly plant are represented by the Canadian Automobile
Workers (CAW) and are covered by the same or similar collective bargaining
agreements.
131 Petition, p. 3.
A summary of the 1990 UAW contract and data on the
total nWlber of laid off production and related workers receiving compensation
under union contracts and the total compensation paid to such workers are
presented in app. H.
133 These figures do not include data for laid off production and related
workers receiving compensation under union contracts.
131
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Table 14
Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing minivans,
full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons, hours wor~ed, 1
wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly wages and total
compensation, productivity, and unit labor costs, 2 by types of vehicles,
1989-9P
Item

1989

1990
1991
Number of production and related
workers CPRWs)

12,481

Minivans . . . . • . .
Full-size vans . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . • . . . .

11,765

***
***
35.443

10,625

***
***
33.975

14,211

***
***
29.720

13,903

11,237

Hours worked by pgws Cl.000 hours>
Minivans . . • . . . .
Full-size vans • . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . • . . . .

23,376

23,829

***
***
69.525

***
***
64.099

22,661

***
***
60.365

25,380

28,030

20,999

Wac•• paid to PJtWs Cl.000 ciollara>
Minivans • . • . . . .
Full-size vans . . • .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Total . . . . • . .

.

450,852

491,544

443,462

***
***
l..J2Q.J6~

***
***
l..J2J.ZQZ

***
***
l.. 26l.. H~

754,475

718,977

***
***
Q59

***
***
L935.46Q

542,329

501,428

439,035

Total COllptnsation paid to PR.Vs
u QQQ ciol.l.AE:ll
I

697,950
Minivans . . • . . • . .
Full-size vans . • . .
***
862,605
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
***
Total . . • • . • . . . • . 2.QU.645

794,024
L978 1

706,781

Hourl,y WAl'I paid to Pltil
Minivans . . • . . . . .
Full-size vans • . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average • • . . . •
See footnotes at end of table.

$19.29

$20.63

$19.57

19.35

***

***
19.76

20.91

***
20.00

20.65

***

***
***
20.90
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Table 14--Continued
Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing minivans,
full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons, hours worked, 1
wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly wages and total
compensation, productivity, and unit labor costs, 2 by types of vehicles,
1989-911
1990

1989

Item

1991

Hourly total compensation paid to PRJis
Minivans . . . . . . .
Full-size vans • . . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average . . . • . .

$29.86

$31.66

$31.73

***
30.77

***
31.29

***
33.66

***
30.17

***
30.86

32.06

***

Productiyity Cyebicles per 1.000 manboursl
Minivans • . . • • . .
Full-size vans . . • . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons
Average • • • • . .

28.5

29.2

28.3

***
27.4

***
29.1

***
31.4

***
28.8

***
29.1

***
28.6

Unit labpr cps ts Cper yebiclel
Minivans . . • • . • • .
Full-size vans • • • . .
Sport-utility vehicles
Station wagons • . • . .
Average • • . . • . .

$1,048

$1,084

$1,119

***
1,125

***
1,077

***
1,071

***

***
1,060

1,121

1,048

***

Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
a On the basis of total compensation paid.
1 Firms providing employment data accounted for 100 percent of reported
total U.S. shipments of minivans and full-size vans (based on quantity) in
1991, *** percent of sport-utility vehicles and *** percent of station wagons.
1

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and
denominator information.

Source:

Compiled from data submitted in responae to questionnaires of the U.S.

International Trade Co1111ission.

·
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1989 to 28.3 vehicles in 1991. 134 Unit labor costs increased during every
period of investigation, from $1,048 per vehicle in 1989 to $1,119 per vehicle
in 1991, representing an increase of 7 percent.
The number of production and related workers producing full-size vans
declined; in every period of the investigation. The hours worked, and wages
and total compensation paid to such workers declined from 1989 to 1990, before
increasing in 1991.
The. number of production and related workers, the hours worked, and
wages and total compensation paid to such workers producing sport-utility
vehicles declined in every year of the Collllllission's investigation.
The number of production and related workers producing station wagons
increased from 1989 to 1991, by *** percent. The hours worked, and wages and
total compensation paid to such workers fell from 1989 to 1990 before
increasing in 1991 to levels above those in 1989.
In its producers' questionnaire, the Commission requested U.S. producers
to provide detailed information concerning reductions in the number of
production and related workers producing minivans, full-size vans, sportutility vehicles, and station wagons, during January 1989 through December
1991, if such reductions involved at least 5 percent of the workforce, or 50
workers. The reported reductions are shown in table 15. During the period of
investigation, GK reported *** separate instances of layoffs which permanently
reduced their minivan workforce by a total of*** workers. GM also reported
permanent layoffs of *** workers producing full-size vans. Chrysler and GK
reported *** separate permanent layoffs of production and related workers
producing sport-utility vehicles. These layoffs totalled*** workers. GK
reported *** separate instances of layoffs which permanently reduced their
station wagon workforce by a total of *** workers.
Table 15
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Reductions in the nuaber of production and related workers, by types of
vehicles, by locations., and by dates, January 1, 1989, through December 31,
1991
Type of vehicle,
name of firm, and
plant location

*

Number of
workers

Date

*

*

*

Duration

*

*

Reason

*

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

Source:

GM advises caution in the calculation of productivity based on the data
on production and hours worked collected by the Commission in its producers'
questionnaires. GM states that ***·
134
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Financial Experience of U.S. Producers
Financial information was provided on minivan operations by the three
U.S. producers. 135 Financial information was also provided on full-size
vans, 1311 station wagons, 137 and sport-utility vehicles . 138 The minivan data,
representing all U.S. production of minivans in 1989-91, are presented in this
section. ·Data on the other products are presented in appendix I. The
financial data do not include Chrysler's Canadian operations, which are
presented separately in appendix J.
As the result of on-site verifications subsequent to the prehearing
report, revisions were made to the financial data. The net effect of the
revisions on the U.S. producers' net income before taxes is a reduction of $3
million in 1989, a reduction of $65 million in 1990, and an increase of $82
million in 1991. The revisions are primarily related to clerical errors and
inconsistent application of intercompany profit-elimination methodology.

OVERALL ESTABLISllHEBT OPEBATIONS
Income-and-loss data on U.S. producers' overall establishment operations
are identical to the minivan income-and-loss since minivans are produced in
facilities dedicated solely to the production of one product, minivans. In
lieu of overall establishment income-and-loss data, greater detail was
requested on the subject product.

MINIVAN OPERATIONS
Income-and-loss, components of income-and-loss as a percent of net
sales, and income-and-loss on a per-vehicle basis are presented in tables 1619. The U.S. producers indicated in their respective 1990 and 1991 annual
statements that the economic downturn and worldwide overcapacity have
adversely affected the total automobile and truck market. These.conditions
have caused reduced volumes and revenues for most automotive segments, thus
requiring increased marketing incentives (such as rebates, discounts, and
other price-reducing measures) and increasing costs for product enhancements
to retain market shares,
The three U.S. minivan producers ~intain that, apart from the obvious
profit implications, retaining market share is critical for two reasons:
(1) loss of market share has negative ramifications for repeat business,
including other products of the manufacturer, and (2) the capital intensive
nature of the business, with relatively high fixed costs, can create large
fluctuations in profits fro11 relatively small changes in unit volume. 131 In an
effort to maintain market share, the producers have apparently incurred
increasingly larger costs in marketing incentives. ***. 1'°
Chrysler, Ford, and GM.
Ford and GM.
137 Ford, GM, and Subaru-Isuzu; Honda did not provide financial data.
138 Chrysler, Ford, GM, and Subaru-Isuzu.
131 See Chrysler's response to question 1 and Ford's response to question 2
in app. K.
1'° Chrysler's questionnaire response; this includes its Canadian-produced
models.
135
1311
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Table 16
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers 1 on their minivan operations,
fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1989

***
***

664.779

Net sales:
Trade . . . . . . .
Company transfers 2
Total value . . .
Cost of goods.sold:
Direct materials used:
From domestic affiliates
From domestic non-affiliates.
From foreign affiliates . . .
From foreign non-affiliates . .
Total direct materials used.
Direct labor . . . .
Factory overhead:
Indirect labor . . . . .
Utilities and fuel . . .
Supplies and maintenance .
Other. . . ~ . . . . . .
Total factory overhead
costs . . . . . . . .
Depreciation/tooling . . .
Design/engineering/R&D . . . .
Total processing costs 3 •
Total cost of goods
sold . . . . . . .
Gross profit or (loss) . . . .
Selling, general, and administrative expenses:
Directly charged to minivans
Allocated expenses for minivans.
Allocated corporate expenses .
Total selling, general, and
administrative •xpenses.
Operating income or (loss)
Other income and expense:
Start-up expense . . . . . . .
Interest expense . . . . . . . .
All other income/(expense), net.
Total other income or
(expense) . . . . . . .
Net income or (loss) be·fore
income taxes . . . . . . .
Depreciation included above.
Amortization included above.
Cash flow' . . . . . . . . . .
1

Chrysler, Ford, and GM.

***·

1991

Ouantity

Net sales:
Trade . . . . . . .
Company transfers.
Total quantity .

2

1990

***
***
696.006

***
***
641.694

Value (million ciollars)

***
***
9,348

***
***
9,966

***
***
9,539

2,059
2,163
204
614
5,040
340

2,503
2,632
218
462
5,815
349

2,625
2,443
214
562
5,844
317

472
80
127
514

473
81
140
510

434
74
110
59l

1,193
323
303
2.159

1,204
394
288
2.235

1,216
371
297
2.201

7,199
2,149

8.050
1,916

8.045
1,494

***
***
***

***
***
***

**'*

946
1,203

1.068
848

1.013
481

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
**'*
***

(136)

(117)

(154)

1.067

***
***

1,390

731

***
***

1,125

***
***

327

***

***
699

All have a Dec. 31 fiscal close.

3 Manufacturing costs required to convert direct materials to finished
products.
4 Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 17
Income and loss experience as a percent of net sales by U.S. producers 1 on
their minivan operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Cin percent)
Item
Cost of goods sold:
From domestic affiliates
From domestic non-affiliates
From foreign affiliates . . .
From foreign non-affiliates.
Total direct materials used.
Direct labor . . .
Factory overhead:
Indirect labor . .
Utilities and fuel
Supplies and maintenance
Other. .
. . . . . . .
Total factory overhead
costs • . . . . .
Depreciation/tooling • . . •
Design/engineering/ll&D . . .
Total processing costs1 •
Total cost of goods
•old . . . . . . .
Gross profit or (loss) . . . .
Selling, general, and administrative expenses:
Directly charged to minivans
Allocated expenses for minivans.
Allocated corporate expenses •
Total selling, general, and
adainistrative expenses • • .
Operating income or (loss) . • • .
Other inco• and expense:
Start-up or shut-down expense . .
Interest expense . . . . .
. .
All other income/(expense), net.
Total other income or
(expense) • . . . . . .
Net income or (loss) before
incoae taxes • . • . . • • •
Depreciation included above •.
Amortization included above.

1989

1990

1991

22.0
23.1
2.2
6.6
53.9
3.6

25.1
26.4
2.2
4.6
58.3
3.5

27.5
25.6
2.2

5.0
0.9
1.4
5.5

4.7
0.8
1.4
5.1

4.5
0.8
1.2
6.3

12.8

12.1
4.0
2.9
22.4

12.7

80.8
19.2

84.3
15.7

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

10.1
12.9

10.7
8.5

10.6
5.0

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Cl.S>

Cl.2)

Cl.§)

11.4

7.3

3.4

***
***

***
***

***
***

3.5
3.2
23.l
77.0

23.0

***

5.9
61.3
3.3

3.9
3.1
23.l

***

Chrysler, Ford, and GK. All have a Dec. 31 fiscal close.
Manufacturing costs required to convert direct materials to finished
products.
1

1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 18
Income and loss experience per vehicle by U.S. producers 1 on their minivan
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item
Net sales:
Trade . . . . . . .
Companl transfers.
Tota quantity .
Net sales:
Trade . . . . . . .
Companl transfers.
Tota value . . .
Cost of goods sold:
Direct materials used:
From domestic affiliates
From domestic non-affiliates
From foreign affiliates . . .
From foreign non-affiliates . .
Total direct materials used.
Direct labor . . . .
Factory overhead:
Indirect labor . . . . .
Utilities and fuel . . .

~~h~~~e~ ~n~ ~~n~e~~c~

Total factory overhead
costs . . . . . .
Depreciation/tooling . . .
Design/engineering/R&D . . . .
Total processing costs 3 •
Total cost of goods
sold . . . . . . .
Gross profit or (loss) . . . .
Selling, general, and administrative expenses:
Directly charged to minivans
Allocated expenses for minivans.
Allocated corporate expenses .
Total selling, general, and
administrative expenses.
Operating income or (loss)
Other income and expense:
Start-up expense . . . . . .
Interest expense . . . • . . . .
All other income/(expense), net.
Total other income or
(expense) . . . . . . .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . . .
Depreciation included above.
Amortization included above.
Cash flow4 . . . . . . . . .

1989

1990

1991

Quantity

***
***

664.779

***

***

696.006

***
***

641.694

Per yehicle 2

$***
***

$***

***

14,062

14,319

14,865

3,097
3,254
307
924
7,581
511

3,596
3,782
313
664
8,355
501

4,091
3,807
333

710
120
191
773

680
116
201
733

676
115
171
932

1,795
486
456
3.248

1,730
566
414
3.211

1,895
578
463
3.430

10.829
3,233

11.566
2,753

12.537
2,328

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

'l.423
1,810

1.534
1,218

1.579
750

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***

{205)

{168)

{240)

1.605

1.050

***
2,091

***
1,616

***

***

876

9,107
494

510

***
***

1,089

1

Chrysler, Ford, and GM. All have Dec. 31 fiscal close.
Because of rounding, figures may not add to values shown.
3 Manufacturing costs required to convert direct materials to finished
products.
4 Cash flow is defined as net income or loss before taxes plus
depreciation and amortization.
2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S .. International Trade Commission.
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Table 19
Selected financial data of U.S. producers 1 on their minivan operations, by
quarters, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1st qt

2nd qt

3rd qt

4th qt

Quantity

llll

Net sales. . . . . . . . . . .

172.947

177.073

138.182

176.577

Value (million dollars>
Net sales . . . . .
Cost of goods sold .
Gross profit . ~ .
SG&A . . . . . .
Operating income or (loss)

2,399
1.768
631
237
394

2,457
1.818
639
230
409

1,941
1.639
302
225
77

2,551
1.974
577
254
323

Ou&ntity

1U2

Net sales

184. 718

210.601

161.586

139.101

Value (million dpllara>
Net sales . . . . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit . . .
SG&A . . . . . .
Operating income or (loss)

2,679
2.QH
590
2ZI
J12

3,000
2.nJ
687

2,243

2,044,

1.2~J

1.H~

2H

2~!t

290

J6

349
'2!tl
lQl

151.622

U8 1 1s1

J22
Quantity

lill

Net sales. . . . . . . .

U6 1 69S

111.212

vaiue Cmillign dpllars>
Net sales . . . • .
Cost of goods sold •
Gross profit . . . . . .
SG&A . . . . . . .
Operating income or (loss)
1

Chrysler, Ford, and GM.

l,ZOS
1.!t21
207
222
(15)

2,712
2.2~!t

458
222
188

2,401
2.a;u
388
2!tJ
145

2,721
2.21g
441
221
163

All have a Dec. 31 fiscal close.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Another method of retaining or increasing market share is through
product enhancement. additions such as air bags, anti-lock brakes, ~ll·wheel
drive, and built-in child seats. Product enhancements frequently require
additional costs, and are often sold as standard items rather than options;
e.g., safety items such as air bags, additional door reinforcement, and anti·
lock brakes that are not required for minivans to meet safety regulations.
All-wheel drive alone can increase vehicle cost in excess of $1,000. These
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costs are reflected as increases in direct material costs, which in the
aggregate increased from $5 billion in 1989 to $5.8 billion in 1991 (table
16). Expressed in dollars per vehicle for the period January 1989 through
December 1991, the increase in direct material cost is $1,526 per vehicle
(table 18)~ The amount is also influenced by product mix changes, and by
additiona~ costs to meet more stringent safety and environmental regulations.
Product mix changes can increase market share and profitability;
however, the U.S. producers allege that imports from Japan compete directly
with their top-of-the-line minivans. ***. 141 These GM models are relatively
new additions to the minivan market, with the first full year of sales being
1990. The data submitted by GM show that it ***· In addition to their being
introduced during a period of economic recession, negative publicity on the
products, whether deserved or not, for characteristics such as their limited
vision caused by problems cleaning the entire windshield area and by the
thick, rear-slanted B-pillars, 142 may have also affected sales.
Profitability is affected by many factors. According to Ford,
profitability on vehicle sales is affected by unit sales volume (the number
sold), the mix of vehicles and options sold, the level of "incentives• (price
discounts) and other marketing costs, the ability to control costs, and the
ability to recover cost increases through higher pricing. 143 An example of the
effect of unit volume changes on profitability is Ford's experience from 1990
to 1991, when operating income of ***· Break-even analysis indicates that
Ford ***· Large fluctuations in profits from relatively small changes in unit
volumes are indicative of an industry that is capital-intensive with
relatively high fixed costs.

*
Chrysler was

*

*

*

*

*

*

***

The U.S. minivan producers have implemented cost reduction programs such
as decreasing purchased material costs, reducing salaried workforce, and
decreasing general and administrative costs, and in at least one instance,
*** Although relatively minor, a cost that apparently cannot be reduced in
the near term is direct labor cost, currently about 3 percent, not including
fringe benefits, of total cost of goods sold. In exchange for job and
security provisions, the UAW contract provides the producers more work
flexibility, which may benefit the manufacturers in the future through more
efficient use of the workforce.
Another cost that is increasing is warranty expense, which is the major
portion of SG&A expenses. In accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP), warranty expenses are anticipated costs related to product
warranties that are charged to income at the time of the sale of the products,
and the accrual may also include provisions for late-appearing problems for
vehicles previously produced. The producer with the largest increase was ***

141 See Ford's response to question 2 and GM's response to question 1 in
app. K.
142 •Owners Voices• and Popular Science as quoted in AutoWeek's AµtoFile
'91-92 Comparison Shopping Guide, pp. 149 and 151.
143 Ford annual report on Form 10-K, 1991, p. 2.
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Despite cost-reduction programs, the U.S. producers have experienced
increasing costs on a per-vehicle basis, largely the result of product
enhancement features and lower volumes. \ltlile operating costs (cost of goods
sold plus SG&A expenses) increased by $1,016 per vehicle from 1990 to 1991,
net revenues increased by just $546, a shortfall of $470 per vehicle (table
18); therefore, cost increases were not recovered through higher per-unit
revenues ..
Financial !zperience of Chrysler
Chrysler's income-and-loss, components of income-and-loss as a percent
of net sales, and income-and-loss on a per-vehicle basis for its U.S. minivan
operations are presented in tables 20-22. Chrysler, the generally
acknowledged innovator of the minivan concept and the *** producer (with
approximately *** of the U.S. market when its Canadian-produced models are
included), produces*** of its minivans in Vindsor, Ontario, just across the
border from Detroit. The shorter wheelbase models are produced in Canada
while the longer wheelbase models, ***• are produced in the United States.
Notwithstanding Chrysler's *** for *** marketing incentives, product
enhancements, product mix changes, and some unfavorable publicity about its
Ultradrive transmission, 1" the firm was ***·
In spite of Chrysler's ability to ***·
Table 20
Income and loss experience of Chrysler on its U.S. minivan operations, fiscal
years 1989-91
Item

1989

*

Source:

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the

U.S. International Trade Co11111iaaion.

1'" Con1um1r R!ports, and •Owner's Voices•, as quoted in AutoReek•s AutoFile
•91-92 Comparison Shopping Guide, pp. 129, 130, and 132.
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Table 21
Income and loss experience as a percent of net sales by Chrysler on its U.S.
minivan operations, fiscal years 1989-91
(In percent)
Item

1989

*

*

••

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comaission.

Table 22
Income and loss experience per vehicle by Chrysler on its U.S. minivan
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1990

1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Co1111ission.

Financial Experience of Ford
During 1989-91, Ford's minivan, the Aerostar, ***(tables 23-25).
In addition to per-vehicle

***

***·

Ford's processing costs 141 on a per-vehicle basis are

***·

During the period of investigation, Ford produced one minivan model,
although it did have numerous options. Recently, Ford has announced that it
will soon start production of the Villager, along with the Nissan Quest, and
plans to retool an assembly plant in Oakville, Ontario, to make a new frontwheel-drive minivan.

145 Manufacturing costs required to convert direct materials to finished
products.
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Table 23
lnco. . and loaa experience of Ford on its minivan operations, fiscal years
1989-91
Item

1990

1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comaission.

Table 24
lnco.. and loss experience aa a percent of net sales by Ford on ita minivan
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Cin percent)
1989

Itp

*

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled froa data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade co. .ission.

Table 25
Income and loss experience per vehicle by Ford on its minivan operations,
fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

*

1991

1990

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comaission.
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Financial Experience of GH
GM produced two basically different minivan series during 1989-91, the
car-like APVs (Chevrolet Lumina APV, Pontiac Trans Sport, and Oldsmobile
Silhouette) at its Tarrytown, NY, plant and the more conventional, trucklike, miniv-.n (Chevrolet Astro and GMC Safari) at its Baltimore, MD, plant.
The APV minivans were introduced in the fourth quarter of 1989, and have ***
GM's total minivan sales*** (tables 26-28). ***
GM recently announced the closing of the Tarrytown APV plant, with
***
plans to move future APV production to another plant producing other GM
products. By 11Ulking such a move, GM apparently hopes to save costs, and
perhaps will rede•ign the APV to share more common componentry with other GM
products.
Table 26
Income and loss experience of GM on its minivan operations, fiscal years
1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 27
Income anci-loes-•x~•aca.as a percent of net sales by GM on its minivan
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
<In percent)
Item

1989

*

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 28
Income and loss experience per vehicle by GM on its minivan operations, fiscal
years 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

Source: ·Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comaission.

IRVESTKEIT I1' Pl.ODUCTIVI FACILITIES
The value of property, plant, and equipment for the U.S. minivan
producers is presented in table 29. The return on total assets for these
producers could not be presented since those assets related to upstream
operations and other corporate financial assets apparently could not be
determined specifically for minivans.
Generally, Ford and GM use accelerated methods of depreciation, whi~h
results in accumulated depreciation of approximately two-thirds of the
depreciable cost during the first half of the estimated useful lives.
Chrysler generally depreciates its assets on a straight-line basis. All three
amortize expenditures for special tools over their estimated useful lives. 1. .
Table 29
U.S. producers• fixed assets used in minivan production, as of the end of
fiscal years 1989-91
<Million clollarsl
As of the end of
fiscal year-1990
1989

Item
Original cost:
Chrysler.
Ford . . . • • .
GM • • •

Total original cost
Book value:
Chrysler.
Ford . • •
GK. • • •

Total book cost

***
***
***

***

***
***

2,379

2,673

***

***

***
***
1,310

***
***
1,390

1991

***
***
***
2,853

***
***
***
1,377

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to.questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comaission.
,.. Chry1ler 1991 Annual Report, p. 31, Ford 1991 Annual Report, p. 26, and
General Motors Annual Report, p. 26.
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Although the return on total assets for minivans could not be
calculated, the following tabulation compares the operating income or (loss)
as a percent of net sales for minivans and for total company operations.

Chrysler:
All products 1 •
Minivans 2 • • •
Ford:
All produc ts 3 •
Minivans . . .
General Motors:
All products 5 •
Minivans . . .
Includes financing subsidiary,
U.S.-produced minivans.
3 Excludes financial subsidiary.
• Less than 0.05 percent.
5 Includes financing subsidiary,
' Includes special provision for
restructuring, $3.3 billion.
7 Includes special provision for
restructuring, $2.8 billion.
1

1.8

0.5

(3.0)

***

***

***

5.1

(')

(5.2)

***

***

4.3

(3 .1)

***

***

***
(5.8) 7

1

***

CFC, and Pentastar ori equity basis.

2

GMAC, on equity basis.
scheduled plant closings and other
scheduled plant closings and other

CAPITAL UPEBDIT1JUS
The capital expenditures reported by the U.S. minivan producers are
presented in table 30. Significant expenditures for minivans were made before
the period of investigation due to time required to tool up before· actual
production. 1u All maintenance, repairs, and rearrang...nt expenses are
expensed as incurred. Expenditures that increase the value or productive
capacity of assets are capitalized.
Table 30
U.S. producers• capital expenditures on minivans, fiscal years 1989-91
Cin millions of dollars>

*

*

*

*

1991

1990

1989

Item

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

m

Ibid.
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US!AllCB di> DIVILOPlllRT DPDSIS

The research and development expenses reported by the U.S. producers are
presented in table 31. As with capital expenditures, significant research and
development expenses were incurred before the period of investigation and
actual co...rcial production.
Table 31
U.S. producers• research and development expenses on minivans, fiscal years
1989-91
{Jn millions of dollars)
Item
Chrysler.
Ford.
.
GK.
Total

.

1989

1990

1991

***
***

***
***
***
392

***
***

***
462

***
413

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Colllllission.

CUITAL di> DVESTllDT

The Colllllission requested the U.S. producefs to describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports ~f minivans from Japan on their existing
development and production efforts, growth, investment, and ability to raise
capital. Their responses are shown in appendix K.
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
TllllEAT OF MATD.IAL IRJUl.Y
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of the merchandise, the Comaission shall consider,
among other relevant economic factors 148 ••
(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may
be presented to it by the administering authority as
to the. nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices that will have
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices
of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product~shifting if
production facilities owned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(&) under section 701
or 731 or to final orders under section 706 or 736,

148 Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition.•
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are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased imports,
by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) of this title with
respect to either the raw agricultural product or the
processed agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product. 1• 1
Subsidies (item (I)) and agricultural products (item (IX)) are not
issues in this investigation; information on the volume, U.S. market
penetration, and pricing of imports of the subject merchandise- (items (III)
and (IV) above) is presented in the section of the report entitled
•consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Imports of the Subject
Merchandise and the Alleged Material Injury;• and information on the effects
of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing development
and production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section entitled
•consideration of Alleged Material Injury to an Industry in the United
States.• Available information on U.S. inventories of the subject products
(item (V)); foreign producers' operations, including the potential for
•product-shifting• (items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any other threat
indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping. in third-country
markets, follows.

Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, • . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry.•
10
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Inventorie1 of U.S. Importer1
U.S. importers' end-of-period inventories of minivans from Japan
increased from *** vehicles in 1989 to *** vehicles in 1990, or by *** percent
(table 32). In 1991, such inventories***· End-of-period-inventories as a
percent of imports fell from *** percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1991.
Chrysler's· U.S. inventories of minivans from Canada were relatively small
compared with its total imports of minivans, accounting for *** percent of its
annual imports during 1989-91.
As a share of imports, inventories of full-size vans from other sources
(Germany) ***· Inventories of sport-utility vehicles from all sources
increased from *** percent of imports in 1989 to *** percent in 1990 before
falling to *** percent in 1991. During 1989-91, inventories of imported
station wagons from all sources increased from *** percent to *** percent of
imports. During 1989-91, total inventories of minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons increased irregularly from***
percent of imports to *** percent.
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Table 32
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
End-of-period inventories of U.S. importers, by types of vehicles and by
sources, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

Ouantity <vehicles)
Minivans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Full-size vans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . . •
Station wagons:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
. ~
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources •
Total . . .
Table continued on next page.

***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

14,410

28,432

***

***
***
***
***
10,305

***
***
***
***
16,930

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
39,098

***

***
***
***
18,133

***
***
***
31,780

***
***
***
***
56,700

***
***

***
***
49,303
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Table 32--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
End-of-period inventories of U.S. importers, by types of vehicles and by
sources, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

,-

Ratio to imports <percent)
Minivans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Average . .
Full-size vans:
Japan
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Average
Sport-utility vehicles:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources .
Average . .
Station wagons:
Japan .
Canada . . . .
Mexico
Other sources
Average . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources .
Average .

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
5.6

***
***
9.8

***
***

***
***
***
8.4

***

***
***
***
***
4.5

***
***

***
***
***
***

11.2

***
***
***
***
6.6

***
***
***
***
***
4.8
***
***
***
***
20.2
***

***
***
***
6.2

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both nuaerator and
denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Export•
and the Availability of Export Marketa Other Than the United States
THE INDUSTllY IN JAPAN
The Commission requested certain information from counsel for the
Japanese 'producers. The Commission received information from counsel on
behalf of Mazda Motor Corp. (Mazda), Mitsubishi Motors Corp. (Mitsubishi),
Nissan Motor Co. (Nissan), and Toyota Motor Corp. (Toyota). The Commission
also requested additional information from the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo. The
embassy supplied information on production of minivans by Isuzu Motors Ltd.
(Isuzu). Isuzu does not export minivans to the United States, and it is not
represented by counsel in this investigation. 150
Mazda

***. 151

152

Mitsubishi and Nissan
Toyota

***

***·

According to a telegram from the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo, Isuzu

***·

Table 33 presents data on production of only those minivans that are
exported to the United States (•U.S. export-type minivans•). That is, it
excludes all production by Isuzu, production of Mazda's Bongo, production of
Nissan's non-U.S. export-type minivans, and production of narrow body minivans
by Toyota. Table 34 presents data on total minivan production in Japan.
These data include total production by Isuzu, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, and
Toyota. Some of the minivans included in table 34 do not meet all seven
criteria specified by Commerce in its description of the imported product.
For example, some do ~ot have full or partial walk-through mobility from the
front seat row to the third seat row and some may be up to 2 inches taller
than the 75 inches specified by Commerce. However, because Commerce indicated
that minivans •generally• have the specified characteristics and that •a
vehicle does not necessarily have to meet all seven criteria to be considered
a minivan,• 153 one could consider these vehicles minivans within Commerce's
definition. Exports to the United States are the same in both tables.
The data submitted for Japanese production of all minivans indicate that
capacity, production, and capacity utilization increased during the period
1989-91 and are expected to increase further in 1992. Capacity utilization
rose irregularly from 89.4 percent in 1989 to 96.9 percent in 1991. Total
exports of minivans to the United States increased from *** units in 1989 to
units in 1990, or by *** percent. In 1991, exports to the United States
fell by *** percent when compared with 1990 to *** units. Japanese producers
expect that exports to the United States during 1992 will fall by *** percent
from the level attained in 1991.

***

110 Neither Isuzu, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, or Toyota are subject to
antidumping findings or remedies in any other GATT-member country.
111

***

***

Staff notes from plant tours in Japan are presented in app. L.
153 See section of the report entitled •Descriptions ~nd Uses" or app. A for
the complete language used by Commerce to define a :, .:.nivan.
152
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Table 33
U.S. export-type minivans: Japanese capacity, production, inventories,
shipments, and capacity utilization, 1 1989-91 and projected 1992
Item

1989

1990

Projected
1992

1991

Ouantity (vehicles)
Capacity
Production
End-of ·period inventories
Shipments:
Home market
Exports to··
The United States
All other markets
Total exports
Total shipments

223,000
172,260
7,201

255,900
277,420
8,569

305,200
300,436
8,232

225,407
274,219

***

88,842

106, 779

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***

170.804

***

186.420
275.262

***

***
193.754
300.533

275.197

Ratios and shares (percent)
Capacity utilization
Inventories to production
Inventories to total ship·
ments .
. . . .
.
Share of total quantity of
shipments:
Home market .
.
Exports to··
The United States
All other markets,.
1

Data exclude

66.3
4.9

96.6
3.5

83.6
3.2

98.5
3.4

4.9

3.5

3.2

***

***

32.3

35.5

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***·

Note.--Capacity utilization and inventory ratios are calculated from data
provided by firms providing both numerator and denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data supplied by Counsel for Mazda Motor Corp.,
Mitsubishi Motors Corp., Nissan Motor Co., and Toyota Motor Corp.

***

J
/
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Table 34
All minivans: Japanese capacity, production, inventories, shipments, and
capacity utilization, 1 1989-91 and projected 1992
1989

Item

1990

Projected
1992

1991

Quantity (vehicles)
Capacity
.
Production
End-of-period inventories
Shipments:
Home market
Exports to-The United States
All other markets
Total exports
Total shipments

730,956
653,440
15,308

796,736
802,196
15. 729

850,036
823,600
18,155

854,636
837,197
17,143

444,940

512,691

522,702

551,493

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

2QB.1H
653,lJB

22Q,4QJ
BQ3,094

229,QQZ
B21.ZQ2

2B!:t.UQ
B36,103

Ratios and shares (percent)
Capacity utilization
Inventories to production .
Inventories to total shipmen ts .
.
.
Share of total quantity of
shipments:
Home market
.
Exports to-The United States
All other markets
1

Data exclude

89.4
2.7

100.7
2.3

96.9
2.5

98.0
2.3

2.7

2.3

2.5

2.3

68.1

63.8

63.6

66.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***·

Note.--Capacity utilization and inventory ratios are calculated from data
provided by firms providing both numerator and denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data supplied by Counsel for Mazda Motor Corp.,
Mitsubishi Motors Corp., Nissan Motor Co., and Toyota Motor Corp., and from data
submitted by the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo, Japan (Isuzu data).
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Voluntary Restraint Agreement
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the U.S. auto industry underwent a
major sales downturn. U.S auto companies' market share dropped from 82.2
percent in 1978 to 71.2 percent in 1981. By early 1981, legislation to
restrict Japanese car imports to 1.6 million units was gaining support in the
U.S. Congress. In April 1981, the Japanese Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MIT!), following meetings with U.S. trade officials, presented a
proposal for a voluntary restraint of 1.6 million to 1.7 million units
annually to be enforced by MIT! through administrative guidance. Despite
opposition from Japan's automakers, on May 1, 1981, MIT! announced a voluntary
restraint agreement (VRA) on Japanese passenger auto exports to the United
States. The VRA reduced Japan's U.S. auto sales from 1.82 million units in
1980 to 1.68 million units in 1981. Restraints were also announced on exports
of four-wheel-drive station wagons and "jeep"-type vehicles, limiting Japanese
exports of these vehicles to 70,000 units. In total, 1981 Japanese exports to
the United States were limited to 1,832,500 units. These restraints remained
in place during Japan's fiscal years 1982-83. In Japan's fiscal year 1984,
the total VRA limit was raised to 2,017,931 units.
On March 1, 1985, President Reagan announced that the United States
would not ask the Japanese Government to renew the VRA for 1985. According to
an administration official, the domestic automakers were now strong enough to
compete with Japanese auto companies. On March 28, 1985, the Japanese
Government told the administration that it would limit annual auto exports to
the United States to 2.3 million vehicles. 154 In March 1992, MIT! lowered the
limit of the VRA 28 percent from 2.3 million to 1.65 million vehicles a
year. 155 However, as Japanese auto companies have shifted increasing amounts
of production to the United States, their need to serve the U.S. market with
Japanese production has decreased, and Japanese exports have failed to meet
the limits set by the VRA. In 1991, the United States imported approximately
1.79 million vehicles from Japan. In Japan's fiscal year 1990, the United .
States imported 1,911,828 vehicles from Japan. In Japan's fiscal year 1989,
U.S. imports of vehicles from Japan totaled 2,015,920 units. In Japan's
fiscal year 1988, U.S. imports of passenger autos from Japan totaled 2,115,304
vehicles . 151

Minivans are included in the VRA. 157 In the mid-1980s, Japanese
automakers were reportedly slow to enter the minivan market partly as a result

Tbe Internationalization of the Automobile Industry anci its Effects on
Aµtgmobile Industry, June 1985, USITC Publication 1712.
155 "Japan lowers voluntary export limit to U.S.," \lard's Automotive
International, April 1992, p. 5; Ihe y.s. Automobile Inciustr,y Monthly Report
on Selected Economic Indicators, USITC publication 2485, February 1992.
151 Tbe y.s. Automobile Industry Monthly Report on Selected Economic
Indicators, Kay 1991 and May 1990, USITC Publications 2393 and 2287. Since
the Japanese automakers do not meet the VRA limit, the VRA is now viewed by
many industry analysts as irrelevant, and consider its renewal a political
gesture.
157 USITC staff telephone interview with official of the Japan Automobile
Manufacturers Association, June 27, 1991.
1"

the

y.s.
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of the VRA. 158 Toyota may have offset this limitation in the mid-1980s by
making over half of its minivan sales in the form of cargo minivans, which are
not subject to the VRA. 151

CONSIDEIATION OF THE CAUSAL ll.ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF
THE SUBJECT MEllCIWIDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
U.S. Imports
Imports of minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station
wagons are presented in table 35. Imports of minivans from Japan increased
from *** vehicles in 1989 to *** vehicles in 1991, representing an increase of
over *** percent. Chrysler's imports of minivans from Canada *** from ***
vehicles in 1989 to *** vehicles in 1990, or by *** percent. In 1991, imports
from Canada *** by *** percent from the year-earlier period. Unit values of
imports from Japan were higher than those from Canada in every year during
1989-91.
Total imports of full-size vans *** from *** vehicles in 1989 to ***
vehicles in 1991, or by *** percent. Unit values of imports from other
sources (Germany) were higher than those from Canada.
Sport-utility vehicle imports from Japan increased from 156,656 vehicles
in 1989 to 187,176 vehicles in 1990, or by 19 percent, before falling by 37
percent in 199.1 to 118, 138 vehicles. Imports of sport-utility vehicles from
Canada increased by *** percent from 1989 to 1991. Unit values of imports of
sport-utility vehicles from Japan were higher than those from Canada.
Imports of station wagons from Japan fell from *** vehicles in 1989 to
vehicles in 1990, or by *** percent. Imports of station wagons from Japan
increased by *** percent in 1991 compared with the year-earlier period.
During 1989-91, imports of station wagons from Canada fell by *** percent and
imports of station wagons from Mexico increased by ***· Unit values of
imports of station wagons from Japan were consistently lower than those for
imports from Canada and other sources (except Mexico).

***

Shipments of U.S. imports of vehicles from Japan, by tyPes of shipments
and by vehicles, are presented in table 36. ***·
As noted previously, petitioners claim that the Nissan Axxess and the
Volkswagen Vanagon are minivans, whereas Nissan reported the Axxess as a
station wagon and Volkswagen reported the Vanagon as a full-size van. These
vehicles have been presented as reported by Nissan and Volkswagen,
respectively, in their importers' questionnaire responses. The following
tabulation presents the quantity and value of U.S. shipments of the Nissan
Axxess and the Volkswagen Vanagon: 110

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

They were also slow to enter the U.S. market because they did not have
products that were particularly suited to the U.S. market. Tb• Power Report,
July 1986, p. 2.
11' Ibid.
Cargo minivans are included in the Commission's investigation.
158

llO

***·
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Table 35
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
imports, by types of vehicles and by sources, 1989-91
Item

1990

1989

U.S.

1991

Ouantity <vehicles)
Minivans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
Full-size vans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources .
Total . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Station wagons:
Japan .
Canada . . . .
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Table continued on next page.

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

0

0

0

***0

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

156,656

187,176

118,138

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

0
0

***

0
0

0

***
***
0
0

0

255,961

288,652

213,159

***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

341,307

371, 385

318, 772

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

48.966

56.839

29.837

***

***

***
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Table 35--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
imports, by types of vehicles and by sources, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

U.S.

1991

Value (million dollars)
Minivans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
Full-size vans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Station wagons:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico . . . . . . . . . .
Other sources
Total . . . .
Table continued on next page.

***

***0

***
***

***
***

Q

0
Q

***

***

***

0

0

0

***0

***0

***0

***

***

***

***
***

1,743

2,236

1,712

***
***

***
***
***
3,385

***
***
***

***
2,882
***

***
***

0
Q

***

2,755

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

3,766

4,530

4,294

***
***

***
***
1.022
***

***

8§2

***

***
601
***
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Table 35--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
imports, by types of vehicles and by sources, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

U.S.

1991

Unit value (per vehicle)
Minivans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Average . .
Full-size vans:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Average . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Average . .
Station wagons:
Japan .
Canada . . . .
Mexico
Other sources
Average . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources .
Average . .
1

$***
***
( 1)
(1}

***

$***
***

$***
***

(ll

(ll

***

***

( 1)

(1)

(1)

( 1)

(I)

***
(I)

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

11,123

11,946

14,494

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

(1)

(I)

11,260

11, 726

12,927

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

11,035

12,198

13,469

***
***
17.610
***

***
***
17. 976

***
20.156

***

***

***

***

Not applicable.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit
values are calculated from the unrounded figures, using data of firms supplying
both quantity and value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 36
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Shipments of U.S. imports from Japan, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

Quantity (vehicles)
Minivans:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports
Total . . .
Full-size vans:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . .
Total . . . . , .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . .
Total . . .
Station wagons:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . .
Total . . . . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports
Total . . . .
Table continued on next page.

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

***
***

***
***

0

***

***

167,320

173,313

135,218

***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

353,325

358,830

322,242

***

***

***
***

***

***
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Table 36--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Shipments of U.S. imports from Japan, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

Value (million dollars)
Minivans:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports
Total
Full-size vans:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . .
Total . . . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . .
Total . . .
Station wagons:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . .
Total . . . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports
Total . .
See footnote at end of table.

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

0
Q
0
Q
0

0
0
0
Q
0

0
0
0

***
***

***
***

Q

0

2,377

2,795

***
***

***
***

***
***
2,336
***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***

4,654

***

5,354

***
***
5,119

***
***

***
***

***

***
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Table 36--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
Shipments of U.S. imports from Japan, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1990

1989

1991

Vnit value Cper vehicle>
Minivans:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports
Total
Full-size vans:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Average
Exports . . . . . .
Average . . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Average
Exports . . .
Total . . .
Station wagons:
Company transfers
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports . . . . . .
Total . . . . . , .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Average
Exports
Total .
1

2

***

***
***

***
***
(Z)

***
***
***
***
***

(Z)
(Z)

cz>

(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)

***
***

***
***

(2)

14,204

16,125

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***

17,276

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

13,173

14,920

***
15,885

***
***

***
***

***
***

Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed.
Not applicable.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit
values are calculated from the unrounded figures, using data of firms supplying
both quantity and value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Petitioners' Imports
Imports of minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station
wagons by petitioners are presented in table 37. As noted above, Chrysler
imports minivans produced at its assembly plant in Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
Chrysler and GM import full-size vans from Canada. Chrysler and GM import (or
have imported) sport-utility vehicles from Canada and Japan. Chrysler also
imports sport-utility vehicles from Mexico. Chrysler imports station wagons
from Japan. Ford and GM import station wagons from Canada. Ford also imports
station wagons from Mexico.
In 1991, petitioners accounted for *** percent of total U.S. imports of
minivans; ***percent of total imports of full-size vans; *** percent of total
imports of sport-utility vehicles; and *** percent of total imports of station
wagons.
Table 37
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: Imports
by Chrysler, Ford, and GM, by types of vehicles and by sources, 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Market Penetration of LTFV Importa 111
U.S. shipments of domestic vehicles, imports, apparent consumption, and
market penetration by imports are presented in table 38 and figures 6-9.
The following tabulation presents data on the share of the quantity of
apparent consumption of different combinations of vehicles accounted for by
minivans from Japan (in percent):
Vehicle combination

lill

l2iQ

llll

Minivans and full-size vans ........
Minivans and sport-utility
vehicles .........................
Minivans and station wagons ........
Minivans, full-size vans, and
sport-utility vehicles ...........
Minivans, full-size vans, and
station wagons ...................
Minivans, sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons ...............
Minivans, full-size vans, sportutility vehicles, and station
wagons •..........................

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

The following tabulation presents data on the share of the value of apparent
conswaption of different combinations of vehicles accounted for by minivans
from Japan (in percent):
vehicle cppbination

lill

um

lill

Minivam and full-size vans ........
Minivans and sport-utility
vehicles •........................
Minivans and station wagons ........
Minivam, full-size vans, and
sport-utility vehicles ...........
Minivans, full-size vans, and
station wagons ...•...............
Minivans, sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons ...............
Minivans, full-size vam, sportutility vehicles, and station
wagona ...........................

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

Quarterly data on U.S. producers' and U.S. importers' U.S. shipments and
market penetration of minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and
station wagons, are presented in app. K.
11 1
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Table 38
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S.
consumption, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

Ouantity <vehicles>
Minivans:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
Apparent consumption
Full-size vans:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption
Sport-utility vehicles:
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption
Station wagons:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers·, U. S . shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consumption
Table.continued on next page.

592,487

624,720

551,315

***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

0
0

0
0

***
0
0

0

0

0

***

***

***

***
442,566

***
***

358,335

***
***
299,492

687,239

684,646

617,443

167,320

173,313

135,218

***

265.060
952,299

***
***
***

274.317
958,963

***
***
***
231.068
848,511

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

0

***

***
***

***
***

***

0

0

***

445,406

367,063

366,725

1,811,602

1,735,139

1,576,206

353,325

358,830

322,242

***

***
***

***
***
33.382

***

***
***

***
48.780

***

***

51.652

***
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Table 38--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S.
consumption, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1989

1990

1991

Value (million dollars)
Minivans:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
Apparent consumption
Full-size vans:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . .
Apparent consumption
Sport-utility vehicles:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
. .
Apparent consumption . . . .
Station wagons:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan . .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
Apparent consumption
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico • . . .
Other sources .
Total
• . . • . . .
Apparent consumption
Table continued on next page.

8,353

9,029

8,051

***

***
***

0

0
0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***

0

0

0

***0

***

***

***
***

5,354

***
***

4,288

***
***
3,696

10,446

11,121

10,325

2,377

2,795

2,336

***

***

***

14,026

4.004
15,125

3.429
13,754

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***0

***
***
3,579

***

***
***
***
***

0

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

0
0

0

***
***

5,436

4,549

4,697

25,242

25,303

23,590

4,654

5,354

5,119

***
***
971
***
***

***
***

1.056

***
***
709

***
***

***
***
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Table 38--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S.
consumption, by types of vehicles, 1989-91

UH

l29Q
1291
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption

lUll
Minivans:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
...
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
Full-size vans:
Producers ' U. S . shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
..
Station wagons:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
.
.
Mexico
Other sources
Total . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
....
Other sources
Total . .

.

.

.

. ..

.

Table continued on next page.

£;su:s:ams;)

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Q

Q

Q

***

***

***
***

0

0

0

***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

72.2

71.4

72.8

17.6

18.1

15.9

***

27.8

***
***

28.6

***
***
***
27.2

***

***

***

***

***
***

0

***

0

***
***

***

***

0

0

0

***
0

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
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Table 38--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S.
consumption, by types of vehicles, 1989-91
Item
Minivans:
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Full-size vans:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
Sport-utility vehicles:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . • . .
Station wagons:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . . .
Minivans, full-size vans,
sport-utility vehicles,
and station wagons:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .

1989

1990
1991
Share of the value of U.S. consumption
(percent)

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

0

0

0

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

74.5

73.5

75.1

16.9

18.S

17.0

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

0

0

0

0

0

0

***
***
25.5

26.5

24.9

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; shares are
computed from the unrounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Figure 6
Minivans:

U.S. market shares, by sources, 1989-91

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 7
Full-size vans:

*

U.S. market shares, by sources, 1989-91

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 8
Sport-utility vehicles:

*

*

U.S. market shares, by sources, 1989-91

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 9
Station wagons:

*

U.S. market shares, by sources, 1989-91

*

*

*

. *

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Co1111ission.
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Prices
Selling prices of U.S. producers and importers of Japanese products for
their minivans vary with product specifications, which include styling and
interior appointments unique to the particular vehicle, major product features
for which alternative specifications may be available, 162 optional equipment, lll
and the success or failure of consumer acceptance of specific vehicles.
Prices also vary with discounts and other incentives offered by U.S. producers
and importers to their dealers and directly to consumers. In addition, prices
of minivans are influenced by prices of related vehicles, such as station
wagons, sport-utility vehicles, and full-size vans. Sales of used minivans,
particularly used fleet minivans, also affect the price of new minivans. 115

Major product features for which alternatives may be available include
extended-length/long wheelbase, seating and cargo space, 2/4-wheel drive, and
choice of engine.
113 Typical optional equipment includes AM/FM stereo and cassette, air
conditioning (dual or single), anti-lock braking system (2-wheel or 4-wheel),
automatic transmission, air bags, intermittent front wipers and a rear wiper,
power windows and door locks, rear-window defroster, speed control, privacy
glass, and tilt wheel. Certain related optional equipment may be sold in
packages, as well as available individually. Equipment packages generally
offer the set of featured options at a lower price than if all were purchased
individually.
11 ' Many minivan models are sold with different trim grades; a trim grade
specifies not only a certain outside-body appearance, but also a particular
set of base-vehicle equipment, which includes major equipment and certain
optional equipment. Trim grades typically provide a ranking of higher-valued
minivan products of a specific brand and model. A minivan with a particular
trim grade may also be sold with additional optional equipment not included in
the base trim-grade specifications and, therefore, could carry a higher price
than i minivan with a higher-value trim grade sold without any additional
optional equipment.
115 Toyota asserts that resales of used minivans retired from fleet
operations typically are low-mileage vehicles that suppress prices of new
minivans to a greater extent than resales of used minivans of households,
which generally have higher mileage. ***· In 1991, U.S. producers
repurchased *** of their domestically produced used-fleet minivans from their
fleet buyers, which was about*** percent of the*** new U.S.-produced
minivans that they sold to fleet buyers.
112
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KAIUCETING PRACTICES 111

U.S. producers and importers usually sell their minivans on a delivered
price basis, shipping their vehicles throughout the United States to their
dealers. Although destination and delivery charges differ among producers and
importers, .each firm usually charges a uniform rate in shipping its minivans
to all locations. In 1991, charges by U.S. producers ranged from$*** to $***
per vehicle and those by importers from$*** to $***per vehicle. 117
The responding U.S. producers and importers use price lists in selling
to their dealers. The price lists offer an up-to-date list of minivan models
and factory-installed optional equipment at what is represented as the dealer
cost level and the manufacturer's suggested retail price (MSRP) level.
The three U.S. producers financed some consumer purchases of their
domestically produced minivans, 118 and a single importer, Toyota, also financed
some consumer purchases of its Japanese minivans. 119 About ***percent of the
total volume of U.S.-produced passenger minivans purchased from dealers during
1988-91 was financed by U.S. producers, while consumers' purchases of the
Japanese minivans financed by Toyota accounted for *** percent of the total
volume of Japanese passenger minivans purchased from dealers . 170
The three U.S. minivan producers and the importers of the Japanese
minivans expend a significant amount of money in incentive sales programs to
dealers and directly to consumers. U.S. producers direct *** of their sales
incentive benefits and the Japanese importers direct *** of their sales
incentive benefits to ***· The largest sales programs to dealers are
floorplanning, holdbacks, discounts, and rebates, and the largest sales
programs offered directly to consumers are discounts and rebates. The
majority of U.S. producers' sales incentive expenditures to dealers are ***•
while importers' largest sales incentive expenditures to dealers are ***

Data involving marketing practices were requested annually during 198891 primarily for passenger minivans shipped to dealers. The base period of
1988 was used because a number of changes occurred among the importers of
Japanese minivans. Mitsubishi and Nissan greatly reduced their presence in
the U.S. market in 1989, while Toyota reduced its shipments as it phased out
its Van; on the other hand, Mazda significantly increased its shipments in
1989. Limited marketing data were requested involving repurchased fleet
minivans, which are separately identified and discussed. Marketing data were
not requested for cargo minivans, as they have been a small portion of all
minivans imported from Japan; in 1991, Japanese cargo minivans were less than
*** percent of U.S. shipments of Japanese minivans.
117 In 1991, U.S. minivan destination and delivery charges of U.S. producers
were $*** per vehicle for GM, $*** for Chrysler, and $*** for Ford. For the
importers these charges were $*** per vehicle for Mazda, $*** for Mitsubishi,
$*** for Nissan, but *** for Toyota.
lU ***
111 Toyota financed about *** percent of consumers' purchases of its
imported Japanese minivans during this period.
170 Based on the number of U.S. producers' and importers' passenger minivans
shipped to U.S. dealers; dealer sales were not available directly, but assumed
to approximate shipments received from their suppliers. Cargo minivans and
minivans sold to fleet buyers were ·not included.
1"
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The various minivan sales incentive expenditures, which lower the U.S.
producers' and importers' net realized sales prices, are meant to make their
minivans competitive at the consumer level. But the exact effect on consumer
prices is not always predictable, as dealers receiving incentive benefits
aimed at lowering their costs may not fully convert these benefits into lower
consumer prices. U.S. producers offered directly to dealers more than***
percent of their total annual sales incentive program expenditures on their
U.S.-produced minivans during 1988 and 1989, but only about*** percent went
to dealers in 1990 and 1991; 171 the remaining benefits each year went directly
to consumers. The importers of Japanese minivans, however, directed***
percent of their annual sales incentive expenditures to dealers during 198890, and more than *** percent of such expenditures to dealers in 1991. It is
not known to what extent consumer prices are affected by U.S. producers' and
importers' dealer incentive programs; such data are not available.
Incentive Programs
As mentioned, the three U.S. minivan producers offer *** of their sales
incentives to dealers and the rest directly to consumers, 172 while the four
importers of Japanese minivans offer sales incentives *** to dealers. 17 J
During 1988-91, *** percent of U.S. producers' total sales incentive
expenditures for their U.S.-produced minivans were directly to dealers and***
percent to consumers, 174 while more than *** percent of the importers' sales
incentive expenditures for Japanese minivans were to dealers.
Major sales programs to dealers such as floorplanning and holdbacks,
which will be discussed in detail below, are offered on a continuing basis.
All three U.S. producers offer these programs but, currently, only one of the
four Japanese importers has significant floorplan and holdback expenditures; 175
the programs are much more important for U.S. producers than the importers.
During 1988-91, expenditures for holdbacks and floorplanning averaged ***
percent of the U.S. producers' total sales/incentive programs (to dealers and
consumers) on their domestically produced minivans and *** percent for
Chrysler on its imported Canadian minivans, but *** percent for the U.S.
importers on their Japanese minivans. 176
Sales programs to dealers other than floorplanning and holdbacks and all
sales programs to consumers are available only for specified periods as a
171 Chrysler directed more than *** percent of its total annual sales
incentive program expenditures on its imported Canadian minivans to dealers
during 1988 and 1989, but only about ***percent went to dealers in 1990 and
*** percent to dealers in 1991; the remaining benefits went directly to
consumers.
172 U. S . producers also reported ***.
173 ***.
174 During this period, almost *** percent of Chrysler's total sales
incentive expenditures on its imported Canadian minivans were directly to
dealers and *** percent directly to consumers.
171 Mazda, Mitsubishi, and Nissan offered holdbacks and Mitsubishi offered
floorplanning;- ***· Mitsubishi reports that it did not offer either program
in 1991 and Nissan's ·expenditures have been greatly reduced, as both firms
have effectively withdrawn from the U.S. minivan market.
176 The figures for the U.S. importers do not include *** (Commission staff
telephone conversation with***, on April 23, 1992).
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means to increase sales of current-year models during periods of sluggish
demand, or to eliminate inventories of previous-year models. These programs
to dealers include discounts and rebates, 177 dealer trips and prizes, cash
payments, and various other dealer and/or sales-person sales incentives.
Sales programs directly to consumers include mostly discounts, rebates, and
low interest-rate financing. Domestic producers offer all of the above
incentives, while the importers offer sales programs *** to dealers, primarily
including discounts/rebates, trips/prizes, and other dealer/sales-person sales
incentives.
Floorplan

Assis~ance

***. 178 Floorplan assistance affects the dealer•s net vehicle price; it
is initially included in the delivered invoice price and is later refunded to
the dealer. In addition *** 171 pay the dealer•s.interest costs during the
approximately 10-day period of shipment from the factory to the dealer's
location(s) . 180 The dealer's purchase price is not affected by this latter
cost; it is not included in his invoice price nor is he later charged for this
cost.
About*** percent of dealers' purchases of U.S.-produced passenger
minivans are financed through the domestic manufacturers, with the remaining
purchases financed through dealers' local banks or by the dealers themselves.
Toyota is the only importer of Japanese minivans financing at least some of
U.S. dealers' purchases of its imported minivans. In 1991, Toyota financed
about *** percent of dealers' purchases of its Japanese passenger minivans,
which equaled approximately *** percent of all Japanese passenger minivans
purchased by dealers.
Holdback Progr1111111

***
These suppliers include in their dealer•s invoice price a
specified amount which is remitted back to the dealer after the dealer sells
the vehicles. In this way dealers can report a dealer's cost to their
customers that is higher than their actual cost. Such payments, which lower
the dealer's net cost per vehicle, are made ***by the suppliers. ***

For the total of dealer and consumer minivan sales-program expenditures,
including those for floorplanning and holdbacks, the following tabulation
shows the annual average per-vehicle expenditures by responding firms and for
177 Includes special-value package programs.
These are limited-term
programs that typically follow new-model introduction and offer dealers price
reductions on vehicles ordered with specified trim and/or option packages.
Previously existing dealer inventories with the specified value package often
receive a cash discount about equal to the special-value discount.
178 ***
179 ***
The dealers' purchase price is not affected by this cost.
(Commission staff telephone conversation with*** on May 8, 1992.)
180 The dealer assumes ownership of the minivans when they leave the U.S.
producer's or importer's U.S. shipping location.
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all U.S. and Japanese passenger minivans during 1988-91. 181 The average pervehicle expenditures are based on the total number of passenger minivans
shipped to U.S. dealers, which included minivans that received benefits from
several programs and those that may not have received any benefits at all. As
shown, such incentives per vehicle rose substantially during this period for
***. 182 The largest per-vehicle incentives were reported by ***
Companv

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MINIVAN SALES BY Pl.ICE-RANGE CATEGOll.IES 183

The Commission requested in its producer and importer questionnaires
each firm•s annual quantity of new passenger minivans sold to dealers by
price-range categories net of all -programs. In addition, the responding firms
were requested to provide the average annual net unit value of their passenger
minivans and the share of minivans equipped with anti-lock braking systems
(ABS) and air conditioning (AC).
The following tabulations show the percentage shares of U.S. and
imported Japanese minivans sold to U.S. dealers by price-range categories and
the average net unit value, annually, during 1988-91.
U.S.-procluced minivans:
Less than $13,000- $16,001- Above
$13.000.
19 .000
$19.000
16.000
-----·---------Percent--------------

*

*

*

*

*

Average
annual net
unit yalue
S/vehicli

Total
volwpe

*

*

Imported Japanese minivans:
Less than $13,000- $16,001- Above
$19.000
19.000
$13.000
16.000
---------------Percent--------------

*

*

*

*

*

Average
annual net
unit value
S/vebicle

Total
volume

*

*

Based on U.S. producers• and importers' total shipments of passenger
minivans to dealers during this period. Cargo minivans and minivans sold to
fleet buyers were not included.
182 Nissan and Mitsubishi effectively left the U.S. minivan market by the
end of the 1988 and 1990 model years, respective_ly.
183 The requested sales data were for the responding suppliers' sales of
passenger minivans as equipped, but did not include fleet sales of minivans or
sales of cargo minivans.
181
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During 1988-91, ***percent of U.S.-produced minivans were sold to
dealers at prices of $16,000 or less, whereas *** percent of the imported
Japanese minivans were sold to dealers at prices greater than $16,000. 184 Of
the total number of domestic minivans sold during the period, *** percent were
equipped with anti-lock brakes and *** percent with air conditioning. About
*** percent of total imported Japanese minivans sold were equipped with antilock brakes and *** percent with air conditioning.
Unit values of both the domestic and imported Japanese minivans have
risen, but at least some of the increase resulted from greater sales of more
expensively equipped vehicles. 185 During 1988, ***percent of U.S.-produced
minivans were sold at prices above $16,000 per vehicle, but by 1991 this share
had increased to*** percent. 181 The average net unit value of the U.S.produced minivans also increased, rising from $*** per vehicle in 1988 to $***
per vehicle in 1991.
In comparison, *** percent of the imported
at prices above $16,000 per vehicle during 1988,
the higher prices in 1991. The average net unit
Japanese minivans rose from $*** in 1988 to $***

Japanese minivans were sold
and*** percent were sold at
value of the imported
in 1991.

SALES Pl.ICE RANGES OP UPUllCHASED PASSENGD. PLEET MINIVARS 187

The Commission requested in its questionnaires each firm's annual
quantity of its repurchased fleet minivans by resale-price-range categories. 1•
The annual quantities and prices were for the responding suppliers' resales of
repurchased fleet minivans as equipped. Sales of repurchased fleet minivans
are currently about *** percent of the market, with the market share
increasing. The responding firms were also requested to provide for each
period the average net unit resale value of their passenger minivans, the
share of minivans equipped with anti-lock braking systems and air
conditioning, and the average mileage and age of the vehicles. 181
184 During 1988-91, *** percent of Chrysler's imported Canadian minivans
were sold to dealers at prices at or below $16,000.
185 Trends toward higher prices of the domestic and imported Japanese
minivans were accompanied by increases in the number of vehicles equipped with
equipment such as anti-lock brakes and air conditioning. The proportion of
U.S.-produced passenger minivans equipped with anti-lock brakes increased from
*** in 1988 to *** percent in 1991, and the share equipped with air
conditioning increased from *** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1991. The
share of the imported Japanese passenger minivans equipped with anti-lock
brakes increased from*** in 1988 to *** percent in 1991, and the share
equipped with air conditioning rose from *** percent to *** percent during
this period.
1•
During 1988, ***of Chrysler's imported Canadian minivans were sold
above $16,000 per vehicle, but by 1991 this share had increased to ***
percent. Average net unit values of the imported Canadian minivans rose from
$*** in 1988 to $*** in 1991.
117 ***
In the rest of this section, the term •repurchased fleet minivans•
will be applied to minivans for which the supplier has guaranteed a repurchase
price to the fleet buyer, whether or not the supplier actually takes title to
the used fleet minivans.
1•
Auction price data were used.
l i t ***
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Sales of repurchased fleet minivans began relatively recently, with U.S.
producers first reporting sales in 1989 and importers first reporting sales in
1990. The following tabulations show the percentage shares of U.S. and
imported Japanese repurchased minivans sold to U.S. dealers by price-range
categories, the average net unit resale values, and the average age and
mileage per vehicle, annually, during 1989-91.
U.S.-produced repurchased fleet minivans:
Less than $13,000- $16,001- Above
$13.000
19.000
$19.000
16.000
---------------Percent--------------

*

*

*

*

Total
vehicles

*

*

*

*

Averue age
Months/
vehicle

Averace mileue
Miles/vehicle

*

*

*

Average
annual net
unit value
of sales
$/vehicle

*

*

*

Imported Japanese repurchased fleet minivans:
Less than
$13.000

$13,00016 .000

$16,00119.000

Above
$19.000

Average
annual net
unit value
of sales
$/vehicle

Total
vehicles

--------···-··-Persent··············

*

*

*

Averaif mil111e
Mil11/vehicle

*

*

*

*

Ayer•c•

'I'

*

*

*

*

*

*

Months/
y@bicle

*

During 1989-91, at least*** percent of U.S.-produced and imported
Japanese repurchased fleet minivans were auctioned to dealers at prices below
$16,000. 190 Resold U.S.-produc1d minivans had an average of*** miles per
vehicle and an average age of *** months per vehicle; 111 *** percent of the
total domestic resold minivans were equipped with anti-lock brakes and ***
percent with air conditioning. In comparison, the resold Japanese minivans
had an average of *** miles per vehicle and an average age of *** months per
vehicle; *** percent of the total imported Japanese resold minivans were
equipped with anti-lock brakes and *** percent with air conditioning.
Reported unit sales values of the resold domestic minivans were less than
those of the resold Japanese minivans, averaging about $*** lower in 1990 and
about $*** lower in 1991. 112

***.
Again based on responses of *** and ***·
112 Unit sales values of Chrysler's imported Canadian repurchased minivans
were '!r**·
110

m
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The impact o.f sales of the repurchased minivans on new passenger minivan
sales is difficult to determine. During 1989, the annual volume of sales of
repurchased minivans was less than *** percent of the total volume of domestic
and imported new passenger minivans sold to dealers in the U.S. market, but
this ratio rose to about *** percent in 1990 and then to almost *** percent in
1991. The majority of the increase in 1991 was the result of increased sales
of U.S.-produced repurchased minivans and a decline in sales of new U.S.produced passenger minivans to dealers. 113 A big increase in U.S. producers•
new minivan fleet sales in 1990 accounted for all of the increase in their
total domestic shipments of new minivans during this year. But a big jump in
U.S. producers' sales of repurchased fleet minivans in 1991 was accompanied by
a drop in their total domestic shipments of new minivans. 114

QUESTIONNAIRE P&ICE DATA
The Commission requested pricing data for 15 imported Japanese passenger
minivan products and comparable U.S.-produced and imported Canadian minivans
as suggested by U.S. producers and by importers; 115 cargo minivans and minivans
l l l U.S. producers accounted for *** percent of total sales of repurchased
domestic and imported Japanese minivans in 1991.
114 U.S. producers' new minivan fleet sales increased by *** vehicles, or
*** percent, in 1990 from the previous year, while U.S. producers' total new
minivan domestic shipments rose by *** vehicles, or about *** percent. In
1991, U.S. producers' sales of repurchased fleet minivans increased by ***
vehicles, or *** percent, from 1990, while U.S. producers' total new minivan
domestic shipments fell by *** vehicles, or *** percent.
115 Because of sharp disagreements between the producers and importers
regarding representative and competing products, the Commission staff
requested price data for all the products suggested by the parties. The three
U.S. producers and the two largest importers of Japanese minivans, Kazda and
Toyota, specified various imported Japanese, U.S.-produced, and imported
Canadian minivan products to use in obtaining price data. The producers and
importers each insisted that their rEspective products were more
representative of competition between the domestic and Japanese minivans. The
15 specified imported Japanese products include 7 Mazda products and 8 Toyota
products. Three of the Kazda products and 3 of the Toyota products were
suggested by the importers as their large-volume products; and 4 other Kazda
products and 5 other Toyota products were suggested by U.S. producers as
large-volume imported Japanese products. The specified U.S.-produced minivan
products to be used in the comparisons include one set suggested by U.S.
producers and another suggested by the Japanese importers. The specified
imported Canadian minivan products also to be used in the comparisons include
one set suggested by Chrysler and another suggested by the importers of
Japanese minivans.
Differences among the U.S. producers and importers in construction/
styling of their minivans and in the way they include optional equipment/
features, such as in various trim grades, option packages, and as individual
items, largely explain the sharp disagreements among the firms regarding what
constitutes properly specified U.S.-produced comparison minivans. For
instance, the importers assert that extended-length/long-wheelbase U.S.produced minivans are not appropriate comparisons vis-a-vis the imported
Japanese minivans, which are all "regular" length, whereas the U.S. producers
indicate that for some of the specified Japanese minivans such comparisons are
valid. Different combinations of trim grades, option packages, and individual
options for a particular U.S.-produced minivan model will result in some
(continued ... )
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sold to fleet buyers were not included.J 1• The 15 specified imported Japanese
products are identified in appendix N, the specified comparison U.S.-produced
products suggested by U.S. producers are identified in appendix o, and the
specified comparison U.S.-produced products suggested by the two Japanese
importers are identified in appendix P. J17 Please note that, to facilitate
presentation of product prices, the order of products identified in appendices
N through·Q and discussed in this section differ from that reported in the
questionnaires.JN In the report, the suggested products have been grouped
into the following 3 categories: Those with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger
seating, those with 4-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating, and those with 2wheel drive and 5-passenger seating.
The Commission asked U.S. producers and importers to provide quarterly
price and quantity data during October 1988-December 1991 for current modelyear specified minivan products shipped to and sold by dealers in each quarter
requested.J 11 Price data were requested based on gross delivered weightedaverage invoice selling prices of the specified minivans shipped to dealers
each quarter and on net realized weighted-average prices received by producers
and importers for the specified minivans sold by dealers each quarter. The
net realized selling prices of producers and importers net out all of their
sales and incentive program expenditures, some of which are determined only
after the dealer sells the minivan to the consumer. 200 The net realized

111 ( ••• continued)
products which are more comparable than others to a given Japanese minivan
product. Such domestic products could have significantly different prices.
Generally, optional equipment/features are lower priced if included in a trim
grade and/or option package than if sold as individual items.
JH The questionnaires also requested the firms to provide detailed
descriptions of the specified products they produced or imported and, for each
suggested U.S.-produced and imported Canadian product, why the firm thought
the product was or was not directly competitive with the specified ~mported
Japanese product.
J97 The specified comparison imported Canadian minivan products suggested by
Chrysler and the two Japanese importers are identified in appendix Q.
JN The product numbers shown in the report are related to the product
numbers in the questionnaires as shown in the following tabulation:
Four-wheel
Two-wheel
drive and
drive, 5Product
passenger
7-passenger
numbers
Two-wheel drive
seating
seating
and 7-passenger seating
in--

Report .... l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
11
12
13
14
15
Questionnaires .. 7
1
8
2 11
4
5 12 13
9
3
14
15
6
10
Jll A model year typically runs from October of one year through September
of the following year. But new model introductions, as with the Toyota
Previa, sometimes include additional quarters; the Previa was introduced in
January 1990 and its initial model year extended.through September 1991. The
only other new minivan model introductions during the period of investigation
involved 3 GM minivan models, the Chevrolet Lumina APV, the Pontiac Trans
Sport, and the Oldsmobile Silhouette. All 3 models followed the typical model
year, with the first model year for each beginning in October 1989 and ending
in September 1990.
zoo The requested net realized prices include destination and delivery
charges to dealers but are reduced by all producer and importer sales and
(continued ... )
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selling prices reflect competition among the producers and importers, but do
not include dealer competition and therefore do not necessarily represent
consumers• final purchase prices.

***

Ford reported the price data as requested, 201 but Chrysler and GM were
As a . result, Chrysler and GM ***.

Two major importers, Mazda and Toyota, 202 provided the price data as
requested for the specified imported Japanese minivans. 203 Mitsubishi reported
that it effectively left the U.S. minivan market after the 1990 model year;
the firm ***. 204 Nissan indicated that it effectively left the U.S. minivan
market in 1988, the last year it sold a current-model-year minivan in the
United States. 205
Although the requested pricing data provide a reasonable basis for
determining price trends and for comparing prices between the domestic and
imported Japanese minivans, the data should be viewed with some caution.
Year-to-year model changes, which encompass some feature changes and,
sometimes, styling changes, may mask actual price trends for some of the
specified minivan products. Differences among minivans, such as styling/
construction, basic equipment, 2111 and availability of certain options, may make
some of the specified U.S.-produced and imported Canadian minivan products
less comparable than others to the specified imported Japanese minivan

( ••• continued)
incentive program benefits to dealers and directly to consumers. Dealer
programs include all discounts (including those involving special-value
equipment packages), allowances, rebates, cash incentives, holdbacks,
floorplanning, dealer trips/prizes, and any other deductions, incentives, or
premiwaa to dealers. Program benefits direct to consumers include all
discounts/cash rebates and the value of low-interest-rate financing.
The incentives, discounts, and rebates to dealers included those that
were (1) applicable only to minivans and (2) applicable to both minivans and
other vehicles, such as those that were.paid to dealers who achieved total
minimum sales levels involving combined sales of several types of vehicles,
including minivans. For the latter incentives, discounts, and rebates, only
the amounts attributable to minivans during the period(s) such benefits
applied were deducted.
201 The number of domestic passenger minivans for which Ford reported net
pricing data accounted for about *** percent of the firm's total U.S.
shipments of its minivans during 1989-91.
202 The number of Japanese minivans for which these two importers reported
net pricing data accounted for about *** percent of total U.S. shipments of
imported Japanese minivans during 1989-91.
203 Mazda's reported prices included about $*** for floormats, which were
not in the equipment specified. The effect of including floormats in Mazda's
reported prices range from about *** percent to *** percent of the reported
prices.
204 Commission staff telephone conversation with***• on May 7, 1992.
205 Commission staff telephone conversation with***• on May 7, 1992.
2111 Certain product features may vary significantly in complexity and cost
among minivan producers and importers. For instance, anti-lock brakes
reportedly range in price from $*** for the Toyota 4-wheel system to $*** for
Ford's 2-wheel system; both prices are based on factory installation.
200
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products. 207 In addition, variations in the way prices of minivans were
reported, as indicated above, suggest that the reported price data may not
always be directly comparable.
Prices and quantities of the specified Japanese minivan products are
shown by product in appendix tables R-la through R-15a and again in appendix
tables S-la through S-15a. Prices of the U.S.-produced minivan products
suggested for comparison by U.S. producers and quantities of the ***products
are shown in tables R-la through R-15a; prices of the U.S. products suggested
for comparison by the Japanese importers and quantities of the *** products
are shown in tables S-la through S-15a. Margins of under/overselling between
the various combinations of domestic and Japanese products are also shown in
the appendix R and appendix S tables. Companion appendix tables R-lb through
R-15b and S-lb through S-15b show summary product specifications for each of
the specified domestic and imported Japanese products. 208
Appendix tables T-la through T-15a show the reported U.S. selling prices
of the specified imported Japanese and imported Canadian minivan products, and
the margins of under/overselling between the Japanese and Canadian products. 201
Companion tables T-lb through T-15b show summary product specifications for
each of the specified imported Japanese and Canadian minivan products.
Price Trends
Price trends of the domestic and imported Japanese minivans are based on
the quarterly U.S. net realized prices reported by U.S. producers and
importers in their questionnaire responses and shown in appendices R and S.
Price trends of the imported Canadian minivans are based on the quarterly U.S.
net realized prices reported by Chrysler in its importer questionnaire
responses, which are shown in appendix T. The extensive price data shown in
these appendices are summarized for price trend purposes in table 39 for the
U.S.-produced minivan products suggested by U.S. producers, table 40 for the
U.S. products suggested by Mazda and Toyota, table 41 for the Japanese
products, and table 42 for the imported Canadian products.

In addition, differences in the way the value of optional equipment is
reported and differences in basic minivan characteristics may also affect
comparability of the price data.
208 Appendix tables R-la/b through R-9a/b and S-la/b through S-9a/b involve
the specified minivan products with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating;
tables R-lOa/b through R-13a/b and S-lOa/b through S-13a/b involve the
specified minivan products with 4-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating; and
tables R-14ajb, R-15a/b, S-14a/b, and S-15a/b involve the specified minivan
products with 2-wheel drive and 5-passenger seating. Automatic transmission
was specified for almost all the products; the lone exception was product 14
(2-wheel drive, 5-passenger minivan, and manual transmission) specified by the
U.S. producers.
201 The· imported Canadian products include both those suggested by Chrysler
and by Mazda and Toyota. Prices of the Japanese products shown in tables Tla through T-15a are the ***
207
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Table 39
Price trends: A summary of quarterly price increases and decreases of the
specified U.S.·produced minivan products that were suggested by U.S.
producers, by minivan brand and product, during October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 40
Price trends: A summary of quarterly price increases and decreases of the
specified U.S.·produced minivan products that were suggested by Mazda and
Toyota, by minivan brand and product, during October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 41
Price trends: A sW1111&ry of quarterly price increases and decreases of the
specified Japanese minivan products that were suggested by Mazda, Toyota, and
U.S. producers, by minivan brand and product, during October 1988-December
1991 .

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 42
Price trends: A summary of quarterly price increases and decreases of the
specified imported Canadian minivan products that were suggested by Chrysler,
Mazda, and Toyota, by minivan brand and product, during October 1988-December
1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Quarterly U.S. prices of the U.S.-produced, Japanese, and Canadian
minivan products fluctuated between quarters but tended to *** their
respective initial-quarter price levels. As a result, the reported prices of
the domestic and imported minivan products generally *** during the periods
reported. Price*** for the U.S.-produced minivan products ranged from***
percent for *** equipped as product l to *** percent for *** equipped as
product 7, 210 while price **k for the Japanese minivans ranged from*** percent
for *** equipped as product 3 to *** percent for the *** equipped as product
7. Price*** for the Canadian minivans ranged from*** percent for***
equipped as product 14211 to*** percent for*** equipped as product 7. The
price *** specifically noted above for the domestic and imported minivan
products occurred during the full period requested, October 1988-December
1991, although some price ***within these ranges were for shorter periods.
The quarterly U.S. Consumer Price Index for consumer durable gooda rose by 4.6
percent during October 1988-December 1991. 211
Although there were far fewer instances of price ***• quarterly price
*** of the domestic products during the perioda reported ranged from ***
percent for the *** equipped as products 12 and 13 to *** percent for ***
equipped as product 13. 113 A single instance of a price *** for the Japanese
minivans involved prices of the *** equipped as product 5, which *** percent
during April 1990-March 1991. Also, a single instance of *** prices for the
imported Canadian minivans involved prices of the *** equipped as product 1,
which *** percent during October 1988-December 1991.

210

***.

***·
111 For all urban consumers.
The Consumer Price Index is prepared by the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
11J The Chrysler products were suggested by the U.S. producer and the GM
product was suggested by Toyota.
Ill
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U.S.-Produced Hin1vans
Domestic products suggested by U.S. producers.--Quarterly net realized
prices of the U.S.-produced minivan products suggested by U.S. producers***
(table 39). ***(tables R-la through R-15a).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

General Motors suggested minivan products for pricing purposes that
included its Pontiac Trans Sport, Oldsmobile Silhouette, and GMC Safari.
***. 214

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Domestic product• sugge•ted by lfazd• llDd Toyot•.--Quarterly net realized
prices of the U.S.-produced minivan products suggested by Mazda and Toyota***
(table 40). 215 *** (tables S-la through S-15a).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mazda and Toyota suggested the GM Chevrolet Lumina APV and GMC Astro
minivan products for pricing purposes. ***·
U.S. Importers' Hin1vans

J•pan•••

products.--Quarterly net realized prices of the imported
Japanese minivan products*** (table 41). *** (appendix tables R-la through
R-15a).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Canadillll products.--Quarterly net realized prices of the imported
Canadian minivan products*** (table 42). ***(appendix tables T-la through
T-15a).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

214 General Motors introduced its Lumina APV, Silhouette, and Trans Sport
minivans (triplets) with a long sloping windshield and cowl in late 1989.
This design apparently has led to driver visibility problems and a poorly
accessible dashboard extending far in front of the driver. After initially
brisk sales, GM reportedly has not been able to attain the volume that it
expected. (Cgnsumer Reports, Feb. 1990, at 114; Automotive Industries, Oct.
1989, at 65; AµtoYeek, Nov. 6, 1989 at 46; Car and Driver, Feb. 1990, at 55;
Washington Post, Aug. 30, 1991, at N54; and Gannett News Seryice release, Dec.
24, 1991.)
215 Ma~da and Toyota did not suggest any U.S.-produced Chrysler minivan
prod~cts for comparisons with the Japanese products, because both firms assert
that the long wheelbase Chrysler minivans do not compete with their minivans.
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Price Comparisons
Quarterly price comparisons of the domestic and imported Japanese
minivans are based on the quarterly U.S. net realized prices reported by U.S.
producers and importers in their questionnaire responses and shown in
appendices R and S. Quarterly price comparisons of the imported Canadian and
Japanese minivans are based on the quarterly U.S. net realized prices reported
by importers in their importer questionnaire responses, which are shown in
appendix T. The extensive price data shown in these appendices are summarized
for price comparison purposes in table 43 for price comparisons involving the
domestic products suggested by U.S. producers vis-a-vis the Japanese products,
table 44 for price comparisons involving the domestic products suggested by
Mazda and Toyota vis-a-vis the Japanese products, and table 45 for price
comparisons involving the imported Canadian products vis-a-vis the Japanese
products.
The price comparisons reported here are those suggested by the producers
and importers and should be evaluated carefully as to the appropriateness of
model specifications, which are presented in appendices N through Q. In
general, ***
Table 43
Margins of under/overselling: A summary of quarterly margins of
under/overselling between the specified Japanese p~oducts and U.S.-produced
products suggested by the U.S. producers, by products, during October 1988December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 44
Margins of under/overselling: A summary of quarterly margins of
under/overselling between the specified Japanese products and U.S.-produced
products suggested by Mazda and Toyota, by products, during October 1988December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade ComiDission.
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Table 45
Margins of under/overselling: A summary of quarterly margins of
under/overselling between the specified Japanese products and imported
Canadian products suggested by Chrysler, Mazda, and Toyota, by products,
during October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Ca.pa.riBOIUI Between Domestic And J•panese lflnivans

Physical differences among minivans, such as styling/construction, size,
basic equipment, and availability of certain options, may make some of the
specified U.S.-produced (and imported Canadian minivan) products less
comparable than others to the specified imported Japanese minivan products. 211
A particular style, construction, 217 set of safety features, color, reputation
for quality, or even brand name, for instance, frequently differentiates one
minivan product from another in the eyes of consumers. 218 The effect of such
differentiation varies among consumers, as the. feature/price combinations they
consider as alternatives vary from consumer to consumer.
A total of 354 quarterly price comparisons were possible between the ·
domestic minivans suggested by U.S. producers and the Japanese minivans (table
43), and a total of 290 price comparisons were possible based on the domestic
minivan products suggested by Kazda and Toyota (table 44). ***·
Compa.riBOIUI Between I.,,Orted C1111adi1111 And J•panese lflnivans
A total of 68 quarterly price comparisons were possible between the
imported Canadian minivan products suggested by Chrysler and the Japanese
minivans, 211 and a total of 122 price comparisons were possible based on the
Canadian minivan products suggested by Mazda and Toyota (table 45). ***·

In addition, variations in the way prices of minivans were reported
suggest that the reported price data may not always be directly comparable.
211

***

The small size of the Mazda MPV ***.
***· Surveys regarding consumers' buying patterns of minivans and
certain other types of vehicles are discussed in the final elasticities memo.
211 Chrysler did not suggest any of its Canadian minivans for price
comparison purposes with the Toyota Previa ***
217

218
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PRICES

or

CERTAIN VEHICLES O'l'llEll THAN KIRIVARS

The producer's questionnaire requested each firm to report quarterly net
prices of a U.S.-produced sport-utility vehicle, a U.S.-produced station
wagon, and a U.S.-produced full-size van most similar to the firm's largestvolume U.S.-produced minivan product for which it reported price data. 220 The
quarterly prices were requested on the same basis as those for minivans and
described earlier in the price section, during October 1989-December 1991.

***·
The quarterly net selling prices of the non-minivan vehicles and
comparison minivans are shown in table 46a for the Ford products and table 47a
for the Chrysler and GM products. Companion tables 46b and 47b show summary
product specifications for each product for which price data were reported.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 46a
Net U.S. delivered selling prices of Ford's specific U.S.-produced minivan
and non-minivan products, by quarter, October 1989-December 1991
<Per yehiclel

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 46b
Descriptions of Ford's specified minivan product 1 and selected non-minivan
products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

220 Prices were requested for current-model-year vehicles.
producers reported in their questionnaire responses ***·

U.S. minivan
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Table 47a
Net U.S. delivered selling prices of Chrysler's specific U.S.-produced minivan
and sport utility vehicle and GM•s non-minivan products, by quarter, October
1989-December 1991
(Per vehicle)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1m1ission.

Table 47b
Descriptions of Chrysler's specific U.S.-produced minivan product 13 and the
firm's selected sport utility vehicle and GK's selected non-minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Coapiled froa data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade co. .ission.

bchanae I.at••
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during October 1988-Deceaber 1991, 221 the nominal value of the Japanese yen
fluctuated soaewhat but generally depreciated overall, falling by 3.3 percent
relative to the U.S. dollar by the end of this period (table 48). A lower
rate of inflation of 4.3 percent in Japan compared to 7.1 percent in the
United States during this period resulted in greater depreciation of the
Japanese yen in real terms than in nominal terms. In real terms, the Japanese
yen depreciated against the U.S. dollar by 5.8 percent.

221 ·

International Financial Statistics, April 1992.
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Table 48
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of the nominal and real exchange rates between the
U.S. dollar and the Japanese yen, and indexes of producer prices in Japan and
the United States, 2 by quarters, October 1988-December 1991

Period
1988:
October-December ....
1989:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1990:
January-March .......
April-June •.........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1991:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ....•.
October-December ....

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Japanese
producer
price index

Real
exchange
rate inciex3

U.S.
producer
price index

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.5
90.7
88.0
87.6

100.5
103.l
103.9
103.7

95.9
90.0
88.3
87.3

102.2
104.0
103.6
104.0

84.7
80.7
86.3
95.8

104.2
105.0
105.0
105.7

83.6
80.4
84.5
91.6

105.5
105.3
107.2"
110.5

93.6
90.6
91.3
96.7

105.8
105.3
105.0
104.3

91.5
89.1
89.7
94.2

108.2
107.1
106.9
107.l

Exchange rate• expreaaed in U.S. dollar• per Japaneae yen.
Producer price indexea--intended to meaaure final product pricea--are
baaed on period-average quarterly indexes preaented in line 63 of the
International Financial Stati1tic1.
3 The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for
relative movements in producer prices in the United State• and Japan.
1

1

Note.--October-December 1988 - 100.
Source: International Monetary Fund, Inte;national Financial Statistics,
April 1992.
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Lost Sales/I.oat Revenues
Because U.S. producers and importers sell minivans directly to dealers,
who, in turn, compete among themselves for sales to consumers, the traditional
lost sale/lost revenue analysis was not possible. These dealers are
established networks of independent businesses that typically do not consider
competing minivan suppliers when sourcing their minivans, although some large
dealers may sell more than one make of minivan to appeal to differences in
consumer tastes. Dealers in turn compete for customers on the basis of
several price and non-price factors. Because. of this three-tier structure,
the information on allegations could not be developed and it would not be
feasible to investigate lost sales/lost revenues at the level of the ultimate
purchasing decision--the consumer.
Many factors that determine competition among various minivan brands and
models are largely influenced by the U.S. producers and importers; such
factors include price, basic product construction and styling, repair
histories, brand loyalty, 222 safety features, and availability of specific
optional equipment. In particular, minivan prices ultimately paid by the
consumers are significantly influenced by sales incentive benefits offered
directly to dealers by the U.S. producers and importers and, by U.S.
producers, directly to the consumers. 223
To investigate industry assertions of competition from imported Japanese
minivans resulting in suppressed prices and lower sales volumes, the
Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide in their
questionnaire responses a chronological history of their discount and rebate
program expenditures for minivans. ***.u4 us These data are shown in table
49 and indicate that reported incentive programs of the U.S. producers have
been more prevalent than those for the importers. 221 Incentives of U.S.
producers and importers were moderate during 1988 and much of 1989, but began
to intensify by the end of 1989 and in the beginning of 1990 and were
significantly greater, particularly for the U.S. producers, during 1990-91
compared to the previous 2 years. 227

222 Consumers tend to develop brand loyalties, favoring particular styling,
service, etc. identified with a specific make of minivan.
223 Some discounts and rebates offered to dealers by the U. S . producers and
importers may not always be fully passed through to consumers. As a result,
dealers' willingness to accept higher or lower profit margins also determine
prices at the consumer level.
224 The reported per-vehicle amounts are based on the number of minivans
actually receiving be~efits.
225 The responding firms did not report their floorplan and holdback
programs, which are offered on a continual basis, in the chronology of
incentive programs. Floorplan and holdback programs account for a *** portion
of U.S. producers' total sales incentive expenditures.
221
227

***.

***.
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Table 49
Chronological history of major per-vehicle consumer and dealer minivan
incentives of U.S. producers and importers, 1988-91·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

SALES INCENTIVE TRENDS IN 1988

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SALES INCENTIVE TRENDS IN 1989

*

*

SALES INCENTIVE TRENDS IN 1990

*

*

SALES INCENTIVE TRENDS IN 1991

*

*
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Notices

2785

Ilnveatlgatlon "No. .7311.;.T~-522 (fin-OJ
Minivans ·From Japan; lnvest•gation
AGENCY: United States International

Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution ·and:achedwiq-of a
final antidumping ,investigation. ·
SUMMARY:'The Commission bereby gh•es
notice dhhe 'institution of'final
antidump'ing 'invesfigafion No. ·731...;TA5Z2 (Final) under section 735(b) of fhe
Tariff Act of 1990 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b))
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I

(the act) to determine whether an
industry in the United States is
materially injured. or is threatened with
material injury. or the establishment of
an industry in the United States is
matcriallv retarded. bv reason of
imports f~om Japan ot"new minivans.
provided for in headiriR 8703 or 8704 of
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States.
For further information concerning the
conduct of this investigation. hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application. consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure. part
201, subparts A through E (19 CFR part
201). and part 207, subparts A and C (19
CFR part 207).
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 2. 1992.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Brain C. Walters (202-205-3198), Office
of Investigations. U.S. International
Trade Commission. 500 E Street SW.,
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingirnpaired persons can obtain information
on this matter by contacting the
Commission's IDD terminal on 202-2051810. Persons with mobility impairment&
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-205-2000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:·

Background
This investigation is being instituted
as a result of an affirmative preliminary
determination by the Department of
Commerce that imports of minivans
from Japan are being sold in the United
States at less than fair value within the
meaning of section 733 of the act (19
U.S.C. § 1673b). The investigation was
requested in a petition filed on May 31,
1991. by Chrysler Corp.. Detroit, MI,
Ford Motor Co .. Dearborn. MI. and
General Motors Corp., Detroit, ML

Vol. 57, No. 15
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Thursday, January 23. 1992 / Notices

Limited disclosure of business
proprietary information (BPI) under an
administrative protective order (APO)
and BPI service list
Puri:uant to § 207.7(a) of the
Commission's rules. the Secretary will
make BPI gathered in this final
invest;~ation available to authorized
applicants under the APO issued in the
investigation. provided that the
application is made not later than
twenty-one (21) days after the
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. A separate service list will be
maintained by the Secretary for those
parties authorized to receive BPI under
the AOP.
Staff report
The prehearing staff report in this
investigation will be placed in the
nonpublic record on May 4. 1992, and a
public version will be issued thereafter,
pursuant to section 207.21 of the
Commission's rules.
Hearing
The Commission will hold a hearing in
connection with this investigation
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on May 21, 1992,
at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. Requests to
appear at the hearing should be filed in
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission on or before May 15. 1992.
A nonparty who has testimony that may
aid the Commission's deliberations may
request permission to present a short
statement at the hearing. All parties and
nonparties desiring to appear at the
hearing and make oral presentations
should attend a prehearing conference
to be held at 9:30 a.m. on May 13, 1992.
at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. Oral testimony
and written materials to be submitted at
the public hearing are governed by
H 201.6(b)(2), 201.13(£), and 207.23(b) of
the Commission's rules.

Written submission•
Each party is encouraged to submit a
prehearing brief to the Commission.
Prehearing briefs must conform with the
Persons wishing to participate in the
provisions of I 207.22 of the
investigation as parties must file an
Commission's rules: the deadline for
entry of appearance with the Secretary
filing is May 14. 1992. Parties may also
to the Commission, as provided in
file written testimony in connection with
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules. not
their presentation at the hearing, as
later than twenty-one (21) days after
provided in I 207.23(b) of the
publication of this notice in the Federal
Commission's rules, and posthearing
Register. The Secretary will prepare a
public service list containing the names . briefs, which must conform with the
provisions of § 207.24 of the
and addresses of all persons, or their
Commission's rules. The deadline for
representatives. who are parties to this
filing posthearing briefs is May 29, 199:?;
· investigation upon the expiration of the
witneSB testimony must be filed no later
period for filing entries of appearance.
t~an three (3) days before the hearing. In
aadition, any person who has not
Participation in the investigation and
public service list

entered an appearance as a party to the
investigation may submit a written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the investigation on or before
May 29. 1992. All written submissions
must conform with the provisions of
§ 201.8 of the Commission's rules: any
submissions that contain BPI must also
conform with the requirements of
§ § 201.6. 207.3, and 207.7 of the
Commission's rules.
In accordance with U Z01.16(c) and
207.3 of the rules, each document filed
by a party to the investigation must be
served on all other parties to the
investigation (as identified by either the
public or BPI service list). and a
certificate of service must be timely
filed. The Secretary will not accept a
document for filing without a certificate
of service.
Authority: This investigation is being
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930. litle VII. This notice is published
pursuant to section 207.20 of the
Commission' 1 rules.
Dated: January 14. 1992.
By order of the Commission.
Kenneth R. Mason,
Secretary.

[FR Doc. 92-1641Filed1-22-92: 8:45 am)
BIWNG COOE 7020-02-lll
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Washington, DC 20230; telephone {202)
377-4929.
FINAL DETERMINATION:

Background
Since the publication of our
affirmative preliminary determination
on January 2. 1992 (57 FR 43), the
following events have occurred.
On January 8.1992. the petitioners
(Ford Motor Company. General Motors
Corporation. and Chrysler Corporation)
requested a public beraring. On January
Band 9, 1982. the respondents, Toyota
Motor Corporation (TMC) and Toyota
Motor Salea. U.s.A.. Inc. (TMS)
(collectively Toyota) and Mazda Motor
Corporation (MC) and Mazda Motor of
America. Inc. (MMA) (collectively
Mazda).· reapectively, alao requested a
public hearin&On January 13, um, Toyota provided
us with information requeated au
December 13. 1991. concerning ita
relationship with its suppliers aa well aa
cost data for both Toyota and certain
related auppliera.
On January %3, 1992. we issued a
deficiency questionnaire covering
Toyota'a fanuary 13. 199Z, submission.
Toyota provided a partial response to
our deficiency questionnaire on
February a. 1992. and the remainder of
its response on February 18. 1992.
On January Z1 and ZS. 1992. we
requested that both Mazda and Toyota.
respectively, provide us with bills of .
materials and blueprints for certain
components uaed in the production of
minivaDL On February 18. 1992. we
received the reaponses to theae requests.
On February 3. 1992, we requested
that Toyota provide ua with revised
computer tapea to correct clerical
problems found aa a result of Toyota's
preparation for verification. On
February 18, 1992. we received the
revised tapes. Toyota provided
additional corrections on February 24,
1992.
On February 10, 1992. Mazda
submitted revised coat of production
(COP) information. On February 14,
[A·51M20)
1992. Mazda also submitted revised U.S.
sales tapes. The firm provided additonal
Final Determination of Salea at Le•
corrections on February 24, 1992. ,
Than Fair Vain: New Mlnlvana From
Japan.
On February 13, 1992, we requested
that Toyota provide us with price data
AGENCY: Import AdministraUon.
on parts purchased from certain
lntematioal Trade Administration,
unrelated suppliers. On February 14.
Departmer.t of Commerce.
1992. we also asked Mazda to provide
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 26, 199!!.
certain financial information pertaining
FOii FURTHIR INFO'-ATION CONTACT:
to its unrelated suppliers. We received
James Maeder. omce of Antidwnping
the requested data from both companies
Investigations. Import Administra lion. · on February 28. 1992.
lntema~ional Trade Administration. U.S.
From March-2. through March 27, 1992.
Department of Commerce. 14th Street
the Department of Commerce (the·
and Constitution Avenue. flii\.Y,.
Department) conducted verifications in

21937

Japan. California. and Maryland of the
questionnaire responses submitted by
Mazda and Toyota.
At our request, Toyota provided
corrections to its sales response on
March 17, 1992, and to its unrelated
supplier response on March 18, 1992. On
April B.1992. at our request, both __
respondents submitted revised computer
tapes that incorporated revisions to the
data submitted on February 24. 1992. as
well as corrections presented at
verification.
On April 15. 1992. petitioners,
respondents, and an interested party.
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
(Mitsubishi), filed case briefs regarding
~
sales issues. On April 17, 1992.
petitioners and respondents filed case-briefs concerning cost issues and Toyota
submitted re\ised cost tapes. On April
21, 1992. we returned these tapes to
Toyota because they were not solicited
by the Depart.ment. On April 22, 1992,
petitioners and respondents filed
rebuttal briefs regarding both sales and
cost issues. On April 24, 1992, we held a
public bearing.
Scope of Investigation
The products covered by this
investigation are new minivans from
Japan. In the preliminary detennination,
we clarified the scope of the
investigation based. in part, on
comments received from all of the
parties. We have reexamined the scope
issue and find no compelling reason to
amend the scope from that set forth in
the preliminary determination (see
Commentl).
Definition: For purposes of this
investigation. a new minivan is defined
as an on-highway motor vehicle which
generally has the following
characteristics:
.
(1) A cargo capacity behind the front
row of sets that is 100 cubic feet or
greater and less than 200 cubic feet;
(2) A body structure, width, and seat
configuration capabie of providing full
walk-through mobility from the front
seat row to the third seat row, or et least
partial walk-through mobility from
either, (a) the front seat row to the
second seahow, or (b) the second seat
row to the third seat rcw;
(3) A hood that is sloping and a short
distance from the cowl to the front
bumper relative to the overall length of
the vehicle:
(4) A gross vehicle weight that is less
than 6,000 pounds:
(5) A height that is between 62 and ;5
inches:
(6) A single. box-like structure that
envelopes both the space for the driver
and front-seat passenger nnd_ the rear
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space (which has flat or nearly flat
floors and is usable for carrying
passengers and cargo): and.
(7) A rear side passenger access door
(or doors) and a rear door (or doors) that
provide wide and level access to the
rear area.
A vehicle does not necessarily have to
meet all seven criteria to be considered
a minivan. We will compare the
physical.characteristics of vehicles with
the above criteria and determine on a
case-by-case basis whether a vehicle
shares enough physical characteristics
with minivans, as described by the
above seven criteria, to be considered a
minivan. While we consider all seven of
the abo\ e criteria important in
determining whether a vehicle is a
minivan, we consider the criteria which
reflect a measurement of interior space
(cargo capacity, walk-through
.
capability, and cowl length) to be of
primary importance.
Exclusion: Regarding the Mitsubishi
Expo and Expo LRV, named by
petitioners as vehicles within the scope
of this investigation, we affirm our
preliminary determination that these
vehicles, as currently imported, caMot
be considered minivans, when analyzed
by reference to the seven scope criteria.
Thus, these vehicles will not be the
subject of any anlidumping dut~· order
that is issued as a result of this
investigation.
Classification: Minivans are currently
classifiable under either subheading
8703 or 8704 of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule (HTS). Although the HTS
subheadings are provided for
convenience and customs purposes, our
YtTitten description of the scope of this
proceeding is dispositive.
Period of Investigation
The period of investigation (POI) is
October l, 1990, through May 31, 1991,
for Mazda and December l, 1993,
through May 31, 1991, for Toyota. Mazda
continues to claim that the POI
established for it is inappropriate (see
Comment 26).
Such or Similar Comparisons
For purposes of the final
Co:?!ermination, we have determined that
~inivans ~o~pr~.se a single category of
such or s1m1lar merchandise.
Fair Value Comparisons
To determine whether sales of new
mini\' an& from Japan to the United
States were made at less than fair \"alue,
we compared the United States price
(USP) to the forPign market \"a!ue
(FMV). as speclfied in the "United
States Price"' and "Foreign Market
Value"·sections of this notice. Because
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we found that more than 90 percent of
home market sales of new minivans for
both respondents were made at prices
below the COP. we compared U.S. sales
of new minivans to FMV based on
constructed value (CV).

United State• Price
Mazda
Mazda made sales in the United
States to unrelated dealers and to an
unrelated distributor. For sales to
dealers, we based USP on exporters
sales price (ESP) in accordance with
section 772(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930.
as amended, (the Act), because (1) these
sales were made after importation into
the United States. (2) the subject
merchandise was introduced into the
inventory of Mazda's related U.S. selling
agent. and (3) Mazda's related U.S. salea
agent acted as more than a processor of
sales-related documentation and
communication link with related U.S.
customers.
For sales to Mazda's distributor, we
also based USP on ESP, although the
sales were made prior to importation,
because the minivan• sold to the
distributor were handled by Mazda's
related U.S. sales agent who acted as
more than a processor of sales-related
documentation and a communication
link with the unrelated U.S. custormer.
We excluded from our analysis (1)
sales made to unrelated dealers in
Puerto Rico, (Z) sales made to related
dealers in the United States. and (3)
sales of vehicles imported as new
vehicles but used in Mazda's demo/
lease program prior to sale to the first
unrelated customer, because these sales
accounted for a negligible quantity of
Mazda's sales.
We calculated ESP based on delivered
prices to unrelated customers in the
United States. Based on our findings at
\"erification, we made adjustments,
where appropriate, to correct clerical
errors in Mazda"s data. We made
additions to USP, where appropriate, for
interest revenue received by Mazda on
the sale of minivans, revenue received
for port processing and transportation,
and credit for a reduction in U.S. duties
paid on U.S. components incorporatbd
into the imported vehicle. We made
deductions, where appropriate. for
foreign inland freight, foreig.'1 brokerage
and handling. oc.:an freight, marine
insurance. U.S. duty, U.S. inland freight.
ll .S. brokerage and handling. and harbor.
maintenance fees. in accordance with
section 772(d)(Z) of the Act. We also
made deductions, where appropriate, for
post-s~le incentives. At verification we
found that Mazda had recently
implemented a regional incentive
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program which potentially affected
certain POI sales of MPVs (its minivan
model). Because Mazda did not estimate
an ar:1ount for this program in its revised
computer tape submission, we used best
information available (BIA) to calculate
an amount for this program. As BIA, we
applied the amount of the incentive
found at verification to all MPVs sold to
dealers within that region during the
POI which had not been retailed as of
the date of the U.S. verification.
In accordance with section 772(e)(Z) of
the Act, we made additional
adjustments. where appropriate. for
credit expenses, flooring expenses. the
gain or loss associated with the resale of
vehicles sold to major rental car
companies (repurchase expenses).
advertising expenses, warranty
expenses, dealer holdback charges,
Mazda Dealer Association (JI.IDA)
payments, payments for pre-delivery
inspections. port charges, other
expenses which include the purchase
end placement of portfolios and floor
mats into the imported vehicle, the
payment of a wholesale tax on vehicles
sold to Hawaiian dealers. product
liability premium expenses, indirect
selling expenses, and inventory carrying
costs.
Mazda reported credit expenses for
sales to the majority of its dealers based
on an average U.S. price. We
recalculated credit expenses for these
sales based on the prices reported in
Mazda's U.S: sales listing.
!'.fazda reported its repurchase
expenses as direct advertising expenses
and allocated them over all sales. We
reclassified these expenses as salesspecific expenses and reduced
advertising expense! accordingly. In
addition. we imputed an inventory
carrying cost or gain for vehicles in the
repurchase program (see Comments 37
and 44). For those vehicles not
repurchased at the time of the U.S.
verification, we used BIA to calculate
the repurchase and inventory carryi~g
expenses. As BIA. we used the a;;~rage
expense ca!culated for those \"ehicles
wi'!ich had been rep:.irchesed and re50Jd
prior to verification.
Mazda reported per-unit warranty
costs as POI warranty expenses divided
by the nl!mber of sa:es since the
introduction of the ~PV in the home
market. However, we recalculated
Mazda's warranty expenses. to reflect
only POI experience. by dividing the
value of POI claims by the quanli~y of
POI retail sales (see Comr.~ant 32).
We reclassified certain portions of
indirect selling expenses as direct
selling expenses. Specifically. we
reclassified fees paid to an unrela:ed

..
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firm for the administration of certain
incentive programs aa direct expenses.
We also recalculated Mazda's
contributions to its MDAs. and certain
other regional advertising expenses.
based on verification findings and
reclassified the majority of these
contributions as direct advertising.
Finally. we reallocated the amount of
the fee paid to Mazda's unrelated
advertising agency to MPVs and
reclassified a portion of this fee as a
direct expense and another portion as a
regional indirect expense (see
Comments 39. 40, and 41). We also
deducted the recalculated direct selling
expenses from USP.
In accordance with section 772(e)(l) of
the Act. we deducted ann's-length
commissions paid to related parties
from USP.
We also deducted all value added to
the minivan after importation. pursuant
to section 772(e)(3) of the Act. The value
added consists or the costs or the
materials. fabrication. and general
expenses associated with "the portion of
the minivan further manufactured in the
United States as well as a proportional
amount of profit or loss attributable to
the value added. Profit or loss was
calculated by deducting from the sales
price of the minivan all production and
seliing costs incurred by the company
for the minivan. The total profit of loss
was then allocated proportjpnately to all
components of cost. Only the profit or
loss attributable to the value added was
deducted In detennining the costs
incurred to produce the minh·an. we
included (1) materials. (2) fabrication,
and (3) general expenses, including
selling. general, and administrative
expenses (SC&A). research and
development expenses (R&D), and
interest expenses.
We relied on Mazda's submitted U.S.
further manufacturing cost information,
excep~ in the following instances where
the costs were not appropriately
quantified or valued (see Comments 20
and 53):
1. We adjusted Mazda {North
America). lnc.'s (MANA's) net interest
expense to reflect the borrowing
expe!'ience of the consolidated group of
Mazda companies.
2. We adjusted the materials and
installation costs for the U.S. air
conditioner kit to include MMA's net
interest expense.
3. We adjusted Mazda's reported
freight. freon. and installation expenses
for U.S. air conditioning to reflect portspecific data that were more accurate.
Tnyvta
Tuyota had sales in the United States
tu unrelated dealers and unrelilted

distributors. associates. and vendors.
For all sales. we based USP on ESP in
accordance "'ith section 772(c) of the
Act because Toyota's related U.S. sales
agent acted as more than a processor of
sales-related documentation and
communication link with unrelated U.S.
customers (see Comment 15). We
excluded from our analysis sales made
to unrelated distributors in Hawaii and
Puerto Rico, as well aa sales made to a
related dealer. because these sales
accounted for a neglisible portion of
Toyota's sales.
We calculated ESP based on delivered
prices to unrelated cuatomers in the
United States. We made additions to
USP for freight charges paid to Toyota
by distributors and dealers as well as
retail sale proce11ing charges. We made
deductions. where appropriate. for
foreign inland freight, foreign inland
insurance, foreign brokerage and ·
handliq. foreign loading. ocean freight,
marine insurance, U.S. duty, U.S. inland
freight. U.S. brokerage. U.S. wharfage
and handling. harbor maintenance and
merchandise processina fees, port of
entry services, pre-delivery services,
survey costs, and additional
miscellaneous movement charges, in
accordance with section 772(d)(2) of the
Act. In addition. we made deductions,
where appropriate, for discounts,
rebates, and post-sale billing
.
adjustmentL
In accordance with section 77.2{e)(2) of
the Act. we made additional deductiona.
where appropriate, for credit expenses,
advertising expenses, warranty
expenses. royalties. courtesy delivery
reimbunements, bank charges. other
direct selling expenses. indirect selling
expenses, and inventory carrying costL
We also reallocated third party
payments incurred on sales made
through one of Toyota's related
distributors, Central Atlantic Toyota,
Inc. (CAT). by treating a portion of this
payment u an indirect selling expense
and the remainder as a direct selling
expense (see Comment 13).
We also deducted all value added to
the minivan after importation. pursuant
to section 772(e)(3) of the Act. The value
added consists of the costs of the
materiala, fabrication. and general
'expenses a11ociated with the portion of
the minivan further manufactured in the
United States 81 well as a proportional
amount of profit or 1011 attribut;able to
the value added. Profit or loss was
calculated by deducting from the sales
price of the minivan all production and
selling costa incurred by the company
for the minivan. The total profit or loss
was then allocated proportionately to all
components of cost. Only the profit or
loss attributable lo the value added was
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deducted In determining the costs
incurred to produce the minivan. we
included (1) materials, {2) fabrication.
and (3) general expenses, including
SG&A. R&.D. and interest expenses.
Foreign Market Value
In order to determine whether there
were sufficient sales of new minh·ans in
the home market to ser\'e as a viable
basis for calculating FMV. we compared
the volume of home market sales of new
mi.Dh,-ara to the volume of third country
sales of new minivans. in accordance
with section 773(a)(l) of the Act.
Although Mazda contended its home
market did not provide an adequate
basis on which to calculate FMV, we
/
detennined that both Mazda and Toyofa
had viable home markets with respect to
sales of new minivans during the POI
(see Comment 25). .
Based on petitioners' allegations. we
investigated whether Toyota or Mazda
had home market sales that were made
at less than their COP.

Mazda
In order to determine whether home
market prices were above the COP, we
calculated the COP based on the sum of
Mazda'• cost of materials. labor. other
fabrication costs. and general expenses.
We compared indi\'idual home market
prices with the COPs calculated as
described above. We four.d that over 90
percent of Mazda's home market sales
were made a·t prices below the COP.
Therefore, we based FMV on CV.
We relied on the submitted COP and
CV information, except in. the following
instances where the costs were not
appropriately quantified or valued (see
Comments 18-24):
1. For the COP of specific home
market MPV parts purchased by Mazda
from its related suppliers at below-cost
prices. we revised the \'alue reported by
Mazda in its COP submission to reflect
an estimate of the suppliers' actual
production costs for t.ie parts.
2. For the CV of one U.S. MPV part
purchased by Mazda from a related
supplier. we revised the value reported
by Mazda in its CV submission to reflect
the supplier's actual production cost for
the part.
3. For COP and CV. we recalculated
Mazda's aggregate production cost
variance for materials. labor, and
overhead so that it could be applied
separately to each element of the U.S.
and home market MPVs' production
costs.
4. For COP and CV, we revised
Mazda'a general and administrati\'e
expense (C&A) to include certain other
expenses related to the production of
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l'.fPVs that had previously been omitted
by the company in its response.
5. For COP and CV, we revised
Mazda's net interest expense calculation
to reflect the interest income and
expenses incurred by the consolidated
group of Mazda companies.
In accordance with section
773(e}(l)(B)(i) of the Act. we used
Mazda's reported general expenses,
adjusted as detailed above, because
they exceeded the statutory minimum of
ten percent of the cost of manufactwins
(COM}. For profit on CV, we used the
statutory minimum of eight of the total
of COM and general expenses because
Mazda's actual profit on home market
sales was less than eight percent.
We made circumstance-of-sale (COS)
adjustments to CV, where appropriate,
for credit expenses. warranty expenses. ·
advertising, and variable pre-delivery
inspection expenses. We recalculated
warranty expenses to reflect only POI
experience. by dividing the value of POI
claims by the quantity of POI retail
sales. We recalculated home market
advertising expenses as a percentage of
home market price. We also reclassified
a portion of the reported pre-delivery
inspection expenses as indirect sellins
expenses. (See Comments 2. 32, and 45).
Furthermore, we deducted indirect
selling expenses, including inventory
carrying costs. We recalculated indirect
selling expenses based on our findinss
at verification (see Comment 34). The
deduction for home market indirect
selling expenses was capped by the
amount of indirect selling expenses
incurred and commi11ion1 paid on U.S.
sales, in accordance with 19 CFR
353.56(b)(2).
.
.
Toyota
In order to determine whether home
market prices were above the COP, we
calculated the COP based on the awn of
Toyota's cost of materials, labor, other
fabrication costs, and general expenses.
We compared individual home market
prices with the COPs calculated as
described above. We found that over 90
percent of Toyota's home market sales
were made at prices below the COP.
Therefore~ we based FMV on CV.
We relied on the submitted COP CV
information: except in the followins
instances where the costs were not
appropriately quantified or valued:
1. We adjusted the cost of certain
purchased parts to reflect Toyota Auto
Body Co .• Ltd.'s (TAB's) standard cost
since the reported cost incurred by
Toyota did not verify.
2. We adjusted the cost ofTAB's
purchased parts by revising the price
variance applied to TAB's standard
costs. This variance was separated into
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two components. The first component
was related solely to TAB's payments to
suppliers for minivan parts and was
reallocated to only such parts. The
second variance component related to
general price differences and. therefore,
was allocated to all TAB's purchased
parts.
.
.
3. We adjusted TMC's raw materials
cost by revising "the materials variance
to include only the components related
to the raw materials used in minivans.
4. We adjusted the standard cost of
the wiring hame11 used In the minivans
to correct a reporting error made by
Toyota and to reflect the actual cost of
the part.
5. We added to all ofTAB's material
costs an additional amount representing
scrap costs incurred by the company but
excluded from its reported minivan
costs.
6. For CV, we adjusted the cost of
parts purchased from related suppliers
for use in the U.S. vehicle (see Comment

on the dates of the U.S. sales as certified
by the Federal Reserve Bank.
Verification
As provided in sect!on 776(b} of the
Act, we verified information provided
by respondents by using standard
verification procedures, including on·
site inspection of the manufacturers'
facilities. the examiniation of relevant
sales and financial records, and
selection of original source
documentation containing relevant
information.
INTERESTED PARTY COMMENTS
Common Issues
CommentZ
Toyota argues that the ecope of
investigation. as modified by the
Department at the preliminary
determination. is ambiguous and
impermissibly broad. Specifically,
Toyota contends that the inclusion of
5}.
the term "generally" in the introductory
7. We adjusted TAB'• conversion·
sentence of the definition of "minivan"
costs to reflect only the costs incurred
is redundant with the second paragraph
during the POI and to account for
of the scope definition. According to
period-end adfusbnents for the months
Toyota, this creates uncertainty in the
of April and May.
application of the scope criteria. Thus.
a. We added GIA and general RID to Toyota
requests that the Department
parts purchased by TAB from TMC to
delete the term "generally."
account for such expenses normally
Toyota further contends t.'iat by
allocated to these parts by TMC in the
permitting
vehicles with only partial
ordinary coune of its business.
walk-through mobility between the
9. We added the provision for
second and third rows to be considered
warranty reserve. lou on disposal of
a minivan. the Department's definition
fixed asnta. and bonusea to directors
unlawfully
expands the scope of the
and statutory auditon to TAB's
inveatigation beyond, that intended by
administrative costs.
the petition. Toyota recosnizea that
In accordance with section
recent
decisiona. includina Mitsubishi
773(e)(l)(B)(l} of the Act. In calculatin&
Electrical Corporation v. United States,
CV, we used Toyota's reported pneral
12 err 1025. 1~7. 700 P. Supp. 538. 555
expenses, adjuated •• detailed above,
(1988). aff'd, 898 F.2d 1577 (Fed. Cir.
becauu they exceeded the statutory
minimum of ten percent of the COM. For 1990), affirm the Department's authority
to exercin broad di1cretion in defining
profit on CV, we used the statutory
minimum of elsht percent of the total of the 1eope of an investigation. However,
Toyota points out that in American
COM and general expenses because
Lamb Co. v. United Statea, 785 F.2d 991.
Toyota's actual profit on its home
1001 (Fed. Cir. 1988}. the Court ruled that
market sales wa1 le11 than eight
the Department mut exercise this ·
percenL
discretion reasonably and any
We made COS adjusbnents to CV,
where appropriate, fctr credit expenses. consequent determination must be
supported by substantial evidence in the
advertisins expenses, warranty
administrative record. In this case,
expenses, and royalties. We also
'
Toyota claims that the Department did
deducted indirect sellins expenses,
not exercise its discretion reasonably
includins inventory carry coats.
here and its determination is
financial aS1i1tance, and other indirect
unsupported by substantial evidence.
selling expense1. The deduction for
Toyota also state• that. according to
home market indirect sellins expenses
the decision in The Torrington Co. v.
was capped by the amount of indirect
United States, Slip Op. 92-21 (Ct. Int'l
selling expense• incurred on U.S.11111~
in accordance with 19 CFR 353.56(b}(2). Trade 1992), the Department should
examine additional evidence resardins
Currency Conversion
scope only if the petition is ambiguous.
We made currency con\•ersions baaed Toyota arsues that. with respect to the
walk-through capability, the petition
on the official exchange ratea in effect
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errors. and information unsupported by
the company'• accountiq records.
Toyota argue• that its response
Comment2
contained no material deficiencies. and.
Petitioners argue that respondent1'
thus. the Department haa no basis for
direct advertising expenses should be
disresardins its data and using BIA.
allocated to minivans by volume. rather
Toyota claims that the record in this
than by value. Petitionen note that the
proceeding stands in 1harp contrast to
type of advertisiq used by both
the record in the Forklift Trucks case.
respondent• does not distinguish
Toyota aeeerta that in Forklift Trucks,
between model type (e.g., two v1. fourthe Department diacovered the following
wheel drive vehicles). Petitionen •lso
erron in the 1ubmitted data: (1)
note that Mazda allocated home market Substantial errors in home market and
advertisina by volume and U.S.
U.S. sales traneactione; (2) the COP was
advertising by value.
not adjusted to actual costs; (3)
Sumitomo reported costs that were
Mazda notes that it allocated U.S.
incurred after the POI; (4) coats of
advertising by value at the express
service• performed by related suppliers
request of the Department.
were not reported; (S) failure to identify
DOC Position
a related supplier that was one-hundred
It is the Department's general practice percent owned by Sumitomo and
operatina at a lou. Accordiq to Toyota,
to require respondents to allocate
it did not have 8UCb erron. Toyota
advertisina by value, rather than
maintaina that only substantial
volume. Consistent with thi1 practice,
discrepancia warrant the rejection of
we have accepted both Toyota's and
Mazda'• valu•based allocations. To be an entire quationaaire response (see
conaistent. we have reallocated Mazda's Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value: Antifriction Bearings
home market advertiaiq by value.
(Other than Tapered Roller Bearings)
Cornment3
and Parts Thereof from the Federal
Petitioners. Toyota, and Mazda rai1ed Republic of Germany, 54 FR 1903S (May
3, 1988) (AFB8 lnvntigation).
certain issues regarding model
comparisons, the 20 percent "difference DOC Position
in merchandise (difmer) cap rule," the
The erron in Toyota's coat response
Japanese consumption tax. various
are not 80 sreat •• to require us to reject
difmer adjustments, and level-of-trade
comparisions for certain type1 of Mazda the response in toto. However, we
believe that. as enumerated in various
sales.
other comments in this notice. certain
DOC Position
portiona of the reipODH warrant the
Because we have determined that CV application of BIA(.- Memorandum
from Deputy Autatant Secretary Sailer
is the appropriate basis for FMV for
both respondents. the abov.referenced to Assistant Secretary Dunn dated May
18.1992).
issues are moot.
Comments
Toyota Coat laauet
Toyota UHrtl that the transfer prices
Comment I
it reported for parts supplied by related
Petitioners 8lglle that the TMC cost
and unrelated companies are accurate.
verification report enumerated several
Toyota maintains that the reported data
deficiencies in TMC'1 cost response th~t should be used without adjustment for
cannot possibly be corrected at thia
four reasons: (1) All the reported prices
stage of the investigation. Because of
verified: (2) Toyota uses the same basic
these deficiencies, petitionen contend
procedurn to negotiate prices with all
that the Department should reject the
of its supplien: (3) the material and
response.
,
components supplied by related parties
Petitioners maintain that the 1ituation were sold at price• that were above the
supplier's fully allocated costs of
in this investigation i1 similar to the
production: and (4) there is no indication
situation in the Final Determination of
that prices differed between Estima and
Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Certain
Internal-Combustion, Industrial Forklift Previa parts from the same supplier.
(The Eatima and Previa are Toyota's
Trucks from Japan. 53 FR 12552 (April
home market and U.S. minivan models.
15, 1988) (Forklift Trucks). In that case.
respectively.) A1 a result. there was no
the Department disregarded the
respondent's data and used BIA because significance in the different transfer
Electrical Corporation v.United States,
prices charged by related suppliers for
1:: CIT 1025, 1048-7, 700 F. Supp. S38, SSS it discovered extensive discrepancies.
components used in the Eslima. as
{1988), affd, 898 F.%d 1S77 (Fed. Cil'.
inconsistencies. unreported expenaei.
opposed to components used in the
methodological and mathematical
1990); The J'.orington Co. v. United

was quite clear and. therefore. needed
no modification. Thus. according to
Toyota. the walk-through criterion
should encompass only the ability to
provide access be~ween the front and
rear sections of a vehicle.
Petitioners argue that the Department
should not modify the scope as set forth
in the preliminary determination.
Petitioners assert that Toyota's
recommended changes would invite
Japanese minivan exporters to
reconfigure minivans to circumvent a
minivan antidumplng order. if issued.
Moreover, petitioners maintain that. on
July 10. 1991, they amended the petition·
to modify the minivan definition to
include within its scope minivans that
do not have any walk-through
capability. and that the definition of
walk-through capability included in the
Department's preliminary detennination
effectively responds to their interest in
discouragins circumvention of an
antidumpiq order on new minivans.
DOC Position
We agree with petitionen. Toyota's
arguments that we should delete the
term "generally" and rescind our earlier
modification of the description of the
walk-through feature are without merit.
Indeed. we clarified the scope at the
preliminary determination to provide
necessary guidance as to what
constitutes a minivan for purposes of
this proceediq. In doiq 10, we
considered Toyota'• comments, aloq
with tho1e of other intere1ted parties
and automotive expert• from
government and industry. While the UH
of the term "senerally" may be
redundant with the 1econd paragraph of
the definition of minivan. thi1 term does
not render the 1cope either ambiguous
or impenni11ibly broad, and. in fact. i1 a
fortiori consistent.
With respect to the walk-through
feature. our investigation indicates that
minivans permit. or are capable of beiq
configured to permit. full or partial walkthroush. Accordingly, we believe that
walk-through capability le a primary
characteristic of a minivan.
Finally, we disagree with Toyota that
the Department unlawfully expanded
L~e scope of this investigation by
clarifying the walk-through feature ·
characteristic to minivans. The
Department's clarification is reasonable
and consistent with well-settled law
that the Department possesses the
authority to defme or clarify the scope
of an investigation. See Mitsubishi

States. 74S F. Supp. 718. 723 (CIT 1990).
aff'd. 938 F.2d 1276 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
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Assistant Secretary Sailer to Assistant
Secretary Dunn. dated December 13,
1991, for a detailed discussion of this
issue.
Toyota reported that. with regard to
negotiating and purchasing parts and
components used to produce minivans.
it treats all suppliers, whether related or
unrelated, in the same manner. Finally,
it indicated that through the negotiation
process, Toyota is able to obtain some
knowledge of \he factors which would
cause a supplier's coats to change.
Despite Toyota's assertion, our
analysis of the prices between Toyota
and its related suppliers reveals that
there is a systematic pattern of
differences with respect to one element
of the prices paid for parts and
components used to produce the
minivan sold in the home market and
that same element of the prices paid for
the parts and components used to
produce the exported vehicle. Toyota
bas claimed that these differences are
due to economic factors. We. however,
have analyzed Toyota's claims for the
cause of the observed differences and
have found Toyota's explanations
unconvincing when taken as a whole.
Toyota's explanations for this pattern
directly contradict what it reported and
what we observed at verification
regarding the one element of the transfer
prices at issue. The pattern we observed
is also not consistent with Toyota's
explanations 1e1arcling its price
1984).
neBOtiations process: nor do Toyota's
explanatioDI
for this pattern have merit.
DOC PoaitiOll
For example, for one pair of
Since we are uams CV for detenntnlng components, Toyota claimed that the
FMV. thia issue reprdins home market difference ill the transfer price elemeut
price and difmer ca1culationa t1 moot.
was due to the fact that the home
However. we qree, mpart. with
market component wa1 different for a
petitioners' position on CV application. certain factor. Yet, for another pair of
We have determined that the transfer
components, Toyota claimed that a
pricet between Toyota and its related
comparable difference bad the opposite
aapplien do not reprtHnt ll'ID'a leqtb
effect.
tranucUons within the munin& of
We normally compare related party
section 773(e)(2) of the Act. For the .
tranuctiom with similar unrelated
reasons discussed below. we have
party transactions to determine if the
adjusted the transfer prices reported by related party transactions are made at
Toyota using BIA.
ann's length. In this case we have no
From the inception oI tbi1
comparable unrelated party transactions
invettigation, we have collected a
to use as a "benchmark" to assess
considerable amount of information
accurately the transfer price element in
regarding transactions between Toyota question. However, the pattern we '
and its related and unrelated suppliers.
observed. with respect to this element,
Related party transactions accounted
is not consistent with an ann'•length
for a considerable portion of the cost of negotiating procea and may distort the
producins a minivan and we were
results of our calculations. We have
uncertain if such transactions might
determined. therefore. that the transfer
affect our analysis. As the investigation prices Toyota reported do not represent
proceeded, our analysis of Toyota's data arm's-length transactions, and, as BIA.
gave rise to additional questions. In
have adjusted these prices. See
addition. petitioners made numerous
Memorandum from Deputy Assistant
allegations that these transfer prices did Secretary Sailer to Assistant Secretary
not represent arm'a lensth transactions. Dunn. dated May 18. 1992, for a more
See MemorRndum from Deputy
detailed discussion of thill issue.
Previa. According to Toyota, the
Department should therefore use the
transfer prices it reported without
adjustment when calculating CV and the
difmer adjustment. Toyota also
contends that the "related party
provisions" cf the statute are not
pertinent to the calculation of a clifmer
adjustmenL
Petitioners state that. as evidenced by
information on the record. it is obvious
that Toyota's difmer adjustment claims
are not based on arm's lensth
!ransactions between related-party
keiretsu members. Petitioners maintain
that the Department should reject
Toyota's difmer claiJDI and that the only
reasonable basis for calculatins the
FMV of the Previa is to bue the
calculation on either Toyota's pricing
data exclusive of its difmer adjustments,
or. altematively. on the CV reported by
Toyota ~djusted to correct the
deficiencies found at verification.
Petitionen assert that rejection of
related-party transactions for difmer
adjustments and CV is consistent with
the Department's past practice. To
support their arswnent. they cite the
Department's decisiom in the Fmal
Results of Antidumping DatJ
Administrative Review: Certain Steel
Pails from Mexico, .55 FR '12245 {April 2.
1990) and Color Television Rec:eiven
from Korea: Final Results of
Antidumping Duty Administrative
Review, 49 FR 50t20 (December 28,
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We have limited this adjustment to
transactions involving related suppliers.
Given Toyota's characterization of its
price negotiation process. we suspect
that the pattern may also exist with
regard to unrelated suppliers. The
recorcl in this case, however, does not
support an adjustment. Nevertheless, we
intend to continue our inquiry into this
matter in future proceedinss.
CommentB

With respect to intracorporate
transactions between TAB and TMC.
Toyota calculated its adjustments to the
cost of mininns baaed upon weightedaverage adjustments of all types of
vehicles produced by the company and
argues that this method is appropriate
since it treated these adjustments as
pmchase price variances. According to
Toyota. purchase price variances
generally reflect a weighted average for
broad groups of products and are rarely
available an a vendor- or productspecific basis. Toyota maintains that the
Department routinely accepts purchase
price variances in its cost calculations
for specific products under investigation.
To support its claim. Toyota cite1 the
Department's decisions to use the same
basic calculation methodology to adjust
costs in Final Raults of Antidumping
Duty Adminiltrative Review:
Antifriction Bearing (Other '11laa
Tapered Roller Bearinp) and Parts
Thereof From the Federal Republic of
Germany. 58 FR 31732 Uuly 11, 1991) and
the AFBs IDv•tiption.
Petitionen counter by stating that. &1
evidenced by infonnation on the record,
Toyota's methodology for reportin1
TMCs and TAB's tntercompany
transactions i9 inaccurate. Accorcling to
petitioners. Toyota's calculation
distorted the company'• minivan
production coats and the Department
should. therefore. reject Toyota's
reported coat data.
DOC PositioD

The adjustment Toyota made to report
TMC's and TAB'• intercompnay
transactions was inaccurate. Thill
adjustment is not like a purehase price
variance as Toyota argues. Purchase
price variances relate to differences
between a company's standard cost for
a part end the actual price paid for that
part. The adjustment in question is not
based on the differences between
standard costs for parts and the actual
prices paid for such parts. While the
exact nature of the adjustment is
proprietary, (and. thus, cannot be
explained fully here), the adjustment
was made to account for a specific
factor. Toyota was unable to eupport
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the POI and even though these two
months had different production 111.-els
than the six months. using the overall
Comment?
variance calculated using these data did
Toyota argues that since the total of
not result in a distorted per-unit mininn
its non-operating income related to
cost.
minivan production exceeded the total
Toyota notes that variances are never
of its non-operating expenae1, the
completely reliable until the end of a
company was correct in excludina from
financial reporting period and that there
its COP certain non-operating expenses are many other costs that are adjusted
that the Department considered related
at the end of the fiscal period. Thus.
to minivan production. Toyota claims
Toyota contends. it is nece11ary to use
that the Deparbnent has consistently
the assembly line variance incurred in
allowed non-operating income as an
the periQd it used. in order to most
offset to non-operating expenses, and
accurately reftect actual coats. To)'Ota
cities Final Results of Antidumping Duty also claims that production levels in the
Administrative Review: Television
two months outside the POI were not
Receivers, Monochrome and Color,
significantly different than those in the
From Japan. 58 FR 5392 (February 11,
remaining months. and the effect on cost
1991) (Television Receivers).
caused by the two months was. at most.
Petitioners argue that the Department insignificant.
allows non-operating income offsets
Petitioners state that Toyota cannot
only when the producer demonatratea
reasonably dismiss its use of an .
that the income items are related to
assembly line variance as creating. a~
company operations. Because Toyota
most, an insipificant distortion in
did not demonstrate that each of its non- reported costs. Petitioners claim that the
operating income items is related to ill
differing production levels were
motor vehicle operations, petitioners
substantially different than they would
contend that the Department should
have been if production had been
deny Toyota's offset. Petitioners point
unifonn over the period. Consequently.
out that in Television Receivers, the
the significant difference will almost
Department allowed short-term interest certainly have a major impact on an
earned as an offset to interest expenses, a11embly line variance. In li1ht of this
but did not allow other non-operating
impact. petitioners recommend that the
income to be used as an offset because
Department adjust the assembly line
it did not consider that income to be
variance to reftect more accurately the
related to operationa.
true minivan production coat during the
POI.
DOC Position
DOC Position
We agree, in part. with Toyota. In
keeping with Department practice. we
We agree with petitioners. Toyota's
generally consider disposal of fixed
calculation of TAB'a assembly line .
assets to be a normal part of a
variance included months outside the
company's operations and have
POI and. as such; failed to account for
included. therefore, any gaina or losses
the effect that the significantly different
generated by these tranaactions in the
production levels in those months would
cost of production calculation (see AFBs have on minivan assembly costs
Investigation). Thus for TAB, we
incurred by the company during the POL
allowed the gains on the aale and rental We therefore revised Toyota's variance
of fixed assets to offset the lo11 on
calculation to reflect only those costs
disposal of fixed assets. We also
incurred by TAB during the six months
included TAB's bonuses to directors and of the POI.
Contrary to Toyota's claims. our
auditors in its administrative expenses
because these costs reasonably could be revised adjustment does not distort
detemiined to be related to all segments T AB's minivan production costs.
Instead. it reasonably reflects TAB'• , .
of company operations. However.
actual POI costs by accounting only for
because we found no evitlence that
rental income was related to TAB' a
coits incurred during the six POI
vehicle operations, we did not include
months.
the reported rental income amount as an
Comment9
offset to TAB'• administrative expenses.
Toyota argues that its calculation of
Comments
R&D costs directly attributable to the
Previa and Estima should be used in the
Toyota asserts that TAB properly
applied an eight-month average
calculation of COP and CV. Toyota
assembly line variance to its minivan
asserts that it is the Department's
practice to require R&D expenses to be
COP. Toyota maintaina that. even
though the data in its variance
allocated to a specific product and
calculation included two months outside included in the COM in cases where
either the accuracy or the
reasonableness of its minivan cost.
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R&D is product-specific and plays a
significant role in the design and
development of the product. To support
its argument, Toyota cites several cases
including Final Determination of Sales
at Less than Fair Value: Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memories
(EPROMs) From Japan. 51FR39680
(October 30. 1986) and Final
Determination of Sales at Less than Fair
Value: 64K DRAMs from Japan. 51 FR
15943 (April 29. 1986).
Petitioners claim that Toyota's R&D
expenses used to calculate production
costs for the preliminary determination
were wrong. Petitioners slate that
Toyota has proposed a new R&D
allocation methodology in its case brief
and that this proposed methodology is
also wrong. Petitioners claim that
Toyota attempted to allocate minivanrelated R&D costs incurred to date over
total current and future minivan
production. They claim that such an
allocation is indefensible on several
grounds: (1) The accuracy of future sales
projections cannot be tested. (2) future
redesign and development costs must be
included. and (3) because motor vehicles
share several common parts, it is
\irtually imposaible to isolate all
•·product-specific" costs with
confidence.
Petitioners admit that in some cases
the Department has preferred the
calculation of product-specific R&D
expenses over the allocation of
company-wide R&D costs to a product
under investigation. Petitioners
maintain. however, that these cases are
exceptions to the rule. Petitioners claim
that, in such cases, the Department
examined all company R&D
expenditures to determine which ones
had any relationship to the product
under investigation and allocated those
expenditures over a carefully
considered production estimate.
Petitioners state that. for a product like
64K DRAMs. where the investigation
came at the end of its life cycle. the
Department had a reasonable basis for
(1) calculating actual R&D expenditures
over the life of the product, and (2)
estimating the output over which those
R&D expenditures were to be amortized.
In this case. petitioners claim that
Toyota has offered no acceptable basis
for estimating either total expenditures
or total output.
Petitioners maintain that it is the
Department's general practice to treat
R&D costs as general period expenses
that are borne by period sales.
According to petitioners. Toyota's
proposed allocation methodology differs
substantially from this past practice and
calls for the use of data that cannot be
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tested. According to petitioners. Toyota
has not demonstrated that its
~ethodology meets the required
circumstances regarding allocation of
R&D expenses on product-specific basis.
DOC Position
We did not use Toyota's proposed
"product-specific" R&D calculation for
the final determination. The company's
pI'oposed calculation failed to recognize
expected future R&D costs related to
minivan production. Moreover. the
difficulties inherent in Toyota reliably
estimating the future costs and the
volume of Toyota's projected minivan
production. :nae it impossible to
determine the accuracy of Toyota's per
unit product-specific RAD. Therefore we
relied on the RAD coats submitted in'
Toyota's original questionnaire
response. which was based on the
company's period RAD expense.
Comment 10
Petitioners claim that a certain TMC
material cost variance has limited
application to ndnivans and is clearly
inappropriate. Petitioners also argue
that depreciation cost variances
specifically applicable to minivans
incurred by TMC and TAB were
improperly computed. Additionally
petitioners assert that Toyota ove~tated
the cost of sales base over which
general RAD and G•A expenses
allocated and thus understated general
expenses.
Toyota agrees with petitioners that
such adjustments would more precisely
compute the minivans' costs. However
it maintains that the petitioners have '
mischaracterized the magnitude of the ·
issue. Toyota states that all of the
adjustments are minor corrections.
Toyota explains that the materials and
depreciation cost variances were
calculated using the same method that
Toyota uses in its cost accounting
system and that the small error to
g!meral R&:D and C.A expenses provide
no basis for rejection of the submission.
DOC Position
We agree with both petitioners and
Toyota. Toyota provided co!T9Ctions to
the submission for the certain material
cost variance and the TAB depreciation
co5t variance. We analyzed the
corrections and made additional
adjustments to correct the TMC
depreciation cost variance and the
general R&D and G&A expense error.
Torota Sales Issues
Comment 11
Petitioners claim that To~·ota
improperly ir:cluded certain costs in the
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calculation ofTMS's indi:ect selling
expenses that should have been
classified es operating costs and treated
as G&A expenses.
DOC Position
We disagree. Based on our review of
the documents obtained at verification.
we have determined that Toyota
properly clasaified these expenses as
G&A.

Comment 12
Petitioners concur with the
Department's decision at the
preliminary determination to include. as
part of the adjustment reported by
Toyota for certain movement expenses.
profit eamed by the wholly owned
subsidiaries providing these servic:eL
Petitioners argue that such profit should
not be excluded from the fees. as Toyota
has not demonstrated that the profit
eamed by the subsidiaries was directly
related to the service• provided by
them.
Toyota argues that the profit of its
subsidiaries should be excluded from
the fees paid to them. since profit eamed
en transactions between a wholly
owned 1ubsidi81')' and the parent is not
a cost incuned by the corporation as a
whole. Toyota also maintains that, as it
reported the full amount of the feet it
paid its subsidiaries for service• they
provided, the Department should deduct
the profit of the subaidiaries from the
appropriate expenses in order to arrb..
at the true expense to Toyota, which ii
its s':1bsidiarie1' costs of providing the
services.
DOC Position

When evaluating the provi~ion of
transportation services by related
parties. we consider whether these
servict1 are provided at arm'1-length
prices. If we determine that they are, we
use them. even though there is an
element of intracorporate profit. because
we determine that arm's-length prices
would include the cost plus a reasonable
profit. If we determine that they are not
&t arm's length, we disregard the profit.
Because we assume that it is to a
respondent's benefit that the profit be
taken out of deductions to USP but
included in deductions to FMV, we
place the burden on respondents to
demonstrate whether these tranaactiona
are. or are not, at arm's leqth.
· ·
In our October 30, 1991, cfeficiency
questionnaire, we aaked Toyota if ill
subsidiitries pro\ide mo,·ement
expenses at arm's-lqth prices. Toyota
did not·answer this question. Thus,
si~ce Toyota did not provide any
evidence that such prices were
established at ann'a-length, we have

used the reported related-party charges
inclusive of profit. in our calculations. '
Thia treatment is consistent with our
treatment of other U.S. movement
expenses provided by wholly owned
subsidiaries of Toyota. Where Toyota
chose to demonstrate that such servicet
were provided at ann's-length prices we
included the suppliers' profits in the '
prices.
Comment13
Petitioners maintain that the
Department properly treated as direct
selling expenses certain third party
payments made by CAT. Petitioners
contend that not treating these
payments as direct selling expenses
would be ignoring the direct relationship
between the payments and vehicle
sales.
Toyota argun that the third party
payments should not be considered a
sellina expense at all, as they are not
dependent upon the sale of vehicles.
DOC Polition
We agree, in part. with petitioners. In
Toyota's responses. and at verification.
we found that these payments were tied
directly to sales made through the
distributor. However. we found that a
portion of the payment ii due whether
sales are made or not. We classified that
portion of the payment as an indirect
selling expense and the remainder,
which would not have been paid but for
the sale, as a direct selliq expense.
Comment14
Petitionen argue that, becauad Toyota
bad no short-term borrowings during the
POI. the Departm£Dt should use a zero
net credit expense in the calculation of
FMV.
Toyota counten that the Department
correctly calculated its imputed credit
expense for the period between the date
of sale and the date of receipt of
payment. Toyota also maintains that.
because it did not have any short~tfll'm
borrowings during the POI. it calculated
its imputed credit expense uains the
short-term prime rate in Japan. lt asserts
that this methodolOD confol'llll with the
Department's longstandiq practice to
use the prime rate in calculating credit
co•ts when a company baa no ahortterm debt. Toyota cites the Department's
Study of Antidumpina Adjustments
Methodology and Recommendations for
Statutory Change (November 1985).
DOC Position

Regardless whether a company
chooses to finance its accounts
receivables with short-term borrowinp.
there is an inherent opportunity cost in
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carrying the receivablea. Aa we ,
confirmed at verification. the Japanese
short-term prime rate is the appropriate
measure of opportunity cost for ToyotL
Therefore. we have: used thia rate in our
calculation of imputed credit expenses
for purposes of the final determination.

Comment15
Toyota argues that the Department
should consider all of its sales in the
United States to unrelated dtatributoni
to be purcha1e price sales. not ESP
sales, for purposes of the final
determination. Toyota maintains that
such sales meet the criteria for purchase
price sales set forth in the Pinal
Determination of Sales at Leu Than
Fair Value: Polyethylene Terephthalate
Film. Sheet and Strip from the Republic
of Korea. 58 FR 18305 (April ZZ. 1991).
These criteria include: (1) The
merchandise was purchased or asreed
to be purchased by the unrelated U.S.
buyer for exportation to the United
States prior to the date of importation
into the United States; (2) the related
sellina agent located in the United
States acted oaly as a processor of
sales-related doc:umeatation and as a
communication link with the uarelated
U.S. buyer: (3) rather than enterina the
inventory of the related aelliq qent.
the merchandise in question wc11
shipped directly from the manufacturer
to the unrelated buyer, thut not givin1
rise to 1tora1e and associated coats on
the part'of the aelliDg a1ent or creaq
the added Dexibility and markeq for
the exporter; and (t) direct shipment
from the manufacturer to the unrelated
buyer waa the cuatomary commercial.
channel for sales of thia merchandise
between the parties involved.
Petitionera contend that the
Department should continue to treat
such sales aa ESP sales, as TMS ia
active in all phaaea of arrangin1 for the
importation of the vehicles, delivering
them to its diatributora, developtns
marketins strategies. and strengthening
the U.S. customer baae. ·
DOC Position
We alfee with petitioners. Toyota's
related sellin1 a1ent i~ the Unlted
States, TMS, acted as more than a
processor of sales-related
documentation. During verification. we
observed that TMS is fully responsible
for the marketin1 of the subject
merchandise in the Unlted States. TMS
works closely with an unrelated
advertlsin1 a1ency to formulate
marketing strateB1e1, and bears the
expenses for the production of media·
advertisements and the purchasing of
print, radio, and television apace. In
addition. TMS and Its related

diatributora share a portion or the
advertising expenaea of the Toyota
Dealership Associations (TDAa). TDAa
combine their resources to finance
marketing and advertising programa in
their respective 1eographical regiona.
Alon1 with bearins a portion of the
TDAa' expenses, TMS ia alao
responsible for collecting the feea paid
into the pool from each dealer and
funnelin1 the pooled feea back to the
TDAa.
TMS also plays an active role in the
proceaaiq of warranty claims.
imporq parts used to make warranty
repairs. and arranging for additional
optioaa to be installed in the United
States. ID addition. we found at
verification that it ia customary for TMS
to take title to the goods prior to the
unrelated buyer. We reviewed the
document• aupportiftl payments by
TMS to 'IMC for the purchaae of the
vehicles prior to the aale to the
unrelated distributor. Toyota indicated
thaL during the POI. it maintained
minivana in ita inventor)' that it later
aold to unrelated diatributon.
Given all of these circumatancea. we
believe that the uae of ESP to determine
USP is appropriatL
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Comment11
Toyota maintains that the expenses ii
incurred during the POI with respect to a
certain propm it offers home market
dealers are properly cla11ified aa
indirect 1ellin1 expenses. since the
associated coats are not tied to any
particular vehicle sales.

DOC Position
We agree. Baaed on our findings at
verification. we have determined that
Toyota incurred the costs asaociated
with this propm re1ardle11 whether
salea had been made by the dealers
participatin1 in the propm. Because
these expenaea cannot be tied to
particular sales. we treated them aa
indirect 1ellin1 expenses.
Mazda Coat laaun

Comment 18

Petitionera claim that by reportinl
interest expense on a non-consolidated
baaia. Mazda haa understated its
minivan production coats. Petitioners
note that the Department's eatabliahed
practice ia to calculate respondent's
interest expense on a consolidated
baaia. Petitioners alao argue that. since
Mazda's consolidated finandal
statements report interest income and
Comment18
expense inclusive of income eamed and
Toyota maintains that, for certain
expenae1 incurred by Mazda Credit
home market aalea for which it haa not
Corporaton (MCC). application of
yet received payment. the Department
Department precedent auaeata that
should calculate imputed credit
MCC'a expenaea be included in Mazda'•
expenaea uaiq aa the payment period
interest computation. Petitionera cite
the time between the date of shipment
Final Detennination of Sales at Leu
and the date of veriftcation.
Than Fair Value: Brau Sheet and Strip
Petitionere contend that the
from the Netherlands. 57 FR 9534 (March
preliminary detennination waa correct
19, 1992) and Final Results of
in asailJlinl the average payment period Administrative Review: 3.5" Microdiaka
for the Prefecture in which the customer and Coated Media Thereof from Japan.
in question is located. Petitioners
58 FR 58048 (November 15. 1991), where
maintain that this methodoloSY is
the Department used respondents'
conaiatent with paat Department
consolidated interest expense to
practice and cites Coated Groundwood
calculate the production coats of the
Paper from the United Kingdom. 56 FR
subject merchandise.
5923 (November4, 199t) (Paper). where
Mazda claims that net interest
the Department uaed the avera1e credit
expense incurred in the production of
period for all U.S. sales to calculate
MPVa should be calculated uain1 MC'a
credit expense for two bankrupt
fully-verified, non-consolidated interest
cuJtomera.
income and expense as the beat
reflection of the borrowing coats
DOC Poaition
incurred by that company to fund its
automobile manufacturiro1 operations.
We asree with petitioners and have
used the average payment period for the Mazda states that by usin1 MC'a nonPrefecture in which the customer in
consolidated Interest income and
question is located. In Paper, we used.
expense, the Department avoids
aa the payment period for unpaid U.S.
disortin1 the net interest calculation.
aales. the average payment period for all Mazda a11ert1 that Its consolidated
other ESP aalea. The avera1e payment
financial statement 1roup1 MC'a
financial results with those of se\·eral
period for the Prefecture in which the
other companies whose business
customer in question is lo'=ated is a
refinement of, and consistent with, that
operations vary widely from those of
decision. and is appropriate.
MC. Accordin1 to Mazda, combining the
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borrowing experience or these divergent
companies with that or MC leads to a
distortion in the interest calculation.
Moreover. Mazda argues that use or the
non-consolidated data would conrorm to
the Department's practice in analogous
· cases where a corporate group is
consolidated and includes companies in
a wide variety or busine11 activities
where the companies producing subject
merchandise do not exercise control
over the operations or other group
companies.
Mazda claims that the cases cited by
petitioners in support of their argument
merely stand for the proposition that
under normal circumstances the
Department prefen to calculate interest
costs on a consolidated basis. Mazda
asserts that its circumstances are not
ordinary and that the facts are sufficient
ror the Department to exercise
descretion and rely on a more
appropriate. non-consolidated
methodology.
Finally, Mazda claims that, should the.·
Department employ a consolidated
interest expense calculation. MCC
should be given special treatmenL
According to Mazda, MCC operates like
a bank and. as such. its operating
revenues are derived from interest
income on auto loans. Mazda contends
that if the Department includea all of
MCC's interest expense in its net
interest expense calculation, equity
dictates that this expense should be
offset by all of MCC-1 interest income
including that eamed from automobile
installment loana which. in a nonfinancial entity, would be cla11ified aa
interest income. Mazda states that
petitioners' silence indicates that they
have no objection to the cla11ification of
MCC's installment revenue as interest
income and an offset to that company's
interest expense.
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group's parent. primary operatin11
company. or other controlling entity,
because of its influential O\\'llership
interest. has the power to determine the
capital structure of each member
company within the group.
Mazda's a11ertion that the members
of its consolidated group operate in a ·
wide variety of buaine11es la inaccurate.
Moat ot the members of Mazda'•
consolidated group are either directly or
indirectly involved in manufacturing,
selling, or financing automobiles
produced by Mazda. More importantly,
Mazda's claim that the operation• of
these same divergent businesses are not
controlled within the consolidated group
of Mazda companies directly contradicts
the fundamental principle• underlying
the economic and accounting concept of
consolidation. According to generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
in mo1t circumstances. majority equity
ownership is prima facie evidence of.
corporate control (see "Con10lidated
Financial Statements", Accounting
Research Bulletin No. 51 (New York:
AICPA.1959). As such. Mazda has not
presented evidence sufficient to ahow
that the Department's practice of
calculating intere1t expense baaed on
the consolidated group of companies
would result in any distortion of the true
financins coats of MC's operations.
Regardin11 Mazda's claim that MCC
should be excluded from the calculation
of Mazda's consolidated interest
expense or, at a minimum. be allowed to
off1et its intere1t expen1e with revenue
from automobile installment loans. we
determined that. a1 a member of a
consolidated group of companies, the
operations of a financing company
remain under the controlling influence of
the group. Like other membera of the
consolidated group, the financing
company's capital structure is lal'lely
DOC Position
determined within the group.
We agree with petitioners. In rejectins Consequently. its interest income and
expenses are as much a part of the
Mazda's claim that the Department
should accept the company's nongroup's overall borrowins experience as
consolidated interest expense
any other member company. See final
calculation. we followed our wellResults of Antidumping Duty
established practice of derivin11 net
Administrative Review: Antifriction
financin11 costs based on the borrowin11 · Bearings and Parts Thereof from the
experience or the consolidated group of Federal Republic of Germany. 56 FR •
companies. See final Results of
11736 (July 11. 1991). Additionally. we
Antidumping Duty Administrative
note that, while we have included in our
Review: Tele,;sion Receivers,
calculation of Mazda's net interest
Monochrome and Color. From Japan. 56 expense the interest income earned by
FR 34180 (Jul~· 26. 1991): and the AFB1
MCC on its short-term investments of
Investigation. 54 FR 18992 (May 3, 1969). working capital, we have excluded
The Department has followed this
MCC'a installment loan revenue. We
practice in those cases involvins
consider these loans to be long-term
consolidated groups whose member
investments. The Department's
companies are in\'olved in a wide
traditional practice has been to exclude
\·ariety of business activities. Our
income earned from such investments
practice is based on the fact that the
since it does not reflect working capital
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investments available for the group's
daily business activities. See Final
Results of Antidumping Duty
Administrative Review: Titanium
Sponge from Japan, 54 FR 13403 (April 3,
1989): Final Determination of Sales at
Lesa Than Fair Value: Certain AllTerrain Vehicle• from Japan. 54 FR 48&1
(January 31, 1989): Final Results of
Antidumpin11 Duty Administrative
Review: Cellular Mobile Telephones
from Japan. 54 FR 48011 (November 20,
1989): and Final Results of Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review: Fresh Cut
Flowers from Columbia. 55 FR 20491
(May 17.1900).

Comment 19
Petitioners allep that Mazda'•
application of an aaregate, corporatewide standard co1t variance for
materials, labor and overhead could
di1tort the company's reported
production costs.
Mazda contends that its use of an
aaresate varianee for all production
cost elements is reasonable and that
disaggregating its overall variance
would not lead to any appreciable
difference in the company's reported
minivan costs. Mazda cites several
factors that it believes demonstrate the
reasonablene11 of applying a single
company-wide variance: (1) The
company's system· of standard cost
revisions and the amount of the overall
variance indicate that Mazda's standard
coats are very precise and the
possibility of a diatortive variance ror
any single element of production co1t is
remote: (Z) Mazda's standard costs for
purchased parts are revised periodically
to reflect the actual market prices that
Mazda pay1 to its suppliers and.
therefore, the likelihood of any
distortion is also remote: (3) the nature
of the company's manufacturing proce11
is such that labor and overhead
variances. do not vary from vehicle to
vehicle: and (4) Mazda's application of
its overall variance is consistent with
the company's internal financial
accounting practices and established
Department practice is to accept
accounting data that have been
.
prepared in a manner consistent with
the respondent's normal accounting
principles.

DOC Position
We agree with petitioners. While the
Department may accept a respondent's
production costs as valued in
accordance with that company's normal
accounting practices. it will not do so if
those accounting practices distort the
actual production cost of the subject
merchandise. See Final Determination of
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Sales at Lesa Than Fair Value: Tubeless
Steel Disc Wheel1 from BraziL 52 FR
8947 (May 20, 1987).
Mazda employ1 a proce11 coat
accounting 1y1tem in which 1tandard
materials, labor and overhead coats are
calculated for each step of its
manufacturing process. Mazda derives
materials, labor and overhead
production cost variances by calculating
the difference between the actual cost
that the company incurs for each of
these cost elements and the
corresponding standard cosL Where
a.::tual costa exceed standard costs. an
unfavorable variance exists. In
·
preparing the company's financial
statements, Mazda agregatea materiala.
labor, and overhead variancea (both
favorable and unfavorable) and makes a
single variance adjuatment to the
company'• total manufacturing cost& for
the period. reatating those costa from
standard to actual cosL
Mazda'• accounting methodolOIY ror
production coat variance• provides a
reasonably accurate calculation of
financial atatement cost of 1ale1 for the
combined coll• of all types of vehlclea
produced by the company. lta
application does not nece11arily reault,
however, in an accurate meuure of
production coat for a single vehicle or
line ohehicle1 since 1pecific coat
element• may comprise varying portiona
of an individual product'• total cost. For
example, application of a combined
unfavorable material• coat variance and
favorable labor cost variance to the
1tandard coat• of two producta with
di11imilar ratioa of materiala and labor
costs to total production costa would
produce reaulta different from thoae
derived if the two variancea were
disaaregated and applied separately to
.
each coat elemenL
For Mazda, we found that the ratio of
materiala, labor, and overhead cost1 to
total production cost• differed for
individual minivan model1. Moreover,
we found that Mazda'• uae of ita
aaregate company-wide variance
resulted in production cost1 for
individual model1 that. in 1ome
instances, were materially different than
thoae that would have reaulted had the
company applied specific ,variance
factora to each element of minivan
production cost. We, therefore. derived
individual variance factora for material•
and for labor and overhead and
adjusted Mazda's reported production
costs for each minivan model to reOect
the use of these revised factors.
Comment20
Petitioners contend that Mazda
underatated the actual cost of Ila U.S.
further manufacturing operations by
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excluding from the calculation GAA
expenses and net interest expense of
MC's U.S. sales agent, MMA. Petitionera
argue that these expenses should be
included in Mazda's reported further
manufacturing costs to correctly reflect
the value added to the MPV by the
company's U.S. manufacturing
operation•.
Mazda claims that MMA plays a very
limited role in the further manufacturing
of U.S. MPVs and· that it i1 therefore
inappropriate for the Department to
include MMA'1 GaA and net interest
expenses in the company"• reported
further manufacturing costs. Moreover,
Mazda auerts that all of MMA's GM
expenses have been accounted for in the
calculation of U.S. indirect selling
expenses and to add a portion of these ·
expenaa to the further manufacturing
calculation would result in double
·
counting.

DOC Positlon
Mazda'• further manufacturing
operation conailta larply of the
installation of single air conditioner
units in selected MPV modeb after the
vehicles have been imported into the
United States. Parts for the air
conditioner units are assembled into kits
by Mazda'• aubsidiary, MANA. The air
conditioner kita are then sold to MMA
and shipped them to varioua ports
around the United States. At these ports.
the kits are installed in MPV• by
independent contractora who are paid
byMMA.
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and lo11es resulting from transactions
that Mazda has classified in its financial
statements as extraordinary events.
Mazda asserts that the Department .
has no basis for including these gains
and losses in COP and CV because the
transactions were classified as
extraordinary under Japanese GAAP
and because the transactions did not
relate to the production ofMPVs. Mazda
cites the Final Determination of Sales at
Le11 Than Fair Value: Carbon Steel
Structural Shapes from Norway. 50 FR
42975 (October 23, 1985) in support of its
argument.

DOC Position
We agree with petitioners. The
Department typically allows individual
respondent companies to report the
production costs of subject merchandise
as valued under their normal accounting
methods and following GAAP of their
home country. However, since GAAP
differs from country to country, the
Department may choose to restate
production costs submitted by a
respondent company if it determines
that the applicable home country GAAP
materially differa from U.S. GAAP and
that the difference distorts the
respondent company's actual production
costs. See Final Determination of Sales
at Lesa Than Fair Value: Stainle11 Steel
Hollow Products from Sweden. 52 FR
37810 (October 9, 1987).
Under U.S. GAAP. transactions which
give rise to extraordinary events must
be both unuaual in nature and infrequent
in occurrence for the company's normal
activities for the environment in which it
operates. The gains and 1011es which
Mazda claima should be excluded from
COP and CV. although properly
classified as extraordinary under
Japanese GAAP, do not meet either of
these criteria. Ju fact. U.S. GAAP
specifically note• that such gains and·
losses do not arise from extraordinary
events. Contrary to Mazda's assertion.
they are a normal part of the company's
operations and therefore properly
included in its production costs.
Mazda's argument that the gains and
losses are unrelated to MPV production
cannot be supported by evidence on the
record. Rather, the evidence shows they
are frequently recurring and are of such
a nature that they should be charged to
Mazda's company-wide production
costs. We ha\•e, therefore, adjusted
Mazda's GAA expense to account for
the gains and losses previously
excluded by the company.

Contrary to Mazda's claim. MMA.'1
role in Mazda'• U.S. further
manufacturiq operation i1 aot
insignificant. Ju fact. a• the company
primarily responaible for financing and
manqing air conditioner kit inventoriea.
directing the logistica of transportin&
kits to the various U.S. entry ports. and
arranging and paying for kit installation
subcontractora. MMA ia aa .significant to
Mazda'• further manufacturing
operation a1 MANA. We therefore
adjusted Mazda's reported further
manufacturing coats to include MMA'1
net interest expenae. We did not.
however, include MMA'1 CM expense•
in our revised calculation because we
verified that these expenses were·
accounted for as U.S. indirect selling
expenses. Because indirect selling
expenses are deducted from the USP,
including MMA'1 GIA expense in our
revised further manufacturing cost
calculation would have resulted in
double counting the expense.
Comment21
Comment 22
Petitioners state that it is established
Department policy to include in its
Petitioners argue that the Department
calculation of COP and CV certain gain• cannot accept Mazda's reported U.S.
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further manufacturing costs. Petitioners
claim that the costs incurred by Mazda
for air conditioners installed in the
United States should be virtually the
same as those incurred for installation·
or air conditioners In the home markeL
Specifically. petitionen claim that
Mazda has not explained the significant
difference in the coat or the air
conditioner parts kit that the company
installs in the U.S. MPV and the kit that
it installs in the home market MPV.
Mazda argues that. according to the
antidumping statute. the Department is
required to deduct from U.S. price the
increased value resulting Crom the
company's further U.S. manufacturing
operations. Mazda claims that it has
fully explained the coat differences
between the installation of the U.S. and
home market air conditioner units and
that the Department therefore has no
basis to question the company's
reported further manufacturins cost».
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Department caMot substitute the
related suppliers' costs for Mazda's
purchase prices for only those
component parts verified and
incorporate those costs in Mazda's
difmer calculation.
Mazda claims that the verified coat
data show that well under ten percent of
its POI home market sales waa made at
below-cost prices. Mazda notes that the
Department'• cost verification report
speculates that a number or home .
market MPV sales may have been made
at prices below the company's COP
baaed on the fact that the suppliers'
costs changed as a result of changes in
Mazda"• anticipated production volume
for home market MPVs. Mazda states
that this speculation would only be
correct if (1) contrary to the
Department's standard policy, all parta.
including those furnished by Mazda's
unrelated suppliers. were valued at the
suppliers' costs instead of the price paid
by Mazda, and (2} the situation with
DOC Position
respect to the cost of the home market
We asree with Mazda and. with the
MPV components verified by the
exception of those adjustments noted at Department was typical of all home
Comments 20 and 53 of this notice. we
market components.·
have used the company's reported
Mazda argues that it is the
further manufacturing cotta to calculate Department's standard practice in COP
. USP.
and CV cases to value purchases Crom
Al we teamed during our verification, unrelated suppliers at the cost to the
with the exception of a few minor parts, purchaser. Mazda states that it followed
all or the components purchased for the this practice in preparing its cost
U.S. air conditioner kits ·were purchased submiuion and valued parts Crom-ill
from unrelated suppliers. Likewise, we
unrelated suppliers at the actual
leamed that Mazda also purchased its
purchase price paid by Mazda. Mazda
home market air conditioner kit from an states that the record ls clear that thea•
unrelated source in Japan. During
were arm's-length prices and that they
verification, we examined parts Crom
represented the fair market value of the
both air conditioner kill and noted that
purchaaed parts. Mazda therefore
while some kit parts were identicaL
concludes that the Department has no
others were noL Given these differences basis for adjusting or modifyins parts
in the two kits and the fact that they
prices Crom the company's unrelated
were both purchased larply Crom
suppliers In the sales-below-cost
different unrelated suppliers, we
analysis.
concl.ude that Mazda had correctly
Similarly, Mazda argues that the
reported the coats it incurred for the
Department hal no basis for adjusting
further manufacturing installation or the the parts value that the company
U.S. air conditioner.
reported for its related suppliers. Mazda
claims
that it followed the Department's
CommentZ3 ·
COP questioMaire instructions ln
Petitioners a11ert that the
reporting the actual production cost of
Department"• treatment of actual
parts purchased Crom suppliers in which
production costs, incurred by one or
Mazda J:ield an equity interest of SO
Mazda's related parts suppliers, must
percent or more. Mazda also claims dlat
· conform to its general treatment of
it reported the cost or transfer price,
Mazda"• related-supplier coats for
whichever was greater, for each
purposes of the sales below cost
component purchased Crom related
analysis. Petitioners state that the
suppliers in which the company held an
Department can either (1) accept
interest of between five and SO percent
Mazda's purchase prices for components Mazda maintains that the Department
as arm's-length transactions for both
therefore has no reason to suspect that
~oat and difmer purposes, or (2)
any of the related-party parts values
conclude that the actual costs or
were incorrectly reported.
producins right-hand drive MPVs were
Mazda admits that In preparing its
below its home market prices.
COP response, the company Incorrectly
Petitioners m!lintain, however, that the
n:ported transfer prices for two

components purchased from related
suppliers that had production costs that
exceeded Mazda's purchase price for
the parts. Mazda claims that for one of
the parta. the company mistakenly
neglected to report the supplier's actual
production costs.
For the other below-cost component.
Mazda explains that, at the time of its
COP submission, the company received
incorrect cost data Crom its related
supplier showing that the part had been
sold to Mazda at a transfer price that
was sreater than the supplier's
production costs. According to Maida, It
later leamed Crom the supplier that the
actual per-part cost of the component
far exceeded the transfer price charged
to Mazda. Mazda states that it informed
the Department of this error in a letter
dated February 10, 1992.
Mazda objects to the implication in
the Bepartment's cost verification report ·
that the circumstances surrounding the
second below-coat part could be
representative of other home market
parts purchaseJ by Mazda Crom its
related suppliers. Mazda claims that the
rixed cost factor that accounted for the
part's substantial production cost
increase did not affect other home
market MPV parts: Mazda explains that
this is evident Crom the relationship of
the transfer price charged for the below·
cost. home market part to that of the
comparable part used in the U.S. MPV..
Accordfns to Mazda. since production
volume for the company's home market
MPV was far le11 than that of the U.S.
vehicle, the higher price charged for the
home market part reflects the heayY
fixed cost element incurred by the .
supplier to produce both parts. Mazda
a11erts, however, that the price
relationship between the below-cost
part and ill U.S. counterpart is atypicaL
that Is, no other parts &om the
company's related suppliers have the
same high home market transfer price
. and low U.S. transfer price. Al a result,
says Mazda, no other related-supplier
MPV part included a fixed cost burden
as substantial as that of the below-cost.
home market part and. therefore, no ·
other such part was sold to Mazda at a
below-cost price.
DOC Position

While we concur with Mazda's
analysis of related-supplier transfer
prices for comparable U.S. and home
mal'.ket MPV parts and how those prices
relate to the part's fixed production cost
element, we do not asree with Mazda's
claim that the second below-cost part
noted above represents the only related·
supplier c6mponent with a home m~et
transfer price that was higher ~an that
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of the comparable U.S. part. In fact,
during verification of Mazda and its
related supplier, officials at both
companies informed us that the
circumstancet surrounding the increase
in per-unit fixed costs. for home market
parts was not unique to the parts
reviewed, but rather could reasonably
have affected the cost incurred by other
parts suppliers related to Mazda.
We identified comparable U.S. and
home market MPV pf!rts purchased by
Mazda from its related suppliers. For
thP.se parts. where the home market .
price was higher than the U.S. price, we
computed an estimate of the home .
market parts' production costs based on
the ratio of the two transfer prices and
the cost-to-transfer price ratios of the
related-supplier parts verified by the
Department. For unique home market
parts (i.e., home market parts that are
not used in U.S. minivan), as BIA. we
computed an estimated production cost
based on the highest transfer price ratio
for U.S. and home market comparable
parts.

Petitioners claim that Mazda's approach
would understate the "actual" expenses
incurred in the home market, as the
average expenses expressed 81 a
percentage of U.S. COM are well below
the level actually incurred on each MPV .
sold in the home markel
DOC Position

We. agree with petitioners and
disagree with Mazda. Under section
773(e) of the Act. the Department is
required to include in CV "an amount
for general expenses and profit equal to
that usually reflected in sales of
merchandise of the same general cla11
or kind as the merchandise under
consideration which are made by
producers in the country of exportation
• • ... (emphasis added). In accordance
with this languap, at the preliminary
determination the Department's
methodology (calculating a per-unit
amount of home market selling expenses
and expressing that amount as a
.
percentage of U.S. COM) allowed us to
capture fully the amount of general
expenses usually reflected in the sale of
CommentZ4
home market class or kind merchandise.
Mazda claims that the Department
Contrary to Mazda's assertion, this
incorrectly calculated the selling
methodology is not mathematically
expense components of CV at the
incorrect. Since the percentage of the
preliminary determination. Because the average U.S. COM is applied to each
Department calculated the selling
individual U.S. COM. the correct amount
expenses by dividing the average home of selling expenses is allocated to each
·
market selling expenses over the
CV model.
average COM of U.S. MPV1 and then ·
We have examined our methodology,
applied the resulting percentage to the
as well as altemative methods of
COM for each U.S. sale, the
calculating these expenses. lnclu- (1)
Department's calculations neither
Mazda's alternative of expressing home
reflects Japanese selling expense
market selling expenses as a percentage
activity nor selling expenses whicn
of home market COM and (Z) an
should be associated with U.S. MPV1.
additional approach of expressing home
Mazda maintains that the correct
· market selljng expenses 81 a per-unit
formula is to divide home market
While we can see that there are
expenses by the average COM of home amount.
indeed
altematives
to the approach
market MPVs and use that percentage to taken at the preliminary
determination,
determine CV selling· expenses. Mazda
.
we
are
not
convinced
that
these
claims that such a formula would reflect alternatives are more reasonable
than
the relationship between home market
our methodology. Accordingly, we have
selling expenses and home market
manfacturing costs and would allow the not changed the methodology from that
used at the preliminary determination.
Department correctly to apply that
relationship to U.S. sales.
Mazda Sales lssue9
Petitioners state that the methodology
Comment ZS
adopted by the Department in the
preliminary determination is consistent
Mazda requests that the Department '
with the antidumping statute, which
use third country sales to determine
instructs the Department to calculate CV FMV because its home market is too
by adding to the COM '1an amount for
small in relation to the volume of its U.S.
general expenses" that is "usually
sales to form a reasonable basis for
reflected in sales of merchandise • • •
FMV. According to Mazda. one purpose
under consideration • • • by producers or the antidumping legislation is to
in the country of exportation • • ...
prevent foreign manufacturers from
Petitioners state that Department
using excess profits earned in one
practice is to calculate SGIA for
market to support low-priced sales to
purposes of CV by reference to the
another market. Mazda argues that.
"actual" level of expenses incurred on.
because the United States Is Mazda's
comparable home market sales.
principal market, any excess profits
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earned by Mazda on its low volume of
home market salet are far too small to ·
allow any meaningful support o.f its U.S.
prices.
.
In support of its position, Mazda cites
several cases in which the Department
used U.S. sales as part of the viability
test. (See Fina) Determination of Sal• ·at Lesa Than Fair Value: Small Business
Telephones From Korea, 54 FR 53141
(December Z7, 1989) (SBl'S) and Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: Motorcycle Batteries From
Taiwan, 47 FR 9287 (March 4. 1982)
(Motorcycle Batteries). In those cases,
after determining viability by comparins
the volume of home market sales to the
volume of third country sales. the
Department also c:Ompared the volume
of home market sales to the volume of
U.S. sales. Accordina to Mazda, this
additional test is supported by the
legislative history of the viability
provision in the statute.
Mazda ·submitted a sales response for
its hll'gest third country market, Canada,
and argues that. even though this
response was not verified, it was
submitted in anticipation of verification
and, therefore, can be considered a
realistic ettimate of Mazda's selling
practices. Mazda contends that this
would be consistent with the
Department's approach in the Final
Detennination of 5-les at Less Than
Fair Value: Penonal Word Processora
from Japan, 56 FR 31101 (July 9, 1991)
(PWPs), where the-Department used an
unverified response in the final
determination.
Petitioners state that Japan la the·
appropriate market to use as FMV as (1)
Mazda's home market is viable
according to the Department's
traditional viability test. (2) Canada is
an inappropriate third country market
because it is integrated with the U.S.
market. and {3) the Canadian data
submitted by Mazda is unverified.
Petitioners contend that PWPs does not
provide Department precedent on the
use of an unverified response, as the
Department used the response in that
case in order to apply BIA. Petitioners
assert that. if this case is to be decided
·on BIA. the data in the petition are
clearly the appropriate BIA.
DOC Position

In accordance with 19 CFR 353.48(a),
our practice has been to determine that
.a company's home market is viable if
the volume of it• home market sales is at
least five percent of the volume of its
third country sales. (See Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: Silicon Meta) from Brazil, 56
FR 26977 Uune 12. 1991): (Preliminary
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Determination of Sales at Less Than
argues that the Department should
Fair Value: Steel Wire Rope from India; reverse this decision and use the
58 FR 183Z2 (April Z2. 1991): and section traditional six-month POI. In order to
i"13(a) of the Act.) A• tbe volume of
avoid subjecting Mazda to a significant
Mazda'• home market sales meets this
increase in the maf8in resulting solely
test. we an apt&olclns our preliminary
from signifrcantly different excha113e
detennination that Mazda'• home
rates in effect du~ October and
market 19 Yiabl..
November 1991. Mazda contends that
Reprdinftha ca... dted by Mazda in the Department"• practice is to extend
support of its arpmenl. we nota thal
the nonnal six-month POI only where
these
inwlved circumstances.
good cause exists. i.11:, where the
standard six-month period does not
which were significantly different than
thou pretent hen. In SJrl'S. tha
"adequately refiect the sales practices of
Departmeat ued U.S. aalH in the:
the firms su&ject to the invesqation.~·
vi~litJ tat foroae of several
Final Determination of No Salet et I.en
rnPondents became that rHpODdent · ' Than Fair V.!ue: Electrolytic
had no tbinl counlrJ l8Jea durina the.
Ma113anese Dioxide from Ireland. MFR
POL Comequeatly•. the Department wu 8778 (March Z. t•J. a/fd in twlevant
unable b> . . the 'riabilitJ test set out in part. Bomont lndu•trin v; Uni"1d Stain.
tha replatiana in order to teat whether
111 P. Sapp. 968. • (err t•J Mazda
the rnpolldeat's home mmket aa1n
contench that aood caue to depart from
volume wa adeqate for campuiaca
nonnal pnc:tic:e le not present here.
purposn. 'l'1le Departmnt tested the
since tbe impact of 1eaaonallty on the
volume of home market sales
the prelimtnarr marsin was de minimifl. Aa
volume of U.S..aaln. rather than ·
a second (and l'eea preferable>
automatically 111in8 CValternative, Mada argue• that the
In Motoreycle Batteries. the
.
Department should minimize Maahi~•
Department also canaidered the volunw expoeure lo the •aberrant" exchaqe
of U.S. aalaa as part of ita determination rain by droppins from Its analy1i1 all
of home market viability for only one of October and November 1&lel of 1991
a number of respondentL However. la
model1. while lncludins Octobermd
that ca1e, tha volume of U.S. Nln made November end-of-model-year saln of
by the respondent waa. not the only
· 1990 models.
determinant of viability. More Important
Petitioaen 1tate that Mazda has
was the fact that there was subatantial
offend no new proof that the
dissimilarity between the company'"
Department'• prior determination wa•
home market and U.S modelL Given the lncomct; bowenr, petltlaaen aque. if
particular circumstance• of that cue.
the Department reopeu the POI luue. it
the Departmellt determined that it wu
should follow tbe d8c:ilion made ill
appropriate to use home market l81u u antidampiDJ dutJ iavntipticm of
the bull for FMV for one model and
c:ertatn internal combustion ferk1ifta
third eountry sales u the basis for FMV from Japa in which the Departmeat
for those home merbt producta ·
. lqpd the POI bJ 1eYeral mo11tba due to
determined to be too di11imilar to U.S.
the widespread ue of po1t-salemodela to mali:e reasonable
incentives (see Forklift Trucb. •UJll'4
comparisons. The Department did not
DOC Position
determine that It wu appropriate to
We dieqree Wttb Mazda and are
disregard home market sales entirely,
even though the volume of home market conUnuiq to un an elaht-montb POI for
this. cespondent. ID our decision
nles was less than five percent In
memorandum on this issue, dated
relation to the volume of U.S. 1ale1.
Finally, we recognize that petitionel'I September U. 1981, we noted that the
have raised the l11ue of whether Canada evidence on the record indicated
seasonality with respect to Mazda'•
is an appropriate basts for FMV given
the degree of Integration of the U.S. anct pricing. We noted that this behavior
follows a predictable pattem of price'
Canadian automobile markets.
·
However, as we han found the volume increase• and decreases dependent
upon the introduction of new model
of home market sales adequate for
comparison purposes, this iasue is moot. vehicle• in the fourth quarter and an
attempt on the part of Mazda to
Comment ztJ.
liquidate its inventory of older model
Based on allegations made by
vehicles through price reduction
petitioners that the Departmenr1
programs. Usi113 theee findings. we ·
..standard" POI (i.e., the- six month
concluded that there was sufficient
period prior to and including the month information on the record to justify
of filing of the petition) would not ·
expandi113 the POI for Mazda from six to
capture certain seasonal variation• fn
eight months. Mazda has provided no
Mazda'• pricing; we established an
additional information which would
eight-month POI for Mazda. Mazda
cause us to reconsider this issue.
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We note that Mazda'• argument is not
based on the contention that the
Departmenrs initial determination. that
seasonality existed with respect to
Mazda's pricing. it incorrect. Rather. it
contends that the particular POI set by
the Department is inappropriate because
it captures two months in which
·
"abnonnar' exchange rates prevailed. In
accordance with I 353.eo(b) of the
Department's replations. the
Department may account for substantial
changes or fluctuations in exchange
rates. Mazda has not demonstnted or
even alleged. that these provisions
apply. Accordingly, we have applied the
prevailing exchange rates to all sales in
accordance with om normal
methodology in making the finaf
determination.

CommentZ1
Mazda argues rhat the Department
should accept a level-of-trade
adjustment based on u.s~ data for 1ales
comparisons between ita home market
dealers and ita U.S. distributor. Mazda
elates that it is unreasonable for the
Department to require it to bue ita.
claim on home market data as it does
not sell to distribators in the bome
market and tbal. conaequently•. there is
no home market data on which to base a
claim. Mazda further states that the
Court of International Trade indicated in
Fundicao Tupy S.A. v. United State1. 678
F. Supp. & (CrI')..aff'd 859 F.Zd 915
(Fed. Cir. 1988). that making an
adjustment to account for coat
differences inherent ill different levels of
tnde is the Department's '"duty."
· Petitioners argue that the Department
correctly rejected Mazda's level-of-tnde
claim at the preliminary determination.
'Ibey note that the CIT bas upheld the
Department's discretion to reject claims
based solelJ on. U.S. experience. (See
Fundicao Tupy s.A. v. United Stain.
aupnr. Silver Reed America. Inc. v. U.S••
711 F. Supp.8Z1 (CIT1988); and
American hnnac. Inc. v. U.S.• 70a F.
Supp. 'II (CIT t988)J. In addition.. they
1tata that the way in which Mazda
reported its U.S. selli113 expense1 has
already taken Into account any c:o1t
differencn in selling at different levels
of trade in the home and U.S. markets.
DOC Po1ition
We agree with petitioners and have
disallowed this adjustment becasue it is
based on U.S. experience. It is not now.
nor has It ever been, the Department's
practice to altow level-of-trade
adjustments which are baaed on U.S.
experience. To do so would require the
Department to assume that the coat ·
differences involved in selling in the
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foreign and U.S. markets are the same.
There i1 no reasonable basis on which
to make such an aasumption. As
correctly noted by petitionen, thi1
poaition has been upheld by both the
CIT and the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit.
Comment ZS

Mazda arauea that the Departnlent
should accept a1 reported ill incentive .
paymentl made on home market new
car salea. Mazda contenda that the
inaccmacin found at verification with
rnpect to the way that it applied new ·
car incentive paymentl to home market
sales were immaterial. However. Mazda
argues that. if we determine that its
methodolog is unreasonable. the
correct data is on the record and ahould
be used.
Petitionen arpe that the Department
ahould reject Mazda'• new car
incentivn in their entirety, a1 (t) it wu
pouibJe far Mazda to apply them
accmately to the appropriate salea. (2)
Mazda wa1 given several opportunitiel
to supply accurate data, (3) the incentive
amounts reported were 1ignificantly
overstated. and (4) certain of the
paymentl appear to relate to non-Ml'\'
salea or MPV aalea outlide the POL
Petitioners araue that the Department
hu denied incentive clahn1 in the put
when the problem with the data were
not nearly 10 811'91ioua, and that if the
Department fail• to draw a lharply
adverse inference from Mazda'a
decillion not to preaent ill data in a way
that accurately reflectl the company'•
pricea and coata, it will encourap more
elaborate efforta to package data in
future cases. Regarding the revised data
provided by Mazda, petitionen argue .
that there ii no way to check the
accuracy of this data. In addition.
petitianen allege that thne data do
nothina more that illuatrate the
aubatantial erron in Mazda'• earlier
1ubminion. Petitionen add that. if the
Department i1 unprepared to reject
these data In their entirety, it should
foUaw the deci1ion made in Final
Reaulta of Admini1trative Review of
Antidumping Duty Order: Color
Television Receiven from Korea, 49 FR
50l20 (December 28. 1984} and treat
paymenll under the incentive prosrama
that have been allocated to. but not
directly linked to, MPV• sold during the
POI u an Indirect selling expense.
DOC Position
At verification. we found that the way
in which Mazda linked its incentive
paymentl to individual sales rnulted in
variou1 inaccuracies in the amounts
reported. Accordin8'r, we find that it ia
appropriate to use BIA to determine the

amount of .these paymenta. Aa BIA, we
are using the amount• reported in the
sales listing. Accepting Mazda'• data aa
reported has an appropriately adverse
effect in calculating COP and. because
we are baaing FMV on CV, incentive
payments were not further included in
our analys~
Comment29

Mazda araue• that the methodolog
that it uaed to calculate incentive
payments to home market corporate
customen (reportiq the averap rebate
paid to each dearler) wu reasonable.
Mazda arpea that it used an averaging
methodolOIJ becauae tyins the correct
rebate amount to individual MPV aalea
would have required an extensive
manual aearcb through its records.
According to Mazda, the Department
doe• dot require respondents to
undertake unduly burdensome tam m
order to obtain information which la not
maintained in their accounting recorda.
Finally, Mazda argun that the sample
selected for verification of thne
incentive program• wa1 not
representative.
Petitionen upe that the pattern of
oveneporting of rebatea augpall that .
Mazda'a 1election of an allocation
methodolagj wu deliberate and resultadriven. Petitionen fUrther suae•t that it
would have been a fairly aimple task to
report the conect incentive paymenta. ·
especially since there are only a small
number of home market aalea durin& the
POL and that much of the work could
have been done by Mazda'a dealen.
Consequently, petitioners arpe that the
Department ahould reject all ofMazda'a
corporate cu1tomer incentive claims.
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petitioners ask the Department to
disallow this prosram.
DOC Position

We disagree with petitionen.
Although no previous program had been
implemented for MPV1. we learned at
verification that Mazda occa1ionally
had aimilar programs for other vehicle
linea. Therefore, we 1ee no indication
that Mazda implemented thi1 program to
circumvent the antidumping law, as
petitionen imply. Accordingly, we have
uaed it in our analysia for purpoaea of
the rmal determination.
Comment31

Petitionen arpe that the Department
should exclude from the home market
salea li1ting all aales made to Mazda'a
dealen for use aa demomtrator ·
vehicles. Petitionen claim that these
sales are equivalent to U.S. aaln made
under Mazda'• demo/leaae program and
that Mazda excluded demo/lease
vehicles from ill U.S. sales liating.
Petitionen' reaaon that both programs
involve vehicln which are sold to the
public in a "Uled" condition.
DOC POllitioa

We disagree with petitioners. We
have retained thne sales in the 1alea
listing aa. contrarJ to U.S. experience,
the home market vehicle i1 new when it.
is sold to Mazda's customer.
Comment3Z

Mazda arpn that it ii inappropriate
to calculate U.S. and home market
warranty expenae1 a1 period expenaea
(i.e., expenses incuned durina the POI
divided by the quantity of retail nlee
made during the POL Rather, Mazda
DOC Position
contenda that dividina period expensea
At verification, we found that Mazda by cumulative MPV aalea i1 more
representative of Mazda's ac:tual
had conailtently overreported these
warranty experience on minivana. In
rebetea. at times by a significant
addition. Mazda claims that it i1 entitled
amount. We disagree with Mazda that,
to a "start-up" adjuatment to ill home
because the 181Dple of tnmsactiona
market warranty expenses aa it
reviewed was amalL it wu neceaarily
introduced the MPV in the home market
unrepresentative. Accordingly, we find
after it introduced the MPV in the
that it ia appropriate to use BIA to
United Statea. Mazda contenda that it la
determine the amount of these
paymenll. A1 BIA. we have used the ,
inappropriate to compare coall at
amounts reported by Mazda in it• 1alea different atagea of the warranty cycle
without some adjustment. a1 wananty
liatiq. for the reasons cited in the
preceding comment.
·
coall increase exponentially (rather
than arithmetically) over time. Mazda
Comment30
finally araues th1tt. if the l)epartment
On the day that the petition waa filed. prefen a period approach, it should
Mazda implemented a rebate program to adju1t the warranty co1t1 incurred in
clear out long-tenn inventory held by ill Japan during the POI by the percentage
dealen. Petitioners claim that the timing that U.S. costs increased during a
or this program raises the question of
comparable period in the MPV'a
warranty cycle. According to Mazda,
whether it was established in order to
this methodology takes into account the
l~wer Mazda's home market price for
purposes of this investigation. Therefore. fact that the absolute incidence of
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warrantJ claims ma:r dif!er between the market indirect selling expeme1
United States and Japan br..ause of road incwred ~Y the Customer Satisfaction
conditions, etc.
Promotion (CSP) and Buline11 Logiatica
Petitionen argue that adjusting for the (BL) Divisions akewe the indirect selling
timing difference aoted hy Mazda
expense calculation as the activity level
requires th• Department to speculate on of theae two dhritiona la more a function
future warnaty eot1ts. According to.
of aalea value than headcounL In.
petitionen. tben ia nothing in the record addition. petitionen claim that Mazda'•
to at1bataatiate tba uaderlying uaerticm use of headcount haa had the practical
that. onr time.Mazda'• home market
result of allocating aipificant expeneee
warranty experience will be the aameaway &om U.S.. sales and to export sales
as. or evea similar ~ its U.S.
to third c:ountry marketao
experieace. Ratbu. petitioners state thal
Petitionen also atata that Mazda bas.
home marke' warranty costa should be. allocated SGliA expenaa. to parta sales
leas than the coats in the United States
without recopizina that a significant
at comparable points in time due to the
portion of pada-rela.ted expenses
learning curve effect. Furthennore; .
support vebicle aalea. Petitionen rea1GD
petitioners. note that Mazda's argumenl
that parts are used both iD vebic:le.
productioa and for. wuranty purpoaes..
fails to tab U:alG account the
relatioufaip between prices and coata
not ;uat for replvemen• purposes.
(i.e.. a1 coat& die.. IO should prices)..
AccordiD&ly, petitioners. aqua. a portion.
Finally. petitioners argue that the
of the parts coats abou1d be allocated left
Deputmeat ua departed &om its
minivan uleL.
Mazda contenda that ita uae of
aoaual pract(ce of calculatina period
headcount la a more accurate means of
expenses onlJ under exceptional
circumstaDcel which are not prese~
appodionina the indirect •eIJina.
expenset incarred.by: the CSP and BL
here.
Diviaions than aalea value became these
DOC /Wiliott
divisions perform many functiona for the
\'\'e agree witli petitionen and have
home market which. for U.S. aalea. are
followed the methodology used at theperformed by Mazda"& U.S. aaln qent
preliminary determination to calculate
MMA. Mazda contends that to allocate
warranty expenses. Specifically, wethe Japan-aide expense• on the buia of
ha calculated a· per-anit adjustment
aala volume would' mean attributing to
based on warranty experience during
US ules the vast majority of Mazda·..
the POI becaaw It ii the Departments
indirect selling expenses. which ii
practice to base warranty expenses onclearlr disproportionate to the amount
POI experience except in unusual
of effort devoted to U.S. sales-related
circumstances. As Mazda has not
. activities in fapam.
·
demanetnrted that Ha POf experienc.Reprding petitionera• arpment tbar
wu not reffectiYe of ill actual warranty Mazda's lieadcount methodology results
._"'890n to depart from·
in aHocatina expensee away from U.S.
our ftOfllllll practice in thie ea-.
aales.and to third countrr salu. Mazda
W•alac> llaft'diaaltowedMazd.'•
notes that the other oveneaa diviaiom
atart-up-Mjubeat because maki..,.tt. handle sales to a aisnificantly larpr
adlubReat weuld requi~ ue to
number of markets and that.
apeculata on r.ture warranty costs ia
consequently. it • roatcal that th. .
Japan or lo tpee:Ulate on the relationship diviaione should employ more people
between ~S. aad Japaneee warranty
(and. by exte11sion. iftcllr more
experieace. Mazda has provided no
expensee}. Finally, Mazda notes- that the
factual support ror any of its requeeted
Department flaa accepted headcount u
adjustments: aor bs it given the·
a reaaonable methodolCJBY in past casee.
Department an adequate b&1ia on which
Reprding parts coats. Mazda
to apeculate about future warranty
contends that relevant parts expenees
coats. For example, Mazda has made no have been appropriately included ht
effort to demonltrat1t how warranty·
either manufacturtns costs or in U.S. ,
experience dlanges over time in ita . ·
indirect eelltns expenan. 11terefon.
home market aa it did not provide
Mazda asserts. no adjustment should be
comparable warranty data on other
made.
home market vehicles. Nor has Mazda
DOC Position
demonatrated a warranty coat
We asree with Mazda and have
relationalUp betweew other home market
accepted Mazde.'1 headcount
and U.S. vehiclee. Consequently. we
have determined that it is inappropriate- methodology ta allocate indirect ullins
expensee. We diaqree with petruoaen
to allow tlaedaimed adfustment.
that this- methodology is di.stortive. At
Comment33
verification.. we reviewed Mazda'a
Petitiaaea ..-pe-that Mazda's use a& calculation& and detemlined that they
employee headcount to allocate home
were reasonable. In this case. uslns

v•
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Mazda's employee headcount
methodology ia more accurate than
using &alee value, in that it is a better
indicator of the 8ll10Ullt'Df effort devoted
by corporate beadquarten employees to .
making· aalea in the ,wt'erent markets. In
addition. we agree ~'ith Mazda thal .
relevant parta expenses have been
correctly captured in Mazda'• reporte~
manafacturins and aellins expenses.
Accordingly. we haq-ROt reallocated
part• expenaes. rar purposes of the finat
determination.
Comrnent34

Petitionen.contencl rhar Mazda'•
indirect aenms expenses ahoold berecalculateci te reflect more accurately.
expenses incurred la aelli119 MPVs.
Petitionen- llOte that Mazda admitted ia
its ease brief that it underestimated the·
amount of indirect aeUing expeneea
attributable to die sale of MPVa.
Petitioners contend that these expen99
must be revised upward in order to
capture the ful amount of home mariet ·
indirect aelling expenses included in CV.
Mazda contends that the amouat by
which its iDdired seDlnt expenaea are
understated ii not aipifica~t..
DOC Position·
We agree with petitioners. Based
upon our review of the documents.
obtaiaed at verificatron. we find thar
Mazda undentated its home market
indirect selling expeneea and that thi•
undentatemeDt ii materfat
ConaequentlJ, we ta.ve adfusted the
percentap repartecl ror purposes or the
final determination..
Comment3$
Petitioners coatead th&t. although
Mazda did net iuue an.y commercial
paper in tha home- market d'W'iDa thePOI. the Departmeat should revisit the
credit expenaea iuue to determine
whether either Mazda's recorda or the
documents taken at verification support
a different home market interest rate
calculation.
DOC Position
At verification. we found that Mazda . ·
had correctly rePOrted its home market
short-term interest nte during the POL
Accordinsly. we have used thi1
interest rate to-calculate the home
market credit expenee for purpose• oi
the final detennination.
Comment3tJ

Petitionere request that the
.
Department reviH Mazda's indirect
selling expeme calculation. to capture.
amortized coats for certain. fixed aa1ets
used for advertising or promotional
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purpoees. Petitioners state that th•
Department found at Yerification that
Mazda failed fully to include theee
costs.
DOC Position
· At verification. we foand that Mada
did not includv iD its reported indirect
sellina expenses amortized costs fur
certain assets for April aad M•J 1991.
Aa we do not bave the actual coata for
these montha on the record. we •nr
using BIA to determine them. As BIA.
we are uain1 the average monthlf
amortization cost reported by Mazda far
the cost for each of the montm iD
question.
Commttnt31
Mazda arguea that we ahould ndude
MMA'• U.S. repwdaue propam ..
expenses from the marlin c:alc:Wationa
because the expenses a11ociated with
this proll'am are incurred an the sale ol
used. not new, MPV1. Mazda conteuda.
however. that if we treat tbeae expeuea
as related to new MPV 1ale1. we 1houlcl
treat these co1ta aa direct adverti1ina
costs rather than sales-specific
expenses.
Mazda states that two separate
transactions ac:cur with respect to the
vehicles said under the fteet repurchase
program: (t) nae arisinal sale to the
rent-a-car company and (Z} the
subsequent repmchaae and resale of the
same vehicle to a Mazda dealer as a
used car. Mazda arpe1 that the
expen111 in th• ftnt tramactian are
incurred whether the vehicle hr
eventuall1 repurdlaaecl or not and that
these expeDHa are properfJ Included in
the Deparlment's marsm analyaia.
Maida contead1 that the coata incurred
in the 1econd tran1action are entirely
separate and distinct from thC>M
Incurred an the sale of the n•w vehicl•
and therefore 1hauld be excluded from
the Department'• analysis far purpoHI
of the final determination.
In order to demonstrate that thi•
approach la consistent with Department
precedent. Mazda cites the ftnal results
of two admiDiatrativtt reviews (see Final
Resuha of Administrative Review:
Drycleaninl Machinery from Welt
Germany, 50 FR use Uanuary 10. 1985)
and 50 FR 32154 (Auguat a. 1985}
(collectively Drydeaning). Accordina to
Mazda. in DrJcleaning, the Department
denied a respondent' a request to
consider the profit or lou on the resale
of trade-in merchandise •• a direct
sellins expense. Mazda contends that. In
doing 10. the Department carefully
di1tinpi1hed betweu the coats
attributable ta the original sale and th•
costs attributable to the subsequent
resale. As iuch. Mazda states that the

Department cannot inc!ade Mazda's
repurchase expen1et as either direct or
indirect sellins expenses in this case.
Mazda argues that if the Department
condude1 that the c:olfl of the
repurchaee JH'Oll'BDl must be attributed
to new MPV sale1, it shoald treat th•
expenses a1 direct adYertfaiq expenan
attributabl• to all sales. Mazda arpes
that It has prennted rubstantia!
information establishing that it
participatn in the repmchaae prosmn
primarily for the purpose of increasing
the public's exposure to it1 vehicles.
This information includes. among other
thinp, nrioua intemal memoranda ·
which diacua1 Mazda's motivation· far
Implementing the program. Mazda notes
that. althoush the• memoranda bat
other benefits than talet promotion.
thOM purpoan were ncondarJ. As
proof that itl motivation wa1 primarily
ta increaae Mazda"• expanre. Mazda
notes that (t) aD Mazda nhicles are
exposed to the public throqb the
program on a national bali1, (2) the rent·
a-car prosram does not D88atinly
impact the value of its vehicles overall.
and f3J the repurehate Pf'Oll'8llt pnwides
a steadJ supply of used cars for Mazda·
dealers which aOows the dealen to
increaae customer traffic c:ontlttins of'
potential new car buyen.
In addiUon. Mazda arpe9 that the
bases on which the Department made lta
preliminary detenninatlon to treat then
expenses 11 aalea-tpedffc were
incorrect. Flrat. Muda arsuu that the
fact that it ia poasible ta ualp thue
expenaet to indtvldual .-Jn daea not
mandate their treatment aa 1aln1peciftc expenses. For example. Mada
not11 that the Departmflllt doer not
make warranty adjmtmenta on a aalesspectftc basis. Seciond. 1'18ardinc the
Department'• concern that the rent-a-car
companlet do not provide for additional
Mazda adYerttling or promotional
literature. Mazda contendl that
additional advertitement by the rental
company ia not neeenary to achi8\,..
Mazda'• 1oal of public exposure to
Mazda vehicles through first hand
experience.
Finally. reprdintr the concern that
promotional eff'orta directed at
cuatomen requettins a Mucfa trial
vehicle involve an element of chance,
Mazda notes that the theory behind the
proll'8m i• that rent-a-car cu1tomen
who have had poeltive experiencn
drivfns rented Mazda vehicles will be
more inclined to conaider buylna •
Mazda vehicle when they make a
purchasina deci1ion. rather than that
customers will have more opportunitlea
to test drive 1peciftc vehicles. Reg~ing
this last paint, Mazda cites a IUl'Yey
submitted by Mazda which shows that
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rental experience has had a very hip
level of positive impact on rental
customers.
Petitioners state that the Department
properly treated the coata aaaociated
with Oeet salea to rent-a-car companies
as aalea-apecific expenseL Petitioners
ciaim that the repurchase qreemeut ia
part and parcel of the origiul aa1ea
contract and the coata of the tranaactioa
can be traced from the sala of tha
vehicle to the fleet customer through
repurcbaae and resale at auction.
Petitlonen arsue that the cite to
Drycleaning ii not relevuat and would
only apply if the iuue wu whether to
adjuat price& for a trade-IA allowance
that an autoaiobila dealer miaht aive a
retail customer ror tba customel''• uaecl
car.
In addition. petition. . diul'" witb
Mazda's attempt to c1auify theae
expenan u direct advertitina expemn.
Petitionen contend that to treat t1ut
expense• incarred by Mazda under lta
repurchase PfOll'UD u advertiaiq ia to
ignore the realities of the U.S. motor
vehicle market. Furthermont. petitianert
contend that the support that Mazda bH
offered for lta position iD fact
disapprov• iL For example. petltionera
state that the survey provided bJ Mazda
1haw1 that rental car cu1tomen an llClt
mare likely to purchase a particular
vehicle because they have driven It
while rentiDS- Finally, petitlonen aqae
that the coats aNOCiated with Mazda'•
repurchue propua are vebicJHpaciftc.
Petitioners contad that Maida'•
warranlJ analomr It ftawed. Ill that the
Department woald a11lp warrutr
expanl89 to particular Al-. if poulbl&
(See Final Reaulta of Admfniatratlve
Review: Color televfafan Recelftn from
Korea. 41 FR 1101ZO (December Z8. 19M).

DOC Poiitioa
We asree with petitfonen that
Mazda's repurchase and renle
expellHI are part of the orfsinal aaln
transaction. Accord.fnsly, we have
included these expenaet in our analysis.
We baatt this determination on the fact
that the repurchne it effected at a
direct and necessary condition of th•
original sale. While the resale I•
contractually not part of the orisbtal
transaction. It happens n a direct and
necessary conaeqnnett of th•
repurchaae. In addition. the pfn or 1o..
on the reaaltt la the only available
measurement of the gain or Ion on the
repurchaae. Therefore, we hue used the
gain or 1011 on the resale In our analys11o
'nle position enunciated m
·
Drycleanfq 11 inappostte here for two
reason•: (1) The laaue there concemed
expenses aaaaciated with tbe sale of
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two machines. a used one and a new
one. and (2) the repurchase of the used
drycleaning machine was not a
contractual obligation of its sale as a
new machine. Here 'the expenses are all
associated with the original sale of a
new vehicle and contemplated at the
time of the sale.
Regarding whether these expenses
should be treated aa sales-specific or as
direct advertising, we agree with
petitioners that these expenses are more
appropriately treated as sales-specific
l!Xpensea. The expenses in question are
clearly linked to each original fleet sale.
It la the Department's general policy to
auign selling expenaea to specific sales
whenever po11ible. Accepting Mazda 'a
8J1Wllent that these are advertising
expenses would require the Department
to weigh the various benefits gained
through the implementation of the
repurchase program and to detennine
which of these benefits provided
Mazda's primary motivation. Not only
are we disinclined to base the
catesoriZ&tion of any expense upon the
intent behind that expense, in this case
it ia beyond the Department's ability to
measure Mazda's intent with any degree
of certainty. Accordingly, we have
assigned these expenses to specific
vehicles for purposes of the final
determination.
Comment38

Petitioners argue that Mazda
improperly excluded demo/lease sales.
from its U.S. sales liatiJ18. Petitioners
allqe that because these vehicles are
imported as new vehicles, they are
subject to the antidumping investigation.
According to petitioners, these sales
represent a significant volume of U.S.
sales during the POI. Petitioners further
argue that Mazda did not completely
exclude these sales from questionnaire
response in that it used the volume and
value of these sales in its selling
expense allocations. Petitioners claim
that the reault of this la to lower the
amount of U.S. selling expenses
allocated to each minivan sold to
dealen. Moreover. petitioners claim that
Mazda included similar vehicles in its
home market aalea liatiitg. However,
petitioners contend that. if the
Department determines that these
vehicles have been properly excluded.
the coats of the program should be
treated as a direct selling expense.
Petitioners maintain that Mazda's use of
these vehicles as demo/lease cars result
in a direct coat to Mazda which should
be reflected in the Department's
analysis.
·
Mazda eta.tea that it properly excluded
these sales from its U.S. sales listing
because they were sales of used MPVs.

as indirect selling expenses. Petitioners
state that. to the extent that a
respondent maintains that U.S.
advertising is not a direct expense, it
bears the burden of proof that it is not
direct. Petitioners argue that Mazda has
not met the burden of proof in this case.
According to petitioners, MDA
advertising meets the Department's
direct advertising test as it is (l)
product-specific and (2) directed at the
customer's customer. Petitioners
contend that both (1) the fact that
Mazda is not able to control the nature
of the advertising and (2) the fact that
Mazda does not fonnally keep track of
how the advertising funds are spent are
irrelevant to whether this expense is
cla11ified as direct or indirect.
Petitioners also note that Mazda tracks
how MDA funds are spent through a ·
report prepared by its advertising
agency.
Petitioners contend that Mazda ·
improperly calculated the amount of
MDA advertising applicable to MPVs.
Petitioners note that Mazda allocated
OMA advertising to MPV• baaed on the
sales value of MPVs in relation to
Mazda's total U.S. sales. Petitioners
contend that the proper allocation is
based on the proportion of total MDA
advertising actually spent on MPVa.
which can be derived from the report
prepared by Mazda's advertising
agency.
Mazda contends that its MDA
expenses are appropriately claHified aa
DOC Position
indirect advertisins because they are not
· · Petitionen mischaracterized our
action in the preliminary determination. incurred with respect to the product
The vehicles in question will be subject under investigation at the time that .
Mazda agrees to make its contribution.
to an antidwnping duty order, if one is
iHued. because they are new when they Mazda argues that these expenses are
are imported into the United States. The incurred·regardle11 of whether MPVa
Department, however. is not required to are produced and sold by MMA ~r.
whether MPVa are advertised with
examine every 1ale1 transaction in
MDA dollars. According to Mazda, this
detennining whether sales have been
lack of control over the use of these
made at le11 than fair value. Mazda
funds makes these expenses "fixed"'
requested that it be excused from
reporting these sales because the demo/ from Mazda's perspective. Regarding
lease vehicles in question were in a used regional (including co-op) advertising.
Madza contents that, like its MDA
condition when they were sold to the
first unrelated purchaser. Because these expenditurea. it considers these
expenses to be a general promotional
vehicles were not new minivans at the
expense. Moreover, Mazda states that is
time of sale to the first unrelated
has no information on an overall basis
purchaser and because they compria• a
concerning which vehicles were very small percentage of Mazda's total
advertised with co-op dollars.
sales during the POI. we instructed
Consequently, Mazda argues that
Mazda not to report these sales in its·
treating !\.IDA and regional advertising
sales listing. Nonetheless. it ia entirely
expenses as direct would be contrary to
appropriate to include the sales in the
denominator used to apply U.S. indirect the reality of Mazda's busine11
practices, as well as contrary to the
selling expenses to USP.
Department's established view of direct
Comment39
expenses aa those uniquely related to
the sales under re\·iew.
Petitioners argue that Mazda has
Regarding the percentage used to
improperly classified MDA advertising.
allocate. MDA advertising to MPVs,
as well as certain regional advertising,
Mazda states that the language of the
antidumping statute clearly indicates
that the responsibility of the Department
is to investigate sales of subject
merchandise in the United States and
that. although the demo/lease vehicles
were new at the time of importation.
they were used (and therefore not
subject merchandise) when sold to the
first unrelated customer. Moreover,
Mazda maintains that it was not
inconsistent in its treatment of U.S. and
home market demo vehicles; Mazda
notes that its home market sales of these
vehicles were included in the sales
listing because they were 1ale1 of new
minivans.
Mazda argues that these sales
revenues were properly included in the
calculation of U.S. indirect selling
expenses because such expenses were
incurred to support demo/lease sales
just aa they were incurred in order to
make sales of new vehicles. Finally,
Mazda contends that petitioners'
suggestion that these expenses be .
treated aa direct selling expenses ia
without merit. Mazda states that it is the
Department's practice to treat aa direct
expenses only those expenses that are
directly attributable to sales of the
product under investigation. Mazda
contends that the direct coata of the
demo/lease program are not incurred in
connection with the sale of new
vehicles, but of used vehicles which are
not under investigation.
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Mazda argues that there ~ no basis for
adjasti111 the percenta1e used. as the
report cited by petitioners ia only an
"informal" and. by Department
ataDdarda. imprecise indication of bow
total MDA media dollars are expended.
Mazda DOtea that thia report ia used by
MMA solely u a aelU!S'al informatiaa
tool and that the nwnbera on thia report
cannot be rec:mu::iled with the
expenditurea oa.MMA'a boob.
lXJC Position
We agree with petitioners and have
reclaaaified the MDA advertising in
question aa direct. We qree that the
issue of whether Mazda haa control over
how MDA funds are used 11 irrelevant.
Ultimately, when the money is spent. the
.advertising is product-apedfic and
directed at the cu1tomer'1 customer.
Therefore, the two conditions under
which the Department conliden
advertiaq to be direct have been met.
Moreover, we note that the effect ol tJaa
adverti1i111 on Mazcia'1 sales ia the aame
whether or not Mada bad cantrof over
the specific use of the lands. Under the
same principle, we have also
·
recla11rified co-op and other lJpee of
regional acherti9ins •• direct.
Re1anfins the percenta19 ned b
allocate MDA lldverti1iJll to MPVs. we
have used the percentase found rn the
report prepared by Mazda'• advertiai•
qency. Althoush thi1 pen:entap
reprnents only an estimate. we believe
that lt ia the mo.I accurate reftection of
Mazda's adYertisiq experience witb
respect to MPVa. In addition. u lhia
report 1hOW9 that a partima of MDA
funds were spent en brud adYerti1iq.
we have da•ified tllil partioa u ·
indirect advertising and have allocated
part of it to MPV&
Mazda aipee that the numbers on the
report cannot be tied directly to ita
accountiq recorde. We note that Mazda
used a percentage of advertising related
to MPVs generated from the aame ·
agency to report its direct advertisina
expense. The numbers used to derive
that percentage alto could not be tied
directly into Mazda's accountina 1y1tem.
However, we accepted Mazda'a
methodolon in that instance because it
was a reasonable reflection of Mazda's
· adverti1in3 experience. Moreover, we
are not usinfl the absolute amount of the
MDA expenditure• shown on the report.
merely the percenta1e. Tbere(ore, the
fact that the absolute number cannot be
tied into Mazda '1 records is not
controllin3 in this instance.
Commtmt40
Petitioners arsue that fees paid to
Mazda's U.S. advertising agency should
be cI~fied as a direct expense

I
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because they are billed a a percentqe the level of incentives paid on MPVa
of the advertising expense. Petitionera
relative to total incentive payments.
further contend that Mazda classified
Mazda maintains that these expenses
similar feea in the home market as direct were correctly classified as indirect
and included them in home market
sellins expemes. Mazda 1tatea tbat the
advertisiq.
unrelated company in question rendera
In addition. petitioners request that
overall service aa fl it were all
the Department adjuat the amount of the "extension" of MMA ud that it ia
fees allocated to MPV1 torefiect the
compensated for its 1emce1 by
percent of MPV·related advertising to
payments that are based neither on. the
vehicle-specific advertisi111 placed by
number or types of vehicles aold nor the
the a3ency. Accordin1 to petitioner-. the number of incentive program1 nm. but
methodoloo asecl by Mazda, relative
rather for each task that it completes
sales value. i1 incorrect ill that it reliea
(e.g., for seneratt111 computer tapn.
on the u1umptioa that advertisq
etc.). Consequently, Mazda argues. it
expenau are c:onatant acro1S nol only
would be inappropriate to link these
all vehicle lines but alao parts aalea. ·
feea to specific incentive prosram1 or to
clusify them as a direct expense.
Mazda 8J'8Uft that ftl adverti1q
qency fee i1 properly da11ified a•
DOC Positi.oo
indirect and that petitionerl' argument t.
We asree with petitioners. Becauw
based on a mi1uncler1tandin& of one of
these fees are paid !or each taak
the verification exhibits. Mazda
maintai111 that it. adnrtisi111 asency ia perfonned by Mada•1 ineentift
administration aervfce, they are
not pa~ on a percentage b81ia but
appropriately considered part of the
rather tbroush an annuan, nesoti•ted
vehicle-specific incenttYe coets.
commi11ion. According to Mazda, thie
However, as there i1 lns11fficienf
commiaaion coven the qency'a
information on the record to allow th.
provision of a variety of services in
Department to calcalate a -.ehicfe.. ·
connection with advertising and
marketing of MMA's produc:tl, includiq specific amount. we han treated the.
fee• 81 a direct aellins expeme and me
parts and services, as well as vehicln.
Mazda further notes that th• !ett cannot applied them to all aale1 reported in
be related to any particular product lin•, Mazda's U.S. sales listing.
or nen to th• level of adYertilinf
Comment a
actiYity. Finally, Mazda cantendl that
Petitioners contend that Mazda'•
its treatment of its U.S. adftrtiling
direct and indirect selling expenses
qency's fee is not fnconsiatent with ita
treatment of Its home market advertilins should be calculated 11 a percentqe of
fees 11 the home marlcet fen were peid net price. rather than gro11 price.
Petitioners maintain that the inclusion of
on a different ba•
dealer contributions to MDA1 in lfOll
DOC Po1ition
· unit price has a distortive impact Oil the
Department'• analy1i1.
We asree with petitionen. Because
these fee• are incurred in order to
Mazda aipea that it is appropriate to.
advertise Mazda'a products. it ia
use g.-oas unil price to calculata U.S..
appropriate to treat them in the same
indirect selling expenaea because tha
way that we are trealilll advertisins
ratios uaed by Mazda to calculate
expenses. Accordingly, we have split
indirecl selllns expenses for U.S. saln
these fees into direct and indirect
were derived from the MPV grou
expenses in the same proportion as
invoice total which include& MDA
Mazda's overall adverti•ins dollars are contriautiona.
1pent on direct and indirect advertising.
DOC Position
Coa1m.nt1J
We agree with petitioners that
Petitioners claim that Ceea paid by
calculating •ellins expeme percentages
Mazda to an outaide service lo
using gross unit prices can be distortive.
administer varioua U.S. incentive
However. we have not recalculated the
Pl'081'8JDI are an intesral part or the cost percentage.a reported by Mazda uaina
of the prosrams and should be included net price because we do not have
in specific per-vehicle incentive costs.
complete information on the record that
Alternatively, petitioner• state that
would allow ua to recalculate these
these fea should be treated as a direct
percentagea accurately. We note,
aeili111 expense and allocated over all
however. that. aa the MDA amounts
aales. In addition, petitioners contend
included in Mazda'• srou unit prices
that Mazda incorrectly allocated these
are smalL excludins them from our
fees to MPVa by using a value of sales
calculation would have an inaipificant
methodology. Petitioners contend these effect on the msrsin.. Accordinsly. we
fee• should be reallocated based upon
have used the methodoloSY reported by
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Mazda for purpo1e1 of the final
detennination.
Comment43
Mazda argues.that the Department
should accept its U.S. pre-delivery
expen1e1 81 reported. Mazda contends
that it demonstrated at verification that
it had correctlY. reported these expenses.
DOC Position
We agree. Accordingly, we have used
the data provided by Mazda for
purposes of the final determination.
Comments44
Mazda argues that it would be
inappropriate to calculate an inventory
carrying coat for the time that the
vehicles bought back under ill
repurch81e program are held in
inventory. Mazda argues that the
inventories in question are of used
vehicles which are not subject to thi1
investigation.
Petitionen maintain that the
Department 1hould impute en inventory
carrying coat for these vehicles, u the
coat is an integral part of the Mazda'•
repurch81e program.
DOC Position
We agree with petitionen. We have
imputed an inventory carrying coat for
the vehicles in que1tion. as thia coal i1
incurred 81 a direct consequence of
Mazda'• repurchase program. ID
addition. we have imputed an inventory
carrying gain for those vehicles which
were auctioned before they were
repurchased.
Comment45
Petitionen contend that the
Department should recla11ify certain
U.S. port charges, reported by Mazda a1
indirect selling expemea. as direct
expen1ea. Petitionen argue that Mazda
made no effort to demonstrate that the
charges in question are related only to
general selling activity. Petitionen note
that Mazda treated 1imilar vehicle
preparation chargea incurred in Japan a1
direct selling expenses. Therefore,
petitioners maintain that theae expense•
should be recla11ified 81 direcL
Mazda maintain• that ij correctly
cla11ified the U.S. port chargea in
question as indirect selling expen1e1.
Mazda notes that it cla11ified only fixed
port charges as indirect selling
expenses. as these expense• were
incurred without regard to the number of
vehicles sold or proce11ed and were
therefore not directly related to vehicle
aalea. Mazda further notes that it
explained it1 rea1on1 for cla11ifying
each 1pec;ific component of these
expenses as indirect in a number of

1ubmi11iona to the DepartmenL
.
Regarding petitionen' comment that
Mazda treated similar vehicle-specific
preparation expense• in the home
market as direct selling expenses.
Mazda 1tate1 that thi1 argument i1 not
relevant becau1e Mazda reported all
variable port expense• a1 direct selling
expenae1 in ill U.S. 1ale1 li1ting.
DOC Position
We agree with Mazda that the U.S.
port charges in question were correctly
cla11ified a1 indirect selling expenses.
a1 theae expemes did not vary with the
number of vehicle• sold. However,
regarding home market preparation (or
pre-delivery inapection).expensea, we
agree with petitioners that the fixed
portion of these expenae1 11 analogou1
to the port charge• clauified by Mazda
a1 an indirect selling expenae.
·Conaequently. we have reclauified the
fixed portion of Mazda'• home market
pre-delivery inspection expen1e1 a1
indirecL

Comment4tl
Petttionen state that Mazda's coat
verification report que1tion1 the validity
of Mazda'• parts co1t1 and that.
therefore, the Department should reject
the profit adjustment taken on Mazda'•
warranty parts coats. Mazda contends
that thi1 argument i1 moot. a1 petitionen
state in their coat brief that "the
evidence in the record doe• not dictate a
fmding that. transfer price• between
Mazda and Ila related 1upplien oc:cur on
other than an arm'1 lengtb ba1l1."
DOC Position
We disagree with peUtionera. We
have made no adju1tment to the
reported coats 1ince, a1 peUtionen
mentioned. there 11 no indication that
the transactions in que1tion were
anything other than arm'• length in
nature.

Comment41
Petitlonen argue that Mazda
understated it1 calculation of U.S.
indirect selling expeme1 by improperly
excluding parts expemea. a portion of
which petitioners claim are related to
minivan sales. Petitionen state that file
burden of demonstrating which of the
parts co1t1 incurred by Mazda are MPV·
related and which are not is on Mazda.
Petitioners state that, if Mazda cannot
supply the necesaary data, a sales-baaed
allocation of the excluded coats should
be added to Mazda's indirect selling
expenses calculation.
Mazda argues that it correctly
included those U.S. part1 expen1e1
related to minivan 1ale1 in its U.S.
indirect selling expense calculation.

Specifically. Mazda 1tate1 that it
included those parts expen1e1 identified
in its books and records as being related
to the movement and sale of vehicles. In
addition. Mazda states that its warranty
calculations fully account for the costs
of the parts used in warranty repair.
Finally. Mazda states that it properly
excluded from ill calculations those
parts expen1e1 a11ociated with repair
parts sales and distribution, as these
expenses are irrelevant to Mazda'• cost
of selling new vehicles.
DOC Position
We agree With Mazda. In its
calculation of U.S. indirect selling
expenses, Mazda properly included
expenses of parts related to the sale of -·
new vehicles. Consequently, we find no
b81ia for adjusting Mazda'• U.S. indirect
selling expenses as requested by
petitionera.
Comment48
Petitionen contend that Mazda
incorrectly excluded an interest penalty
related to taxea from ill calculation of .
U.S. indirect selling expeme. Petitioners
1tate that the fact that the taxes were
due In a preceding year do• not
tramform the interest payment into
something other than a period expense.
In addition. petiUoners contend that the
fact that the interest rate charged on the
penalty wa1 high does not di1tingui1h
thi1 intere1t payment from any other intereat payment during the POI on
loan1 taken out before the period. ..
Mazda 1tate1 that thi• payment wa1
correctly excluded from lta calculation
of U.S. indirect 1elling expenaH. Mazda
note1 ·that the Department routinely
exclude• income taxea from ill
calculation of SGL\. even though they
are period expemea. Mazda maintain•
that, if taxe1 are not considered an
appropriate element of selling expenses.
it would be illogical to include interest
payments made on 'taxes payable with
respect to a prior delayed tax payment.
Moreover, Mazda argue• that this ·
delayed tax payment can also be
properly viewed a1 an extraordinary
expense, aa it waa unusual in nature and
infrequent in occunence.
DOC Position ·
We agree with Mazda. It is irrelevant
whether this interest penalty is related
to a prior tax payment or whether thi1
interest waa paid on another type of
debt obligation, since it is the
Department'• practice to exclude all
type• of interest expense• from the
calculation of SGAA. Because the
Department imputea credit expense on
individual sales, the inclusion of these
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expenses in indirect selling expenses
would double-count a company's cost or
borrowing. Consequently. we fmd that
Mazda properly excluded this payment
from its calculatlon or indirect selling
expenses.

Comment49
Petitioners contend that Mazda
improperly excluded certain
promotional expenses from its
calculation or U.S. indirect selling
expenses. Petitioners state that the
primary purpose of Mazda'a
participation in these promotional
activities was to promote Mazda's .
corporate image and thereby affect
indirectly the sale or its products.
including MPVs. Petitioners also
contend that Mazda improperly
excluded certain expenses related to
non-subject merchandise from Its
calculation of U.S. indirect selling
expenses.
Mazda contends that the promotional
expenses referenced by petitioners were
properly excluded from its calculations,
as these expenses are not incuned in
connection with programs targeted to
the promotion of MPVs. Rather, Mazda
argues, these programs are targeted at
purchasers of other products produced
by Mazda. Mazda contends t."iat It
included in indirect selling expenses
those expenses related to programs
which highlight the MPV as .well as
programs which are designed to promote
Mazda's brand image. Mazda contends
that the programs in question do neither.
R•arding petitioners' second
argument, Mazda contends that these
expenses were properly excluded, .aa
they are irrelevant to the sale of MPVs.
Mazda contends that it is axiomatic that
only those expenses which are directly
or indirectly related to the sales of the
product under investigation may be
properly included in the Department's
adjustments to price. Mazda argues that
it would be unreasonable for the
Department to expect U.S. MPV pricing
to reflect the costs at issue. Moreover,
Mazda contends that there i1 no legal
ba1is for 1ugge1ting that such an
approach would be appropriate.
Con1equently, Mazda contends that
petitionen' argument should be rejected.

I
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Regarding petitioners' second
comment. this issue was raiaed in
petitioners' case brief for the first time
in this proceeding. Aa there is no
information on the record of this
inve1tigation regarding the expenses
referenced by petitioners. we have no
basis either to evaluate petitioners'
argument or to make the adjustment
requested by petitioners.
·
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revised to correct £or clerical erron
found at verification.

Comment52
According to Mazda, the U.S. sales
verification report notes that MMA waa
unable to demonstrate that an item in its
fleet goodwill account was reported in
Mazda's U.S. sales listing. Mazda
contends that all expenses in the fleet
goodwill account were appropriately
reported by Mazda as part of its SGAA.
and. consequently, it would not have
been possible to tie this expense to an
individual sale in the sales listing. Thus,
Mazda argues, this cost was properly
reported.

Petitioners ask the Department to (1)
ensure that the refunds of U.S. customs
duty reported by Mazda do not exceed
2.5 percent of the value or the excluded
costs and (2) ensure that all MPVs that
entered the United States during the POI
as "trucks" are aase11ed the applicable DOC Position
25 percent duty.
We agree that this cost is properly
Mazda affirms that it correctly
included in SGaA. Accordingly, we
reported the U.S. customs duty on U.S.
have made no adjustment to the
imports of MPVs. ·
expenses in question for purposes of the
final determination.
DOC Position
At verification, we examined Mazda's
calculations of U.S. customa duties and
duty refunds and round that these
adjustments had been correctly
reported. Consequently, no further
adjustments are nece11ary.

Comment51
Petitioners argue that Mazda's U.S.
Hies verification report indicates that
Mazda attempted systematically to
overstate its U.S. prices by understating
the U.S. brokerage, harbor maintenance
fees, and merchandise proce11ing fees
on three or the five sales examined at
verification. Petitioners contend that the
Department should increase these
movement charges £or all vehicle.a in the
U.S. sales listing by the amount of
understatement found at verification.
Mazda contends that the
discrepancies noted at verification were
minor. In addition, Mazda states that
one or the "errors" cited by petitioners
had been corrected in a pre-verification
submission to the Department. Mazda
argues that the fact that the Department
found only one discrepancy should in
itself be evidence or the high level or
reliability of Mazda's sales data. Thus,
Mazda argues, petitioners' request
should be rejected.

DOC Position

DOC Position

We agree with Mazda. Regarding the
promotional expenses in question, we
have reviewed the documents obtained
at verification and found that the
relevant programs were not targeted at,
and logically did not encompa.s. MPVs.
Accordingly, we have determined that
Mazda appropriately excluded these
expenses from its calculation of U.S.
indirect selling expenses.

We agree with Mazda. The errors
found at verification with respect to
these movement charges were minor
and clerical in nature. Contrary to
petitioners' aasertion, we found no
evidence or systematic understatement
of these charges.
Consequently, we have used the
amounts reported by Mazda for
purposes of the final determination,

Comment53
Mazda contends that it correctly
calculated U.S. installation charges for
single air conditionen as the weightedaverage installation cost at each port.
Mazda contends that the fact that these
charges were calculated as a weightedaverage is accurate in that it is not
materially different from the results of
reporting on a port-specific baais. In
addition. Mazda contends that it is
appropriate to report a weightedaverage cost because Mazda does not
price single air conditionen to its
dealers based on the port of installation.

DOC Position
The Department's preference is ror
actual costs calculated on a vehiclespecific basis, rather than average costs.
Accordingly, we have recalculated these
coats on a port-specific basis for
purposes of the final detennination
because it is more accurate to do so.
ContinuationofSuapensionof

Liquidation
In accordance with section 733(d) of
the Act. we are directing the U.S.
Customs Service to continue to suspend
liquidation of all entries of new
minivans from Japan subject to this
investigation which are entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after the date of
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. The Customs Service shall
require a cash deposit or bond equal to
the estimated amount by which the FMV
of the merchandise subject to this
investigation exceeds the U.S. price, as
shown below. This suspension of
liquidation will remain in effect until
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further notice. The weishted-e\·erage
dumping margin• are as foUows

---1
12.70
8.7S

•••
lntematiaml Trmle Commiatima (rrC)
Notil'icadDll
.

In accordance with section 73S(d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
determination.
Notificalim to lat8reilt9d Putiee
This notice allO serve& as the only

remainder to partie1 1ubject to
administrative protective order (APO) of

their re1poaaibility coveriq the return
or de1truction of proprietary information
diacloaed under APO in accordance
with 19 CFR 353.3S(d). Failure to comply
is a violation of the APO.
Thia determination 11 published
pursuant to 1ectlon 73S(d) of the Act (19
U.S.C 1613(d)t. and t9 CFR 3S3.:.0.
Dated: May 1&. 1812.
AlaaM.U...
Ani•lanls.a.tar,for Import

Adminislnltiat&.
(FR Doc:. a-um ruect ~ aa amt

......

~--
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CALENDAR. OF HEAR.ING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

MINIVANS FR.OK JAPAN

Inv. No.

731-TA-522 (Final)

Date and Time

Kay 21, 1992 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Kain
Hearing Room 101 of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E
Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.
In Support of Imposition of
Antidumpin1 Quties:
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Kl
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Kl
General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Kl
John D. Greenwald
Wilmer, .cutler & Pickering
Dr. William F. Finan
Law & Economics Consulting Group, Inc.
Dr. George Eacb, Vice President and Chief Economist,
Product Planning and Economics
General Motors Corporation
Robert A. Perkins, Vice President, Washington Affairs,
Chrysler Corporation
Thomaa J. Webb, Manager, Financial Studies Department,
Ford Motor Company
Robert C, Cassidy, Jr.

)--OF COUNSEL
- KORE -
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In Opposition to the Imposition of
Antidumpin1 Duties;
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A. Inc.
Toyota Motor Corporation
George Borst, Vice President for Strategic
and Product Planning
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
John Kwoka, Jr., Professor
George Washington University
Bruce Kalashevich, President
Economic Consulting Services, Inc.
Robert H. Huey
Ritchie T. Thomas
Dana M. Stein
Callie Georgeann Pappas

)

~--OF COUNSEL
)

Akin, Gump, Hauer & Feld
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Kazda Motor Corporation
Kazda Motor of America
Warren E. Connelly,
Akin, Gump, Hauer & Feld, L.L.P.
Janet Thompson, Vice President, Marketing
Kazda Motor of America, Inc.
George Peterson, President
AutoPacific Group, Inc.
Michael Luckey, President
Luckey Consulting Group
Warren E. Connelly
Shannon Herzfeld
James D. Southwick

)

) - -OF COUNSEL
)

- END -
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APPENDIX C
U.S. AND CANADIAN PRODUCTION AND FACTORY SALES
OF PASSENGER CARS AND TRUCKS AND BUSES

.8-33
Table C-1
Passenger cars: - U.S. and Canadian production, by firms, 1989-91
Quantity (vehicles)
Item and firm
U.S. production:
Chrysler .
Ford
.
GM

• •

•

Subtotal
Diamond Star
Honda .
Mazda .
Nissan
Subaru
Toyota
Subtotal
Total . .
Canadian production:
Chrysler
Ford .
.
GM

•

Subtotal
CAMI

Honda .
Hyundai .
Toyota .
Volvo Corp
Subtotal
Total . . .
U.S. and Canadian production:
Chrysler .
Ford . . .
GM

•••••

Subtotal
CAMI

• •

Diamond Star
Honda •.
Hyundai
Mazda .
Nissan
Subaru
Toyota
Volvo Corp
Subtotal
Total . . .

•

1989

1990

1991

915,899
1,677,081
3.213.752
5,806,732
90,727
362,274
216,501
115,584
231.279
1.016 365
6,823,097

726, 742
1,377,351
2.755.284
4,859,377
148,379
435,437
184,428
95,844
32,461
321.523
1.218.072
6,077,449

510,147
1,171,680
2.496.006
4,177,833
153,936
451,199
165,314
133,505
57,945
298.847
1.260.746
5,438,579

33,904
435,518
416.856
886,278
660
86,447
43,250
20,859
8.004
159.220
1,045,498

24,679
385,271
417.693
827,643
43,306
104,572
25,606
60,804
8.064
242.352
1,069,995

17,565
324,025
414.747
756,337
84,460
98,049
28,201
67,843
8.095
286.648
1,042,_985

949,803
2,112,599
3.630.608
6,693,010
660
90,727
448, 721
43,250
216,501
115,584

751,421
1,762,622
3.172.977
5,687,020
43,306
148,379
540,009
25,606
184,428
95,844
32,461
382,327
8.064
1.460.424
7,147,444

527,712
1,495,705
2.910.753
4,934,170
84,460
153,936
549,248
28,201
165,314
133,505
57,945
366,690
8.095
1.547 .394
6,481,564

I

252,138
8.004
1.175 '585
7,868,595

Source: 'Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.
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Table C-2
Trucks and buses:

U.S. and Canadian production, by firms, 1989-91
Quantity (vehicles)

Item and firm
U.S. production:
Chrysler
Jeep
Ford
Chevrolet
GMC .
Isuzu . .
Mack
Mercedes-Benz
Navistar International
Nissan . .
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Toyota
Other .
Total
Canadian production:
Chrysler
Jeep
Ford
Chevrolet
GMC .
Mack
Navistar International
Other .
.
.
Total . .
.
U.S. and Canadian production:
Chrysler
Jeep
Ford
.
Chevrolet
GMC .
Isuzu .
Mack
Mercedes-Benz
Navistar International
Nissan
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Toyota
Other .•
Total

.
.
.

.

.

.

Source:

.

1989

1990

1991

402,024
257,493
1,497,095
1,219,003
373,395
18,552
2,143
76,492
123,057
4,270
8,136

353,991
180,195
1,381,509
1,073. 262
330,696
34,489
15,243
l,610
71,576
139,404
29,336
41,582

402,026
180,108
1,240,820
870,409
289,209
58,351
10,390
1,294
63,241
131,519
34,628
31,236
2,535

IQ,22Q
4,061,950

§~.181

~2.§~§

3,718,781

3,375,422

375,507
72,163
153,098
226,011
97,592
3,007
10,344
2.2JJ
946,955

308,696
60,638
132,019
213,729
80,189
1,843
8,312
Z,Q41
812,467

323,462
66,403
103,982
205,027
79,195
1,362
6,546

777,531
329,656
1,650,193
1,445,014
470,987

662,687
240,833
1,513,528
1,286,991
410,885
34,489
17,086
1,610
79,888
139,404
29,336
41,582

725,488
246,511
1,344,802
1,075,436
368,404
58,351
11,752
1,294
69,787
131,519
34,628
31,236
2,535
§!l, 16!l
4,165,907

21,559
2,143
86,836
123,057
4,270
8,136
89,~2J

5,008,905

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.

12.222
4,531,248

4,~QI

790,485
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Table C-3
Passenger cars and trucks and buses:
1989-91

U.S. production and factory sales,

Quantity (vehicles)
1989

U;~m

Production:
Passenger cars
Trucks and buses
Total vehicles
Factory sales:
Passenger cars
Trucks and buses
Total vehicles
Source:

1990

1991
_/

6,823,097
4,06l,9~Q

10,885,047
6,807,416
4,Q6l,9~0

10,869,366

6,077,449
3,ZU.Z81
9,796,230

5,438,579
3,375,4Z2
8,814,001

6,049,749
l, 71§, 7§1
9,768,530

5,407,120
3,372,88:2
8,780,005

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.

Table C-4
Passenger cars and trucks and buses:
plants, by destination, 1989-91

Factory sales from U.S. and Canadian

Quantity (vehicles>
Item
U.S. plants:
Passenger cars:
U.S. domestic . . . .
Exports to Canada . .
Other exports . . . .
Total factory sales
Trucks and buses:
U.S. domestic . . . .
Exports to Canada . .
Other exports . . . .
Total factory sales
Total vehicles:
·
U.S. domestic . ~ . .
Exports to Canada • .
Other exports . . . .
Total factory sales
Canadian plants:
Passenger cars:
Canadian domestic . .
Exports to U.S
Other exports . . . .
Total factory sales
Trucks and buses:
Canadian domestic . .
Exports to U.S
Other exports . . . .
Total factory sales
Total vehicles:
Canadian domestic . .
Exports to U.S
Other exports . . . .
Total factory sales
Source:

1989

l99Q

1991

6,181,094
501,250

5,501,871
416,459
lU,412
6,049,749

4,874,218
381,564
l:21,3l8
5,407,120

4,061,950

3,448,214
207,559
§J,QO§
3,718,781

3,035,267
235,431
lQ2,UZ
3,372,885

9,933,004
747,425
l§§,93Z
lQ,§69,366

8,950,085
624,018
l24,42Z
9,768,530

7,909,485
616,995

96,451
780,800

102,557
795,621

lZ~.QZZ

6,807,416
3,751,910
246,175
§J,8§~

2:2J.:22~

8,Z80,0Q5

882,432

901,903

106,399
670,826
2,822
780,054

175,166
744,729
21.022
946,955

125,850
660,176
26,441
812,467

107,853
649,011
lJ,§21
790,485

271,617
1,525,529
l2.24l
1,829,387

228,407
1,455,797
lQ,lH
1,714,370

214,252
1,319,837
l§,4:2Q
1,570,539

~.lU

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.

l.Z2~
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APPENDIX D
U.S. REtAIL SALES OF PASSENGER CARS AND TRUCKS AND BUSES
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Table D-1
Passenger cars:

U.S. retail sales, by firms, 1989-91
Quantity (vehicles)

Item and firm
North American produced:
Chrysler
Ford . . . .
GM

•••••

Subtotal
Diamond Star
Honda . .
Hyundai
Mazda .
Nissan
Subaru
Suzuki
Toyota .
Subtotal
Total . .
Imports:
Chrysler
Ford . .
GM

•••

Subtotal
Other . . .
Total imports .
Total retail sales
Source:

1989

1990

1991

917,506
2,099,773
3.276.941
6,294,220
32,018
389,472
41,584
103,134
86

795,096
1,880,389
3.141.157
5,816,642
49,877
464,118
19,661
72,657
109,575
15,818

212.388
778.682
7,072,902

348.540
1.080.246
6,896,888

636,994
1,572,770
2.783.692
4,993,456
69,496
482,097
18,930
77,356
112,800 __,··
49,345
684
332.623
1.143. 331
6,136,787

102,187
78,093
160.145
340,425
2.358.939
2,699,364
9,772,266

65,738
63,214
167.826
296,778
2.106,545
2,403,323
9,300,211

65,524
63,280
125.768
254,572
1. 783. 327
2,037,899
8,174,686

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.

Table D-2
Passenger cars and trucks and buses:

U.S. retail sales, 1989-91

Quantity (vehicles)
Item and firm
Passenger cars:
North American produced
Imports . • . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . .
Trucks and buses:
North American produced
Imports . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . .
Total vehicles:
North American produced
Imports . . . .
Total . . . . . . . .
1

1989

1991

7,072,902
2.699.364
9,772,266

6,896,888
2.403.323
9,300,211

6,136,787
2.037.899
8,174,686

4,403,299
537.921
4,941,220

4,215,003
631.159
4,846,162

(1)

11,476,201
3.237,285
14,713,486

11,111,891
3.034.482
14,146,373

Not available.

Source:

1990

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.

<1>
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APPENDIX E
MINIVANS, FULL-SIZE VANS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES, AND STATION WAGONS:
SELECTED TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT DATA BY COMPANY
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Table E-1
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S.
capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by types of vehicles and by
firms, 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

Table E-2
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
producers• U.S. shipments, by types of vehicles and by firms, 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

U.S.

1991

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

Table E-3
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by types of vehicles and by firms,
1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table E-4
Average number of production and related workers producing minivans, full-•ize
vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons, hours worked, wages and total
compensation paid to such employees, and hourly wages and total compensation,
productivity, and unit labor costs, by type• of vehicles and by firms, 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to que•tionnaire• of the U.S.
International Trade co...ission.
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APPENDIX F
MINIVANS, FULL-SIZE VANS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES, AND STATION WAGONS:
CERTAIN SALIENT DATA OF THE U.S. MARKET
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Table F-1
Minivans:

Certain salient data of the U.S. market, 1989-91
Reported data
1989

Item
U.S. consumption:
Quantity (vehicles)
Value (million dollars)
U.S. imports:
U.S. shipments of minivans
from Japan:
Quantity (vehicles)
.
Share of consumption
Value (million dollars)
Share of consumption
Unit value (per vehicle)
U.S. producers:
Average-of-period capacity
(vehicles)
Production (vehicles)
Average-of-period capacity
utilization (percent)
U.S. shipments:
Quantity (vehicles)
.
Value (million dollars) .
Unit value (per vehicle)
Export shipments:
Quantity (vehicles) .
.
Value (million dollars)
Unit value (per vehicle)
End-of period inventories
(vehicles)
.
Ratio of inventories to
production (percent)
Production and related
workers (PRWs)
Hours worked by PRWs
(1,000 hours)
.
Wages paid to PR\ls (1,000
dollars)
.
Total compensation paid to
PRWs (1,000 dollars)
Hourly wages paid to PR\ls .
Hourly total compensation
paid to PR\ls .
. .
Productivity (vehicles per
1,000 manhours) .
Unit labor costs (per
vehicle) . . .
. .
Net sales (million dollars)
Operating income (million ·
dollars) .
Operating income as a percent
of net sales . . . . .
.
1

1990

Percentage
chan1e
1989-91

1991

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
***
·$***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***1
***
***1
***

761,109
666,285

914,109
696,054

914,109
642,411

87.5

76.1

70.3

592,487
8,353
$14,098

624,720
9,029
$14,452

551,315
8,051
$14,604

-6.9
-3.6
3.6

73,614
l,Oll
$13,732

73,192
1,042
$14,235

91,705
1,434
$15,635

24.6
41.8
13.9

5,197

2,730

-47.5

0.8

***
***

12,481

11,765

10,625

-14.9

23,376

23,829

22,661

-3.1

450,852

491,544

443,462

-1.6

697,950
$19.29

754,475
$20.63

718,977
$19.57

3.0
1. 5

$29.86

$31. 66

$31. 73

6.3

28.5

29.2

28.3

-0.5

$1,048
9,348

$1,084
9,966

$1,119
9,539

6.8
2.0

1,203

848

481

-60.0

12.9

8.5

5.0

0.4

***

20.1
-3.6
-17.3 1

-0 .4 1

- 7. 8 1

Percentage point change during 1989-91.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Ratios and
percentage changes are calculated from the unrounded figures; averages are computed using
data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table F-2
Minivans and full-size vans:

Certain salient data of the U.S. market, 1989-91
Reported ciata
1989

Item

*

*

*

*

1990

Percentage
chance
1989-91

1991

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table F-3
Minivans and sport-utility

vehicl~s:

Reported data
1989

Item
U.S. consumption:
Quantity (vehicles) .
Value (million dollars)
U.S. imports:
U.S. shipments of minivans
from Japan:
Quantity (vehicles) .
Share of consumption
Value (million dollars)
Share of consumption
Unit value (per vehicle)
U.S. producers:
Average-of-period capacity
(vehicles)
.
Production (vehicles) .
Average-of-period capacity
utilization (percent)
U.S. shipments:
Quantity (vehicles) .
Value (million dollars)
Unit value (per vehicle)
Export shipments:
Quantity (vehicles) .
Value (million dollars)
Unit value (per vehicle)
End-of period inventories
(vehicles) . .
. . .
Ratio of inventories to
total shipments (percent)
Production and related
workers (PRWs)
. . .
Hours worked by PRWs
(1,000 hours) .
. ..
Wages paid to PRWs (1,000
dollars) .
.
..
Total compensation paid to
PRWs (1,000 dollars) .
Hourly wages paid to PRWs .
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRWs .
.
Productivity (vehicles per
1,000 manhours)
...
Unit labor costs (per
vehicle)
. .
. . .
Net sales (million dollars)
Operating income (million
dollars)
• .
.
Operating income as a percent
of net sales . . . . .
.
1

Certain salient data of the U.S. market, 1989-91

1990

Percentage
chanse
1989-91

1991

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***1
***
***1
***

1,603,061
1,432,962

1,902,888
1,450,335

2,024,876
1,334,588

89.4

76.2

65.9

1,279,726
18,799
$14,690

1,309,366
20,149
$15,389

1,168,758
18,377
$15,723

-8.7
-2.2
7.0

153,595
2,237
$14,566

141,750
2,188
$15,437

167,243
2,738
$16,369

8.9
22.4
12.4

***

***
***

***

***

***
***

26,692

25,668

21,862

-18.1

51,406

49,209

43,660

-15.1

993,181

992,972

882,497

-11.1

1,560,555
$19.32

1,548,499
$20.18

1,425,758
$20.21

-8.6
4.6

$30.36

$31.47

$32.66

7.6

27.9

29.l

29.8

7.0

$1,089

$1,080

$1,095

***
***
***

***

' ***

***
***

***
***

***

26.3
-6.9
-23.5 1

***1

0.5

***
***

Percentage point change during 1989-91.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Ratios and
percentage changes are calculated from the unrounded figures; averages are computed using
data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table F-4
Minivans and station wagons:

Certain salient data of the U.S. market, 1989-91
Percentage
chance

Reported ciata
Item

1989

*

1990

*

*

*

1991

*

*

1989-91

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

Table F-5
Minivans, full-size vans, and sport-utility vehicles:
market, 1989-91

Certain salient data of the U.S.
Percentage

cbanl'

Reported ciata
1989

Item

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

1989-91

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table F-6
Minivans, full-size vans, and station wagons:
1989-91

Item
U.S. consumption:
Quantity (vehicles)
Value (million dollars)
U.S. imports:
U.S. shipments of minivans
from Japan:
Quantity (vehicles)
Share of consumption
Value (million dollars)
Share of consumption
Unit value (per vehicle)
U.S. producers:
Average-of-period capacity
(vehicles)
Production (vehicles)
Average-of-period capacity
utilization (percent)
U.S. shipments:
Quantity (vehicles)
Value (million dollars) .
Unit value (per vehicle)
Export shipments:
Quantity (vehicles)
Value (million dollars)
Unit value (per vehicle)
End-of period inventories
(vehicles)
Ratio of inventories to
total shipments {percent)
Production and related
workers (PRWs)
Hours worked by PRWs
(l,000 hours)
.
Wages paid to PRWs (1,000
dollars)
.
Total compensation paid to
PRWs (l,000 dollars)
.
Hourly wages paid to PRWs
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRWs
Productivity (vehicles per
1,000 manhours) . . . . . .
Unit labor costs (per
vehicle) .
.
.•
Net sales (million dollars)
Operating income or (loss)
(million dollars)
.
Operating· income or (loss) as
a percent of net sales

Reported data
1989

Certain salient data of the U.S. market,

1990

Percentage
change
1989-91

1991

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
***

$***

***
***1
***
***1
***

1,693,935
1,235,000

1,735,273
1,143,441

1,762,509
1,096,740

72.9

65.7

62.2

1,124,363
14,795
$13,159

1,050,493
14,182
$13,501

958,763
13,265
$13,835

-14.7
-10.3
5.1

114,802
1,519
$13,234

104,728
1,432
$13,669

138,516
2,092
$15,102

20.7
37.7
14.l

17,961

6,180

5,641

-68.6

1. 8

0.6

0.6

-1. 21

21,232

20,072

18,483

-12.9

41,495

38,719

39,366

-5.1

848,036

822,279

822,850

-:LO

1,235,040
$20.44

1,184,035
$21.24

1,228,679
$20.90

-0.5
2.3

$29.76

$30.58

$31.21

4.9

29.8

29.1

27.l

-8.9

$1,000
16,267

$1,049
15,451

$1,151
14,706

15.l
-9.6

1,629

741

(253)

-115.5

10.0

4.8

(1. 7)

4.0
-11.2
-10. 71

-11. 71

Percentage point change during 1989-91.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Ratios and
percentage changes are calculated from the unrounded figures; averages are computed using
data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
1
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Table F-7
Minivans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
market, 1989-91
Reported data
1989

Item

*

*

*

*

Certain salient data of the U.S.

1990

Percentage
change
1989-91

1991

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table F-8
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons:
data of the U.S. market, 1989-91

Item
U.S. consumption:
Quantity (vehicles)
.
Value (million dollars)
.
U.S. imports:
U.S. shipments of minivans
from Japan:
Quantity (vehicles)
.
Share of consumption
Value (million dollars)
Share of consumption
Unit value (per vehicle)
U.S. producers:
Average-of-period capacity
(vehicles)
.
.
Production (vehicles)
.
Average-of-period capacity
utilization (percent)
U.S. shipments:
Quantity (vehicles)
.
Value (million dollars) .
Unit value (per vehicle)
Export shipments:
Quantity (vehicles)
.
Value (million dollars) .
Unit value (per vehicle)
End-of period inventories
(vehicles)
. .
Ratio of inventories to
total shipments (percent)
Production and related
workers (PRWs)
.
Hours worked by PRWs
(1,000 hours) . . . . .
Wages paid to PRWs (1,000
dollars) . . . .
Total compensation paid to
PRWs (1,000 dollars) .
Hourly wages paid to PRWs .
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRWs
. .
.
Productivity (vehicles per
1,000 manhours) . . . . .
Unit labor costs (per
vehicle) •
.
.
Net sales (million dollars)
Operating income (million
dollars) .
. .
. .
Operating income as a percent
of net sales
.
.

Reported data
1989

1990

Certain salient
Percentage
change
1989-91

1991

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
***
$***

***
***1
***
***1
***

2,535,887
2,001,677

2,724,052
1,897,722

2,873,276
1,788,917

78.9

69.6

62.3

1,811,602
25,242
$13,933

1,735;139
25,303
$14,583

l,576,206
23,590
$14,966

-13.0
-6.5
7.4

194,783
2,746
$14,096

173,286
2,578
$14,876

214,054
3,396
$15,864

9.9
23.7
12.5

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

35,443

33,975

29,720

-16.l

69,525

64,099

60,365

-13.2

1,390,365

1,323,707

1,261,885

-9.2

2,097,645
$20.00

1,978,059
$20.65

1,935,460
$20.90

-7.7
4.5

$30.17

$30.86

$32.06

6.3

28.8

29.1

28.6

-0.6

$1,048

$1,060

$1,121

7.0

***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***1

13.3
-10.6
-16. 71

Percentage point change during 1989-91.
Note.--Because of roundinf, figures may not add to the totals shown. Ratios and
percentage changes are ca culated from the unrounded figures; averages are computed using
data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
1
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APPENDIX G
U.S. SHIPMENTS OF MINIVANS BY SELECTED TYPES OF FEATURES
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Table G-1
Minivans: U.S. shipments of domestic product and U.S. shipments of imports, by
selected types of features, 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX H
SUMMARY OF 1990 UAW CONTRACT
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SUMMARY OF 1990 UAW CONTRACT
Salary/Wages and Holidays:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Job security:

Le,yoff benefits:

*

Table H-1
Total number of laid off production and related workers receiving compensation
under union contracts and the total compensation paid to such workers, by types
of vehicles, 1989-91
Item

1990

1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX I
MINIVANS, FULL-SIZE VANS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES, AND STATION WAGONS:
INCOME AND LOSS EXPERIENCE
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Table I-1
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their full-size van
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

Source: Compiled from\iata submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Tradj Commission.

Table I-2
Selected financial data by quarter of U.S. producers on their full-size van
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1st qt

2nd gt

3rd gt

4th gt

l.2ll.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

lliQ

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table I-3
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their sport-utility vehicle
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table I-4
Selected financial data by quarter of U.S. producers on their sport-utility
vehicle operations, fiscal years 1989-91
1st qt

Item

2nd qt

3rd gt

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

4th qt

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table I-5
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their station wagon
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table I-6
Selected financial data by quarter of U.S. producers on their station wagon
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1st gt

2nd gt

3rd gt

4th gt

ll.li

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

liiQ

illl

Source: Compiled from· data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table I-7
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers 1 on their minivan, full-size van,
sport-utility vehicle, and station wagon, operations, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1991

1990

1989

Quantity
Net sales . . . . . . . . . . . .,1....~98~9::..... ,.3u.7_..5_ _ _ _...l ....8...9..,2..,.....,8..,.2,.2_ _ _ _...,l...,.7,_,3~8...,,._..5...,54;;:;....
Value (million dollars)
Net sales . . . . . .
Cost of goods sold. .
Gross profit . . . . .
Selling; general, and
administrative expenses .
Operating income or (loss).
Shutdown expenses . . . . .
Interest expense . . . . . .
Other income or (loss), net
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . .
Depreciation and amortization included above
Cash flow2 . . . . . . . .

27,807
21.146
6,661

Net sales . . . . . .
Cost of goods sold. .
Gross profit. . . . .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses .
Operating income or (loss).
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . . .

$13,978
10.629
3,348

27,599
22.031
5,568

26,241
22.393
3,848

2.760
3,901
96
47
(49)

2.996
2,572
124
101
(46)

3,709

2,301

641

691
4.400

993
3.294

1.101
1.742

Per vehicle ayerage 3
$14,581
ll.639
2,942

2.830
1,018
65
189
C123)

$15,094
12. 880
2', 213

1.387
1,961

1.583
1,359

1.628
586

1.864

1.216

369

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold. . . .
Gross profit. . . . . . .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses .
Operating income or (loss).
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . . .

76.0
24.0

79.8
20.2

85.3
14.7

9.9
14.0

10.9
9.3

10.8
3.9

13.3

8.3

2.4

Nwpber of firms reporting
Operating losses.
Net losses . . . .
Data . . . . . . .

0
0
3

1
1
4

1 Producers and their respective vehicles are: Chrysler--minivans and
sport-utility vehicles; Ford--minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility
vehicles, and station wagons; GM--minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility
vehicles, and station wagons; and, Subaru-Isuzu--sport-utility vehicles,
station wagons. All have a Dec. 31 fiscal close. GM indicated that the
financial data on sport-utility vehicles and station wagons are estimates.
2 Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
3 Because of rounding, figures may not add to values shown.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
International Trade Commission.

U~S.

2
2
4
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Table 1-8
Selected financial data by quarter of U.S. producers 1 of minivans, full-size
vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons, fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1st gt

2nd gt

3rd gt

4th gt

Quantity
1989
Net sales . . . . . . . . . . .

549.309

562.820

427.291

449.955

Value (million dollars)
Net sales . . . . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit . .
SG&A : . . . . .
Operating income or (loss)

7,694
5.698
1,996
720
1.276

7,786
5.754
2,032
705
1.327

6,074
4.734
1,340
646
694

6,253
4.960
1,293
689
604

Quantity
ll2Q

Net sales . . . . . . . . . . .

453.583

578.167

458.450

402.622

Value (million dollars)
Net sales . . . . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit . .
SG&A . . . . . .
Operating income or (loss)

6,507
2.112
1,332
7Q4
62§

8,521
6.!!§2
2,039

n1
l.222

6,689
2,422
1,237
766
4Zl

5,1382
4,222
960
1Q9
251

Quantity

llll

Net sales.

33§,543

!!92,203

423,190

484,Ql§

Value (million dollars)
Net sales . . . . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit . .
SG&A . . . . . .
Operating income or (loss)

4,9Zl
4,462
509
606
(97)

7,173
6,Ql7
1,156
Zl6
420

6,481
!L4l8
1,043
6~9

374

7,616
6,416
1,140
819
321

1 Producers and their respective vehicles are: Chrysler--minivans and
sport-utility vehicles; Ford--minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility
vehicles, and station wagons; GM--minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility
,vehicles, and station wagons; and, Subaru-lsuzu--sport-utility vehicles and
station wagons. All have a Dec. 31 fiscal close. GM indicated that the
financial data on sport-utility vehicles and station wagons are estimates.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX J
CHRYSLER'S INCOME-AND-LOSS EXPERIENCE ON ITS CANADIAN MINIVAN OPERATIONS
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Table J-1
Income and loss experience of Chrysler on its Canadian minivan operations,
fiscal years 1989-91
Item

1989

*

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table J-2
Income and loss experience as a percent of net sales by Chrysler on its
Canadian minivan operations, fiscal years 1989-91
(In percent)
Item

1989

*

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table J-3
Income and loss experience per vehicle by Chrysler on its Canadian minivan
operations, fiscal years 1989-91
1989

Item

*

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1991

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX K
IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON U.S. PRODUCERS' GROWTH, INVESTMENT,
ABILITY TO RAIS~ CAPITAL, AND EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS

B-77

Response of U.S. producers to the following questions:
1. Since January 1, 1989, has your firm experienced any actual negative
effects on its growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing
development and production efforts as a result of imports of minivans from
Japan?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2. Does your firm anticipate any negative impact of imports of minivans from
Japan?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

3. Has the scale of capital investments undertaken been influenced by the
presence of imports of minivans from Japan?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX L
THE INDUSTRY IN JAPAN:

STAFF NOTES OF PLANT TOURS 1

These notes were prepared by Michael Hagey, the Commission's auto
analyst. The views and opinions expressed herein are his and may not
necessarily reflect those of the entire staff. The plant tours were taken in
connection with this investigation.
1
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MAZDA MOTOR CORP.

*

Hiroshima, Japan, April 2, and April 4, 1992.

*

*

*

*

*

*

TOYOTA MOTOR CORP., Toyota City, Japan, April 4, and April 7, 1992.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX M
U.S. SHIPMENTS, APPARENT CONSUMPTION, AND MARKET PENETRATION
OF MINIVANS, FULL-SIZE VANS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES, AND STATION WAGONS,
BY CALENDAR QUARTERS
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Table M-1
Minivans: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and
apparent U.S. consumption, by quarters, 1989-91
Item

Jan.Mar.

Apr. June

JulySept.

Oct. Dec.

Total

Quantity (vehicles)
1989:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Total
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Total
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Total
Apparent consumption

155,151

156,589

123,733

157,014

592,487

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

165,832

188,821

145,606

124,461

624,720

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***

100,107

161,792

138,292

151,124

551,315

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

Value (million dollars)
1989:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Totai
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Total
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Total
Apparent consumption
Table continued on next page.

2,178

2,205

1,744

·2,226

8,353

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

2,423

2,739

2,050

1,816

9,029

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1,470

2,333

2,023

2,225

8,051

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
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Table K-1--Continued
Minivans: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and
apparent U.S. consumption, by quarters, 1989-91
Jan. Apr. JulyOct. Mar.
June
Sept.
Dec.
Total
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
(percent)

Item
1989:
Producers•
Importers•
Japan .
Canada
Total
1990:
Producers•
Importers•
Japan
Canada
Total
1991:
Producers•
Importers•
Japan .
Canada
Total
1989:
Producers•
Importers•
Japan .
Canada
Total
1990:
Producers•
Importers•
Japan .
Canada
Total
1991:
Producers•

U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments:

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
of U.S.

***

***
U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments:

***
***
***
U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments:

***
Share

***
***

***

of the value
(percent)

***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***

U.S. shipments

Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Total

***

***
***
***

U.S. ship~nts
U.S. shipments:

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***

U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments:

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
consumption ***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaire• of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table M-2
Full-size vans: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports,
and apparent U.S. consumption, by quarters, 1989-91
Item

Jan. Mar.

Apr.June

JulySept.

Oct. Dec.

Total

Quantity (vehicles)
1989:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Canada
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Canada
Other sources
Total
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Canada
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consumption

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

119,574

127,284

98,530

97,178

442,566

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

90,643

***

***
***

123,540

***
86,523

***
***
***
57,629

***
***
***

358,335

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
56.229

***

***
***
***

***

67.680

***
***
***

80.634

***

***
94.949

***

***
***
299.492

Value (million ciollars>
1989:
Producers• U.S. shipments .
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Canada
Other sources
Total .
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Canada
Other sources
Total
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Canada
Other sources
Total
.
Apparent consumption
Table continued on next page.

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***

1,450

***

1,546

***
1,193

***
***
***
***
1,165

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

1,081

***
***
1,470

***
***

1,048

690

4,288

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

687

***

1,155

834

***

***

***

1,019

***

***
***

5,354

***

3,696
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Table M-2--Continued
Full-size vans: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports,
and apparent U.S. consumption, by quarters, 1989-91
JulyOct. Jan. Apr. Sept.
Dec.
Total
June
Mar.
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
(percent)

Item
1989:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Canada
Other sources
Total
...
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Canada
Other sources
Total
.
1991:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Canada
Other sources
Total .
.

shipments
shipments:

shipments
shipments:

shipments
shipments:

***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***

***

Share of the value of U.S. consumption
(percent)

1989:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Canada
Other sources
Total .
.
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Canada
Other sources
Total
..
1991:
Producers' U.S.
Importers• U.S.
Canada
Other sources
Total . . .

shipments .
shipments:

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
shipments
shipments:

shipments
shipments:

***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; shares are
computed from the unrounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table M-3
Sport-utility vehicles: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of
imports, and apparent U.S. consUlllption, by quarters, 1989-91
Item

Jan. Mar.

Apr. June

JulySept.

Oct. Dec.

Total

Quantity (vehicles)
1989:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
. .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan
.
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
Apparent consumption

195,094

206,289

159,116

126,740

687,239

42,625

33,483

44, 342

46,870

***
***
***

***
***
***

167,320

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

64.586
259,680

58.364
264,653

74.182
233,298

67.928
194,668

265.060
952,299

135,415

208,497

182,699

158,035

684,646

46,839

41,251

41,425

43,798

173,313

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
66.293

***

'***

***
***
***

***

***
***

201,708

73.603
282,100

65.987
248,686

68.434
226,469

274.317
958,963

120,636

158,489

159,685

178,633

617,443

31,029

33,080

36,655

34,454

135,218

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

49.776
170.412

***
***

59.982
218.471

58.987
218.672

62.323
240.956

231. 068
848.511

value (million ciollars)
1989:
Producers• U.S. shipments .
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan . . . .
Canada . . . .
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
.
.
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
Apparent consumption
Table continued on next page.

2,965

3,128

564

***

***

. ***
846

2,429

1,923

10,446

468

674

671

2,377

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

3,811

787
3,915

1.025
3,455

921
2,844

3.579
14,026

2,176

3,387

2,966

2,591

11,121

738

***
***
***

658

688

711

2,795

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

978

3,154

***
1.037
4,425

2,018

2,633

527

***
***
***

737
2,755

567

***
***
***

871
3,504

***
988

3,954

***
1.001
3,592

4.004
15,125

2,680

2,994

10,325

625

***

***
***

882
3,562

617

2,336

***
***

***
***

938
3,933

3.429
13,754

***

***
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Table M-3--Continued
Sport-utility vehicles: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of
imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by quarters, 1989-91
Jan. Apr. JulyOct. Mar.
June
Sept.
Dec.
Total
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
<percent)

Item
1989:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . .
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
. .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
1991:
Producers• U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
1989:
Producers' U.S.·
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan . . .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
1991:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
To.tal
· .

shipments
shipments:

75.l

77 .9

68.2

65.l

72.2

16.4

12.7

19.0

24.l

17.6

***

shipments
shipments:

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
24.9

22.1

31.8

34.9

27.8

67.1

73.·9

73.5

69.8

71.4

23.2

14.6

16.7

19.3

18.l

***
32.9

***
***
***
26.l

***
26.5

***
***
***
30.2

28.6

70.8

72.S

73.0

74.1

72.8

18.2

15.1

16.8

14.3

15.9

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

77.8

79.9

70.3

67.6

74.5

14.8

12.0

19.5

23.6

16.9

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

shipments
shipments:

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
27.5
27.0
25.9
27.2
29.2
Share of the value of U.S. consumption
(percent)
shipments .
shipments:

.
shipments
shipments:

shipments
shipments:

***
***

22.2

***
***
20.1

29.7

32.4

25.5

69.0

76.6

75.0

72.l

73.5

23.4

14.9

17.4

19.8

18.5

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

31.0

23.4

25.0

27.9

26.5

73.3

75.1

75.2

76.1

75.1

19.1

16.2

17.5

15.7

17.0

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

26.7

24.9

24.8

23.9

24.9

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; shares are
computed from the unrounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table M-4
Station wagons: .U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipment• of iaporta,
and apparent U.S. consumption, by quarters, 1989-91
Item
1989:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
Apparent consumption
1989:
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . . . .
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan
...
Canada
Mexico .
.
Other sources
Total . .
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan . . . .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
Apparent consumption
Table continued on next page.

Jan.Mar.

Apr.June

JulyS@pt.

Oct.Total

Dec.

Quantity Cyehicles)

***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
85,179

***
***
***

***

115,987

129,723

***
***
***
***
***
***
88,567

***
***
***
***
***
***
101,037

***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
105.155
85.851

***
***
***
***
***
***

85,825

***
***
***
***
***

***

88.544

***
***
***
***
***
***
114,517

***
***
***
***
***
***
445,406

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
91,634

***

***
***
***
***
***
87.176

***

367,063

***
***
***
***
***
***

366.726

value <million ciollars)

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
1,556

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
1,409
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

1,035

***
***
***

***
***
***

1,132

1,272

1,057

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

1,350

1,119

1,096

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
1,436

***
***
***
***
***
***
5,436

***
***
***
***
***
***
1,088

***
***
***
***
***
***
4,549

***
***
***
***
***
***
1,133

***
***
***

***

***

***
4,697
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Table M-4--Continued
Station wagons: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports,
and apparent U.S. consumption, by quarters, 1989-91
JulyOct. Apr. Sept.
Dec.
Total
Jµpe
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
(percent)

Jan. Item
1989:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
1991:
Producers' U.S.
Importers ' U. S .
Japan
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total

Mar.

shipments
shipments:

shipments
shipments:

shipments
shipments:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

Share of the value of U.S. consumption
(percent)

1989:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
1991:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total ...

shipments .
shipments:

***
***
***

shipments
shipments:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

shipments
shipments:

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table M-5
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S. shipments
of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by
quarters, 1989-91
Item

Apr.June

Jan. Mar.

JulySept.

Oct. Dec.

Total

Quantity (vehicles)
1989:
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
.
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan . .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . .
. .
Apparent consumption
1989:
Producers• U.S. shipments .
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan .
. .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . . .
.
Apparent consumption
1990:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .

Canada

Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
Apparent consumption
1991:
Producers• U.S. shipments
Importers• U.S. shipments:
Japan . . . .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total . .
.
Apparent consumption
Table continued on next page.

501,536

513,331

394,271

402,464

1,811,602

78,619

92,872

91,118

90, 716

353,325

***
***

13.415

***
***
12.755
***

***
***

8.903

***

***
13.707

***
***

***

***
***

409,455

530,121

425,539

370,024

86,733

88,130

88,474

95,493

***
***

***
***
48.780
***
***

1,735,139~,

358,830

***
11.871

***

***
***
10.935
***
***

***

***
***
51.652
***
***

308,167

446,104

387,063

434,872

l,576,206

76,449

75,246

83,732

86,816

322,243

***
***
13.649
***
***

***
***
8.138
***

***

***
***
15.197
***

***
***
12.130
***
***

***
***
6.441
***
***

***
***

***
***
6.673
***
***

***
***
33.382
***
***

Value (million dollars>
6,960

7,152

5,523

5,607

25,242

997

1,182

1,257

1,218

4,654

***
***
266
***
***

***
***
971
***
***

***
***

***
***
177
***
***

5,911

7,731

6,209

5,453

25,303

1,262

1,323.

1,345

1,424

5,354

***

***
272
***
***

***
***
255

***
280
***
***

***
***
303

***
***

***
***
232
***
***

4,588

6,555

5,842

6,604

23,590

1,184

1,174

1,323

1,438

5, 119

***
***
165
***
***

***
***
242
***
***

***
***
136

***
***
166
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
241
***
***

***
***
1.056

***
***

***
***
709
***
***
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Table M-5--Continued
Minivans, full-size vans, sport-utility vehicles, and station wagons: U.S. shipments
of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by
quarters, 1989-91
Jan. Mar.

Item
1989:
Producers' U.S.
Importers• U.S.
Japan . .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
1991:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan . .
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
.

shipments .
shipments:

Apr. JulyOct. June
Sept.
Dec.
Total
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
<percent)

***

***
***
***
***
***
shipments
shipments:

shipments
shipments:

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Share of

1989:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
1990:
Producers' U.S.
Importers' U.S.
Japan .
•
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total
• .

1991:

shipments .
shipments:

***
***
***
***

shipments
shipments:

Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Japan .
.
Canada
Mexico
Other sources
Total .
.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

of U.S. conswaption
<percent)

***
***
***

***

***

***
the value

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; shares are
computed from the unrounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
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APPENDIX N
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 15 SPECIFIED IMPORTED JAPANESE MINIVAN PRODUCTS
SUGGESTED BY U.S. PRODUCERS AND THE IMPORTERS

B-97
PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:
PllQDUCT l: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified base-model
imported Japanese Mazda MPV Wagon, 2-wheel drive, V-6 engine with AUTOMATIC
transmission. Ibis imported minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped
with automatic transmission and single air conciitioning during 1989-92 KY'· A
detailed description of the Mazda product l, showing features as the standard
for MYs 1989-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V-6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
7-passenger seating
AM-FM-cassette
Rear anti-lock braking system (except 1989 KY, which had no ABS)
Power mirrors
Intermittent wipers
Tinted glass
Tilt steering
Rear wiper/washer and rear defroster
Full-flat reclining second and third-row seats
Options included
Air conditioning (single)
PRQDUCT 2: 2 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Mazda MPV Wagon, 2-wheel drive, V-6 engine, with package A (package 1
in 1989 MY). Ibis imported minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped
with aµtomatic transmission and single air conciitioning during 1989-92 KYt· A
detailed description of the Kazda product 2, showing features as the standard
for KYs 1989-92, follows imaediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCT 1
Package A (package 1 in 1989 MX>
Power windows and locks
Cruise control
Privacy glass (except 1989 KY, which had no privacy glass)
Other options included.
Air conditioning (single)
* ITEK IN PRODUCT 1

*

i Suggested by U.S. producers as a large-volume minivan product imported
from Japan.
2 Suggested by Mazda as a large-volume minivan product imported from Japan.

B-98
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 3: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Mazda MPV Wagon, 2-wheel drive, V-6 engine with package A (package 1
in 1989 MY). Ibis imported minivan has ?-passenger seating and is equipped
with automatic transmission anci dual air conciitioning ciuring 1989-92 MXs. A
detailed description of the Mazda product 3, showing features as the standard
for MYs 1989-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCTS 1 AND 2
Package A (package 1 in 1989 KX>
SAME AS PRODUCT 2
Otber ontions included
Air conditioning (dual)
fllODUCT 4: 2 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Mazda MPV Wagon, 2-wheel drive, V-6 engine, with package B (package 3
in 1989 MY). Ibis imported minivan has ?-passenger seating and is equipped
witb automatic transmission anci slual air conciitioning during 1989-92 MXs. A
detailed description of the Mazda product 4, showing features as the standard
for MYs 1989-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCTS 1, 2, AND 3
Package B (package 3 in 1989 HY>
Power windows and locks *
Cruise control *
Privacy glass (except 1989 MY, which had no privacy glass) *
P215/65Rl5 tires
Alloy wheels
Electric (push-button) heater controls
Audio upgrade (1989 model year only)
Body color door handles (standard in 1992 MY), grille, and license
plate holder
* PACKAGE ITEMS IN PRODUCTS 2 AND 3
Otber options included
Air conditioning (dual)
* ITEM IN PRODUCT 3

*

1 Suggested by U.S. producers as a large-volume minivan product imported
from Japan.
2 Suggested by Mazda as a large-volume minivan product imported from Japan.

B-99
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Pa11enger Minivan1:--Continued
PRODUCT 5: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Toyota Van Deluxe (1989 MY only) and Toyota Previa Deluxe Model 5122,
2-wheel'drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported minivans have ?-passenger
seating and are equipped with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning
during 1989-92 MXs. A detailed description of the Toyota product 5, showing
features of the 1991 MY Toyota Previa Deluxe as the standard for MYs 1989-92,
follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
2.4L (2.2L in 1989 MY) 4-cylinder engine
4-speed automatic transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Driver-side airbag (1992 MY only)
Convenience package included
?-passenger seating (standard in 1989 MY)
Reclining second and third-row seats (standard in 1989 MY)
Rear defogger
Tilt steering (standard in 1992 MY)
Speed control package included
Cruise (speed) control
Intermittent wipers (standard in 1989 and 1992 MYs)
Rear wiper/washer
Other options included
AM-FM stereo, D2 cassette
PRODUCT 6: 2 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Toyota Van Deluxe (1989 MY only) and Toyota Previa Deluxe Model 5122,
2-wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported minivans have ?-passenger
seating and are equipped with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning
during 1989-92 MYs. A detailed description of the Toyota product 6, showing
features of the 1991 t(Y Toyota Previa Deluxe as the standard for MYs 1989-92,
follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCT 5

Speed control package included
SAME AS PRODUCT 5
Otber options included
AM-FM cassette
Conventional spare tire
Air conditioning (dual)

Convenience package included
SAME AS PRODUCT 5

Power package included
Power windows (not available in 1989
MY)
Powar door locks
Power mirrors (not available in 1989
MY)

1 Suggested by U.S. producers as a large-volume minivan product imported
from Japan.
2 Suggested by Toyota as a large-volume minivan product imported from Japan.

B-100
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paasenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRQDUCT 7: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Toyota Van LE (1989 MY only) and Toyota Previa LE Model 5132, 2wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported minivans have ?-passenger
seating and are equipped witb automatic transmission and dual air conditioning
during 1989-92 HYs. A detailed description of the Toyota product 7, showing
features of the 1991 MY Toyota Previa LE as the standard for MYs 1989-92,
follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
2.4L (2.2L in 1989 MY) 4-cylinder engine *
4-speed automatic transmission *
Tinted glass *
Remote fuel door release *
7-passenger seating *
Reclining second and third-row seats *
Rear defogger *
Tilt steering *
Intermittent wipers *
Power door locks **
Rear wiper/washer *
Cruise (speed) control (standard in 1990-92 MYs) *
Privacy glass (standard in 1990-92 MYs)
Conventional spare tire **
Driver-side airbag (1992 MY only) *
* ITEMS IN PRODUCTS 5 AND 6 (AS BASE OR OPTION ITEK)
** ITEMS IN PRODUCT 6 (AS BASE OR OPTION ITEK)
Power package includ@d
Power windows (standard in 1992 MY)
Power mirrors (standard in 1992 MY)
Fog lamps (only 1989 MY)
* ITEMS IN PRODUCT 6

*
*

Other ontions included
AM-FM cassette *
Air conditioning (dual) *
Cruise (speed) control (optional in 1989 MY) *
Privacy glass (optional in 1989 and 1992 MYs)
Four-wheel anti-lock brake system
Captain's chair seat package
Aluminum alloy wheels
* ITEMS IN PRODUCT 6
1

Suggested by Toyota as a large-volume minivan product imported from Japan.

B-101
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 8: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Toyota Van LE (i989 MY only) and Toyota Previa LE Model 5132, 2wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported minivans have Z-passen1er
seating and are equipped with automatic transmission and dual air conditionin1
during 1989-92 KXs. A detailed description of the Toyota product 8, showing
features of the 1991 MY Toyota Previa LE as the standard for MYs 1989-92,
follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCT 7

Power package included
SAME AS PRODUCT 7

Other options included
AM-FM cassette stereo
Air conditioning (dual) *
Cruise control (optional in 1989 MY) *
Privacy glass (optional in 1989 and 1992 MY)
* ITEMS IN PRODUCT 7

*

PRQDUCT 9: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Toyota Van LE (1989 MY only) and Toyota Previa LE Model 5132, 2- ·
wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported minivans have Z-passen1er
seating and are equipped witb automatic transmission and dual air conciitionin1
during 1989-92 MXs. A detailed description of the Toyota product 9, showing
features of the 1991 MY Toyota Previa LE as the standard for MYs 1989-92,
follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCTS 7 AND 8
Power package included
SAME AS PRODUCTS 7 AND 8
Other options included
AM-FM cassette stereo·with 7 speakers
Air conditioning (dual) *
Cruise control (optional in 1989 MY) *
Privacy glass (optional in 1989 and 1992 MY)
Aluminum alloy wheels **
* ITEMS IN PRODUCTS 7 AND 8
** ITEMS IN PRODUCT 7
1 Sugge~ted

Japan.

*

by U.S. producers as large-volume minivan products imported from

B-102
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:
PRODUCT 10: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Mazda MPV Wagon, 4-wheel drive, V-6 engine, with package C. Ihi.I.
imported minivan has Z-passen1er seatin& and is equipped with automatic
transmission anci dual air conciitionin& durin& 1990-92 MXs. Mazda's 4-wheel
drive minivan first became available during the 1990 model year. A detailed
description of the Mazda product 10, showing features as the standard for MYs
1990-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V-6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
?-passenger seating
AM-FM-cassette
Rear anti-lock braking system
Power mirrors
Intermittent wipers
Tinted glass
Tilt steering
Rear wiper/washer
Rear defroster
Full-flat reclining second and
third-row seats
P215/65Rl5 tires
Alloy wheels
Conventional spare tire

Packa1e C included
Power windows and locks
Cruise control
Privacy glass
Body-color door handles (standard
in 1992 MY), grille, and license
plate holder
Electric (push-button) heater
controls
Otber ontions included
Air conditioning (dual)

PRODUCT 11: 2 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Mazda MPV Wagon, 4-wheel drive, V-6 engine, with package C and towing
package. Ibis imported minivan has 7-passenier seatin& and is equipped witb
automatic transmission and siti1le air conciiti2nin1 durin& 1990-92 MX•·
Mazda's 4-wheel drive minivan first became available during the 1990 model
year. A detailed description of the Mazda product 11, showing features as the
standard for MYs 1990-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCT 10
Towin1 packa1e included
Automatic leveling system
Automatic transmission oil cooler

Packa1e C included
SAME AS PRODUCT 10
Otber ontions inclucied
Air conditioning (single)

1 Suggested by U.S. producers .as a large-volume minivan product imported
from Japan.
2 Suggested by Mazda as a large-volume minivan product imported from Japan.

B-103
Four-Vheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 12: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Toyota 4\JD LE Van (1989 MY only) and Toyota Previa All-Trac LE Model
5152, 4·-wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported minivans have ?passenger seating and are equipped with automatic transmission and dual air
conditioning durin& 1989-92 MXs. A detailed description of the Toyota product
12, showing features of the 1991 MY Toyota Previa All-Trac LE as the standard
for MYs 1989-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
2.4L (2.2L in 1989) 4-cylinder engine
4-speed automatic transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door/tailgate releases
?-passenger seating
Reclining second and third-row seats
Rear defogger
Tilt steering wheel
Intermittent wipers
Power door locks
Rear wiper/washer
Cruise control
Privacy glass
Conventional spare tire
Tachometer (1989 MY only)

Power package included
Power windows
Power mirrors
Other options included
AM-FM cassette stereo
Air conditioning (dual)
Cruise control (op(tional 1989 MY)
Privacy glass (option(al 1989 and 1992 MY)

PllQDUCT 13: 2 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported
Japanese Toyota 4\JD LE Van (1989 MY only) and Toyota Previa All-Trac LE Model
5152, 4-wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported minivans have ?passenger seating and are equipped with automatic transmission and dual air
conditioning during 1989-92 MYs. A detailed description of the Toyota product
13, showing features of the 1991 MY Toyota Previa All-Trac LE as the standard
for all MYs 1989-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
SAME AS PRODUCT 12
Other options included
AM-FM cassette stereo *
Air conditioning (dual) *
Cruise control (option(al 1989 KY) *
Privacy glass (optional
(1989 KY) *
Aluminum alloy wheels
Captain's chair seat
package
* ITEMS IN PRODUCT 12

Power package included
Power windows *
Power mirrors *
Fog lamps (MY 1989 only)
* ITEMS IN PRODUCT 12

1 Suggested by U.S. producers as a large-v9lume minivan product imported
from Japan.
2 Suggested by Toyota as a large-volume minivan product imported from Japan.

B-104
Two-Wheel Drive, 5-Passenger Minivans:
PRODUCT 14: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified base-model
imported, Japanese Mazda MPV Wagon/Van, 2-wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine with
MANUAL transmission. Tbis imported minivan has 5-passenger seating and is
equipped with manual transmission and single air conditioning dµring 1989-91
Hil. Mazda's 4-cylinder minivan with manual transmission was not available in
MY 1992. A detailed description of the Mazda product 14, showing features as
the standard for MYs 1989-91, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
Options included
Air conditioning (single)
2.6L 14 engine
5-speed manual with overdrive transmission
5-passenger seating
AM/FM-cassette/clock and tachometer
Rear anti-lock brake system (1989 MY had no ABS)
Velour upholstery and bodyside moldings
Intermittent wipers
Tinted glass
Tilt steering
Rear wiper/washer and rear defroster

pgopucT 15: 1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified base-model
imported Japanese Toyota Van Deluxe (1989 MY only) and Toyota Previa Deluxe
Model 5122, 2-wheel drive, 4-cylinder engine. Tbese imported miniyans haye 5passenger seating and are equipped witb aµtom,atic transmission and dual air
conditionin& dµring 1989-92 MXs. A detailed description of the Toyota product
15, showing features of the 1991 MY Toyota Previa Deluxe as the standard for
MYs 1989-92, follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
2.4L 4-cylinder engine
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Cloth seat/door trim
AM-FM stereo, NO cassette
Options inclµded
Air conditioning (dual)
1 Suggested by U.S. producers as large-volume minivan products imported from
Japan.
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APPENDIX 0
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIFIED COMPARISON U.S.-PRODUCED MINIVAN PRODUCTS
SUGGESTED BY U.S. PRODUCERS

B-107
PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:
PRODUCT 1 1
(a) FORP Aerostar XL Plus Re&Ular L!n1tb--

(b) CHllYSL!g Dod&e Grand Caravan LEI
Plymoutb Grand Yoya1er LE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
7-passenger cloth seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo*P883Xradio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Options inclucied
Air conditioning (single)
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Tilt steering (incl. speed control)
Bodyside molding
Rear seat bed
Privacy glass
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission

Base yehicle eguipm,ent
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks
Options inclucied
Anti-lock brakes
Cassette/radio

(c) GENERAL MOTORS Oldsmobile Silhouette 2WD--The Oldsmobile Silhouette 2WD minivan
has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic
transmissiQn and single air conditioning. A detailed description follows
immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engine (120 HP)
3-speed automatic transmission
Air conditioning (single)
7-passenger seating
AM-FM stereo/clock
Power front disc brakes
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors
Tilt steering wheel
Locking aluminum wheels
Body side moldings
Options included
Rear window defroster
Cassette

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product·l with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 1 was suggested by U.S. producers.
1

B-108
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 1 1 --Continued
(d) GENERAL HOTQIS Pontiac Transport 2WQ--The Pontiac Transport 2'WD minivan has 5passenger seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic
transmission and single air conditioning. A detailed description follows
immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engine (120 HP)
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo/clock
Power front disc brakes
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors
Options ipeluded
Air conditioning (single)
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Tilt wheel
7-passenger seating

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 1 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 1 was suggested by U.S. producers.

B-109
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 21
(a) FQRD Aerostar XLT Regular L@ngtb--

(b) CHR.YSLllt Dogge Grand Caravan LEI
Plymouth Grand Voyager LE--

Base vehicle equipment
3. OL V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
7-passenger cloth seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (single)
Tilt steering (incl. speed control)
<@tions included
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
Rear seat bed
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks
Options included
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette radio
Sunscreen glass

(c) GERl1lAJ. MQTQllS Pontiac Transport 2WD--The Pontiac Transport 2WD bas 7-passenger
seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic transmission and
single air conditioning. A detailed description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engine (120 HP)
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo/clock
Power front disc brakes
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors

Options included
Air conditioning (single)
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Tilt wheel
Power windows
7-passenger seating
Power locks
Cruise control

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 2 with 2-wbeel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 2 was suggested by Mazda.
1

B-110
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 31
(a) FORP 'Aerostar XLT Regular Length--

(b) CHIYSLEI. Dodge Granci Caravan LI/
Plymouth Grand Voya&er LE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
Automatic transmission
Tinted glass
7-passenger cloth seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning {single)
Tilt steering {incl. speed control)

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group {locks,
mirrors, windows)
Rear seat bed
Air conditioning {dual)

Options inclucied
Air conditioning (dual)
Anti-lock brakes
Premiua cassette radio
Power windows
Sunscreen glass

(c) GENQAL MOTORS GMC Safari SL& 2WD Extencied-len&th--The GMC Safari SLE 2WD
extended-length minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6
engine with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning. A detailed
description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP)
4-speed automatic transmission.
AM-FM stereo
Rear anti-lock brakes
Body side molding
Intermittent wipers
Tinted glass
Rally wheels
Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Power locks/windows
Dual power remote mirrors
7-passenger seating
Full deep-tinted glass
Cassette

\

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 3 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 3 was suggested by U.S. producers.
1

B-111
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Kinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 4 1 ·
(a) FORP Aerostar Eddie Bauer
Regular Length

{b) CHR.JSI.ER Dodge Grand Caravan LE/
Plymouth Grand Voyager LE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/cassette/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (dual)
Tilt wheel (incl. speed control)
Rear window def roster
Rear seat bed
Aluminum wheels
Options inclucied
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks
Options inclµded
Air conditioning (dual)
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette radio
Sunscreen glass
Aluminum wheels

(c) GENERAL KOTQBS Pontiac Transport 2WD--The Pontiac Transport 2WD has 7-passenger
seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic transmission and
single air conditioning. A detailed description follows immediately below.
Base yehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engine (120 HP)
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo/clock
Power front disc brakes
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors-

Options inclusied
Air conditioning (single)
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Tilt wheel
Power windows
7-passenger seating
Power locks
Cruise control

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 4 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 4 was suggested by Mazda.

B-112
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 51
(a) FORP Aerostar

XL

Plus Extended-length--

(b) CH1lYSLER. Dodge Grand Caravan SE/
Plymoutb Grand Voyager SE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
7-passenger cloth seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Rear window defroster
Tilt steering (incl. speed control)
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Rear seat bed
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Defroster
Power convenience package

(c) GENERAL MOTORS Oldsmobile Silhouette 2W])--The Oldsmobile Silhouette 2'WD has 7passenger seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic
transmission and single air conditioning. A detailed description follows
immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engine (120 HP)
3-speed automatic transmission
Air conditioning (single)
7-passenger seating
AM-FM stereo ·
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors
Tilt steering wheel
Locking aluminum wheels
Bodyside molding
·options included
Cruise control
Rear window defroster

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 5, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
speciffed Japanese minivan product 5 was suggested by U.S. producers.

B-113
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 61
(a) FOJlD Aerostar XLT Extended-length--

(b) CflRYSLIR Dodge Grapd Caravan SE/
Plymouth Grand Voyager SE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
7-passenger cloth seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (single)
Tilt steering (incl. speed control)
Options inclucied
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
Rear seat bed
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission
Air conditioning (dual)

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine .
4-speed automatic transmission
AK-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Ootions included
Air conditioning (dual)
Power convenience package
Deluxe convenience Package
Conventional spare tire
Premium cassette radio
Storage package

(c) GENERAL HOTQB.S Oldsm9bile Silhouette 2WJ>--The Oldsmobile Silhouette 2WD bas 7passenger seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic
transmission and single air conditioning. A detailed description follows
immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engin• (120 HP)
3-speed automatic transmission
Air conditioning (single)
7-passenger seating
AK-FM stereo/clock
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors
Tilt steering
Aluminum wheels
Body side moldings

Options inclucied
Rear defogger
Cassette
Speed control

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 6, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 6 was suggested by Toyota.

B-114
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 71 .
(a) FORP Aerostar Eddie Bauer
Extended-length

(b) CHRYSLER Dodge Grand Caravan 1E/
Plymouth Grand Voyager LE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive. transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/cassette/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (dual)
Tilt wheel (incl. speed control)
Rear window defroster
Rear seat bed
Aluminum wheels

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission

Options inclµded
Air conditioning (dual)
Conventional spare tire
Sunscreen glass
Premium cassette radio
Anti-lock brakes
Aluminum wheels
Captain's chair package

(c) GENERAL MOTOU GMC Safari SLT 2WD Extended-length- -The GMC Safari SLT 2WD
extended-length has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6 engine
with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning. A detailed description
follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP)
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo
Anti-lock brakes
Body side molding
Intermittent wipers
Deep-tinted glass

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Power mirrors
Power windows
Power locks
Cassette
Full glass
7-passenger seating
Dual power remote mirrors
Tilt wheel
Rear window defroster
Aluminum wheels
Fog lamps

1 Competitive· with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 7, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 7 was suggested by Toyota.

B-115
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paasenger Minivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 8 1
(b) CHllJS!,p Dod19 Grand Caravan LE/
Plymouth Grand Voyager LI--

(a) FORP Aerostar XLT Extenc!ed-lengtb-Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
7-passenger cloth seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (single)
Tilt steering (incl. speed control)

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
Rear seat bed

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Power convenience package
Conventional tire
Sunscreen glass
Cassette/radio

(c) GENERAL MQTOB.S. GMC Safari SLT 2WD Extencied-length--The GMC Safari SLT 2WD
extended-length minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6
engine with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning.· A detailed
description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP)
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo
Rear anti-lock brakes
Bodyside molding
Intermittent wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Rally wheels

Options ipelud@d
Air conditioning (dual)
Power mirrors/windows/locks
Cassette
Full glass
7-passenger seating
Dual power remote mirrors
Tilt wheel
Rear window defroster

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 8, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 8 was suggested by U.S. producers.

B-116
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 91
(a) FORD'. Aerostar Eddie Bauer
Extended-length--

(b) CRRYSL!R Dodge Grand Caravan LE/
Plymouth Grand Voyager LE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
7-passenger cloth seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/cassette/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (dual)
Tilt steering (incl. speed control)
Rear window defroster
Rear seat bed
Aluminum wheels

Base vehicle equipment
3. 3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
Console

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Power convenience package
Conventional tire
Sunscreen glass
Premium radio
Aluminum wheels

(c) GENERAL MOTORS GMC Safari SLT 2WD Extended-length--The GMC Safari SLT 2WD
extended-length minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6
engine with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning. A detailed
description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP)
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo
Rear anti-lock brakes
Bodyside molding
Intermittent wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Rally wheels

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)
Power mirrors/windows/locks
Cassette
Full glass
7-passenger seating
Dual power remote mirrors
Tilt wheel
Rear window defroster
Aluminum wheels
Premium stereo with 7 speakers

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 9, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified.Japanese minivan product 9 was suggested by U.S. producers.
1

B-ll7
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Pa•senger Minivans:
PRODUCT 101
(a) FORPi Aerostar Eddie Bauer 4WD
Remlar Length

(b) CllRYSJ.!I Dodge Grand Caravan LE AWD/
Plymouth Grand Voyager LE AWD·-

Base vehicle equipment
4.0L V6 engine
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM cassette/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (dual)
Tilt wheel (incl. speed control}
Rear window defroster
Rear bed seat and aluminWll wheels

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
Console

Options included
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette/radio
Power windows
Sunscreen glass
Aluminum wheels

(c) GENERAJ. MOTQRS GMC Safari SLT 4\lD Extencied-length--Tbe GMC Safari SLT 4WD
extended-length minivan bas 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6
engine with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning. A detailed
description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP}
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo
Rear anti-lock brakes
Body side molding
Intermittent wipers
Deep-tinted glass
Rally wheels
Options inclucied
Air conditioning (dual)
Speed control
Power locks
Power windows
Dual power remote mirrors
7-passenger seating
Full glass

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 10 with 4-wbeel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan _product 10 was suggested by U.S. producers.
1

B-118
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 11 1
(a) FORP Aerostar Eddie Bauer
Regular Length

4WD

(b) CHllYSI.Bp Dodge Grand Caravan LE AWD/
Plymouth Grand Voyager LE AWP--

Base vehicle equipment
4.0L V6 engine
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM cassette/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (dual)
Tilt wheel (incl. speed control)
Rear window defroster
Rear bed seat
Aluminum wheels

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options inclucied
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
Towing package

Options included
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette/radio
Sunscreen glass
Aluminum wheels
Towing package

(c) GJNERAL HOTOllS GMC Safari SLT 4WD Extended-len1th--The GMC Safari SLT 4WD
extended-length minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6
engine with automatic transmission and single air conditioning. A detailed
description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP)
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo
Anti-lock brakes
Body side molding
Intermittent wipers
Deep-tinted glass

Options included
Air conditioning (single)
Speed control
Power locks
Power windows
Dual power remote mirrors
7-passenger seating
Cassette
Full glass
Alloy wheels
Trailering package
Cooling package

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 11 with 4-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 11 was suggested by Mazda.

B-119
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 12 1
(a) FORP A@rostar Eddie Baµer
4'WD Extended-length--

(b) CH1lYSIJB Dodge Grand Caravan LE AWD/
Plymouth Grand Vgyager LE AWJ)--

Base vehicle equipment
4.0L V6 engine
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM cassette/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (dual)
Tilt wheel (incl. speed control)
Rear window defroster
Rear seat bed

Base vehicle equipment
3. 3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options inclµded
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)
Console

Options included
Power convenience package
Sunscreen glass
Premium radio

(c) GENERAL HOTOlt§ GMC Safari SLT 4WD Extencied-length--The GMC Safari SLT 4WD
extended-length minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6
engine with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning. A detailed
description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP)
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo
Rear anti-lock brakes
Bodyside molding
Intermittent wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Rally wheels

Options inclucied
Air conditioning (dual)
Power mirrors/windows/locks
Cassette
Full glass
7-passenger seating
Dual power remote mirrors
Tilt wheel
Rear window defroster

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota AllTrac (4-wheel drive) Van and Previa LE product 12 (Model 5152) with 7-passenger seating.
The specified Japanese minivan product 12 was suggested by U.S. producers.

B-120
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Pasaenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 13 1
(a) FORP Aerostar Eddie Baµer 4WJ)
Extended-length

(b) C8RYSJ.Ell Dodge Grand Caravan LE AWD/
Plymouth Grand Voyager LE AWD--

Base vehicle equipment
4.0L V6 engine
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM cassette/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes
Air conditioning (dual)
Tilt wheel (incl. speed control)
Rear window defroster
Rear bed seat
Aluminum· wheels

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
Bodyside molding
Privacy glass
Power convenience group (locks,
mirrors, windows)

Options included
Sunscreen glass
Premium cassette/radio
Captain's chair package

(c) GENIML IQTORS GMC Safari SLT 4WJ) Extended-length--The GKC Safari SLT 4WD
extended-length minivan has 7-passenger seating and is equipped with a 150 HP V6
engine with automatic transmission and dual air conditioning. A detailed
description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
4.3L V6 engine (150 HP)
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM stereo
Anti-lock brakes
Body side molding
Intermittent wipers
Deep-tinted glass
Rally wheels

Options inclucied
Air conditioning (dual)
Power mirrors
Power windows
Power locks
Cassette
Full glass
7-passenger seating
Dual power remote mirrors
Tilt wheel
Rear window defroster
Cruise control
Fog lamps
Aluminum wheels

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota AllTrac (4-wheel drive) Van and Previa LE product 13 (Model 5152) with 7-passenger seating.
The specified Japanese minivan product 13 was suggested by Toyota.
1

B-121
Two-Wheel Drive, 5-Paaaenger Kinivana:--Continued
PRQDUCT 14 1
(a) FOllD Aerostar XL Re"11ar l&n&th--

(b) CHIYSI.IR Dodge Grand Caravan SE/
Plymoutb Grand Voyager SE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
5-passenger vinyl seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror

Options included
Air conditioning {single)
Cloth seats
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Tilt steering (incl. speed control)
Bodyside molding

Options included
Front air conditioning
Anti-lock brakes
Cassette/radio
Rear defroster

(c) G!NEIAL MQTOIS Pontiac Transport 2WP--The Pontiac Transport 2\lD has 5-passenger
seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic transmission and
single air conditioning. A detailed description follows immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engine (120 HP)
3-speed automatic transmission
5-passenger seating
AM-FM stereo/clock
Power front disc brakes
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors
Options included
Air conditioning (single)
Cassette
Rear window defroster
Tilt wheel

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 14 with 2-wheel drive, 5-passenger seating, and manual transmission. The
specified Japanese minivan product 14 was suggested by U.S. producers.
·
1

B-122
Two-Wheel Drive, 5-Paaaenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 15 1
(a) FOR.D Aerostar

XL

Extended-len1tb--

(b) CH&YSI·D Dodge Grand Caravan SE/
Plymoutb Grand Voyager SE--

Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
5-speed manual overdrive transmission
Tinted glass
Vinyl seating
Remote fuel door release
Rear wiper/washer
AM-FM/clock stereo radio
Rear anti-lock brakes

Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror

Options inclucied
Air conditioning (dual)
Clo~b seats
4-speed automatic overdrive
transmission
Bodyside molding

Options included
Air conditioning (dual)

(c) GENEIAL MQTOl,S Oldsmobile Silhouette 2WD--Tbe Oldsmobile Silhouette 2WD bas 7passenger seating and is equipped with a 120 HP V6 engine with automatic
transmission and single air conditioning. A detailed description follows
immediately below.
Base vehicle equipment
3.lL V6 engine (120 HP)
3-speed automatlc transmission
Air conditioning (single)
7-passenger seating
AM-FM stereo/clock
Intermittent wiper/rear wiper
Deep-tinted glass
Tachometer
Dual remote mirrors
Tilt steering wheel
Locking aluminWD wheels
Bodyside molding

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 15, Model 5122, with 2-wbeel drive, 5-passenger seating, and
automatic transmission. The specified Japanese minivan product 15 was suggested by
Toyota.

B-123

APPENDIX P
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIFIED COMPARISON U.S.-PRODUCED MINIVAN PRODUCTS
SUGGESTED BY THE TWO JAPANESE IMPORTERS

B-125
PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Pasaenger Minivans:
PRODUCT 1: 1
a) Ford Aerostar XL minivan (1989-91 MXs> apd XL Plus miniyan (1992 KX> 2 --Automatic
transmission 44T and Package 401A are in all KYs shown; other equipment comparable to
the Mazda product 7, identified in feature descriptions of the Ford model and specific
to individual model years, are shown immediately below.
1989-90 KYs--FM-Cassette 586 and rear window defroster 874.
1991-92 MYs--FM-Cassette 589 and rear window defroster 57Q.
b) Cbeyrolet Lumina APY 2 --7-Passenger seating ZP7, rear defroster C49, and FM-cassette
UM6 are in all KYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 7, identified
in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to individual model
years, are shown immediately below.
1990 MY--Preferred equipment group l.
1991 MY--Preferred equipment group l (WVAl).
1992 MY--Preferred equipment group l (WVAl) and 3-speed automatic transmission MXl.
c) Cbeyrolet Astro CS minivau2 --8-passenger seating ZP8 and dual power mirrors D48 are
in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 7, identified in
feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to individual model
years, are shown immediately below.
1989 MY--4-speed automatic transmission MXO, air conditioning C60, cassette UM6, and
complete body glass ZW6.
1990-91 MYs--Preferred equipment group 2 (ASA2), FM-cassette UM6, and complete body
glass ZW6.
1992 MY--Preferred equipment group 2 (ASA2) and FM-cassette UM6.

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 1 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product l was suggested by U.S. producers.
2
Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard.
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
1

B-126
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 21
a) ford Aerostar ,XLT minivau2 --Automatic transmission 44T is in all MYs shown; other
equipment comparable to the Kazda product 1, identified in feature descriptions of the
Ford model and specific to individual model years, are shown immediately below.
1989 MY--Package 402A, and power convenience group 903.
1990 MY--Package 403A, and power convenience group 903.
1991-92 MYs--Package 403A.
b) Cbeyrolet Lum,ina CL APV2 --7-Passenger seating ZP7, rear defroster C49, and deeptinted glass A.Jl are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product
1, identified in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to
individual model years, are shown imediately below.
1990 MY--Preferred equipment group 1, power door locks ABS.
1991-92 MYs--Preferred equipment group 1 (WVAL).
c) Cbeyrolet Astro CL miniyan2 --Equipment comparable to the Kazda product 1, identified
in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to individual model
years, are shown immediately below.
·
1989 MY--4-speed automatic transmission with overdrive MXO, 8-passenger seating ZP8,
operating convenience package ZQ2, Convenience group ZQ3, air conditioning C60, dual
power mirrors D48, complete body glass ZW6, and cassette UK6.
1990-91 MYs--Preferred equipment group 5 (ASAS), dual power mirrors 048, and deeptinted glass A.Jl.
1992 MY--Preferred equipment group 4 (ASA4) and deep-tinted glass A.Jl.

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 2 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 2 was suggested by Kazda.
2 Identified by Kazda, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
1

B-127
Tw,o-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 31
a) Ford Aerostar
conditioning 574
8, identified in
model years, are

XLI minivan2 --Automatic transmission 44T and high capacity air
are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product
feature descriptions of the Ford model and specific to individual
shown immediately below.

1989 MY--Package 402A and power convenience group 903.
1990 MY--Package 403A and power convenience group 903.
1991-92 MYs--Package 403A.
b) Chevrolet Lumina APV2 --7-Passenger seating ZP7, deep-tinted glass AJl, and rear
defroster C49 are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 8,
identified in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to
individual model years, are shown immediately below.
1990 MY--Preferred equipment group 1 and power door locks ABS.
1991 MY--Preferred equipment group 1 (WVAl).
1992 MY--Preferred equipment group 1 (WVAl), 3-speed automatic transmission MXl, and
front and rear air conditioning C34.
c) Cbeyrolet Astro CL minivan2 --Front and rear air conditioning C69 is in all MYs
shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 8, identified in feature
descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to individual model years, are
shown immediately below.
1989 MY--4-speed automatic transmission MXO, 8-passenger seating ZPB, dual power
mirrors D48, operating convenience package ZQ2, convenience group ZQ3, cassette UM6,
and complete body glass ZW6.
1990-91 MYs--Preferred equipment group 5 (ASA5), dual power mirrors D48, and deeptinted glass AJl.
1992 MY--Preferred equipment group 4 (ASA4) and deep-tinted glass AJl.

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 3 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 3 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
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Two-Wheel Drive. 7-Passenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 4 1
a) Ford Aeiostar :xLT minivan2 --Automatic transmission 44T and high capacity air
conditioning 574 are in all KYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product
2, identified in feature descriptions of the Ford model and specific to individual
model years, are shown immediately below.
1989 KY--Package 402A, power convenience group 903, and alloy wheels 616.
1990 KY--Package 403A, power convenience group 903, and alloy wheels 646.
1991-92 KYs--Package 403A and alloy wheels 646.
b) Cbevrolet Lumina CL APY2 --7-passenger seating ZP7, rear defroster C49, deep-tinted
glass AJl, and alloy wheels PH3 are in all KYs shown; other equipment comparable to ~lie
Mazda product 2, identified in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and
specific to individual model years. are shown immediately below.
1990 KY--Preferred equipment group 1 and power door locks ABS.
1991 KY--Preferred equipment group l (WVAL).
1992 KY--Preferred equipment group 1 (WVAL) and front and rear air conditioning C34.
c) Cbevrolet Astra CL minivan2 --Front and rear air conditioning C69 and alloy wheels
PF3 are in all KYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 2. identified
in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to individual model
years. are shown immediately below.
1989 KY--4-speed automatic transmission with overdrive MXO, 8-passenger seating ZP8,
operating convenience package ZQ2, Convenience group ZQ3, dual power mirrors D48.
complete body glass Z\l6, and cassette UM6.
1990-91 KYs--Preferred equipment group 5 (ASAS), dual power mirrors D48. and deeptinted glass AJl.
1992 KY--Preferred equipment group 4 (ASA4) and deep-tinted glass AJl.

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 4 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 4 was suggested by Mazda.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (n9t extended-length or long wheelbases). 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.

B-129
_Two-Vheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Hinivana:--Continued
PROQUCT 51
The 1992 dome$ttc model descriptions for the suggested product-11 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs. 2
a) Ford Aerostar XL Plus minivan--Preferred equipment package 401A, 3.0L V-6 engine, 4speed automatic transmission, rear air conditioning, and rear window defroster.
b) Chevrolet Lumina APV--Preferred equipment group 2, 3.lL V-6 engine, 3-speed
automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning, rear window defroster, deep
tinted glass, 7-passenger seating.
c) Chevrolet Astro Stapsiard minivap--Preferred equipment group 3, 4.3L V-6 EFI engine,
4-speed automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning, and rear window
defroster.
PRODUCT 63
The 1991 domestic model descriptions for the suggested product-4 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-90 and 1992 MYs. 2
a) Ford Aerostar XL Plus minivan--Package 401A, regular length, 3.0L V-6 engine, 4speed automatic transmission, rear defogger, AK-FM-cassette, power convenience group
(power windows, door locks, and mirrors), and bodyside protection molding.
b) Cbevrolet Lumina AP\1--3.lL V-6 engine, 3-speed automatic transmission, preferred
equipment group 2, 7-passenger seating, rear defogger.
c) Chevrolet Astro CS minivan--Regular length, 4.3L V-6 engine, 4-speed automatic
transmission, preferred equipment group 2, operating convenience group ZQ2, driver's
convenience group ZQ3, power door locks, dual air conditioner, AK-FM-cassette, 8passenger seating.

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 5, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 5 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Toyota, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 6, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 6 was suggested by Toyota.
1
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Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 71
The 1991 domestic model descriptions for the suggested product-5 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-90 and 1992 MYs. 2
a) Ford Aerostar XLT minivan--Package 403A, regular length, 3.0L V-6 engine, 4-speed
automatic transmission, dual air conditioner, forged aluminum wheels.
b) Chevrolet Lumina CL APV--3.lL V-6 engine, 3-speed automatic transmission, preferred
equipment group l, ?-passenger seating, rear defogger, power door locks, deep tinted
glass, and cast aluminum wheels.
c) Cheyrolet Astro CL miniyan--Regular length, 4.3L V-6 engine, 4-speed automatic
transmission, preferred equipment group 5, dual air conditioner, ?-passenger (captain's,·
chair) seating, power mirrors, deep tinted glass, and cast aluminum wheels.
PRQDUCT 83
The 1992 domestic model descriptions for the suggested product-12 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs. 2
a) Ford Aerostar XLT Stansiard miniyan--Preferred equipment package 403A, 3.0L V-6
engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, rear air conditioning, and AM-FM ETR stereo
with cassette.
b) Cbeyrolet Lwpina CL APV--Preferred equipment group l, 3.lL V-6 engine, 3-speed
automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning, and rear window defroster.
c) Cheyrolet Astro Standard miniyan--Preferred equipment group 4, 4.3L V-6 EFI engine,
4-speed automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning, and rear window
defroster.

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 7, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and ?-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 7 was suggested by Toyota.
2 Identified by Toyota, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), ?-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.,
3 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 8, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and ?-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 8 was suggested by U.S. producers.
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Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 91
The 1992 domes~ic model descriptions for the suggested product-13 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs. 2
a) ford Aerostar XLT Stanciard minivan--Preferred equipment package 403A, 3.0L V-6
engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, rear air conditioning, and AM-FM ETR stereo
with cassette/6 speakers, and forged aluminum wheels.
b) Cbeyrolet Lwpina CL APV--Preferred equipment group l, 3.lL V-6 engine, 3-speed
automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning, rear window defroster, and
locking cast aluminum wheels.
c) Cbeyrolet Astro Stanciard miniyan--Preferred equipment group 4, 4.3L V-6 EFI engine,
4-speed automatic transmission, CL package, front and rear air conditioning, rear
window defroster, AM/FM ETR stereo with cassette with front and rear speakers and
graphic equalizer, and cast aluminum alloy wheels.

..
Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 9, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 9 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Toyota, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
·length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
1

B-132
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:
PRODUCT 10 1
a) Ford Aeroftar
conditioning 574
9, identified in
model years, are

XLT minivan2 --Package 403A, alloy wheels 646, and high capacity air
are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product
feature descriptions of the Ford model and specific to individual
shown immediately below.

1990 MY--Power convenience group 903.
1991-92 MYs--Nothing additional to that described above.
b) Cbevrolet Astro CL minivan2 --Alloy wheels PF3, deep-tinted glass A.Jl, and front and
rear air conditioning C69 are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda
product 9, identified in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific
to individual model years, are shown immediately below.
1990-91 MYs--Preferred equipment group 5 (ASA5)
1992 MY--Preferred equipment group 4 (ASA4).
PRQDUCT 11 3
a) Ford Aerostar XLT minivan2 --Package 403A and alloy wheels 646 are in all MYs shown;
other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 3, identified in feature descriptions
of the Ford model and specific to individual model years, are shown immediately below.
1990 MY--Power convenience group 903/trailer towing package 555.
1991 MY--Trailer towing package 535.
1992 MY--Trailer towing package 534.
b) Cbevrolet Astro CL minivan2 --Trailering special, H.D. (Z82), alloy wheels PF3, and
deep-tinted glass A.Jl are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda
product 3, identified in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific
to individual model years, are shown immediately below.
1990-91 MYs--Preferred equipment group 5 (ASA5)
1992 MY--Preferred equipment group 4 (ASA4).

Competitelve with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 10 with 4-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 10 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are all-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning. Prices of the domestic
comparison 4-wheel drive minivans for model year 1989 were also requested if the U.S.producer produced such vehicles in that year.
3 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 11 with 4-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 11 was suggested by Mazda.
1

B-133
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 12 1
The 1992 domestic model descriptions for the suggested product-14 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs.2
a) Ford Aerostar 4WP XLT Stanciard min!van--Preferred equipment package 403A, 4.0L V-6
engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning, and AK·FM
stereo with cassette/6 speakers.
b) Cbevrolet Astro A'WD Standard minivan··Preferred equipment package group 4, 4.3L V-6
CPI engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, CL package, front and rear air
conditioning, and rear window defroster.
PRODUCT 13 3
The 1992 domestic model descriptions for the suggested product-15 comparison minivan.
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs. 2
a) Ford Aerostar 4\ij) XLT Stanciard minivan--Preferred equipment package 403A, 4.0L V-6
engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning, AK-FM stereo
with cassette/6 speakers, and forged aluminum wheels.
b) Cbeyrolet Astro AWQ Stanciard miniyan--Preferred equipment package group 5, 4.3L V-6
CPI engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, CL package, front and rear air
conditioning, rear window defroster, power mirrors, deep-tinted glass, 7-passenger
(captain's chair) seating, and cast aluminum alloy wheels.

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota All·
Trac (4-wheel drive) Van and Previa LE product 12 (Model 5152) with 7-passenger seating.
The specified Japanese minivan product 12 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Toyota, these are 4-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota AllTrac (4-wheel drive) Van and Previa LE product 13 (Model 5152) with 7-passenger seating.
The specified Japanese minivan product 13 was suggested by Toyota.

B-134
Two-Wheel Drive, 5-Paaaenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 14 1
a) Ford Aeros>ar XL minivan2 --Kanual transmission, 3.0L V6 engine, and air conditioning
572 are in all KYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 6, identified
in feature descriptions of the Ford model and specific to individual model years, are
shown immediately below.
1989-90 KYs--FM-Cassette 586, rear window defroster 874, and rear wiper washer 873.
1991 KY--FM-Cassette 589 and rear window defroster 57Q.
b) Cbevrolet Astro CS minivan2 --Equipment comparable to the Mazda product 6, identified
in feature descriptions of the General Motors model and specific to KY 1989 (the only
KY that manual transmission was available), are shown immediately below.
1989 KY--4.3L V6 engine, air conditioning C60, cassette UM6, complete body glass
arrangement ZW6, and custom cloth seat trim K4.
PRODUCT 15 3
The 1992 domestic model descriptions for the suggested product-10 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 KYs. 4
a) Ford Aerostar XL Standard miniyan--Preferred equipment package 402A, 3.0L V-6
engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, rear air conditioning.
b) Cbeyrolet Lwpina APY--3.lL V-6 engine, 3-speed automatic transmission, front air
conditioning.
c) Cheyrolet Astro Standard minivan--Preferred equipment group 2, 4.3L V-6 engine, 4speed automatic transmission, front and rear air conditioning.

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 14 with 2-wheel drive, 5-passenger seating, and manual transmission. The
specified Japanese minivan product 14 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 5-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), manual_ transmission, and air conditioning. Prices of the domestic comparison
2-wheel drive manual transmission minivans for model year 1992 were also requested if U.S.
producers produced such vehicles in that year.
3 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 15, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive, 5-passenger seating, and
automatic transmission. The specified Japanese minivan product 15 was suggested by
Toyota.
4 Identified by Toyota, these are 2-wheel drive U.S.-produced minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 5-passenger seating, automatic
transmission, and air conditioning.
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APPENDIX Q
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIFIED COMPARISON IMPORTED CANADIAN MINIVAN PRODUCTS
SUGGESTED BY CHRYSLER AND THE TWO JAPANESE IMPORTERS

B-137

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:
PROPUCT 1: 1
Base-Wagon Dodge Caravan/Plymoutb Voyager minivans 2 --3.0L V-6 engine EFA, -FM-cassette
RAS, and 7-passenger seating CYE are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to
the Mazda product l, identified in feature descriptions of the Chrysler models and
specific to individual model years, are shown immediately below.
1989 MY--3-speed automatic transmission DGA and value wagon ATX discount package

AFK.
1990 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, air conditioning HAA, and rear window
defroster GFA.
1991 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB and family value discount package AFW.
1992 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB and family value package 2B.
CHiYSLER Dodge Caravan LE/Plymouth Voyager LE minivans 3 -Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic
transmission
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette/radio

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 1 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 1 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with a
standard (not long) wheelbase, 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise specified), automatic
transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Identified by Chrysler, these are imported Canadian minivans.

B-138
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 21
Dodge Caravan SE/Plymouth Voyager SE minivans 2 --3.0L V-6 engine EFA is in all MYs
shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 2, identified in feature
descriptions of the Chrysler models and specific to individual model years, are shown
immediately below.
1989 MY--3-speed automatic transmission DGA, luxury equipment discount package AFF
and 7-passenger seating CYE.
1990 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, power convenience package AJP, Deluxe
convenience package AJK, FM-Cassette RAS, air conditioning HAA, rear window
defroster GFA, sunscreen glass GAE, and 7-passenger seating CYE.
1991 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, power convenience package AJP, deluxe
convenience package AJK, family value discount package AFW, FM-cassette RAS, and
sunscreen glass GAE.
1992 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, power convenience group AJP, deluxe
convenience group AJK, family value package 2B, FM-cassette RAS, and sunscreen glass
GAE.
CliRYSLER Dodge Caravan LE/Plymouth Voyager LE minivans 3 -Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options inclucied
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette radio
Sunscreen glass

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 2 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 2 was suggested by Mazda.
z Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel imported Canadian minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic tran1mission, and air conditioning.
3 Identified by Chrysler, these are imported Canadian minivans.

B-139
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 31
Dodge Caravan SE Wagon/Plymouth Voyager SE Wagon minivans 2 --3.0L V-6 engine EFA is in
all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 3, identified in feature
descriptions of the Chrysler models and specific to individual model years, are shown
immediately below.
1989 MY--3-speed automatic transmission DGA, luxury equipment discount package AFF,
and 7-passenger seating CYE.
1990 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, power convenience package A.JP, deluxe
convenience package AJK, FM-cassette RAS, air conditioning HAA, rear window
defroster GFA, sunscreen glass GAE, and 7-passenger seating CYE.
1991 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, family value discount package AFW,
power convenience package A.JP, deluxe convenience package AJK, FM-cassette RAS, and
sunscreen glass GAE.
1992 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, family value package 28, power
convenience group A.JP, deluxe convenience group AJK, FM-cassette RAS, and sunscreen
glass GAE.

CttRYSLER Dodge Caravan L£/Plymouth Voyager LE minivaus 3 -Base vehicle equipment
3.0L V6 engine
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options inclucied
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic
transmission
Air conditioning (dual)
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette/radio
Power windows
Sunscreen glass

Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 3 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 3 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with a
standard (not long) wheelbase, 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise specified), automatic
transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Identified by Chrysler, these are imported Canadian minivans.
1

B-140
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 4 1
Dodge Caravan SE/Plymouth Voyager SE minivans 2 --A 3.0L V-6 engine EFA is in all MYs
shown; other' equipment comparable to the Mazda product 4, identified in feature
descriptions of the Chrysler models and specific to individual model years, are shown
immediately below.
1989 MY--3-speed automatic transmission DGA, luxury equipment discount package AFF,
7-passenger seating CYE, and sport road wheel package AYA.
1990 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, power convenience package AJP, Deluxe
convenience package AJK, FM-Cassette RAS, air conditioning HAA, rear window
defroster GFA, sunscreen glass GAE, 7-passenger seating CYE, and alloy wheels AY4.
1991 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, power convenience package AJP, deluxe
convenience package AJK, family value discount package AFW, FM-cassette RAS,
sunscreen glass GAE, alloy wheels YJF, and sport handling package AGA.
1992 MY--4-speed automatic transmission DGB, power convenience package AJP, deluxe
convenience group AJK, family value package 2B, FM-cassette RAS, sunscreen glass
GAE, alloy wheels YJV, and sport handling group AGA.
CHRYSLER Dodge Caravan LE/Plymouth Voyager LE minivans 3 -Base vehicle eguipment
3.0L V6 engine
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air·conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
3. 3L V6 engine .
4-speed automatic transmission
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette radio
Sunscreen glass
Aluminum wheels

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 4 with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 4 was suggested by Mazda.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Identified by Chrysler, these are imported Canadian minivans.

B-141
Two-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Kinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 51
The 1992 Canadian model descriptions for the suggested product-5 comparison minivans
are listed be.low; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 KYs.2
Dodie Caravan Base/Plymoutb Yoya1er Base miniyans--Regular wheelbase, 2.5L 4-cylinder
EFI engine, 3-speed automatic transmission, family value package 22T, 7-passenger
seating group, rear window defroster, deluxe convenience group (speed control and tilt
steering wheel).
PRODUCT 6 3

The 1991 Canadian model description for the suggested product-6 comparison minivans are
listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-90 and 1992 KYs. 2
Pod&• Caravan SE/Plymouth Yoy11er SE miniyana--Regular wheelbase, 3.0L V-6 engine, 4speed automatic transmission, family value package 26D, AK-FM-cassette, power windows,
and conventional spare tire.
PROQUCT 7: 4

The 1991 Canadian model description for the suggested product-7 comparison minivans are

listed below; similar equipaent should be uiled for the 1989-90 and 1992 KYs. 2
Dodie Caravan/Plymouth Voya1er I.E miniyana--Regular wheelbase, 3.3L V-6 engine, 4speed automatic transmission, LE luxury value package 28K, conventional spare tire,
anti-lock brakes, quad co11111&nd seating, and cast aluminum wheels.

1 Competitive with or moat comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 5, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 5 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Toyota, th••• are 2-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with
standard length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-p••••nger seating (unl•••
otherwise specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 6, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 6 was suggested by Toyota.
• Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 7, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 7 was suggested by Toyota.

B-142
Tvo-Vheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Hinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 8 1

The 1992 Canadian model descriptions for the suggested product-8 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs.2
Dodie Caravan 1.E/Plymoutb Voyaser LE minivan1--Regular wheelbase, 3.0L V6 MPI engine,
3-speed automatic transmis1ion, LE luxury package 24K.
PRQDUCT 9: 3

The 1992 Canadian model description• for the suggested product-9 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be \Uled ~or the 1989-91 MYs.2
Dode• Caravan l.E/Plymoutb Voya1er LE miniyans--Regular wheelbase, 3.0L V6 MPI engine,
3-speed automatic transmission, LE luxury package 24K, AK-FM cassette with equalizer -- '
and 6 infinity speakers, cast aluminum wheels, and sport handling group.

1 Competitive with or aoat comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 8, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and 7-paasenger seating. The
specified Japanese minivan product 8 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Toyota, these are 2-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with
standard length (not extended-length or long wheelbases); 7-passenger seating (unless
otherwise specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa LE product 9, Model 5132, with 2-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The
specified.Japanese minivan product 9 was suggested by U.S. producers.

B-143
Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Passenger Minivans:
PRQDUCT 10 1
Dodge Caravan; SE Wagon/Plymouth Voya&er SE Wacon minivans 2 --Sunscreen glass GAE and FKcassette RAS are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 10,
identified in Chrysler's feature descriptions specific to individual model years, are
shown immediately below.
1991 MY--Power convenience package A.JP, deluxe convenience package AJK, family value
discount package AFW, and alloy wheels WJF.
1992 MY--Power convenience group A.JP, deluxe convenience group AJK, family value
package 2B, and alloy wheels WJV.

CHRYSLER Dodie Caravan LE AWQ/Plymoutb voyacer LE AWP miniyans 3 -Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
3-speed automatic transmission
AK-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options ipelucied
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette/radio
Power windows
Sunscreen glass
Aluminum wheels

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 10 with 4-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 10 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are all-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with a
standard (not long) wheelbase, 7-passenger seating (unless otherwise specified), automatic
transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Identified by Chrysler, these are imported Canadian minivans.
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Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Kinivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 11 1
Dodie Caravan SE/Plymouth Voya1er SE minivaos 2 --Trailer towing package H.D. (AHT), and
FM-cassette RAS are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product
11, identified in Chrysler's feature descriptions specific to individual model years,
are shown immediately below.
1991 MY--Power convenience package A.JP, deluxe convenience package A.JK, family value
discount package AFW, alloy wheels WJF, and sunscreen glass GAE.
1992 MY--Power convenience group A.JP, deluxe convenience group A.JK, family value
package 2B, alloy wheels WJF, and sunscreen glass GAE.
CHR.YSLER Dodie Caravan LE A'WD/Plymoutb Voya1er LE A'WD minivans 3 -Base vehicle equipment
3.3L V6 engine
4-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Speed control
Tilt steering
Front air conditioning
Rear defroster
Power door locks

Options included
Anti-lock brakes
Premium cassette/radio
Sunscreen glass
Aluminum wheels
Towing package

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 11 with 4-wheel drive and 7-passenger seating. The specified Japanese
minivan product 11 was suggested by Mazda.
2 Identified by Mazda, These are 4-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with
standard length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless
otherwise specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Identified by Chrysler, these are imported Canadian minivans.
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Four-Wheel Drive, 7-Paaaenger Minivana:--Continued
PRODUCT 12 1
The 1992 Canadian model descriptions for the suggested product-12 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs. 2
Dodge Caravan LE AWD/Plymoutb Voyager LE AW]) minivans--Regular wheelbase, 3.3L V6
engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, and LE luxury package 28K.
PRODUCT 13: 3
The 1992 Canadian model descriptions for the suggested product-13 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs. 2
Dodge Caravan LE AW])/Plymouth Voyager LE AWD minivan--Regular wheelbase, 3.3L V6
engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, LE luxury value package 28K, conventional spare
tire, cast aluminum wheels, and quad command seating.

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota AllTrac (4-wheel drive) Van and Previa LE product 12 (Model 5152) with 7-passenger seating.
The specified Japanese minivan product 12 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Toyota, these are 4-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with
standard length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 7-passenger seating (unless
otherwise specified), automatic transmission, and air conditioning.
3 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota AllTrac (4-wheel drive) Van and Previa LE product 13 (Model 5152) with 7-passenger seating.
The specified Japanese minivan product 13 was suggested by Toyota.
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Two-Wheel Drive, 5-Paaaenger Minivans:
PRODUCT 14 1
Base-Wagon ·Dodge Caravan/Plymoutb Voyager minivans 2 --2.5L 4-cylinder engine and FMcassette RAS are in all MYs shown; other equipment comparable to the Mazda product 14
identified in Chrysler's feature descriptions specific to individual model years, are'
shown immediately below.
1989 MY--Value wagon discount package AFJ.
1990 MY--Air conditioning HAA and rear window defroster GFA.

CHRYSLER Dodge Caravan SE/Plymoutb Voyager SE minivans 3 -Base vehicle eguipment
2.SL 14 engine
3-speed automatic transmission
AM-FM radio
7-passenger seating
Intermittent wiper
Remote mirror
Options included
Front air conditioning
Anti-lock brakes
Cassette/radio
Rear defroster
Deluxe convenience package

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Mazda MPV
wagon product 14 with 2-wheel drive, 5-passenger seating, and manual transmission. The
specified Japanese minivan product 14 was suggested by U.S. producers.
2 Identified by Mazda, these are 2-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with standard
length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 5-passenger seating (unless otherwise
specified), manual transmission, and air conditioning. Prices of the imported Canadian
comparison 2-wheel drive manual transmission minivans for model years 1991-92 were
requested if the producer produced such vehicles in these periods.
3 Identified by Chrysler, these are imported Canadian minivans.
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Two-Wheel Drive, 5-Passenger Hinivans:--Continued
PRODUCT 15 1
The 1992 Canadian model descriptions for the suggested product-15 comparison minivans
are listed below; similar equipment should be used for the 1989-91 MYs. 2
Dodge Caravan Base/Plymouth Voyager Base minivans--Regular wheelbase, 2.5L 4-cylinder
EFI engine, 3-speed automatic transmission, family value package 22T.

,·

1 Competitive with or most comparable to the specified imported Japanese Toyota Van and
Previa Deluxe product 15, Model 5122, with 2-wheel drive, 5-passenger seating, and
automatic transmission. The specified Japanese minivan product 15 was suggested by
Toyota.
2 Identified by Toyota, these are 2-wheel drive imported Canadian minivans with
standard length (not extended-length or long wheelbases), 5-passenger seating, automatic
transmission, and air conditioning.
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APPENDIX R
PRICES AND QUANTITIES OF THE SPECIFIED JAPANESE MINIVAN PRODUCTS,
PRICES OF THE SPECIFIED U.S.-PRODUCED MINIVAN PRODUCTS
SUGGESTED BY U.S. PRODUCERS (AND QUANTITIES OF THE
FORD PRODUCTS), AND MARGINS OF UNDER/OVERSELLING BETWEEN
THE DOMESTIC AND JAPANESE PRODUCTS
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Table R-la
Product 1: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-lb
Product 1: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted iri response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table_R-2a
Product 2: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991
·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-2b
Product 2: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table R-3a
Product 3:1 Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, 9ctober 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-3b
Product 3: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-4a
Product 4: Net u.s~ delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-4b
Product 4:1 Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table R-Sa
Product 5: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, Oc~ober 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-Sb
Product 5: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-6a
Product 6: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-6b
Product 6: 1 Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table R-7a
Product 7: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-7b
Product 7: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-8a
Product 8: Net U.S~ delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-8b
Product 8: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table R-9a
Product 9: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, Oqtober 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-9b
Product 9: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-lOa
Product 10: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, April 1989-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-lOb
Product 10: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
Intern•tional Trade Commission.
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Table R-lla
Product 11: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, April 1989-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-llb
Product 11: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-12a
Product 12: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-12b
Product 12: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table R-t3a
Product 13: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, January 1990-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-13b
Product 13: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-14a
Product 14: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by U.S. producers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table R-14b
Product 14: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
lnterna.tional Trade Commission.
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Table R-15a
Product 15: Net U.S. delivered selling prices of comparison U.S.-produced
minivan products, as suggested by U.S. producers, by quarter, October 1988December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

Table R-15b
Product 15: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by U.S. producers, comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX S
PRICES AND QUANTITIES OF THE SPECIFIED JAPANESE MINIVAN PRODUCTS,
PRICES OF THE SPECIFIED U.S.-PRODUCED MINIVAN PRODUCTS
SUGGESTED BY MAZDA AND TOYOTA (AND QUANTITIES OF THE
FORD PRODUCTS), AND MARGINS OF UNDER/OVERSELLING BETWEEN
THE DOMESTIC AND JAPANESE PRODUCTS
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Table S-la
Product 1: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, O~tober 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-lb
Product 1: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Mazda, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-2a
Product 2: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarters, October 1988-December i991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-2b
Product 2: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Mazda, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table S-3a
Product 3: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as· suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison µ.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response tp questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-3b
Product 3: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Kazda, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-4a
Product 4: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarters, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-4b
Product 4: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Kazda, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table S-5a
Product 5: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-5b
Product 5: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-6a
Product 6: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-6b
Product 6: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table S-7a
Product 7: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter,·October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-7b
Product 7: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-8a
Product 8: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-8b
Product 8: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table S-9a
Product 9: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-9b
Product 9: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-lOa
Product 10: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1111ission.
Table S-lOb
Product 10: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Mazda, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table S-lla
Product 11: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-llb
Product 11: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Mazda, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1m1ission.
Table S-12a
Product 12: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade co. .ission.
Table S-l2b
Product 12: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table S-13a
Product 13: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-13b
Product 13: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Comaission.
Table S-14a
Product 14: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
ainivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Japanese importers,
comparison U.S.-produced minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-14b
Product 14: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by.Kazda, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table S-15a
Product 15: Net U.S. delivered selling prices of comparison U.S.-produced
minivan products, as suggested by Japanese importers, by quarter, October
1988-Dece~ber 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table S-15b
Product 15: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, the comparison U.S.-produced minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX T
PRICES AND QUANTITIES OF THE SPECIFIED JAPANESE MINIVAN PRODUCTS,
PRICES OF THE SPECIFIED IMPORTED CANADIAN MINIVAN PRODUCTS,
,AND MARGINS OF UNDER/OVERSELLING BETWEEN THE
CANADIAN AND JAPANESE PRODUCTS
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Table T-la
Product l: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Chrysler and Kazda,
comparison imported Canadian minivan products and margins of
under/ove~selling, by quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co11aission.
Table T-lb
Product 1: Descriptions of the specified Japanase ainivan product and, as
suggested by Chrysler and Mazda, Chrysler's iaported Canadian ainivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Coapiled froa data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trad& Commission.
Table T-2a
Product 2: Net U.S, delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product iaported froa Japan and, as suggested by Chrysler and Mazda,
coaparison iaported Canadian ainivan products and ..rgina of
under/overselling, by quarter, October 1988-Decellber 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Coapiled froa data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade C01111ission.
Table T-2b
Product 2: Descriptions of the specified Japanese ainivan product and, as
suggested by Chrysler and Mazda, Chrysler'• iaported Canadian ainivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Coapiled froa data submitted in re1ponse to que1tionnaire1 of the U.S.
International Trade co. .i11ion.
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Table T-3a
Product 3: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Chrysler and Kazda,
comparison imported Canadian minivan products and margins of
under/overselling, by quarter, October 1988-Decellber 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1m1ission.
Table T-3b
Product 3: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Chrysler and Mazda, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade co. .ission.
Table T-4a
Product 4: Net U.S., delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
ainivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Chrysler and Mazda,
comparison imported Canadian minivan products &nd margins of
under/overselling, by quarter, October 1988-Deceaber 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Comaission.
Table T-4b
Product 4: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, aa
suggested by Chrysler and Mazda, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1111ission.
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Table T-5a
Product 5: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Toyota, a comparison
importe~ Canadian minivan product and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in
International Trade Commission.

*
respon~e

*

*

to questionnaires of the U.S.

Table T-5b
Product 5: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, aa
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table T-6a
Product 6: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Toyota, a comparison
imported Canadian minivan product and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table T-6b
Product 6: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source·: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table T-7a
Product 7: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Toyota, a comparison
imported Canadian minivan product and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table T-7b
Product 7: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table T-8a
Product 8: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Toyota, a comparison
imported Canadian minivan products and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table T-Sb
Product 8: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table T-9a
Product 9: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of th• specified
minivan product imported froa Japan and, as suggested by Toyota, a ce>11pariaon
imported Canadian ainivan product and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, :October 1988-Deceaber 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data subaitted in response to quaatiormairea of the U.S.
International Trade Comaission.
Table T-9b
Product 9: Descriptions of the specified Japanese ainivan product and, aa
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler's imported Canadian ainivan product•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Coapiled froa data subaitted in response to quaatiormairea of the U.S.
International Trade co. .ission.
Table T-lOa
Product 10: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
ainivan product imported froa Japan and, aa suggested by Chrysler and Kazda,
comparison imported Canadian ainivan products and aargina of
under/overselling, by quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Comaisaion.
Table T-lOb
Product 10: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, aa
suggested by Chrysler and Kazda, Chrysler's imported Canadian ainivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data subaitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade co. .iaslon.
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Table T-lla
Product 11: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported fro• Japan and, a• suggested by Chrysler and Kazda,
comparison imported Canadian minivan products and margins of
under/overselling, by quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in re•ponse to que•tionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade co. .ission.
Table T-llb
Product 11: De•criptions of the specified Japane•~ ainivan product and, as
suggested by Chrysler and Kazda, Chrysler's illport5d Canadian ainivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in responee to questionnaire• of the U.S.
International Trade co. .ission.
Table T-12a
Product 12: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Toyota, a comparison
imported Canadian minivan products and . .rgins of under/overselling, by
quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data submitted in response to questionnaire• of the U.S.
International Trade co. .isaion.
Table T-12b
Product 12: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler'• imported Canadian minivan product

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data aubaitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table T-13a
Product 13: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Toyota, a comparison
imported Canadian minivan product and margins of under/overselling, by
quarter, Oc~ober 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1111ission.
Table T-13b
Product 13: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan product

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table T-14a
Product 14: Net U.S. delivered selling prices and quantities of the specified
minivan product imported from Japan and, as suggested by Chrysler and Mazda,
comparison imported Canadian minivan products and margins of
under/overselling, by quarter, October 1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table T-14b
Product 14: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by_Chrysler and Mazda, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table T-15a
Product 15: Net U.S. delivered selling prices of the specified comparison
imported Canadian minivan product, suggested by Toyota, by quarter, October
1988-December 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Co1111ission.
Table T-15b
Product 15: Descriptions of the specified Japanese minivan product and, as
suggested by Toyota, Chrysler's imported Canadian minivan products

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conaission.

